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Preface

In industry, society, and science, advanced software is used for planning, scheduling,
and allocating resources in order to improve the quality of service, reduce costs, or
optimize resource consumption. Examples include power companies generating and
distributing electricity, hospitals planning their surgeries, and public transportation
companies scheduling their time-tables. This type of problem is often referred to as
constraint satisfaction and combinatorial optimization problems.

Despite the availability of effective and scalable solvers that are applicable to a wide
range of applications, current approaches to this problem are still unsatisfactory. The
reason is that in all these applications it is very hard to acquire the constraints and
criteria (that is, the model) needed to specify the problem, and, even if one has suc-
ceeded in capturing the model at one point, it is likely that it needs to be to changed
over time to reflect changes in the environment. Therefore, there is an urgent need for
optimizing and revising a model over time based on data that should be continuously
gathered about the performance of the solutions and the environment they are used in.

Exploiting gathered data to modify the model is difficult and labour intensive with
state-of-the-art solvers, as these solvers do not support data mining (DM) and machine
learning (ML). However, existing frameworks for constraint satisfaction and combi-
natorial optimization problems do not support ML/DM techniques. In current ICT
technology, DM and ML have almost always been studied independently from solving
technology such as constraint programming (CP). On the other hand, a growing
number of studies indicate that significant benefits can be obtained by connecting these
two fields.

This led us to believe – almost five years ago – that it was the right time to develop
the foundations of an integrated and cross-disciplinary approach to these two fields.
A successful integration of CP and DM has the potential to lead to a new ICT paradigm
with far-reaching implications that would change the face of DM/ML as well as CP
technology. It would not only allow one to use DM techniques in CP to identify and
update constraints and optimization criteria, but also to employ such constraints and
criteria in DM and ML in order to discover models compatible with such prior
knowledge. This book reports on the key results obtained on this research topic within
the European FP7 FET Open project no. 284715 on “Inductive Constraint Program-
ming” and a number of associated workshops and Dagstuhl seminars.

The book is structured in five parts. Part I contains an introduction to CP by Barry
Hurley and Barry O’Sullivan and an introduction to DM by Valerio Grossi, Dino
Pedreschi, and Franco Turini.

The next two parts address different challenges related to using ML and DM in a CP
context. The first of these is the model acquisition problem, which aims at learning the
different components of the CP model. This includes the identification of the domains
to use, the constraints and possibly the preference or optimization function to be used.
This is the topic of Part II. The first contribution, by Christian Bessiere, Abderrazak



Daoudi, Emmanuel Hebrard, George Katsirelos, Nadjib Lazaar, Younes Mechqrane,
Nina Narodytska, Claude-Guy Quimper, and Toby Walsh, discusses an algorithm that
acquires constraints by querying the user. The contribution by Nicolas Beldiceanu and
Helmut Simonis describes a system for generating finite domain constraint models
based on a global constraint catalog. The contribution by Luc De Raedt, Anton Dries,
Tias Guns, and Christian Bessiere investigates the problem of learning constraint
satisfaction problems from an inductive logic programming perspective. The contri-
bution by Andrea Passerini discusses Learning Modulo Theories, a novel learning
framework capable of dealing with hybrid domains.

The second challenge is that once the model is known, it needs to be solved.
Reformulating models, optimizing the parameters of the solver, or considering alter-
native solvers is needed to solve the problem efficiently. Hints on how to improve a
model and the best technique for solving it can be obtained by analyzing data collected
during the run of solvers, or data collected from user studies. Part III reports on a
number of techniques for model reformulation and solver optimization, that is: tech-
niques for learning how to find solutions faster and more easily. In this part, a con-
tribution by Lars Kotthoff provides a survey of algorithm selection techniques.
Subsequently, Barry Hurley, Lars Kotthoff, Yuri Malitsky, Deepak Mehta, and Barry
O’Sullivan present the Proteus portfolio solver and several improvements to portfolio
techniques. Finally, Amine Balafrej, Christian Bessiere, Anastasia Paparrizou, and
Gilles Trombettoni present techniques that adapt the level of consistency ensured by a
solver during the search.

Part IV reports on the use of constraints and CP within a DM and ML context. This
is motivated by the observation that many DM and ML tasks are essentially constraint
satisfaction and optimization problems and that, therefore, they may benefit from CP
principles and techniques. By specifying the constraints and optimisation criteria
explicitly, DM and ML problem specifications become declarative and can potentially
be solved by CP systems. Furthermore, several high-level modeling languages have
been developed within CP that can potentially be applied or extended to ML and DM.
The contribution by Anton Dries, Tias Guns, Siegfried Nijssen, Behrouz Babaki,
Thanh Le Van, Benjamin Negrevergne, Sergey Paramonov, and Luc De Raedt intro-
duces MiningZinc, a unifying framework and modeling language with associated
solvers for DM and CP. Subsequently, Valerio Grossi, Tias Guns, Anna Monreale,
Mirco Nanni, and Siegfried Nijssen show how many clustering problems can be for-
malized as constraint optimization problems.

Finally, Part V takes a more practical perspective. The first chapter by Christian
Bessiere, Luc De Raedt, Tias Guns, Lars Kotthoff, Mirco Nanni, Siegfried Nijssen,
Barry O’Sullivan, Anastasia Paparrizou, Dino Pedreschi, and Helmut Simonis reports
on the iterative approach to inductive CP. The key idea is that the CP and ML com-
ponents interact with each other and with the world in order to adapt the solutions to
changes in the world. This is an essential need in problems that change under the effect
of time, or problems that are influenced by the application of a previous solution. It is
also very effective for problems that are only partially specified and where the ML
component learns from observation of applying a partial solution, e.g., in the case of
constraint acquisition. In addition, it reports on a number of applications of inductive
CP in the areas of carpooling (with a contribution by Mirco Nanni, Lars Kotthoff,
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Riccardo Guidotti, Barry O’Sullivan, and Dino Pedreschi), health care (with a con-
tribution by Barry Hurley, Lars Kotthoff, Barry O’Sullivan, and Helmut Simonis), and
energy (with a contribution by Barry Hurley, Barry O’Sullivan, and Helmut Simonis).

The editors would like to thank the European Union for supporting the EU FET FP7
ICON project, the reviewers of the project, Alan Frisch, Bart Goethals, and Francesca
Rossi, and the project officer Aymard de Touzalin for their constructive feedback and
support, all participants of the ICON project for their contributions (Behrouz Babaki,
Amine Balafrej, Remi Coletta, Abderrazak Daoudi, Anton Dries, Valerio Grossi,
Riccardo Guidotti, Tias Guns, Barry Hurley, Nadjib Lazaar, Yuri Malitsky, Younes
Mechqrane, Wannes Meert, Anna Monreale, Benjamin Negrevergne, Anastasia
Paparrizou, Sergey Paramanov, Andrea Romei, Salvatore Ruggiero, Helmut Simonis,
and Franco Turini), as well as the participants of the Dagstuhl seminars 11201 and
14411 and the Cocomile workshop series. Furthermore, they are grateful to all
reviewers of chapters in this book.

September 2016 Christian Bessiere
Luc De Raedt
Lars Kotthoff

Siegfried Nijssen
Barry O’Sullivan
Dino Pedreschi
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Introduction to Combinatorial Optimisation
in Numberjack

Barry Hurley(B) and Barry O’Sullivan

Insight Centre for Data Analytics, Department of Computer Science,
University College Cork, Cork, Ireland

{barry.hurley,barry.osullivan}@insight-centre.org

Abstract. This chapter presents an introduction to combinatorial
optimisation in the context of the high-level modelling platform, Num-
berjack. The process of developing an effective model for a combinatorial
problem is presented, along with details on how such problems can be
solved using three of the most prominent solution paradigms.

1 Introduction

Combinatorial optimisation problems arise in many important real-world appli-
cations such as scheduling, planning, configuration, rostering, timetabling, vehi-
cle routing, network design, bioinformatics, and many more. Intelligent, auto-
mated approaches to these problems can provide high quality solutions from a
number of perspectives such as sustainability, energy efficiency, cost, time, etc.,
and can scale to tackle large problems far beyond the reach of manual methods.
Optimisation technologies have been used to design a fibre optical network for
entire countries, minimising the amount of cable to be laid, while also maintain-
ing certain levels of redundancy [40]; to design electricity, water, and data net-
works [50]; to schedule scientific experiments on the Rosetta-Philae mission [49];
assign gates to airplanes [51]; as well as numerous timetabling, scheduling, and
configuration applications [47,54].

There exist a number of alternative approaches to solve combinatorial prob-
lems, three of the most prominent methods being Constraint Programming
(CP) [47], Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) [10], and Mixed Integer Programming
(MIP) [56]. These techniques provide a generic platform to tackle a broad range
of problems, from simple puzzles to large scale industrial applications. They pro-
vide a framework upon which real-world problems can be specified declaratively,
largely relieving the user of the task of specifying how a solution should be found.

It is generally possible to solve the same problem with any of these methods,
however they differ in terms of problem representation and solution methodology.
In a nutshell, in the constraint programming paradigm variables take their values
from finite sets of possibilities, with solutions typically found using a combination
of systematic backtracking search and polynomial-time inference algorithms that
reduce the size of the search space. A satisfiability problem is defined in terms
of Boolean variables and a single form of constraint, namely a disjunction of
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2016
C. Bessiere et al. (Eds.): Data Mining and Constraint Programming, LNAI 10101, pp. 3–24, 2016.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-50137-6 1



4 B. Hurley and B. O’Sullivan

Boolean variables or their negations. Instances are also solved using backtracking
search, using unit-propagation for inference, as well as learning new clauses when
failures are encountered. The mixed integer programming problem is defined by
a set of linear expressions over integer and real-valued variables. Solutions are
typically found by branch and bound search, using linear relaxations to make
decisions, and the generation of cutting planes to prune the search space.

It is often not clear which approach is best for a particular problem, thus
we may employ a higher-level modelling language to aide in the process. Mod-
elling platforms such as Numberjack1 [29], MiniZinc [42], and Essense [21] offer
the user the ability to declare their model in a high-level language and the
framework will handle the interface and encodings to the various paradigms.
This enables rapid prototyping of different models with numerous solvers. This
chapter presents an introduction to combinatorial optimisation, with examples
given in Numberjack’s modelling language.

The following sections introduce various facets of combinatorial optimisation.
First, Sect. 2 introduces the basic building blocks of variables, constraints, and
inference, as well as giving examples of how effective models can be declared
in a modelling framework such as Numberjack. Section 3 introduces three of the
most prominent approaches for solving combinatorial problems. Some underlying
details of systematic search methods and their associated heuristics are detailed
in Sect. 4.

2 Modelling Using Numberjack

Numberjack is a library, written in Python, which allows the user to model and
solve combinatorial optimisation problems. It provides a common interface to a
number of underlying C/C++ solvers seamlessly and efficiently. The remainder
of this section details the process of building an effective solution to combinato-
rial problems.

A combinatorial optimisation model of a problem consists of a declarative
specification, separating in so far as possible the formulation and the search
strategy. However, modelling a problem effectively can be seen as an art in
itself. The difficulty lies in producing a solvable model, i.e. one that quickly
finds optimal solutions or determines that none exist. Naturally, there are many
alternative models for a single problem, often it is not clear which one is best.

The basic process of developing a model consists of first defining what con-
stitutes the variables and their corresponding domains, i.e. what decisions need
to be made and what are the possible outcomes that can be taken for each one.
Next, the constraints on the relationships between the variables must be defined.
If some criterion is to be optimised, an objective function needs to be specified.
Finally, if the model is well defined it can be passed off directly to a solver which
will search for a (optimal) solution. Often, we may need to specify some heuris-
tics for how the solver should perform the search, such as the variable or value
ordering before the solver can effectively solve the problem.
1 http://numberjack.ucc.ie/.

http://numberjack.ucc.ie/


Introduction to Combinatorial Optimisation in Numberjack 5

Fig. 1. Abstract process of modelling a problem.

For a user, the process of developing a suitable model often requires a number
of iterations, depicted in Fig. 1. Two common issues arise in the development of
a solution: the model either does not accurately represent the problem, or a
solution is not found by the solver in reasonable time. The former is more of a
real-world problem requiring the assistance of a domain expert, where eliciting
the true constraints of the problem, which may not even be well understood, is a
challenge. The latter can pose a larger challenge from a number of perspectives
and may require the input of an expert in combinatorial optimisation.

Many different viewpoints can be taken in modelling a problem, so it can
be easy to come up with a single model, but it may not necessarily be an effi-
cient model. Important choices are to be made such as what are the variables,
what are their domains, and what restrictions should be stated between them.
Such decisions naturally affect the form of constraints which can be applied and
unquestionably the effectiveness of the solver in finding a solution. Empirical
performance may not be clear until it is actually evaluated.

Furthermore, solvers vary in terms of their capabilities, e.g. despite the hun-
dreds of global constraints that have been developed [6], each solver typically
implements a relatively small subset. Thus, the choice of which solver to use
may be dictated by the global constraints required for a problem. Modelling
languages lift the limitation of developing a model using a single solver. Instead,
the model is implemented in a high-level solver-independent language that can
be translated or encoded for a number of solvers. Nevertheless, these systems
still rely on the user to produce a good model of their problem.

The next sections describe in more detail the primary components of a com-
binatorial optimisation model.

2.1 Variables

The variables constitute a fundamental component of a combinatorial problem.
They are each represented by the finite set of values from which they can be
assigned, often defined by a lower and upper bound. Typically these are restricted
to integer values but some extensions do consider real-valued, set [24,58], and
graph [16,17] variables. Boolean variables can take the values true or false, but
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are often interpreted interchangeably as 1 and 0, respectively. The ultimate task
is to assign each variable to a value from its domain. The product of the variable
domains defines the search space. Thus, it is important that each domain is
defined as tightly as is permissible.

Some examples of how variables may be declared in Numberjack are given
below. The VarArray and Matrix constructs serve as convenience methods for
declaring groups of related variables.

Variable()
Variable(’x’)
Variable(u)
Variable(l, u)
Variable(alist)

VarArray(N)
VarArray(N, u)
VarArray(N, l, u)

Matrix(N, M)
Matrix(N, M, l, u)

# Boolean variable
# Boolean variable called ‘x’
# Variable with domain of [0..u−1]
# Variable with domain of [l..u]
# Variable with domain specified as a list

# Array of N Boolean variables
# Array of N variables with domains [0..u−1]
# Array of N variables with domains [l..u]

# N x M matrix of Boolean variables
# N x M matrix of variables with domains [l..u]

2.2 Constraints

Constraints define relationships between the variables, forbidding invalid solu-
tions to the problem. A unary constraint is the simplest form of constraint
involving a single variable and is satisfied by preprocessing the domain of the
variable. Binary constraints relate two variables, such as saying they cannot be
equal, and global constraints [6] involve a larger set of variables, modelling more
complex relations. The remainder of this section presents some common binary
constraints, whereas Sect. 2.4 is devoted to the presentation of global constraints.

One of the most basic binary constraints is the disequality constraint which
simply states that two variables must not be assigned the same value, for exam-
ple X �= Y . Inequalities such as 〈<,≤,≥, >〉 state a relationship which must
hold between the respective assignments. In terms of their respective abilities
to narrow the search space, these inequality constraints are stronger than the
disequality constraint.

The tightness of a constraint is a measure of how many assignment tuples
are forbidden, and subsequently how much of the search space is pruned. In
particular, for a disequality constraint, with a tightness of 1

d , we may only infer
that a value may be removed from the domain of the opposite variable when one
of the variables has been assigned, whereas for the inequalities, changes in the
bounds or absence of certain values may reduce the domain of the other variable
in the constraint. Such constraints are trivially specified in Numberjack using
operator overloading, examples of which are presented in Table 1.

The expressivity of these binary constraints may be augmented by using
expressions of the form X + c < Y , where c is a constant. Here, the expression
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Table 1. Example binary constraint definitions in Numberjack.

Constraint Numberjack code

Disequality x != z

Greater than x > y

Less-or-equal y <= z

Logical-or x | y
Logical-and y \& z

X + c becomes a view on the variable X, mirroring the offset domain without
increasing the search space. Such constraints are useful in many scenarios, for
example in scheduling if we would like to express the constraint that task2 starts
after task1 has finished, we might specify a constraint of the form:

task1start + task1duration < task2start

In many applications the model requires knowledge of the satisfiability of a
particular constraint. In this case, we may reify the truth value of a constraint
to a Boolean variable by writing something of the form:

z == (x < y) z <= (x < y) (x == y) != (a == b)

The first statement reifies the less-than relationships between x and y, enforc-
ing that z is 1 iff x is less than y and 0 otherwise. The second example ensures
that z is 0 if x is not less than y, if z is 1 then the less than relationship must hold,
and other relationships are undefined. Finally, the third statement constrains the
two pairs (x, y) and (a, b) such that exactly one pair must be assigned the same
value and one pair must be assigned different values.

2.3 Inference

A central component in solving a CSP involves inferring variable information
based on the constraints and the current state of the search, removing values
from the domains that cannot possibly participate in any solution [38]. Based on
the current partial assignment to variables during search, a value in a domain of
an unassigned variable may, if assigned, violate a constraint then it is said to be
inconsistent. Therefore it can be removed from the domain. No possible extension
of the current assignment allows such a value to participate in a solution. These
values are said to be pruned from the domain and consequently parts of the
search tree will not be explored.

Figure 2 depicts the outcome of performing inference on a Sudoku problem
which has been modelled as a CSP. Figure 2(a) shows the initial state of the
CSP, where each cell corresponds to a single variable and its domain is the
values from 1 to 9. Some cells have been pre-assigned with clues from the input.
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Fig. 2. Example of CP propagation on a Sudoku instance.

Constraints of the problem enforce that cells within each row, column, and 3
by 3 block take unique values, i.e. a series of all-different constraints. Evidently,
where an initial clue is given as input, no cell in the corresponding row, column,
or block may take this value, and so these values can be removed from their
domains. Before we start any search, inference can be performed based on the all-
different constraints, and the information given by the present clues, to remove
inconsistent values in corresponding variables. Figure 2(b) depicts the result of
propagating this knowledge, and values that cannot participate in any solution
are removed from the domains of variables, resulting in a smaller search space.
During search, this process is repeated in circumstances such as when a new
variable has been assigned or backtracking has occurred.

Note that iteratively propagating the constraints to the domains is typi-
cally enough to solve quintessential Sudoku problems. However, the example
Sudoku presented in Fig. 2 requires a combination of search, albeit a very small
amount, and inference to find the complete solution depicted in Fig. 2(c). We
must remark that the Sudoku example depicts a rather simple aspect of consis-
tency, nevertheless it serves to illustrate the concept. Constraint programming
and other combinatorial optimisation systems offer the ability to perform much
more sophisticated reasoning, some of which is discussed in the following section.

Enforcing consistency during search reduces the search space but comes at an
increased computational cost at each node. A trade-off must be made between
pruning the search space and searching at a faster rate. Thus, constraint pro-
gramming offers different levels of consistency that can be enforced, from con-
straint level local consistency to global consistency [9]. Local consistency concerns
individual constraints in isolation, whereas global consistency equates to a com-
plete solution satisfying all constraints. Generally speaking, each additional level
of consistency has the capability to prune larger parts of the search space but
entails a higher computational complexity.

The following definition, from [9], formally defines the concept of generalised
arc consistency for a constraint network.
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Definition 1 ((Generalised) Arc-Consistency ((G)AC)). Given a CSP
network N = 〈X ,D, C〉, a constraint c ∈ C, and a variable Xi ∈ X (c),

• A value vi ∈ D(Xi) is consistent with c in D iff there exists a valid tuple τ
satisfying c such that vi = τ [Xi]. Such a tuple is called a support for (Xi, vi)
on c.

• The domain D is (generalised) arc consistent on c for Xi iff all the values in
D(Xi) are consistent with c in D.

• The network N is (generalised) arc consistent iff D is (generalised) arc con-
sistent for all variables in X on all constraints in C.

• The network N is arc inconsistent if ∅ is the only domain tighter than D
which is (generalised) arc consistent for all variables on all constraints.

2.4 Global Constraints

Global constraints define constraints over an arbitrarily sized set of variables,
presenting many benefits for constraint programming [53]. Notably, they can
succinctly convey complex relationships between variables, allowing for a concise
specification of a problem. More importantly, from a pragmatic perspective,
this enables higher levels of reasoning to be performed by dedicated inference
algorithms, reducing the search space significantly. For example, propagation
for global constraints such as all-different and cardinality constraints can be
achieved in low polynomial time using flow-based algorithms [45,46], much more
efficiently than general purpose consistency algorithms.

To illustrate an example of such reasoning, consider an all-different constraint
over the variables X = {X1, . . . , X5}, with initial domains D(X ) = {1, . . . , 5},
declaring that each variable in the set must be assigned a unique value. Suppose
that the domains have been reduced during search to those listed is Fig. 3(a).
Note that the domain of variables {X1,X2,X3} constitute the Hall set {1, 2, 5},
whereby these three variables must each be assigned a unique value from the Hall
set. Thus, any assignment of these values to other variables in the constraint
can never result in a satisfying assignment, so they can be removed from the
domains of the remaining variables, {X4,X5}. Had the all-different constraint
been decomposed into a clique of dis-equalities, then such reasoning could not
have been performed.

The Global Constraint Catalogue [6] collects definitions for all global con-
straints defined in the CP literature, at the time of writing this listing contains

X1 ∈ {1, 2, 5}
X2 ∈ {1, 2, 5}
X3 ∈ {1, 2, 5}
X4 ∈ { 2, 3, 4 }
X5 ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

(a) Initial domains.

X1 ∈ {1, 2, 5}
X2 ∈ {1, 2, 5}
X3 ∈ {1, 2, 5}
X4 ∈ { 3, 4 }
X5 ∈ { 3, 4 }

(b) After propagating the
Hall set.

Fig. 3. Example of propagation on a Hall set {1, 2, 5}.
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over 400 constraints and is continually increasing. Such a vast catalogue provides
many opportunities for the application of constraint programming, however one
practical issue faced by users is in identifying which one is appropriate for their
problem.

2.4.1 Example Global Constraints
In practice, most constraint solving libraries only provide implementations for
a small number of those listed in the global constraint catalogue. This section
describes some of the most prominent and widely used global constraints.

Linear Sum. This general expression constrains the dot-product linear combi-
nation of a vector of variables and a vector of coefficients. Mathematically, these
constraints take the form: ∑

i

wi · xi 	 c

where w is a vector of integer or real valued weights, x is a vector of variables,
	 is a relational operator from the set 〈<,≤,=,≥, >〉, and c is a constant.

This is the only constraint type expressible in integer linear programming
but it provides a flexible representation since a number of high-level constraints
can be decomposed or encoded in this form. For example, the constraint x > y
can be written in linear form as x−y > 0. Additionally, since they only deal with
problems in a standard form it enables integer programming solvers to perform
high-levels of reasoning, proving extremely powerful [56].

A linear sum of variables can be expressed in a number of ways in Number-
jack, for example each of the following are equivalent:

2∗a + b + 0.5∗ c + 3∗d == e
Sum( [ 2∗ a , b , 0 .5∗ c , 3∗d ] ) == e
Sum( [ a , b , c , d ] , [ 2 , 1 , 0 . 5 , 3 ] ) == e

In general, it is expensive and difficult for a constraint programming solver to
perform a large amount of reasoning on linear sum constraints, particularly if there
is a large number of variables or their domains are large. For example, in a linear
sum with a large number of variables, there is a huge number of possible assignment
permutations in which to check for supports, at least until a number of variables
are fixed. Thus, in practice, their use with constraint programming solvers is often
limited to cases with a small number of variables and small domains.

All-Different. One of the most widely known, intuitive, and well studied global
constraints is the all-different constraint [36,45] which simply specifies that a set
of variables must be assigned distinct values. Such a relation arises in many prac-
tical applications such as resource allocation, e.g. to state that a resource may
not be used more than once at a single time point. An all-different constraint may
be specified in Numberjack simply by passing a list of variables (or a VarArray)
as follows:

AllDiff([x1, x2, x3, x4])
AllDiff(vararray)
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An intuitive application of the all-different constraint is the Sudoku problem, as
illustrated in Fig. 2, whereby each row, column, and 3 × 3 cell is constrained to
take distinct values. Such a condition can be modelled using an all-different for
each row, column, and cell, giving a model with a total of 27 global constraints.

The all-different constraint may also be decomposed into a clique of dis-
equalities between every pair of variables (∀i < j : Xi �= Xj). This decomposition
requires

(
n
2

)
binary constraints for each all-different, equating to a total of 972

(810 unique) binary disequality constraints for the Sudoku problem. However,
this formulation looses the strong propagation that all-different enables, resulting
in a larger search space to be explored.

Global Cardinality. The global cardinality constraint [1] places lower and
upper bounds on the number of occurrences of certain values amongst a set of
variables. The global cardinality constraint models restrictions in applications
such as timetabling when there may be a limit on the number of consecutive
activity types. For example in Numberjack, we can write the following:

myvariablearray = VarArray(10, 1, 5)
Gcc(myvariablearray, {3: [2, 2], 2: [0, 3], 4: [1, 10]})

to state that amongst the variables in ‘myvariablearray’, the value 3 must occur
exactly twice, the value 2 at most three times, and the value 4 at least once.

Element. The element constraint [30] allows indexing into a variable or value
array, at solving time, by the value of another variable. This can provide a very
powerful modelling construct. A simple example of its use in Numberjack is:

myvariablearray = VarArray(10, 1, 20)
indexvar = Variable(10)
y == Element(myvariablearray, indexvar)

This uses the value assigned to ‘indexvar’ as an index into the variable array
‘myvariablearray’, binding the resulting variable to be equal to the variable ‘y’.

Cumulative. The cumulative constraint [2] proves extremely useful in many
scheduling and packing problems. Two significant and important application
areas for constraint programming. For example, in a scheduling scenario with
a given set of tasks, each requiring a specific quantity of resource, the cumula-
tive constraint restricts the total consumption of the resource to not exceed a
predefined limit at each time point. Tasks are allowed to overlap but their cumu-
lative resource consumption must not exceed a predefined fixed limit. Figure 4
illustrates an example schedule of five overlapping tasks on a resource with a
capacity of 5. Given the scheduling of task 1 at time point 0, the earliest task
2 can start is 3 since its resource consumption is 2. Task 4 on the other hand
can also start at 0, since its resource consumption of 1 fits within the remaining
capacity. The cumulative constraint may also be viewed as modelling the packing
of two-dimensional rectangles.
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Fig. 4. Example task assignment on a cumulative resource.

2.5 Optimisation

Numerous industrial applications of combinatorial optimisation require going
beyond a single satisfiable solution. Frequently the interest is in finding good,
or the absolute best, quality solution. For example, we might wish to define the
objective function to minimise cost, wastage, loss, or to maximise profit, yield,
customer satisfaction, and so on. These expressions can intuitively be specified
in Numberjack as follows:

Minimise( openingcosts + supplycosts )
Maximise( Sum(items, weights) )

Different approaches are taken to solve such optimisation problems. Con-
straint programming can treat the objective function as another variable, per-
forming branch and bound search on its range. It solves a series of satisfaction
sub-problems, searching for a solution with an objective value below a certain
threshold. On each subsequent call, the threshold is reduced until the problem
is proven unsatisfiable or a resource limit has been exceeded. A satisfiability
solver can similarly be used to solve some optimisation approaches, although
its practicality is limited to problems where the domain of the objective func-
tion is small. Graphical model solvers perform sophisticated reasoning on the
feasibility of bounds and values of local cost functions to tighten bounds on the
objective. The application of the technology tends to be targeted at small, highly
non-linear objective functions. Mixed integer programming solvers are most nat-
urally suited to solving (linear) optimisation problems. The linear relaxations at
their core yields effective lower-bounds. Critically, a MIP solver also examines
the dual of the problem, yielding an upper-bound. Combining the two gives a
precise indication of the range within which the optimal solution lies; when the
two bounds are equal, optimality has been proven.

3 Solving Technologies

This section presents a more formal description of the aforementioned approaches
to solving combinatorial problems.
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3.1 Constraint Programming

Constraint programming problems are defined by a tuple 〈X ,D, C〉, defining
the variables, domains, and constraints respectively. A variable Xi ∈ X has a
domain of possible assignments from D, denoted by D(Xi) ∈ D. Constraints in C
restrict the set of values which can be assigned to interconnected variables of the
problem. For a given constraint c ∈ C, we will refer to the relevant variables by
the set X(c), i.e. the scope of the constraint. In a binary constraint satisfaction
problem, whereby ∀c ∈ C : |X(c)| ≤ 2, we may refer to a constraint between
variables Xi and Xj by cij . The graph composed of nodes representing the
variables and (hyper-)edges between the nodes representing the scopes of each
constraint is often referred to as the constraint network.

In so far as is possible, constraint programming attempts to separate the
definition of a problem from the solving process, to the extent that it is said
to represent the holy grail of programming: “the user states the problem, the
computer solves it” [19]. A solution to a CSP consists of a mapping from each
variable to one of the values in its domain such that all constraints are satisfied.
Solutions are typically found using a combination of backtracking-style search
and inference; which are covered in Sects. 4 and 2.3 respectively.

3.2 Satisfiability

The satisfiability problem (SAT) [10] is one of the most prominent and long-
standing areas of study in computer science, most notably by being the first
problem to be proven NP-complete and lying at the heart of the P ?= NP
question [14]. The problem consists of a set of Boolean variables and a proposi-
tional formula over these variables. The task is to decide whether or not there
exists a truth assignment to the variables such that the propositional formula
evaluates to true, and, if this is the case, to find this assignment.

SAT instances consist of a propositional logic formula, usually expressed in
conjunctive normal form (CNF). The representation consists of a conjunction of
clauses, where each clause is a disjunction of literals. A literal is either a Boolean
variable or its negation. Each clause is a disjunction of its literals and the formula
is a conjunction of each clause. The following SAT formula is in CNF:

(x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x4) ∧ (¬x2 ∨ ¬x3) ∧ (x3 ∨ x4)

This instance consists of four SAT variables. One assignment to the variables
which would satisfy the above formula would be to set x1 = true, x2 = false,
x3 = true, and x4 = true.

3.3 Mixed Integer Programming

The mixed integer programming (MIP) [56] problem consists of a set of linear
constraints over integer and real-valued variables, where the goal is to find an
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assignment to the variables minimising a linear objective function. More formally,
a MIP problem takes the form:

min cx + dy (1)
s.t. Ax + By ≥ 0 (2)

x, y ≥ 0 (3)
y integer (4)

where x and y are two vectors of real-valued and integer variables, respectively. c
and d are vectors of coefficients defining the objective function to be minimised.
The matrices A and B represent coefficients of a set of linear constraints.

Analogous to the constraint and satisfiability solving techniques seen in pre-
vious sections, modern techniques for solving a mixed integer programming prob-
lems consist of a combination of search and various forms of inference. Firstly,
a number of pre-solving techniques are applied which rewrite and reduce some
parts of the constraints. This maintains the same form of problem, while gener-
ally resulting in a reduced, tighter problem.

Subsequently, the space of solutions is explored using branch and bound
search. At each node in the search tree, the integrality constraints on vari-
ables in y are relaxed, the resulting formulation, namely the LP relaxation, is
solved to optimality using linear programming techniques such as the simplex
algorithm [41]. If it happens that the solution also satisfies the integrality con-
straints, then a feasible solution has been found. The best integer solution found
during search is called the incumbent and its objective value provides an upper-
bound on the optimal solution value.

In practice however, an integer solution to the LP relaxation rarely occurs
and so the fractional solution is used to guide the search. Furthermore, the
objective value of the non-integral solution also provides a lower-bound on the
solution of the integral problem. The distance between the best lower and upper
bound is deemed the optimality gap, when its value reaches zero, optimality has
been proved. The search procedure then branches on one of the y variables for
which a non-integral value was assigned. For example, if integer variable yi was
assigned the value 2.8 in the LP relaxation solution, then two sub-problems are
created with constraints yi ≤ 2 and yi ≥ 3 respectively. If the solution to the
LP relaxation in any of the resulting sub-problems is infeasible or is greater
than the incumbent, then that node can be dropped and another node explored.
This process is repeated recursively until optimality is proven or the problem is
proved infeasible.

3.4 Choice Is Good

As the previous sections have outlined, the solution technologies for constraint
programming, satisfiability, and mixed integer programming problems are all
operationally different. Specifically: CP uses constraint propagation with back-
tracking search; SAT utilises unit-propagation, clause learning, and search; and
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MIP exploits linear relaxations, cutting planes, with branch and bound search.
Often, it is not clear which solution technology is best suited for a particular
problem so it can be worthwhile to experiment with different approaches. For-
tunately, the user does not need to manually produce a different model for each
approach since many problems can be encoded between CP, SAT, and MIP; a
process which can be significantly simplified by using modelling frameworks. The
following sections illustrate the performance differences between approaches on
some example problems.

3.4.1 Example: Warehouse Location Problem
The Warehouse Location Problem [31] considers a set of existing shops and
a candidate set of warehouses to be opened, the problem is to choose which
warehouses are to be opened and consequently the respective shops which each
one will supply. There is a cost associated with opening each warehouse, as well
as a supply cost for each warehouse-shop supply pair, the objective being to
minimise the total cost of warehouse operations and supply costs. A complete
Numberjack model for the warehouse location problem is given in Fig. 5.

Table 2 compares the performance of a mixed integer programming solver
and a constraint programming solver, namely SCIP and Mistral respectively, on
some instances of the Warehouse Location Problem. SCIP is able to solve each
of instance to optimality very quickly, whereas the CP solver takes over one hour
of CPU-time to find solutions of worse quality. In this case, the CP solver is not
able to perform much reasoning on the objective function for this problem, a
weighted linear sum, whereas the MIP solver is able to produce tight bounds
very quickly and narrow the search.

3.4.2 Example: Highly Combinatorial Puzzles
We compare a constraint programming, a satisfiability, and a mixed integer
programming solver on some benchmarks of two arithmetic puzzles. Specifically,
constructing a Costas Array and constructing a Golomb ruler of minimal size.
Both of these problems are parameterised by a single value specifying the size
of the instance. The Costas Array problem [15] is to place n points on an n × n
board such that each row and column contains only one point, and the pairwise
distances between points is also distinct. This can be modelled using a vector
of n variables to decide the column of each point, and enforcing all-different
constraints on the vector of variables and on the triangular distance matrix. A
Golomb ruler [52] is defined by placing a set of m marks at integer positions
on a ruler such that the pairwise differences between marks are distinct. The
objective is to find rulers of minimal length. Numberjack models for the Costas
Array and Golomb Ruler problems are presented in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively.
Problems such as these are not limited to academic interest but do map to many
real world applications.

Table 3 illustrates the empirical performance differences between CP, SAT,
and MIP approaches on these problems. Here, the constraint programming solver
(Mistral) is very effective. The satisfiability solver performs comparably well on
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1 model = Model()

3 # 0/1 for each warehouse to decide which ones to open
4 WareHouseOpen = VarArray(data.NumberOfWarehouses)

6 # 0/1 matrixfor each shop (row) decide which warehouse (col) will supply it
7 ShopSupplied = Matrix(data.NumberOfShops, data.NumberOfWarehouses)

9 # Cost of running warehouses
10 warehouseCost = Sum(WareHouseOpen, data.WareHouseCosts)

12 # Cost of shops using warehouses
13 transpCost = Sum([Sum(varRow, costRow) for varRow, costRow in zip(

ShopSupplied, data.SupplyCost)])

15 # Objective function
16 obj = warehouseCost + transpCost
17 model += Minimise(obj)

19 # Channel from store opening to store supply matrix
20 for col, store in zip(ShopSupplied.col, WareHouseOpen):
21 model += [var <= store for var in col]

23 # Make sure every shop is supplied by one warehouse
24 for row in ShopSupplied.row:
25 model += Sum(row) == 1

27 # Make sure that each warehouse does not exceed it’s supply capacity
28 for col, cap in zip(ShopSupplied.col, data.Capacity):
29 model += Sum(col) <= cap

31 # Load the model with a named solver
32 solver = model.load(”SCIP”)

34 # Ask the solver to solve
35 solver.solve()

37 if solver.is sat():
38 ... # print solution
39 elif solver.is unsat():
40 print ”Unsatisfiable”

Fig. 5. Model of the Warehouse Location Problem in Numberjack.

the Costas array problem, but when dealing with the optimisation problem of
the Golomb ruler, it fails to scale. However, it does outperform the mixed integer
programming solver which performs very poorly on these problems.
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Table 2. Comparison between a mixed integer programming solver (SCIP) and a
constraint programming solver (Mistral) on some instances of the Warehouse Location
Problem.

Instance SCIP Mistral

Objective Nodes Time Objective Nodes Time

cap44 1184690 1 0.84 1468957 10008044 >3600

cap63 1087190 14 1.82 1388391 10683754 >3600

cap71 957125 1 0.69 1297505 11029722 >3600

cap81 811324 1 0.65 1409091 3497095 >3600

cap131 954894 5 5.30 1457632 1281009 >3600

1 model = Model()

3 # N variables with domains 1..N representing the column of point in each row
4 seq = VarArray(N, 1, N)

6 # Points must be placed in distinct columns
7 model += AllDiff(seq)

9 # Each row of the triangular distance matrix contains no repeat distances
10 for i in range(N−2):
11 model += AllDiff([seq[j] − seq[j+i+1] for j in range(N−i−1)])

Fig. 6. Model of the Costas Array Problem in Numberjack.

1 model = Model()

3 # A vector of finite domain variables for the position of each mark
4 marks = VarArray(m, 2∗∗(m−1))

6 # Pairwise distances are distinct
7 distance = [marks[i] − marks[j] for i in range(1, m) for j in range(i)]
8 model += AllDiff(distance)

10 # Symmetry breaking
11 model += marks[0] == 0
12 for i in range(1, m):
13 model += marks[i−1] < marks[i]

15 # Minimise the position of the last mark
16 model += Minimise(marks[−1])

Fig. 7. Model of the Golomb Ruler Problem in Numberjack.
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Table 3. Performance of a constraint programming, satisfiability, and mixed integer
programming solver on two arithmetic puzzles of increasing size. Values are CPU time
in seconds, ‘-’ represents a timeout, and ‘M’ a memory limit of 2 GB exceeded.

Instance Mistral MiniSat SCIP

Costas (11) 0.0 0.0 27.0

Costas (12) 0.0 0.0 166.0

Costas (13) 0.0 0.0 286.0

Costas (14) 1.0 0.0 1065.0

Costas (15) 9.0 0.0 2564.0

Costas (16) 52.0 16.0 -

Costas (17) 562.0 163.0 -

Costas (18) 529.0 677.0 -

Golomb (6) 0.0 0.0 2.0

Golomb (7) 0.0 0.0 17.0

Golomb (8) 0.0 2.0 59.0

Golomb (9) 0.0 34.0 1778.0

Golomb (10) 3.0 M -

Golomb (11) 133.0 M -

Golomb (12) 3006.0 M M

4 Systematic Search

Chronological backtracking search plays a central role in the solution process
for combinatorial problems. Nodes in the search correspond to variables, and
branches to assignments, thus the search explores the tree of possible partial
solutions. Figure 8 illustrates a partial example of the search tree generated by
backtracking search. Initially, from the root node, the variable X is branched on,
taking one branch for each possible value in its domain.

X

Y

0

Y

1

Y

2

Z

1

Z

2

Fig. 8. An partial example of the search tree generated by backtracking search.
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Modern constraint programming solvers typically perform binary-branching
on the assignment or removal of a value from the domain. The process of main-
taining arc-consistency (MAC) [48] during search has been shown to be highly
effective. This consists of making the initial CSP arc-consistent before starting
search, then again after every assignment and every backtrack. A domain wipe-
out occurs when a variable has no values remaining in its domain. When this
occurs search must backtrack and explore a different path. A solution has been
found when all variables have been assigned a value in their domain which is
globally consistent with the constraints.

Notably, if a bad decision is made early in the search, then the resulting
sub-tree may be unsatisfiable. It may take exponential time for the search to
prove that no solution exists in the sub-tree, a refutation, before backtracking
to the bad decision node [32]. The thrashing phenomenon occurs when the cur-
rent partial assignment cannot be extended to a solution but search continues
backtracking on the remaining variables, trying all possible values when the real
source of inconsistency is a bad decision higher up the tree.

To avoid such worst-case behaviour, a number of methods such as randomised
restarting, back-jumping, and explanation-based search have been proposed.
Nevertheless, an important decision to be made arises concerning what order
the tree should be explored. These topics are discussed in the following sections.

4.1 Search Heuristics in Constraint Programming

Two closely-related decisions which are vital for success are the choice of variable
to branch on and the subsequent value it will be assigned. These decisions have a
dramatic affect on the size of the search tree that will be explored. Interestingly,
an oracle proposing the value ordering could lead search directly to a solution
without backtracking (if the problem is satisfiable), regardless of the variable
ordering. In practice however, such an oracle is implausible so heuristic methods
must be used.

The CSP community has devised a number of generic, problem independent
heuristics for users to choose from. Options range from static heuristics such a
selecting the variables in order of their domain size or degree of connectivity in
the constraint-graph, to dynamic heuristics based on the activity of the solver
during search such as weighted heuristics [11], and impact-based [44] to name
a few.

To avoid bad decisions early in the search tree, the variable ordering heuristic,
in general, follows a fail-first principle [28] whereby variables likely to lead to
failure should be chosen first. Effort should be focused on difficult parts of the
problem likely to lead to failure, which should ideally occur early in the search.
Value ordering heuristics on the other hand try to select the most promising
value, one most likely to lead to a solution [22].

Choosing an effective heuristic is a highly problem dependant task, often
requiring intimate knowledge of the underlying technology, an undertaking often
beyond the reach of many users. Automating such a task, simplifying the bar-
rier to entry for users, has been proposed as one of the grand challenges for
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constraint programming [20]. One approach to this is to use a machine learning
model to automatically select the heuristic based on instance specific features
[12,23,35,39].

4.2 Restarting and Randomness

In practice, the search procedure will encounter many failures and have to back-
track. As mentioned previously, one risk occurs if a bad decision has been made
early in the search process and proving that no solution exists in the sub-tree
may take exponential time. One approach to avoiding such behaviour is to restart
the search from the root node after a pre-defined limit on the number of failures
has been reached [37].

To maintain the completeness of the search process, solvers adopt a restarting
strategy whereby the failure limit eventually tends towards infinity. A restart
strategy is defined by a sequence 〈t1, t2, t3, . . .〉 whereby each ti specifies the limit
on the number of failures for a particular run of the algorithm. Once the failure
limit ti is reached, the search is restarted from the root node with the new limit
of ti+1.

Two standard restart strategies are based on the Luby and geometric
sequences. The Luby [37] sequence has the form 〈1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 4, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2,
4, . . .〉. In the context of Las Vegas algorithms [5] it is proven to be universally
optimal, achieving a runtime that is only a logarithmic factor from an optimal
restart strategy where the runtime distribution of the underlying algorithm is
fully known, and no other universal strategy can do better by more than a con-
stant factor [37]. Alternatively, the geometric [55] sequence increases the cutoff
by a constant factor between each run.

Restarting is typically combined with randomisation in the variable and value
heuristics to avoid repeatedly exploring the same search space. Such stochastic
behaviour gives rise to solvers exhibiting a distribution of runtimes. In some
cases, modelled by heavy- and fat-tailed distributions [26], possibly with infinite
mean and variance. These distributions capture a non-negligible fraction of runs
far to the right or left of the median, runs taking extremely long. Rapid ran-
domised restarting [25,27] has been shown to eliminate heavy-tails to the right of
the median and can even take advantage of heavy-tails to the left of the median.

5 Final Remarks

This chapter has presented an introduction to three areas of combinatorial opti-
misation, specifically constraint programming, satisfiability, and mixed integer
programming. The contrasting approaches that each of these paradigms take to
solving such problems is presented along with examples using Numberjack.

One of the underlying difficulties for new users of these technologies is in
producing an effective solution. Some progress has been made to alleviate this
burden, such as the Constraint Seeker [7] which identifies and ranks global
constraints satisfying a given solution vector. The ModelSeeker [8] extends
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this to identify complete global constraint models satisfying a set of solutions.
Conacq [13] interactively learns a constraint network by proposing partial solu-
tions to the user. Automated Configuration tools help find good parameter-
isations of a solver, helping boost performance on problem classes [4,18,34].
Portfolio approaches unite the complimentary strengths of a collection of
solvers [3,33,43,57], making decisions on an instance specific basis of which solver
to be used.
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Abstract. This paper provides an overview of the current state-of-the-
art on using constraints in knowledge discovery and data mining. The
use of constraints requires mechanisms for defining and evaluating them
during the knowledge extraction process. We give a structured account of
three main groups of constraints based on the specific context in which
they are defined and used. The aim is to provide a complete view on
constraints as a building block of data mining methods.

1 Introduction

Data mining extracts synthetic models from datasets. Data are represented by
collections of records characterizing data with respect to several dimensions.
The use of constraints may be useful in the data mining process in at least
three ways: (i) filtering and organizing the dataset before applying data mining
methods; (ii) improving the performance of data mining algorithms by reducing
the search space and focusing the search itself; and (iii) reasoning on the results
of the mining step for sharpening them and presenting a more refined view of
the extracted models.

The integration of constraints in data mining tasks has rapidly emerged as a
challenging topic for the research community. A large number of ad-hoc exten-
sions of mining algorithms use constraints for improving the quality of their
results. The use of constraints requires a way for defining and satisfying them
during the knowledge extraction process. This point is crucial both for the qual-
ity of the extracted data mining models, and for the scalability of the entire
process. On the one hand, an analyst can define the knowledge extraction phase
where a constraint must be satisfied. On the other hand, an optimizer is required
to understand where a constraint must be satisfied inside the process flow, in
an automatic way. Moreover, mining algorithms must be rewritten for satisfying
constraints directly into model extraction.

The amount of data in our world has been exploding. This chapter ends
offering the user a glimpse at the future by considering the emerging phenomenon
of big data. With big data traditional analysis tools cannot be used because of
the massive volume of data gathered by automated collection tools, there are
already promising line researches addressing this issue.

Furthermore, this chapter represents a solid scientific basis for several
advanced techniques developed inside the ICON project and outlined in this book.
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2016
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For example the reader can examine in depth the use of a constraint language
for defining data mining tasks considering the Chapter “Modeling Data Min-
ing Problems in MiningZinc”, or study clustering problems via constraints opti-
mization reading the Chapter “Partition-Based Clustering using Constraints
Optimization”.

For these aims, Sect. 2 provides an introduction to data mining and proposes
several references useful to understand how the basic data mining concepts can
be extended by using constraints. Section 3 reviews the use of constraints in
data mining, introducing three different dimensions on which constraints can be
classified. Finally, Sect. 4 draws some conclusions.

2 Data Mining

Today, data mining is both a technology that blends data analysis methods with
sophisticated algorithms for processing large data sets, and an active research
field that aims at developing new data analysis methods for novel forms of data.
On the one hand, data mining tools are now part of mature data analysis systems
and have been successfully applied to problems in various commercial and scien-
tific domains. On the other hand, the increasing heterogeneity and complexity
of new forms of data, such as those arriving from medicine, biology, the Web,
Earth observation systems, call for new forms of patterns and models, together
with new algorithms to discover such patterns and models efficiently.

Data mining is originally defined as the process of automatically discovering
useful information in large data repositories. Traditionally, data mining is only
a step of knowledge discovery in databases, the so-called KDD process for con-
verting raw data into useful knowledge. The KDD process consists of a series
of transformation steps: data preprocessing, which transforms the raw source
data into an appropriate form for the subsequent analysis. Actual data mining,
which transforms the prepared data into patterns or models, and postprocessing
of mined results, which assesses validity and usefulness of the extracted patterns
and models, and presents interesting knowledge to the final users - business
analysts, scientists, planners, etc. – by using appropriate visual metaphors or
integrating knowledge into decision support systems.

The three most popular data mining techniques are predictive modelling,
cluster analysis and association analysis. In predictive modelling (Sect. 2.1), the
goal is to develop classification models capable of predicting the value of a class
label (or target variable) as a function of other variables (explanatory variables);
the model is learnt from historical observations, where the class label of each
sample is known: once constructed, a classification model is used to predict the
class label of new samples whose class is unknown, as in forecasting whether a
patient has a given disease based on the results of medical tests.

In association analysis, also called pattern discovery, the goal is precisely to
discover patterns that describe strong correlations among features in the data
or associations among features that occur frequently in the data (see Sect. 2.3).
Often, the discovered patterns are presented in the form of association rules:
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useful applications of association analysis include market basket analysis, i.e.
the task of finding items that are frequently purchased together, based on point-
of-sale data collected at cash registers.

Finally, in cluster analysis (Sect. 2.2), the goal is to partition a data set into
groups of closely related data in such a way that the observations belonging
to the same group, or cluster, are similar to each other, while the observations
belonging to different clusters are not. Clustering can be used, for instance, to
find segments of customers with a similar purchasing behaviour or categories of
documents pertaining to related topics.

2.1 Predictive Modelling or Classification

Classification is one of the most popular approaches for mining useful informa-
tion. The aim is to predict the behavior of new elements (classification phase),
given a set of past and already classified instances. The process of classifying
new data begins from a set of classified elements, and tries to extract some regu-
larities from them (training phase) [WFH11,TSK06,HK12]. The model employs
a set of input data called training set where the class label for each instance is
provided. The process of classifying new data starts from a training set, and tries
to extract some regularities from them. Classification is an example of supervised
learning.

Based on the way learners actually subdivide the above-mentioned phases,
they are categorized into two classes, namely eager learners or lazy learners. For
example, decision trees or rule-based learners are examples of eager approaches.
In this category, most of the computing resources are spent to extract a model,
but once a model has been built, classifying a new object is a rather fast process.

By contrast, lazy learners, such as nearest-neighbour classifiers do not require
an explicit model building phase, but classifying a test example can be very
expensive, since the element to classify must be compared with all the samples
in the training set. In the following, we provide a short description of the most
popular classifiers available in the literature.

Decision Trees. The model has the form of a tree, where each node contains
a test on an attribute, each branch from a node corresponds to a possible out-
come of the test, and each leaf contains a predicted class label [Mor82]. Decision
tree induction often uses a greedy top-down approach which recursively replaces
leaves by test nodes, starting from the root. The attribute associated to each
node is chosen through the comparison of all the available attributes, and the
selection of the best one is based on some heuristic measures. Several impurity
measures are available in the literature [Qui86,Qui93,BFOS84]. Typically, the
measures developed are based on the degree of impurity of the child nodes. The
lower is the value, the more skewed is the class distribution. The extraction
procedure continues until a termination condition is satisfied.

The Hunt’s algorithm represented in Algorithm1 is the basis of several
popular decision tree learners including ID3 [Qui86], CART [BFOS84], C4.5
[Qui93,Qui96] and EC4.5 [Rug02]. The cited approaches assume that all training
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Algorithm 1. The Hunt’s algorithm - DecisionTree(TS, A)
Require: Training set TS, an attribute set A
Ensure: Decision tree
1: if stoppingCondition(TS, A) = true then
2: leaf ← createLeaf(TS) //given TS determines the class label to assign a leaf

node
3: return leaf
4: else
5: root ← createNode()
6: root.testCondition ← findBestSplit(TS, A)
7: TS i ← splitData(root.testCondition) //given the test condition splits TS in sub-

sets
8: for each TS i do
9: root.child i ← DecisionTree(TS i, A)

10: end for
11: end if
12: return root

examples can be simultaneously stored in main memory, and thus have a limited
number of examples from which they can learn. [LLS00] shows a comparison of
complexity, training time and prediction accuracy of main memory classification
algorithms, including decision trees. In several cases, training data can exceed
the main memory capability. In order to avoid this limitation, disk-based deci-
sion tree learners, such as SLIQ [MAR96] and SPRINT [SAM96], assume the
examples to be stored on disk, and are learned by repeatedly reading them in a
sequence. More recently, new data structures and algorithms have been defined
to tackle the classification problem in stream environments, also using decision
trees [GT12,GS11].

Bayesian Approaches. In many situations, the relationship between the
attributes and the class variable cannot be deterministic. This situation typically
occurs in the presence of noisy data, or when external factors affecting classifi-
cation, not included in our analysis, arises. Based on Bayes theorem, Bayesian
classifiers are robust to isolate noisy points and irrelevant attributes.

A popular approach of Bayesian classification is näıve Bayes. This kind
of classifier estimates the class-conditional probability, by assuming that the
attributes are conditionally independent. To classify a record, the algorithm
computes the posterior probability of a class value using Bayes theorem, and
returns the class that maximizes this probability value. The way of computing
class-conditional distribution varies in the presence of categorical or continuous
attributes. In the first case, the conditional probability is estimated using the
fraction of training samples with a specific class label considering an attribute
value. By contrast, continuous attributes must be discretized, or a Gaussian
distribution is typically chosen to compute the class-conditional probability.

Detailed discussions on Bayesian classifiers can be found in [DH73,Mic97,
WK91]. An analysis of the accuracy of näıve Bayes classifiers without class
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Algorithm 2. The k -nearest neighbour algorithm
Require: Training set TS, the number of nearest neighbour k
Ensure: Set of k nearest neighbours
1: for each test example z = (x′,y′) do do
2: Distance(x′, x) ← compute the distance between z and every training element

(x, y) ∈ TS
3: TS s ← Select the k closest training example to z
4: class ← FindClass(TSs)
5: return class
6: end for

conditional independence hypothesis is available in [DP96], while [Jen96] pro-
vides a first overview of Bayesian networks.

Nearest Neighbour. This kind of classifier belongs to the family of lazy learners.
In this case, every training example is viewed as a point in a multidimensional
space, defined on the number of the available attributes.

As shown in Algorithm 2, given an element to classify, the call label is chosen
based on the label of element neighbours selected by a proximity measure. In this
case, specific training instances are employed to provide a prediction, without
providing any model derived from data. Every training example is viewed as
a point in a multidimensional space, defined on the number of the available
attributes. In real applications only k points, that are closest to the element
to classify are selected to decide the class label to return. The crucial aspect
is to select the measures of proximity, that similarly to clustering are based on
attribute types and special issues to solve. Due to its nature these models are
rather sensible to noisy data and the prediction accuracy is highly influenced by
the data preprocessing step and proximity measure.

With respect to decision trees, nearest-neighbor classifier provides a more
flexible model representation. It produces arbitrarily-shaped boundaries, while
decision trees are typically constrained to rectilinear decision boundaries
[TSK06,HK12].

Support Vector Machine. This kind of approaches has its root in statistical
learning theory. They have been successfully employed in many real applications,
including handwritten digit recognition, and text categorization among others.

The main idea of this method is representing the decision boundary using a
subset of training examples, known as support vectors. A support vector machine
constructs a hyperplane (or set of hyperplanes) in a multi-dimensional space,
which can be used for classification, regression, or other tasks. Essentially, given
a set of possible hyperplanes (implicitly defined in the data), the classifier selects
one hyperplane for representing its decision boundary, based on how well they
are expected to perform on test examples. A support vector approach is typically
described as linear or non-linear. The former involves a linear decision boundary
to split the training objects into respective classes [ABR64]. Non-linear models
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try to compute a boundary for separating objects that cannot be represented
by a linear model [BGV92]. The trick is to transform the data from its original
space into a new space that can be divided by a linear bound. In the literature
several approaches are available for learning a support vector model [CV95,
Bur98,SC08].

2.2 Clustering

Clustering is the process of partitioning a set of data objects into subsets without
any supervisory information such as data labels. Each subset is a cluster, such
that objects in a cluster are similar to one another, yet dissimilar to objects in
other clusters. The set of clusters resulting from a cluster analysis can be referred
to as a clustering [WFH11,TSK06,HK12]. Clustering can lead to the discovery
of previously unknown groups within the data. Examples of data objects include
database records, graph nodes, a set of features describing individuals or images.
Because there is no a priori knowledge about the class labels, clustering is also
called unsupervised learning. Cluster analysis is used in a wide range of applica-
tions such as: business intelligence, image pattern recognition, web analysis, or
biology.

The following general aspects are orthogonal characteristics in which cluster-
ing methods can be compared:

• the partitioning criteria: all the clusters are at the same level vs. parti-
tioning data objects hierarchically, where clusters can be formed at different
semantic levels.

• separation of clusters: methods partitioning data objects into mutually
exclusive clusters vs. a data object may belong to more than one cluster.

• similarity measure: similarity measures play a fundamental role in the
design of clustering methods. Some methods determine the similarity between
two objects by the distance between them vs. the similarity may be defined
by connectivity based on density or contiguity.

• clustering space: the entire given data space vs. subspace clustering.

The literature proposes several ways to compute and represent a cluster. The
partition method is based on prototypes and is one of the most widely studied
and applied approaches. In this case, every cluster is selected and represented by
a prototype called centroid (e.g. K-means and K-medoid). Prototype-based tech-
niques tend to consider the region only based on a distance value from a center.
This approach typically provides clusters having globular shapes. Hierarchical-
clustering is a method of cluster analysis which seeks to build a hierarchy of
clusters. Also this kind of clustering is typically based on distance measures, but
in this case, we permit clusters to have subclusters thus forming a tree. Each
cluster i.e. a node in the tree, is the union of its subclusters, and the root of the
tree is the cluster containing all the objects. The class of approaches for hierar-
chical clustering can be found under the agglomerative hierarchical clustering.
BIRCH [ZRL96] is a famous example of hierarchical clustering algorithm.
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Algorithm 3. The k -means algorithm
Require: Set of points P
Ensure: Set of k clusters
1: repeat
2: Form k clusters by assigning each point pi ∈ P to the closest centroid
3: centroids ← Recompute the centroid of each cluster
4: until centroids do not change

Density-based approaches work also with non-globular regions and they are
designed for discovering dense areas surrounded by areas with low density (typi-
cally formed by noise or outliers). In this context a cluster consists of all density-
connected objects, which can form a cluster of an arbitrary shape. DBSCAN
[EKSX96] and its generalization OPTICS [ABKS99] are the most popular den-
sity based clustering methods. In several situations spectral and/or graph-based
clustering are proposed for solving problems when the available information is
encoded as a graph. If the data is represented as a graph, where the nodes are
objects and the links represent connections among objects, then a cluster should
be redefined as a connected component, i.e. a group of objects that are connected
to one another, but that have no connection to objects outside the group. An
important example of graph-based clusters are contiguity-based clusters, where
two objects are connected only if they are within a specified distance of each
other. This implies that each object in a contiguity-based cluster is closer to
some other object in the cluster than to any point in a different cluster.

Finally, Fig. 1, taken from [HK12], summarizes the main characteristics
related to the different clustering approaches considering the three main cluster-
ing methods proposed above. For each method, the figure highlights the specific
features and the most well-known and basic algorithms widely studied in the
literature. Finally, Fig. 1, taken from [HK12], summarizes the main character-
istics related to the different clustering approaches considering the three main
clustering methods proposed above. For each method, the figure highlights the
specific features and the most well-known and basic algorithms widely studied
in the literature.

Method Specific Features Algorithms
Partitioning Distance based K-means
methods Discover mutual clusters of spherical shape K-medoids

Prototyped-based (mean or medoid) to represent centroid
Hierarchical Hierarchical decomposition BIRCH
methods May incorporate other techniques (e.g. microclustering)

Cannot correct erroneous splits (or merges)
Density-based Find arbitrary shaped clusters DBSCAN
methods Based on concept of dense regions OPTICS

May filter out outliers

Fig. 1. Overview of clustering methods.
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2.3 Pattern Discovery

Pattern analysis methods are fundamental in many application domains includ-
ing market basket analysis, medicine, bioinformatics, web mining, network
detection, DNA research. Unlike in predictive models, in pattern discovery
the objective is to discover all patterns of interest. Here, we briefly recall the
basic methods of pattern mining, including frequent itemsets mining (FIM),
association rule mining (ARM) and sequential patterns mining (SPM). See
[ZZ02,HCXY07,Sha09] for past surveys on ARM, and [ME10,CTG12] for sur-
veys on SPM.

Let I = {i1, . . . , in} be a set of distinct literals, called items. An itemset
X is a subset of I. An itemset X has a support, supp(X), in a transactional
database D if s% of the transactions contains the itemset X in D. Given a
user-defined minimum support s, an itemset X such that supp(X) ≥ s is called
frequent itemset. The FIM problem can be stated as follows: given a transaction
database D and a minimum support threshold s, find all the frequent itemsets
from the set of transactions w.r.t. s.

A natural derivation of frequent itemsets is called association rule (AR),
expressing an association between two itemsets. Given X and Y two itemsets,
with X ∩ Y = ∅, an AR is an expression of the form X ⇒ Y . X is called the
body or antecedent, and Y is called the head or consequent of the rule. The
support of an AR X ⇒ Y is supp(X ⇒ Y ) = supp(X ∪Y ). The confidence of an
AR is conf(X ⇒ Y ) = supp(X∪Y )

supp(X) . Given a transaction database D, a minimum
support threshold, s, and a minimum confidence threshold, c, the ARM problem
is to find all the ARs from the set of transactions w.r.t. s and c.

Finally, the concept of sequential pattern is introduced to capture typical
behaviors over time, i.e. behaviors sufficiently repeated by individuals to be
relevant for the decision maker. A sequence S =< X1 . . . Xn > is an ordered
list of itemsets. We say that S is a subsequence of another sequence V =<
Y1 . . . Ym > with n ≤ m, if there exist integers 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < in ≤ m such that
X1 ⊆ Yi1, . . . , Xn ⊆ Yin. We denote with Xi.time the timestamp of the itemset
Xi and with supp(S) the support of S, i.e. the number of tuples containing the
sequence S. Given a sequence database and a minimum support threshold s,
the SPM problem is to find all the sequences from the set of transactions w.r.t.
σ. Sequential patterns are not the only form of patterns that can be mined.
Consider for example the huge literature for gene mining [EZ13].

Different algorithms for FIM have been proposed in the literature [AS94,
HPY00,SON95,Toi96,ZPOL97]. The most popular algorithm is Apriori [AS94].
The approach is outlined in Algorithm4. It is based on a level-wise search process
that makes multiple passes over the data. Initially, it computes the frequent item-
sets of size 1. The core of the algorithm is then a cycle of passes each of them
composed of two main phases: the candidate generation and the support count-
ing. In the former phase, the set of all frequent k-itemsets, Lk, found in the pass
k, is used to generate the candidate itemsets Ck+1. In the latter, data is scanned
to determine the support of candidates. After the support counting, unfrequent
itemsets are dropped, according to the downward closure property. Another algo-
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Algorithm 4. The Apriori algorithm
Require: Set of transaction T
Ensure: Frequent itemsets
1: k ← 1
2: Fk ← Find all frequent 1-itemsets
3: repeat
4: k ← k + 1
5: for each transaction t ∈ T do
6: Identify all candidates that belongs to t
7: Compute support counting for each candidate Ct

8: end for
9: Fk ← Extract the frequent k-itemsets

10: until Fk =ø
11: return

⋃
Fk

rithm is the FP-Growth. It allows to reduce the number of transactions to be
processed at each iteration via a divide et impera strategy [HPY00]. Basically,
it divides the search space on a prefix base. After the first scan, the original
problem can be divided into |I| sub-problems, where I is the set of frequent sin-
gletons. Other algorithms based on the splitting of the input data into smaller
datasets, are eclat [ZPOL97] and partition [SON95].

Sequential pattern mining methods can be classified into three classes:
Apriori-based with an horizontal formatting methods; Apriori-based with a ver-
tical formatting methods; projection-based pattern growth methods. The first
class includes the GSP algorithm [SA96] and its derivations. The second class
includes SPADE [Zak01]. The third class is based on the SPAM [AFGY02] and
PrefixSpan algorithms [PHMA+04]. In particular, the latter works by means
of a divide-and-conquer strategy with a single scan on the entire dataset. Each
sequential pattern is treated as a prefix and mined recursively over the corre-
sponding projected database.

Recently, mining frequent structural patterns from graph databases, e.g. web
logs, citation networks, and social networks has become an important research
problem with broad applications. Several efficient algorithms were proposed in
the literature [WWZ+05,IWM00,YH02], ranging from mining graph patterns,
with and without constraints, to mining closed graph patterns.

3 Using Constraints in Data Mining

The integration of constraints in data mining has rapidly emerged as a chal-
lenging topic for the research community. Many ad-hoc extensions of mining
algorithms that use constraints for improving the quality of their results have
been proposed for the different methods introduced along the Sect. 2. The def-
inition and the integration of constraints allows the user to specify additional
information on input data as well as requirements and expected properties of
data mining models in output in a declarative way. For example, the extrac-
tion of association rules typically leads to a large quantity of useless rules.
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An approach that extracts the rules by specifying the analyst’s needs can speed
up both the domain experts evaluation of the extracted rules and the extraction
algorithm itself.

The literature proposes several works on using constraints in data mining
tasks. Currently, every mining task has its own way for classifying constraints.
A full view that binds mining tasks to the the objects on which constraints
are defined, is still missing. For this reason, one of the aims of this chapter
is to provide a general framework where a constraint can be classified. In this
perspective, this section provides a description about the dimensions on which
constraints can be classified. This view is based on the main characteristics that
every kind of constraint proposes in its specific mining context.

We introduce the use of constraints considering three dimensions based on
the characteristics that every kind of constraint presents in its specific context:

1. Object Constraints: considers which objects the constraints are applied
to, namely data, models and measures. This kind of constraints is presented
in Sect. 3.1.

2. Hard &Soft Constraints: considers the type of constraints: hard and soft
constraints. Section 3.2 introduces this kind of constraints.

3. Phase-defined Constraints: considers the phases of the knowledge extrac-
tion process, in which the constraints are used, namely pre, mining and post.
Section 3.3 overviews this class of constraints.

Before starting analysing the dimension dealing with the objects constraints,
it is worth noting that the dimensions proposed above are not complementary
or mutually exclusive, but they represent different perspectives on which we can
classify constraints for data mining.

3.1 Object Constraints

We start by analyzing the dimension dealing with the objects constraints are
applied to. Constraints can be defined on data, on the mining model and on
measures. In particular, Sect. 3.1.1 overviews the constraints on data (or items),
while Sect. 3.1.2 overviews the ones on mining models. Finally, Sect. 3.1.3 intro-
duces the constraints defined on measures.

3.1.1 Constraints on Data
Referred to the literature also as constraints on items, this kind of object con-
straint involves specific data attributes. Data constraints require a complete
knowledge about the data attributes and properties in order to define con-
straints on specific data features. Furthermore, they can involve some forms
of background knowledge directly. Examples of constraints on data include the
must and cannot-link in a clustering problem, or consider only the items having
a price higher than a given threshold for pattern mining.

If we consider the classification task the literature in this field has explored
constraints among instances and classes, and among different classes themselves.
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This is principally due to the fact that a classifier is extracted from a training set
specifically conceived on the requirements of the classification task. [HPRZ02]
introduces a constrained classification task, where each example is labeled with a
set of constraints relating multiple classes. Every constraint specifies the relative
order of two classes and the goal is to learn a classifier consistent with these con-
straints. As reported in [PF08], in many applications explicit constraints among
the labels can be easily discovered. For example, in the context of hierarchical
classification, the presence of one label in the hierarchy often implies also the
presence of all its ancestors. [TJHA05] proposes a constrained support vector
machine approach. In this work, the authors consider cases where the prediction
is a structured object or consists of multiple dependent constrained variables.
An interesting approach is proposed in [DMM08] in case of a lack of labeled
instances. In this case, the knowledge base is a set of labeled features, and the
authors propose a method for training probabilistic models with labeled fea-
tures (constrained from domain knowledge) from unlabeled instances. Labeled
features are employed directly to constrain the model predictions on unlabeled
instances.

Data constraints for clustering involves the concept of instance-level con-
straints. Well-established approaches on using data constraints for clustering
problems focused on the introduction of instance-level constraints [WCRS01,
WC00]. In this case a domain expert defines constraints that bind a pair of
instances in the same cluster or that avoid that a pair of instances will be assigned
to the same cluster. (i) must-link constraints enforce two instances to be placed
in the same cluster, while (ii) cannot-link constraints enforce two instances
to be in different clusters. Several properties are related to instance-level
constraints [DR06]. Must-link constraints are symmetric, reflexive and transitive.
The latter property enables a system to infer additional must-link constraints.
On the contrary, cannot-links do not have the transitive property. Since must
and cannot-link are relevant for a large amounts of works in the literature, where
several types of constraints based on groups of instances have been defined in
[DR05,DR09,DR07,DDV13], Chap. 1 in [BDW08] reports a detailed definition
of the properties on which they are based.

In pattern mining, data constraints are introduced to specify patterns that
include (or not) specific items. For example, when mining association rules out
of a weblog, one might be interested in only rules having sport pages in the
consequent, and not having shopping pages in the antecedent. In the case of
sequential patterns, one might be interested to patterns that first visit finance,
and then sport or books [PHW07]. There are two principal ways to express data
constraints for pattern mining: (i) by means of a concept hierarchy (i.e. multi-
level constraints) and (ii) weighted pattern mining emerges when considering a
different semantic significance of the items.

Multi-level constraints enables the generalization of items at bottom level
to higher levels of the hierarchy before applying the mining algorithm [SA95].
Methods to integrate multi-level constraints into mining algorithms are intro-
duced in [HF99], in which frequent itemsets are generated one level at a time
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of the hierarchy. [SVA97] and [HLN99] can be seen as the first attempts to
integrate multilevel mining directly into the Apriori. More recent works on gen-
eralized rule mining include [ST02] about exploiting the lattice of generalized
itemsets, and [WH11], on using efficient data structures to retrieve item general-
izations. [BCCG12] exploits schema constraints and the opportunistic confidence
constraints to remove uninteresting rules.

Weighted pattern mining has been extensively proposed in frequent itemset
mining and association rule mining, in discussing a new tree structure that is
robust to database modifications [ATJ+12]; in pushing the weight constraint into
pattern growth algorithms [YL05,TSWYng,YSRY12], or into level-wise methods
[WYY00,TM03,LYC08]; in suggesting approximated weighted frequent pattern
mining, as a fault tolerant factor [YR11].

3.1.2 Constraints on the Mining Model
This class of constraints defines specific requirements that an extracted model
should satisfy. This kind of constraint does not involve background knowledge
directly, but it requires a complete knowledge on the characteristics needed by
the output model. For example, they include the extraction of association rules
having a specific set of items in the body and in the head, or discovering clusters
with a minimum number of elements.

Examples of model constraints for classification can be found in [NF07,NF10,
NPS00]. [NPS00] proposes different kinds of constraints, related to the form of a
decision tree, e.g. internal nodes should not have pure class distributions or rules
about the class distribution. [NF10] defines a framework for determining which
model constraints can be pushed into the pattern mining process, proposing an
optimal classifier model. More precisely, [NF10] shows how several categories of
constraints defined for frequent itemset mining, e.g. monotonic, anti-monotonic
and convertible, can be applied in decision tree induction. It highlights the con-
nection between constraints in pattern mining and constraints in decision tree
extraction, developing a general framework for categorizing and managing deci-
sion tree mining constraints.

The algorithms K-means and K-medoid represent a basic approach for forc-
ing clustering models to have specific properties [GMN+15]. In [BBD00,DBB08],
the authors avoid empty clusters by adding k constraints to the clustering
problem requiring that cluster h contains at least τh points. The solution
proposed is equivalent to a minimum cost flow linear network optimization
problem [Ber91]. Another approach for discovering balanced clusters can be
found in [BG08,BG06]. In this case, the introduced constraint requires that the
obtained clusters have a comparable size. The proposed method has three steps:
(i) sampling; (ii) clustering of the sampled set; and (iii) populating and refin-
ing the clusters while satisfying the balancing constraints. Other methods for
constraining the clustering approach to discover balanced clusters can be found
in [SG03]. The authors propose the use of graph partition techniques or hierar-
chical approaches that encourage balanced results while progressively merging
or splitting clusters [BK03,ZG03]. Many papers focus on metric learning driven
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by constraints. Distance measure learning and clustering with constraints in K-
means were both considered in [BBM04b], and the result was extended to a
Hidden Markov random field formulation in [BBM04a].

Pattern-model constraints are related to the form, or the structure of the
entire pattern, as well as to relations among items. For example, one might wish
to find patterns that include first visit of a sport page, then a shopping page,
and finally a finance page. In this context, we are searching for meta-rules that
are useful to specify the syntactic form of the patterns [FH95]. These constraints
can be specified using either high-level user interfaces or declarative data min-
ing query languages. Here, we briefly review the usage of regular expressions
(RE) in sequential pattern mining. They are based on the typical RE operators,
such as disjunction and Kleene closure, to constrain the set of items. Then, we
deal with relaxation of constraints. There are several algorithms supporting RE
constraints. SPIRIT [GRS99] is based on an evolution of the GSP algorithm.
RE-Hackle represents RE by means of a tree structure [CMB03]. Prefix-growth
extends the prefix-span approach with several kinds of constraints, among which
RE are included [PHW07].

3.1.3 Constraints on Measures
Measures, e.g. entropy for classification, support and confidence for frequent
itemsets and euclidean distance for clustering, play an important role in data
mining, since they are related to the quality of the model extracted. This class
of constraints specifies a requirement that the computation of a measure should
respect. It involves both the knowledge about data and the knowledge about
the characteristics of a model. For example, if we consider clustering people as
moving objects, the trajectory implementing the shortest distance cannot cross
a wall, or we can constraints a classifier to provide a minimum level of accuracy.

Starting from model constraints for classification, [YG04,VSKSvdH09] deal
with the design of a classifier under constrained performance requirements. In
particular, [VSKSvdH09] enables the user to define a desired classifier perfor-
mance. The work provides a complete analysis when a classifier is constrained to
a desired level of precision (defined as F-measure and/or to tp-/fp-rate related
performance measures). The learned model is adjusted to achieve the desired
performance, abstaining to classifying ambiguous examples in order to guaran-
tee the required level of performance. Furthermore, [VSKSvdH09] studies the
effect on an ROC curve when ambiguous instances are left unclassified. This is
an example when a set of constraints defined on measures clearly influences also
the learned model implicitly. Similarly in [YG04], an ensemble of neural networks
is constrained by a given tp or fp-rate to ensure that the classification error for
the most important class is within a desired limit. The final classifier is tuned by
using a different structure (or architecture), employing different training sam-
ples, and training with a different subset of features for individual classifiers with
respect to phase of employment. In most of the cases model constraints are used
during the model construction phase.
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Many papers focus on metric learning driven by constraints for clustering.
Distance measure learning and clustering with constraints in K-means were both
considered in [BBM04b], and the result was extended to a Hidden Markov ran-
dom field formulation in [BBM04a]. In [SJ04], an SVM-like approach is employed
to learn a weighted distance from relative constraints. The method learns a
weighted euclidean distance from constraints by solving a convex optimization
problem similar to SVMs to find the maximum margin weight vector. In this
case, the approach integrates the input points with a set of training constraints
that specify the distance requirements among points. Kumar and Kummamuru
[KK08] proposed to learn an SVaD [KKA04] measure from relative comparisons.
Relative comparisons were first employed in [SJ03] to learn distance measures
using SVMs. The existing results on relative comparisons can be used to solve
clustering problems with relative constraints (since each relative constraint is
equivalent to two relative comparisons).

Besides those expressed on support and confidence, interestingness con-
straints specify thresholds on statistical measures of a pattern. We can find
three kinds of interestingness measures. With time constraints, the user has the
possibility of choosing not only the minimum support, but also time gaps and
window size [SA96,PHW07,MPT09]. The former permits to constrain itemsets
in a pattern to occur neither too close, nor too far w.r.t the time. Considering
recency, frequency and monetary constraints, a model can be used to predict the
behavior of a customer on the basis of history data, with the aim of analyz-
ing how often and recently a customer purchases as well as how much he/she
spends [BW95,WLW10]. Finally aggregate constraints are based on aggregates
of items in a pattern, where the aggregate function can be sum, avg, max, min.
See [ZZNS09] for a recent review on the various interestingness measures.

3.2 Hard and Soft Constraints

The use of constraints enables a mining method to explore only those solu-
tions consistent with users expectations. Constraints may not always improve
the reliability of the extracted model, e.g. data overfitting. Generally, it is not
guaranteed that the use of constraints improves the reliability of the objective
measures. Moreover in some cases constraints can be redundant, e.g. a constraint
which does not affect the search solution space, and/or they can cause conflicts
and introduce inconsistencies on final result.

For example, if we constrain two elements, say a and b, to be in the same
cluster if their distance is lower than a given threshold t1, and, at the same
time, we require that a and b cannot be in the same cluster if their distance is
greater than an additional threshold t2, the satisfaction of these two constraints
could not be solved by any cluster partitioning if t2 is lower than t!. Similarly,
forcing a classifier to provide a desired performance can lead to find empty
solutions since there is not a model extracted from the data that satisfies the
required constraints, e.g. [VSKSvdH09] avoids this situation. The learned model
is adjusted to achieve the desired performance by abstaining to classifying the
most ambiguous example in order to guarantee the required level of performance.
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Typically, these events happen when some sets of constraints work well but
some others do not [Dav12]. This aspect requires the use of measures to evaluate
how much a set of constraints is useful. Davidson et al. [DWB06,WBD06] intro-
duce the concepts of informativeness and coherence. In the case of clustering,
the authors define the informativeness as the amount of information in the con-
straint set that the algorithm cannot determine on its own. It is determined by
the clustering algorithm’s objective function (bias) and search preference. While
given a distance matrix, the coherence measures the amount of agreement within
the constraints themselves. The above definitions should be revised in the case
of classification or pattern mining, but their relevance is already clear.

The above observations require that a user can define the way for computing
the measure related to a constraint. Furthermore, the user expresses “how well”
a constraint should be satisfied. Generally, the use of constraints does not nec-
essarily guarantee the achievement of a solution. In order to control this effect
it can be necessary to relax constraints. This leads to the need of offering the
possibility of classifying constraints as either hard or soft, that is relaxable:

• Hard constraint: a constraint is called hard if a model that violates it is
unacceptable. The use of only this class of constraints can involve the discovery
of empty solutions. A hard-constrained algorithm halts when there does not
exist a state that satisfies all the constraints, and it returns no results [OY12].
This situation is common when a large set of constraints is provided as input.

• Soft constraint: a constraint is called soft if even though a model that satis-
fies the constraint is preferable, a solution is acceptable anyway and especially
when no any other (or better) solution is available [BMR97]. Typically, it is
known that some constraints work well for finding the required solution, while
others do not, and in some context where a result is needed in any case, it
is important to select a set of useful constraints that should be considered as
hard, while others can be treated as soft [DWB06].

This dimension is strictly related to the actual definition of a constraint and it
should not be perceived as a rigid categorization. As explained above, there are
some constraints that can be both hard and relaxed as soft based on the problem
and the properties the solution requires.

3.3 Phase-Defined Constraints

Since a data mining task, or more generally a knowledge extraction process, is
based on different iterated phases, constraints can be classified also with respect
to where a knowledge extraction process can evaluate and satisfy the set of
constraints defined by the user.

The pre-processing phase includes data cleaning, normalization, transforma-
tion, feature extraction and selection and its aim is to produce a set of data
for the subsequent processing/mining step. [Pyl99] presents basic approaches for
data pre-processing.

The processing step is the core phase where the actual knowledge extraction
is performed. This is the mining phase where a model is extracted.
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Finally, a post-processing step is required to verify if the model extracted
by a data mining algorithm is valid and useful. If a model does not reach the
desired standards, it is necessary to re-run the process and change parameters
of the pre-processing and mining steps.

Given the above observations, techniques for constraint-driven mining can be
roughly classified on the basis of the knowledge extraction phase in which they
are satisfied:

• Pre-processing constraints: are satisfied during the pre-processing phase.
They enable a restriction of the source data to the instances that can only
generate patterns satisfying them.

• Processing/Mining constraints: are directly integrated into the mining
algorithm used for extracting the model. The constraint evaluation in this
case is embedded directly in the mining algorithms, enabling a reduction of
the search space.

• Post-processing constraints: are satisfied either by filtering out patterns
generated by the mining algorithm, or by highlighting only the relevant results
given an interest measure provided by the user.

The phase of the knowledge extraction process where a constraint is satisfied is
the last dimension we introduce. Also in this case, the above definition is useful
to provide a complete picture about the use of constraints for data mining.
Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics related to the different dimensions
of constraints proposed in this chapter. The two main dimensions are the mining
task and the kind of object where a constraint is applied. Furthermore, for each
of the pairs the phase and the type of constraints are presented.

4 Conclusions: Towards New Frontiers of Data Mining

In this chapter, we presented an overview about the use of constraints in data
mining. In particular, we have depicted a general multidimensional view for
driving the reader into the world of constrained data mining. This chapter
shows why the use of constraints is becoming an important and challenging task
for the data mining community, since it requires a radical re-design of existing
approaches in order to define and satisfy constraints during the whole knowledge
extraction process.

Table 1. Main characteristics of the different classes of constraints

Classification Clustering Pattern

Data phase: pre, mining
type: hard

phase: mining
type: hard, soft

phase: pre, min-
ing
type: hard

Model phase: mining, post
type: soft

phase: mining
type: soft, hard

phase: mining
type: hard, soft

Measure phase: mining, post
type: hard, soft

phase: mining
type: hard

phase: mining,
post
type: hard
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Even though one of the aims of this chapter is to provide an introduction
on the basic mining models and algorithms, it is worth stating that the basic
concepts introduced along this overview are still valid also for advanced data
mining analysis. We conclude this chapter considering the emerging phenomenon
of big data. The final aim is to provide a set of features related to managing real
data, in order to highlight that basic concepts introduced in the section of this
chapter are actually the building blocks for real complex mining applications.

Often, traditional data analysis tools and techniques cannot be used because
of the massive volume of data gathered by automated collection tools. The
amount of data in our world has been exploding. Science gathers data at an
ever-increasing rate across all scales and complexities of natural phenomena.
New high-throughput scientific instruments, telescopes, satellites, accelerators,
supercomputers, sensor networks and running simulations are generating massive
amounts of scientific data. Companies capture trillions of bytes of information
about their customers, suppliers, and operations. Smart sensing, including envi-
ronment sensing, emergency sensing, people-centric sensing, smart health care,
and new paradigms for communications, including email, mobile phone, social
networks, blogs, Voip, are creating and communicating huge volumes of data.
Sometimes, the non-traditional nature of the data implies that ordinary data
analysis techniques are not applicable.

In this perspective, the challenge is particularly tough: which data mining
tools are needed to master the complex dynamics of people in motion and con-
struct concise and useful abstractions out of large volumes of mobility data is,
by large, an unanswered question. Good news, hence, for researchers willing to
engage in a highly interdisciplinary, highly risky and highly promising area, with
a large potential impact on socially and economically relevant problems.

Big data requests a complete re-design of existing architectures and proposes
new challenges on data management, privacy, and scalability among the other.
Provide the appropriate analytical technology for distributed data mining and
machine learning for big data, and a solid statistical framework adapting stan-
dard statistical data generation and analysis models to big data: once again,
the sheer size and the complexity of big data call for novel analytical methods.
At the same time, the kind of measures provided by the data and the popula-
tion sample they describe cannot be easily modeled through standard statistical
frameworks, which therefore need to be extended to capture the way the data
are generated and collected.

The use of constrained-based tools, from the constraints programming to the
solver, is finally under analysis from the researcher community. In this perspec-
tive, we are sure that the approaches developed along this book, generated from
the experience inside the ICON project, not only represents a base for applying
constrained methods to data mining but they are a first step for integrating a
more versatile definition and formulation of mining approach as optimization
problems by using constraint programming tools also considering the emerging
phenomenon of big data.
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Abstract. In this chapter we present the recent results on constraint
acquisition obtained by the Coconut team and their collaborators. In a
first part we show how to learn constraint networks by asking the user
partial queries. That is, we ask the user to classify assignments to subsets
of the variables as positive or negative. We provide an algorithm, called
QuAcq, that, given a negative example, finds a constraint of the target
network in a number of queries logarithmic in the size of the example. In a
second part, we show that using some background knowledge may improve
the acquisition process a lot. We introduce the concept of generalization
query based on an aggregation of variables into types. We propose a gen-
eralization algorithm together with several strategies that we incorporate
in QuAcq. Finally we evaluate our algorithms on some benchmarks.

1 Introduction

A major bottleneck in the use of constraint solvers is modelling. How does the
user write down the constraints of a problem? Several techniques have been
proposed to tackle this bottleneck. For example, the matchmaker agent [13]
interactively asks the user to provide one of the constraints of the target prob-
lem each time the system proposes an incorrect solution. In Conacq.1 [4,5], the
user provides examples of solutions and non-solutions. Based on these examples,
the system learns a set of constraints that correctly classifies all examples given
so far. This is a form of passive learning. In [16], a system based on inductive
logic programming uses background knowledge on the structure of the prob-
lem to learn a representation of the problem correctly classifying the examples.
A last passive learner is ModelSeeker [3]. Positive examples are provided by

Sections 3 and 4 of this paper describe material published in [9], Sect. 5 describes
material published in [8], and Sect. 6 describes results coming from both of these
two papers.
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the user to the system, which arranges each of them as a matrix and identifies
constraints in the global constraints catalog [2] that are satisfied by particular
subsets of variables in all the examples. Such particular subsets are for instance
rows, columns, diagonals, etc. An efficient ranking technique combined with a
representation of solutions as matrices allows ModelSeeker to find quickly a good
model when a problem has an underlying matrix structure.

By contrast, in an active learner like Conacq.2 [6], the system proposes
examples to the user to classify as solutions or non solutions. Such questions
are called membership queries [1]. Such active learning has several advantages.
It can decrease the number of examples necessary to converge to the target set
of constraints. Another advantage is that the user needs not be a human. It
might be a previous system developed to solve the problem. For instance, the
Normind company has hired a constraint programming specialist to transform
their expert system for detecting failures in electric circuits in Airbus airplanes
into a constraint model in order to make it more efficient and easier to maintain.
As another example, active learning is used to build a constraint model that
encodes non-atomic actions of a robot (e.g., catch a ball) by asking queries of
the simulator of the robot in [18]. Such active learning introduces two computa-
tional challenges. First, how does the system generate a useful query? Second,
how many queries are needed for the system to converge to the target set of
constraints? It has been shown that the number of membership queries required
to converge to the target set of constraints can be exponentially large [7].

In this chapter, we propose QuAcq (for QuickAcquisition), an active learner
that asks the user to classify partial queries. Given a negative example, QuAcq
is able to learn a constraint of the target constraint network in a number of
queries logarithmic in the number of variables. In fact, we identify information
theoretic lower bounds on the complexity of learning constraint networks which
show that QuAcq is optimal on some simple languages. However, even that good
theoretical bounds can be hard to put in practice. For instance, QuAcq requires
the user to classify more than 8000 examples to get the complete Sudoku model.
We then propose a new technique to make constraint acquisition more efficient
in practice by using variable types. In real problems, variables often represent
components of the problem that can be classified in various types. For instance, in
a school time-tabling problem, variables can represent teachers, students, rooms,
courses, or time-slots. Such types are often known by the user. To deal with types
of variables, we introduce a new kind of query, namely, generalization query. We
expect the user to be able to decide if a learned constraint can be generalized
to other scopes of variables of the same type as those in the learned constraint.
We propose an algorithm, GenAcq for generalized acquisition, that asks such
generalization queries each time a new constraint is learned. We propose several
strategies and heuristics to select the good candidate generalization query. We
plugged our generalization functionality into the QuAcq constraint acquisition
system, leading to the g-QuAcq algorithm. We experimentally evaluate the
benefits of our algorithms on several benchmark problems. The results show the
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polynomial behavior of QuAcq. They also show that g-QuAcq dramatically
improves the basic QuAcq algorithm in terms of number of queries.

One application for QuAcq and g-QuAcq would be to learn a general pur-
pose model. In constraint programming, a distinction is made between model
and data. For example, in a sudoku puzzle, the model contains generic con-
straints like each subsquare contains a permutation of the numbers. The data,
on the other hand, gives the pre-filled squares for a specific puzzle. As a sec-
ond example, in a time-tabling problem, the model specifies generic constraints
like no teacher can teach multiple classes at the same time. The data, on the
other hand, specifies particular room sizes, and teacher availability for a partic-
ular time-tabling problem instance. The cost of learning the model can then be
amortized over the lifetime of the model. Another advantage of this approach
is that it provides less of a burden on the user. First, it often converges quicker
than other methods. Second, partial queries will be easier to answer than com-
plete queries. Third, as opposed to existing techniques, the user does not need
to give positive examples. This might be useful if the problem has not yet been
solved, so there are no examples of past solutions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the necessary
definitions to understand the technical presentation. Section 3 presents QuAcq,
the algorithm that learns constraint networks by asking partial queries. In Sect. 4,
we show how QuAcq behaves on some simple languages. Section 5 describes the
generalization algorithm g-QuAcq. In Sect. 5.5, several strategies are presented
to make g-QuAcq more efficient. Section 6 presents the experimental results we
obtained when comparing g-QuAcq to the basic QuAcq and when comparing
the different strategies in g-QuAcq. Section 7 concludes the paper and gives
some directions for future research.

2 Background

The learner and the user need to share some common knowledge to communicate.
We suppose this common knowledge, called the vocabulary, is a (finite) set of n
variables X and a domain D = {D(X1), . . . , D(Xn)}, where D(Xi) ⊂ Z is the
finite set of values for Xi. Given a sequence of variables S ⊆ X, a constraint
is a pair (c, S) (also written cS), where c is a relation over Z specifying which
sequences of |S| values are allowed for the variables S. S is called the scope of
cS . A constraint network is a set C of constraints on the vocabulary (X,D). An
assignment eY on a set of variables Y ⊆ X is rejected by a constraint cS if S ⊆ Y
and the projection eY [S] of e on the variables in S is not in c. An assignment
on X is a solution of C iff it is not rejected by any constraint in C. We write
sol(C) for the set of solutions of C, and C[Y ] for the set of constraints from C
whose scope is included in Y .

In addition to the vocabulary, the learner owns a language Γ of bounded
arity relations from which it can build constraints on specified sets of variables.
To simplify the descriptions, we only consider languages closed by conjunction,
that is, languages Γ such that if relations c1 and c2 belong to Γ , then relation
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c1 ∩ c2 also belongs to Γ . Adapting terms from machine learning, the constraint
basis, denoted by B, is a set of constraints built from the constraint language Γ
on the vocabulary (X,D) from which the learner builds the constraint network.
Formally speaking, B = {cS | (S ⊆ X) ∧ (c ∈ Γ ) ∧ arity(c) = |S|)}.

A concept is a Boolean function over DX = ΠXi∈XD(Xi), that is, a map
that assigns to each e ∈ DX a value in {0, 1}. A target concept is a concept fT
that returns 1 for e if and only if e is a solution of the problem the user has in
mind. e is called a positive or negative example depending on whether fT (e) = 1
or fT (e) = 0. A membership query ASK(e) takes as input a complete assignment
e in DX and asks the user to classify it. The answer to ASK(e) is “yes” if and
only if fT (e) = 1.

To be able to use partial queries, we have an extra condition on the capa-
bilities of the user. Even if she is not able to articulate the constraints of her
problem, she is able to decide if partial assignments of X violate some require-
ments or not. More formally, we consider that the user has in mind her problem
in the form of a target constraint network. A target constraint network is a net-
work CT such that sol(CT ) = {e ∈ DX | fT (e) = 1}. A partial query ASK(eY ),
with Y ⊆ X, is a classification question asked of the user, where eY is a partial
assignment in DY = ΠXi∈Y D(Xi). A set of constraints C accepts a partial query
eY if and only if there does not exist any constraint cS in C rejecting eY [S]. The
answer to ASK(eY ) is “yes” if and only if CT accepts eY . It is important to
observe that “ASK(eY ) = yes” does not mean that eY extends to a solution of
CT , which would put an NP-complete problem on the shoulders of the user. For
any assignment eY on Y , κB(eY ) denotes the set of all constraints in B rejecting
eY . A classified assignment eY is called positive or negative example depending
on whether ASK(eY ) is “yes” or “no”.

We now define convergence, which is the constraint acquisition problem we
are interested in. We are given a set E of (partial) examples labelled by the
user 0 or 1. We say that a constraint network C agrees with E if C accepts
all examples labelled 1 in E and does not accept those labelled 0. The learning
process has converged on the network CL ⊆ B if CL agrees with E and for every
other network C ′ ⊆ B agreeing with E, we have sol(C ′) = sol(CL). If there
does not exist any CL ⊆ B such that CL agrees with E, we say that we have
collapsed. This happens when CT �⊆ B.

Finally, we define types of variables to be used to generalize constraints.
A type Ti is a subset of variables defined by the user as having a common
property. A variable Xi is of type Ti iff Xi ∈ Ti. A scope S = (X1, . . . , Xk) of
variables belongs to a sequence of types T = (T1, . . . , Tk) (denoted by S ∈ T )
if and only if Xi ∈ Ti for all i ∈ 1..k. Consider T = (T1, . . . , Tk) and T ′ =
(T ′

1, . . . , T
′
k) two sequences of types. We say that T ′ covers T (denoted by T � T ′)

iff Ti ⊆ T ′
i for all i ∈ 1..k. A relation c holds on a sequence of types T if and

only if cS ∈ CT for all S ∈ T . A sequence of types T is maximal with respect to
a relation c if and only if c holds on T and there does not exist T ′ covering T
on which c holds.
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Algorithm 1. QuAcq: Acquiring a constraint network CT with partial
queries
1 CL ← ∅;
2 while true do
3 if sol(CL) = ∅ then return “collapse”;

4 choose e in DX accepted by CL and rejected by B ;
5 if e = nil then return “convergence on CL”;
6 if ASK(e) = yes then B ← B \ κB(e) ;
7 else
8 S ← FindScope(e, ∅, X, false);
9 cS ← FindC(S);

10 if cS = nil then return “collapse”;
11 else CL ← CL ∪ {cS};

3 Constraint Acquisition with Partial Queries

We propose QuAcq, a novel active learning algorithm. QuAcq takes as input
a basis B on a vocabulary (X,D). It asks partial queries of the user until it
has converged on a constraint network CL equivalent to the target network
CT , or collapses. When a query is answered yes, constraints rejecting it are
removed from B. When a query is answered no, QuAcq enters a loop (functions
FindScope and FindC) that will end by the addition of a constraint to CL.

3.1 Description of QUACQ

QuAcq (see Algorithm 1) initializes the network CL it will learn to the empty
set (line 1). If CL is unsatisfiable (line 3), the space of possible networks col-
lapses because there does not exist any subset of the given basis B that is able
to correctly classify the examples the user has already been asked. In line 4,
QuAcq computes a complete assignment e satisfying CL but violating at least
one constraint from B. (Observe that for this task, the constraint solver needs to
be able to express the negation of the constraints in B. This is not a problem as
we have only bounded arity constraints in B.) If such an example does not exist
(line 5), then all constraints in B are implied by CL, and we have converged. If
we have not converged, we propose the example e to the user, who will answer
by yes or no. If the answer is yes, we can remove from B the set κB(e) of all
constraints in B that reject e (line 6). If the answer is no, we are sure that e vio-
lates at least one constraint of the target network CT . We then call the function
FindScope to discover the scope S of one of these violated constraints (line
8). FindC will return a constraint of CT whose scope is in S (line 9). If no con-
straint is returned (line 10), this is again a condition for collapsing as we could
not find in B a constraint rejecting one of the negative examples. Otherwise, the
constraint returned by FindC is added to the learned network CL (line 11).
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Algorithm 2. Function FindScope: returns the scope of a constraint in CT

1 function FindScope(in e: example, R, Y : scopes, ask query: Boolean):
scope;

2 begin
3 if ask query then
4 if ASK(e[R]) = yes then B ← B \ κB(e[R]) ;
5 else return ∅;

6 if |Y | = 1 then return Y;
7 split Y into < Y1, Y2 > such that |Y1| = �|Y |/2� ;
8 S1 ← FindScope(e, R ∪ Y1, Y2, true);
9 S2 ← FindScope(e, R ∪ S1, Y1, (S1 �= ∅));

10 return S1 ∪ S2;

The recursive function FindScope (see Algorithm 2) takes as parameters
an example e, two sets R and Y of variables, and a Boolean ask query. An
invariant of FindScope is that e violates at least one constraint whose scope
is a subset of R ∪ Y . A second invariant is that FindScope always returns a
subset of Y that is also the subset of the scope of a constraint violated by e. When
FindScope is called with ask query = false, we already know that R does not
contain the scope of a constraint that rejects e (line 3). If ask qery = true we
ask the user whether e[R] is positive or not (line 4). If yes, we can remove all
the constraints that reject e[R] from the basis, otherwise we return the empty
set because we have no guarantee that any variable of Y belongs to a scope (line
5). We reach line 6 only in case e[R] does not violate any constraint. We know
that e[R ∪ Y ] violates a constraint. Hence, if Y is a singleton, the variable it
contains necessarily belongs to the scope of a constraint that violates e[R ∪ Y ].
The function returns Y . If none of the return conditions are satisfied, the set
Y is split in two balanced parts (line 7) and we apply a technique similar to
QuickXplain [15] to elucidate the variables of a constraint violating e[R ∪ Y ]
in a logarithmic number of steps (lines 8–10). The rationale of lines 8 and 9 is
to quickly find sets R and Y so that e[R] is positive and e[R ∪ Y ] is negative.
If Y is a singleton this ensures that the variable in Y belongs to the scope of a
constraint we are looking for. This variable is returned and forced to be in R in
all subsequent calls to FindScope.

The function FindC (see Algorithm 3) takes as parameter Y , the scope on
which FindScope has found that there is a constraint from the target network
CT . FindC first removes from B all constraints with scope Y that are implied by
CL because there is no need to learn them (line 3).1 The set Δ is initialized to all
candidate constraints (line 4). In line 6, an example e is chosen in such a way that
Δ contains both constraints rejecting e and constraints satisfying e. If no such
example exists (line 7), this means that all constraints in Δ are equivalent wrt
CL[Y ]. Any of them is returned except if Δ is empty (lines 8–9). If a suitable

1 This operation could proactively be done in QuAcq, just after line 11, but we
preferred the lazy mode as this is a computationally expensive operation.
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Algorithm 3. Function FindC: returns a constraint of CT with scope Y

1 function FindC(in Y : scope): constraints;
2 begin
3 B ← B \ {cY | CL |= cY };
4 Δ ← {cY | (cY ∈ B[Y ]);
5 while true do
6 choose e in sol(CL[Y ]) such that ∃cY , c′

Y ∈ Δ, e |= cY and e �|= c′
Y ;

7 if e = nil then
8 if Δ = ∅ then return nil;
9 else pick cY in Δ; return c;

10 if ASK(e) = yes then
11 B ← B \ κB(e); Δ ← Δ \ κB(e);
12 else
13 if ∃cS ∈ κB(e) | S � Y then
14 return FindC(FindScope(e, ∅, S, false));
15 else Δ ← Δ ∩ κB(e) ;

example was found, it is proposed to the user for classification (line 10). If
classified positive, all constraints rejecting it are removed from B and Δ (line
11). Otherwise we test whether the example e does not violate constraints with
scope strictly included in Y (line 13). If yes, we recursively call FindScope and
FindC to find that smaller arity constraint before the one having scope Y (line
14). If no, we remove from Δ all constraints accepting that example e (line 15)
and we continue the loop of line 5.

3.2 Example

We illustrate the behavior of QuAcq on a simple example. Consider the set
of variables X1, . . . , X5 with domains {1..5}, a language Γ = {=, �=}, a basis
B = {=ij , �=ij | i, j ∈ 1..5, i < j}, and a target network CT = {=15, �=34}.
Suppose the first example generated in line 4 of QuAcq is e1 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1).

Table 1. The example

Call R Y ASK Return

0 ∅ X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 × X3, X4

1 X1, X2, X3 X4, X5 Yes X4

1.1 X1, X2, X3, X4 X5 No ∅

1.2 X1, X2, X3 X4 × X4

2 X4 X1, X2, X3 Yes X3

2.1 X4, X1, X2 X3 Yes X3

2.2 X4, X3 X1, X2 No ∅
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The trace of the execution of FindScope(e1, ∅,X1 . . . X5, false) is in Table 1.
Each line corresponds to a call to FindScope. Queries are always on the vari-
ables in R. ‘×’ in the column ASK means that the previous call returned ∅,
so the question is skipped. The initial call (call-0 in Table 1) does not ask the
question because the initial call to FindScope has the Boolean ask query set
to false. Y is split in two sets Y1 = {X1,X2,X3} and Y2 = {X4,X5} and the
recursive call-1 is performed with R = Y1 and Y = Y2. As e1[R] is classified as
positive, line 4 of FindScope removes the constraints �=12, �=13 and �=23 from B.
A new split of Y leads to the call-1.1 with R = {X1,X2,X3,X4} and Y = {X5}.
As e1[R] is negative, the empty set is returned in line 5. Call-1.2 (line 9) is per-
formed with R = {X1,X2,X3}, Y = {X4} and ask query = true. It merely
detects that Y is a singleton and thus returns {X4}. Call-1 finishes by returning
{X4} one level above in the recursivity (line 10). Call-2 classifies e1[X4] as posi-
tive and goes down to call-2.1 with R = {X4,X1,X2} and Y = {X3}. In call-2.1,
e1[R] is classified positive. FindScope thus removes constraints �=14 and �=24

from B and returns the singleton {X3}. In call-2.2, e1[R] is classified as negative
with R = {X4,X3} and Y = {X1,X2}. This proves that {X3,X4} is the scope
of a constraint rejecting e1. Empty set is returned by call-2.2. As a result, call-2
returns {X3}, and call-0 returns {X3,X4}. Once the scope (X3,X4) is returned,
FindC requires a single example to return �=34 and prune =34 from B. Sup-
pose the next example generated by QuAcq is e2 = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). FindScope
will find the scope (X1,X5) and FindC will return =15 in a way similar to the
processing of e1. The constraints =12,=13,=14,=23,=24 are removed from B by
a partial positive query on X1, . . . , X4 and �=15 by FindC. Finally, examples
e3 = (1, 1, 1, 2, 1) and e4 = (3, 2, 2, 3, 3), both positive, will prune �=25, �=35,=45

and =25,=35, �=45 from B respectively, leading to convergence.

3.3 Analysis

We analyse the complexity of QuAcq in terms of the number of queries it can
ask of the user. Queries are proposed to the user in lines 6 of QuAcq, 4 of
FindScope and 10 of FindC.

Proposition 1. Given a basis B built from a language Γ , a target network CT ,
a scope Y , FindC uses O(|Γ |) queries to return a constraint cY from CT if it
exists.

Proof. Each time FindC asks a query, whatever the answer of the user, the size
of Δ strictly decreases. Thus the total number of queries asked in FindC is
bounded above by |Δ|, which itself, by construction in line 4, is bounded above
by the number of constraints from Γ of arity |Y |.
Proposition 2. Given a basis B, a target network CT , an example e ∈ DX \
sol(CT ), FindScope uses O(|S| · log |X|) queries to return the scope S of one
of the constraints of CT violated by e.
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Proof. FindScope is a recursive algorithm that asks at most one query per
call (line 4). Hence, the number of queries is bounded above by the number of
nodes of the tree of recursive calls to FindScope. We will show that a leaf
node is either on a branch that leads to the elucidation of a variable in the
scope S that will be returned, or is a child of a node of such a branch. When a
branch does not lead to the elucidation of a variable in the scope S that will be
returned, that branch necessarily only leads to leaves that correspond to calls
to FindScope that returned the empty set. The only way for a leaf call to
FindScope to return the empty set is to have received a no answer to its query
(line 5). Let Rchild, Ychild be the values of the parameters R and Y for a leaf
call with a no answer, and Rparent, Yparent be the values of the parameters R
and Y for its parent call in the recursive tree. From the no answer to the query
ASK(e[Rchild]), we know that S ⊆ Rchild but S � Rparent because the parent
call received a yes answer. Consider first the case where the leaf is the left child
of the parent node. By construction, Rparent � Rchild � Rparent ∪ Yparent. As
a result, Yparent intersects S, and the parent node is on a branch that leads to
the elucidation of a variable in S. Consider now the case where the leaf is the
right child of the parent node. As we are on a leaf, if the ask query Boolean is
false, we have necessarily exited from FindScope through line 6, which means
that this node is the end of a branch leading to a variable in S. Thus, we are
guaranteed that the ask query Boolean is true, which means that the left child
of the parent node returned a non empty set and that the parent node is on a
branch to a leaf that elucidates a variable in S.

We have proved that every leaf is either on a branch that elucidates a variable
in S or is a child of a node on such a branch. Hence the number of nodes in
the tree is at most twice the number of nodes in branches that lead to the
elucidation of a variable from S. Branches can be at most log |X| long. Therefore
the total number of queries FindScope asks is at most 2 · |S| · log |X|, which is
in O(|S| · log |X|).
Theorem 1. Given a basis B built from a language Γ of bounded arity con-
straints, and a target network CT , QuAcq uses O(|CT | · (log |X| + |Γ |)) queries
to find the target network or to collapse and O(|B|) queries to prove convergence.

Proof. Each time line 6 of QuAcq classifies an example as negative, the scope
of a constraint cS from CT is found in at most |S| · log |X| queries (Proposition
2). As Γ only contains constraints of bounded arity, either |S| is bounded and cS
is found in O(|Γ |) or we collapse (Proposition 1). Hence, the number of queries
necessary for finding CT or collapsing is in O(|CT |·(log |X|+|Γ |)). Convergence is
obtained once B is wiped out thanks to the examples that are classified positive
in line 6 of QuAcq. Each of these examples necessarily leads to at least one
constraint removal from B because of the way the example is built in line 4.
This gives a total in O(|B|).
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4 Learning Simple Languages

In order to gain a theoretical insight into the “efficiency” of QuAcq, we look
at some simple languages, and analyze the number of queries required to learn
networks on these languages. In some cases, we show that QuAcq will learn
problems of a given language with an asymptotically optimal number of queries.
However, for some other languages, a suboptimal number of queries can be nec-
essary in the worst case. Our analysis assumes that when generating a complete
example in line 4 of QuAcq, the solution of CL maximizing the number of
violated constraints in the basis B is chosen.

4.1 Languages for Which QUACQ is Optimal

Theorem 2. QuAcq learns Boolean networks on the language {=, �=} in an
asymptotically optimal number of queries.

Proof (Sketch). First, we give a lower bound on the number of queries required to
learn a constraint network in this language. Consider the restriction to equalities
only. In an instance of this language, all variables of a connected component must
be equal. This is isomorphic to the set of partitions of n objects, whose size is
given by Bell’s Number :

C(n + 1) =
{

1 if n = 0∑n
i=1

(
n
i

)
C(n − i) if n > 0 (1)

By an information theoretic argument, at least log C(n) queries are required to
learn such a problem. This entails a lower bound of Ω(n log n) since log C(n) ∈
Ω(n log n) (see [12] for the proof). The language {=, �=} is richer and thus
requires at least as many queries.

Second, we consider the query submitted to the user in line 6 of QuAcq and
count how many times it can receive the answer yes and no. The key observa-
tion is that an instance of this language contains at most O(n) non-redundant
constraints. For each no answer in line 6 of QuAcq, a new constraint will even-
tually be added to CL. Only non-redundant constraints are discovered in this
way because the query must satisfy CL. It follows that at most O(n) such queries
are answered no, each one entailing O(log n) more queries through the procedure
FindScope.

Now we bound the number of yes answers in line 6 of QuAcq. The same
observation on the structure of this language is useful here as well. We show in the
complete proof that a query maximizing the number of violations of constraints
in the basis B while satisfying the constraints in CL violates at least 
|B|/2�
constraints in B. Thus, each query answered yes at least halves the number of
constraints in B. It follows that the query submitted in line 6 of QuAcq cannot
receive more than O(log n) yes answers. The total number of queries is therefore
bounded by O(n log n).

The same argument holds for simpler languages ({=} and {�=} on Boolean
domains). Moreover, this is still true for {=} on arbitrary domains.
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Corollary 1. QuAcq can learn constraint networks with unbounded domains
on the language {=} in an asymptotically optimal number of queries.

4.2 Languages for Which QUACQ Is Not Optimal

First, we show that a Boolean constraint network on the language {<} can
be learnt with O(n) queries. Then, we show that QuAcq requires Ω(n log n)
queries.

Theorem 3. Boolean constraint networks on the language {<} can be learned
in O(n) queries.

Proof. Observe that in order to describe such a problem, the variables can be
partionned into three sets, one for variables that must take the value 0 (i.e.,
on the left side of a < constraint), a second for variables that must take the
value 1 (i.e., on the right side of a < constraint), and the third for unconstrained
variables. In the first phase, we greedily partition variables into three sets, L,R,U
initially empty and standing respectively for Left, Right and Unknown. During
this phase, we have three invariants:

1. There is no x, y ∈ U such that x < y belongs to the target network
2. x ∈ L iff there exists y ∈ U and a constraint x < y in the target network
3. x ∈ R iff there exists y ∈ U and a constraint y < x in the target network

We go through all variables of the problem, one at a time. Let x be the last
variable picked. We query the user with an assignment where x, as well as all
variables in U are set to 0, and all variables in R are set to 1 (variables in L
are left unassigned). If the answer is yes, then there is no constraints between
x and any variable in y ∈ U , hence we add x to the set of undecided variables
U without breaking any invariant. Otherwise we know that x is either involved
in a constraint y < x with y ∈ U , or a constraint x < y with y ∈ U . In order
to decide which way is correct, we make a second query, where the value of x
is flipped to 1 and all other variables are left unchanged. If this second query
receives a yes answer, then the former hypothesis is true and we add x to R,
otherwise, we add it to L. Here again, the invariants still hold.

At the end of the first phase, we therefore know that variables in U have no
constraints between them. However, they might be involved in constraints with
variables in L or in R. In the second phase, we go over each undecided variable
x ∈ U , and query the user with an assignment where all variables in L are set
to 0, all variables in R are set to 1 and x is set to 0. If the answer is no, we
conclude that there is a constraint y < x with y ∈ L and therefore x is added to
R (and removed from U). Otherwise, we ask the same query, but with the value
of x flipped to 1. If the answer is no, there must exists y ∈ R such that x < y
belongs to the network, hence x is added to R (and removed from U). Last, if
both queries get the answer yes, we conclude that x is not constrained. When
every variable has been examined in this way, variables remaining in U are not
constrained.
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Theorem 4. QuAcq does not learn Boolean networks on the language {<}
with a minimal number of queries.

Proof. By Theorem 3, we know that these networks can be learned in O(n)
queries. Such networks can contain up to n − 1 non redundant constraints.
QuAcq learns constraints one at a time, and each call to FindScope takes
Ω(log n) queries. Therefore, QuAcq requires Ω(n log n) queries.

5 Constraint Acquisition with Generalization Queries

In this section we present GenAcq, a generalized acquisition algorithm, The idea
behind this algorithm is, given a constraint cS learned on S, to generalize this
constraint to sequences of types T covering S by asking generalization queries
AskGen(T, c). A generalization query AskGen(T, c) is answered yes by the user
if and only if for every sequence S of variables covered by T the relation c holds
on S in the target constraint network CT .

5.1 Description of GENACQ

The algorithm GenAcq (see Algorithm 4) takes as input a target constraint cS
that has already been learned and a set NonTarget of constraints that are known
not to belong to the target network. GenAcq returns the set of all sequences of
scopes that are maximal with respect to the relation c. GenAcq uses the global
data structure NegativeQ, which is a set of pairs (T, c) for which we know that c
does not hold on all sequences of variables covered by T . cS and NonTarget can
come from any constraint acquisition mechanism or as background knowledge.
NegativeQ is built incrementally by each call to GenAcq. GenAcq also uses
the set Table as local data structure. Table will contain all sequences of types
that are candidates for generalizing cS .

In line 2, GenAcq initializes the set Table to all possible sequences T of types
that contain the scope S of the constraint cS . In line 3, GenAcq initializes the
set G to the sequence S. G will contain the output of GenAcq, that is, the set
of maximal sequences from Table on which c holds. The counter #NoAnswers
counts the number of consecutive times generalization queries have been classi-
fied negative by the user. It is initialized to zero (line 4). #NoAnswers is not
used in the basic version of GenAcq but it will be used in the version with
cutoffs. (In other words, the basic version uses cutoffNo = +∞ in line 8).

The first loop in GenAcq (line 5) eliminates from Table all sequences T
for which we already know the answer to the query AskGen(T, c). In line 6,
GenAcq eliminates from Table all sequences T such that a relation c′ entailed
by c is already known not to hold on a sequence T ′ covered by T (i.e., (T ′, c′)
is in NegativeQ). We can remove such sequences because the absence of c′ on
some scope in T ′ implies the absence of c on some scope in T (see Lemma 1).
In line 7, GenAcq eliminates from Table all sequences T such that we know
from NonTarget that there exists a scope S′ in T such that cS′ does not belong
to CT .
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Algorithm 4. GenAcq: returns the maximum generalizations of a
constraint cS
1 function GenAcq(in cS : constraint, NonTarget: set): Generalizations;
2 Table ← {T | S ∈ T} \ {S};
3 G ← {S} ;
4 #NoAnswers ← 0 ;
5 foreach T ∈ Table do
6 if ∃(T ′, c′) ∈ NegativeQ | c ⊆ c′ ∧ T ′ � T then Table ← Table \ {T} ;
7 if ∃cS′ ∈ NonTarget | S′ ∈ T then Table ← Table \ {T} ;

8 while Table �= ∅ ∧ #NoAnswers < cutoffNo do
9 pick T in Table ;

10 if AskGen(T, c) = yes then
11 G ← G ∪ {T} \ {T ′ ∈ G | T ′ � T};
12 Table ← Table \ {T ′ ∈ Table | T ′ � T};
13 #NoAnswers ← 0;

14 else
15 Table ← Table \ {T ′ ∈ Table | T � T ′} ;
16 NegativeQ ← NegativeQ ∪ {(T, c)} ;
17 #NoAnswers + +;

18 return G;

In the main loop of GenAcq (line 8), we pick a sequence T from Table at
each iteration and we ask a generalization query to the user (line 10). If the
user says yes, T is a sequence on which c holds. We put T in G and remove
from G all sequences covered by T , so as to keep only the maximal ones (line
11). We also remove from Table all sequences T ′ covered by T (line 12) to avoid
asking redundant questions later. If the user says no, we remove from Table all
sequences T ′ that cover T (line 15) because we know they are no longer candidate
for generalization of c and we store in NegativeQ the fact that (T, c) has been
answered no. The loop finishes when Table is empty and we return G (line 18).

5.2 Completeness and Complexity

We analyze the completeness and complexity of GenAcq in terms of number of
generalization queries it ask of the user.

Lemma 1. If AskGen(T, c) = no then for any (T ′, c′) such that T � T ′ and
c′ ⊆ c, we have AskGen(T ′, c′) = no.

Proof. Assume that AskGen(T, c) = no. Hence, there exists a sequence S ∈ T
such that cS /∈ CT . As T � T ′ we have S ∈ T ′ and then we know that cS /∈ CT .
As c′ ⊆ c, we also have c′

S /∈ CT . As a result, AskGen(T ′, c′) = no.

Lemma 2. If AskGen(T, c) = yes then for any T ′ such that T ′ � T , we have
AskGen(T ′, c) = yes.
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Proof. Assume that AskGen(T, c) = yes. As T ′ � T , for all S ∈ T ′ we have
S ∈ T and then we know that cS ∈ CT . As a result, AskGen(T ′, c) = yes.

Proposition 3 (Completeness). When called with constraint cS as input, the
algorithm GenAcq returns all maximal sequences of types covering S on which
the relation c holds.

Proof. All sequences covering S are put in Table. A sequence in Table is either
asked for generalization or removed from Table in lines 6, 7, 12, or 15. We know
from Lemma 1 that a sequence removed in line 6, 7, or 15 would necessarily lead
to a no answer. We know from Lemma 2 that a sequence removed in line 12 is
subsumed and less general than another one just added to G.

Proposition 4. Given a learned constraint cS and its associated Table,
GenAcq uses O(|Table|) generalization queries to return all maximal sequences
of types covering S on which the relation c holds.

Proof. For each query on T ∈ Table asked by GenAcq, the size of Table strictly
decreases regardless of the answer. As a result, the total number of queries is
bounded above by |Table|.

5.3 Illustrative Example

Let us take the Lewis Carroll’s Zebra problem to illustrate our generalization
approach. The problem is to find where the zebra lives, given five houses of
five different colors, owned by five men of five different nationalities, having
five different drinks, cigarets, and pets. (See for instance [10] for a complete
description of the Zebra problem.) The Zebra problem has a single solution.
The target network is formulated using 25 variables, partitioned in 5 types of
5 variables each. The ith variable of a given type represents the number of the
house where the ith element of the given type is located. The types are color,
nationality, drink, cigaret, pet, and the trivial type X of all variables. There is a
clique of �= constraints on all pairs of variables of the same non trivial type and
14 additional constraints given in the description of the problem.

Figure 1 shows the variables of the Zebra problem and their types. In
this example, the constraint X2 �= X5 has been learned between the
two color variables X2 and X5. This constraint is given as input of the
GenAcq algorithm. GenAcq computes the Table of all sequences of types
covering the scope (X2,X5). Table = {(X2, color), (X2,X), (color,X5),
(color, color), (color,X), (X,X5), (X, color), (X,X)}. Suppose we pick T =
(X,X5) at line 9 of GenAcq. According to the user’s answer (no in this case),
the Table is reduced to Table = {(X2, color), (X2,X), (color,X5), (color, color),
(color,X)}. As next iteration, let us pick T = (color, color). The user will
answer yes because there is indeed a clique of �= on the color variables.
Hence, (color, color) is added to G and the Table is reduced to Table =
{(X2,X), (color,X)}. If we pick (X2,X), the user answers no and we reduce
the Table to the empty set and return G = {(color, color)}, which means that
the constraint X2 �= X5 can be generalized to all pairs of variables in the sequence
(color, color), that is, (Xi �= Xj) ∈ CT for all (Xi,Xj) ∈ (color, color).
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Fig. 1. Variables and types for the Zebra problem.

5.4 Using Generalization in QUACQ

GenAcq is a generic technique that can be plugged into any constraint acqui-
sition system. In this section we present g-QuAcq, a constraint acquisition
algorithm obtained by plugging GenAcq into QuAcq, g-QuAcq is presented
in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5. g-QuAcq = QuAcq + GenAcq

1 CL ← ∅, NonTarget ← ∅;
2 while true do
3 if sol(CL) = ∅ then return”collapse”;

4 choose e in DX accepted by CL and rejected by B;
5 if e = nil then return “convergence on CL”;
6 if Ask(e) = yes then
7 B ← B \ κB(e);
8 NonTarget ← NonTarget ∪ κB(e);

9 else
10 cS ← FindC(e,FindScope(e, ∅, X, false));
11 if cS = nil then return “collapse”;
12 else
13 G ← GenAcq(cS , NonTarget);
14 foreach T ∈ G do CL ← CL ∪ {cS′ | S′ ∈ T} ;

g-QuAcq has a structure very similar to QuAcq. It initializes the set
NonTarget and the network CL it will learn to the empty set (line 1). If CL is
unsatisfiable (line 3), the space of possible networks collapses because there does
not exist any subset of the given basis B that is able to correctly classify the
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examples the user has already been asked. In line 4, QuAcq computes a com-
plete assignment e satisfying CL but violating at least one constraint from B. If
such an example does not exist (line 5), then all constraints in B are implied by
CL, and we have converged. If we have not converged, we propose the example
e to the user, who will answer by yes or no (line 6). If the answer is yes, we
can remove from B the set κB(e) of all constraints in B that reject e (line 7)
and we add all these ruled out constraints to the set NonTarget to be used in
GenAcq (line 8). If the answer is no, we are sure that e violates at least one
constraint of the target network CT . We then call the function FindScope to
discover the scope of one of these violated constraints. FindC will select which
one with the given scope is violated by e (line 10). If no constraint is returned
(line 11), this is again a condition for collapsing as we could not find in B a
constraint rejecting one of the negative examples. Otherwise, we know that the
constraint cS returned by FindC belongs to the target network CT . This is
here that the algorithm differs from QuAcq as we call GenAcq to find all the
maximal sequences of types covering S on which c holds. They are returned in
G (line 13). Then, for every sequence of variables S′ belonging to one of these
sequences in G, we add the constraint cS′ to the learned network CL (line 14).

5.5 Strategies

GenAcq learns the maximal sequences of types on which a constraint can be
generalized. The order in which sequences are picked from Table in line 9 of
Algorithm 4 is not specified by the algorithm. As shown on the following example,
different orderings can lead more or less quickly to the good (maximal) sequences
on which a relation c holds. Let us come back to our example on the Zebra
problem (Sect. 5.3). In the way we developed the example, we needed only 3
generalization queries to empty the set Table and converge on the maximal
sequence (color, color) on which �= holds:

1. AskGen((X,X5), �=) = no
2. AskGen((color, color), �=) = yes
3. AskGen((X2,X), �=) = no

Using another ordering, GenAcq needs 8 generalization queries:

1. AskGen((X,X), �=) = no
2. AskGen((X, color), �=) = no
3. AskGen((color,X), �=) = no
4. AskGen((X,X5), �=) = no
5. AskGen((X2,X), �=) = no
6. AskGen((X2, color), �=) = yes
7. AskGen((color,X5), �=) = yes
8 AskGen((color, color), �=) = yes

If we want to reduce the number of generalization queries, we may wonder
which strategy to use. In this section we propose two techniques. The first idea
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is to pick sequences in the set Table following an order given by a heuristic that
will try to minimize the number of queries. The second idea is to put a cutoff
on the number of consecutive negative queries we accept to face, leading to a
non complete generalization startegy: the output of GenAcq will no longer be
guaranteed to be the maximal sequences.

Query Selection Heuristics. We propose some query selection heuristics to
decide which sequence to pick next from Table. We first propose optimistic
heuristics, which try to take the best from positive answers:

– max CST: This heuristic selects a sequence T maximizing the number of pos-
sible constraints cS in the basis such that S is in T and c is the relation we try
to generalize. The intuition is that if the user answers yes, the generalization
will be maximal in terms of number of constraints.

– max VAR: This heuristic selects a sequence T involving a maximum number
of variables, that is, maximizing |⋃S∈T S|. The intuition is that if the user
answers yes, the generalization will involve many variables.

Dually, we propose pessimistic heuristics, which try to take the best from
negative answers:

– min CST: This heuristic selects a sequence T minimizing the number of pos-
sible constraints cS in the basis such that S is in T and c is the relation we
try to generalize. The intuition is to maximize the chances to receive a yes
answer. If, despite this, the user answers no, a great number of sequences are
removed from Table (see Lemma 1).

– min VAR: This heuristic selects a sequence T involving a minimum num-
ber of variables, that is, minimizing |⋃S∈T S|. The intuition is to maximize
the chances of a yes answer while focusing on smaller sets of variables than
min CST. Again, a no answer leads to a great number of sequences removed
from Table.

As a baseline for comparison, we define a random selector.

– random: It picks randomly a sequence T in Table.

Using Cutoffs. The idea here is to exit GenAcq before having proved the
maximality of the sequences returned. We put a threshold cutoffNo on the num-
ber of consecutive negative answers to avoid using queries to check unpromis-
ing sequences. The hope is that GenAcq will return near-maximal sequences of
types despite not proving maximality. This cutoff strategy is implemented by set-
ting the variable cutoffNo to a predefined value. In lines 13 and 17 of GenAcq,
a counter of consecutive negative answers is respectively reset and incremented
depending on the answer from the user. In line 8, that counter is compared to
cutoffNo to decide to exit or not.
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6 Experimental Evaluation

We made some experiments to evaluate the behavior of active learning with par-
tial queries (QuAcq) and to test the impact of using generalization (GenAcq).
GenAcq was plugged in QuAcq, leading to g-QuAcq. All the experiments
were done on an Intel Xeon E5462 @ 2.80 GHz with 16 Gb of RAM.

We first present the benchmark problems we used for our experiments. Then,
we report the results of several experiments. The first experiment presents the
performance of QuAcq to learn our benchmark problems. The second one com-
pares the performance of g-QuAcq to the basic QuAcq. The third reports
experiments evaluating the different strategies we proposed (query selection
heuristics and cutoffs) on g-QuAcq. Finally, we evaluate the performance of
g-QuAcq when our knowledge of the types of variables is incomplete.

6.1 Benchmark Problems

Problems Without Types

Random. We generated binary random target networks with 50 variables,
domains of size 10, and m binary constraints. The binary constraints are selected
from the language Γ = {≥,≤, <,>, �=,=}. QuAcq is initialized with the basis B
containing the complete graph of 7350 binary constraints taken from Γ . For den-
sities m = 12 (under-constrained) and m = 122 (phase transition) we launched
QuAcq on 100 instances and report averages.

Golomb Rulers (prob006 in [14]). A Golomb ruler is a set of m marks to put on
a ruler so that the distances between marks are all distinct. This is encoded as a
target network with m variables corresponding to the m marks, and constraints
of varying arity. We learned the target network encoding the 8 mark ruler. We
initialized QuAcq and g-QuAcq with a basis of 55,484 constraints taken from
a language with 24 basic arithmetic and distance constraints with unary, binary,
ternary and quaternary scopes.

Problems with Types

Zebra Problem. Lewis Carroll’s zebra problem has a single solution. The target
network is formulated using 25 variables of domain size of 5 with 5 cliques of �=
constraints and 11 additional constraints given in the description of the problem.
We initialized QuAcq and g-QuAcq with a basis of 6,850 constraints taken
from a language with 24 basic arithmetic and distance constraints with unary,
binary, ternary and quaternary scopes. In g-QuAcq, the variables are given as
the 5 types of 5 variables that naturally occur from the problem description
(color, nationality, pet, cigaret, drink).
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Sudoku. The Sudoku logic puzzle is a 9×9 grid pre-filled with some numbers. It
must be completed in such a way that all the rows, all the columns and the 9 non
overlapping 3× 3 squares contain the numbers 1 to 9. The target network of the
Sudoku has 81 variables with domains of size 9 and 810 binary �= constraints on
rows, columns and squares. QuAcq and g-QuAcq are initialized with a basis
B of 6,480 binary constraints from the language Γ = {=, �=}. In this problem,
the types are the 9 rows, 9 columns and 9 squares, of 9 variables each.

Latin Square. The Latin square problem consists of an n × n table in which
each element occurs once in every row and column. For this problem, we use
25 variables with domains of size 5 and 100 binary �= constraints on rows and
columns. Rows and columns are the types of variables (10 types). QuAcq and
g-QuAcq are initialized with a basis of constraints based on the language Γ =
{=, �=}.

Radio Link Frequency Assignment Problem. The RLFAP problem is to provide
communication channels from limited spectral resources [11]. The constraint
model of the instance we selected has 25 variables with domains of size 25
and 125 binary constraints. We have five stations of five terminals (transmit-
ters/receivers), which form five types. We initialized QuAcq and g-QuAcq
with a basis of 1,800 binary constraints taken from a language of 6 arithmetic
and distance constraints.

Purdey [17]. Like Zebra, this problem has a single solution. Four families have
stopped by Purdeys general store, each to buy a different item and paying differ-
ently. Under a set of additional constraints given in the description, the problem
is how can we match family with the item they bought and how they paid for
it. The target network of Purdey has 12 variables with domains of size 4 and
30 binary constraints. Here we have three types of variables, which are family,
bought and paid, each of them contains four variables. We initialized QuAcq
and g-QuAcq with a basis of constraints based on the language Γ = {=, �=}.

6.2 QUACQ Evaluation

To ensure rapid converge, we want a query answered yes to prune B as much as
possible. This is best achieved when the query generated in line 4 of QuAcq is
an assignment violating a large number of constraints in B. We implemented the
max heuristic to generate a solution of CL that violates a maximum number of
constraints from B. However, this heuristic can be time consuming as it solves
an optimization problem. We then added a cutoff of 1 or 10 seconds to the solver
using max, which gives the two heuristics max-1 and max-10 respectively. We
also implemented a cheaper heuristic that we call sol. It simply solves CL and
stops at its first solution violating at least one constraint from B.

Our first experiment was to compare max-1 and max-10 on large problems.
We observed that the performance when using max-1 is not significantly worse in
number of queries than when using max-10. For instance, on the rand 50 10 122,
#Ask = 1074 for max-1 and #Ask = 1005 for max-10. The average time for
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Table 2. Results of QuAcq learning until convergence.

|CL| #Ask #Askc Ask Time

rand 50 10 12 max-1 12 196 34 24.04 0.23

sol 12 286 133 33.22 0.09

rand 50 10 122 max-1 86 1074 94 13.90 0.14

sol 83 1062 120 15.64 0.06

Golomb-8 max-1 83 438 83 5.12 0.85

sol 127 645 132 5.34 0.46

Zebra max-1 60 764 61 10.99 0.29

sol 60 752 61 11.17 0.06

Sudoku 9 × 9 max-1 810 8645 821 20.58 0.16

sol 810 9593 815 20.84 0.06

generating a query is 0.14 s for max-1 and 0.86 s for max-10 with a maximum
of 1 and 10 s respectively. We then chose not to report results for max-10.

Table 2 reports the results obtained with QuAcq to reach convergence using
the heuristics max-1 and sol. We report the size |CL| of the learned network
(which can be smaller than the target network due to redundant constraints),
the total number #Ask of queries, the number #Askc of complete queries (i.e.,
generated in line 4 of QuAcq), the average size Ask of all queries, and the
average time needed to compute a query (in seconds). A first observation is
that max-1 generally requires less queries than sol to reach convergence. This
is especially true for rand 50 10 12, which is very sparse, and Golomb-8, which
contains many redundant constraints. If we have a closer look, these differences
are mainly explained by the fact that max-1 requires significantly less complete
positive queries than sol to totally prune B and prove convergence (22 complete
positive queries for max-1 and 121 for sol on rand 50 10 12). But in general,
sol is not as bad as we could have expected. The reason is that, except on very
sparse networks, the number of constraints from B violated ‘by chance’ with sol
is large enough. The second observation is that when the network contains a lot
of redundancies, max-1 converges on a smaller network than sol. We observed
this on Golomb-8, and other problems not reported here. The third observation
is that the average size of queries is always significantly smaller than the number
of variables in the problem. A last observation is that sol is very fast for all its
queries (see the time column). We can expect it to be usable on even larger
problems.

As a second experiment we evaluated the effect of the size of the basis on
the number of queries. On the zebra problem we initialized QuAcq with bases
of different sizes and stored the number of queries for each run. Figure 2 shows
that when |B| grows, the number of queries follows a logarithmic scale. This is
very good news as it means that learning problems with expressive bases will
scale well.
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Fig. 2. QuAcq behavior on different basis sizes for Zebra

QuAcq has two main advantages over learning with membership queries, as
in Conacq. One is the small average size of queries Ask, which are probably
easier to answer by the user. The second advantage is the time to generate
queries. Conacq.2 needs to find examples that violate exactly one constraint
of the basis to make progress towards convergence. This can be expensive to
compute, preventing the use of Conacq.2 on large problems. QuAcq, on the
other hand, can use cheap heuristics like max-1 and sol to generate queries.

6.3 Using Generalization Queries

For all our experiments we report, the total number #Ask of standard queries
asked by the basic QuAcq, the total number #AskGen of generalization queries,
and the numbers #no and #yes of negative and positive generalization queries,
respectively, where #AskGen = #no + #yes. The time overhead of using
g-QuAcq rather than QuAcq is not reported. Computing a generalization
query takes a few milliseconds.

Our first experiment compares QuAcq and g-QuAcq in its baseline ver-
sion, g-QuAcq + random, on our benchmark problems. Table 3 reports the
results. We observe that the number of queries asked by g-QuAcq is dramat-
ically reduced compared to QuAcq. This is especially true on problems with
many types involving many variables, such as Sudoku or Latin square. g-QuAcq
acquires the Sudoku with 260 standard queries plus 166 generalization queries,
when QuAcq acquires it in 8645 standard queries.

Let us now focus on the behavior of our different heuristics in g-QuAcq.
The upper part of Table 4 reports the results obtained with g-QuAcq using
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Table 3. QuAcq vs g-QuAcq.

QuAcq g-QuAcq + random

#Ask #Ask #AskGen

Zebra 764 257 67

Sudoku 8645 260 166

Latin square 1129 117 60

RFLAP 1653 151 37

Purdey 173 82 31

min VAR, min CST, max VAR, and max CST to acquire the Sudoku model.
(Other problems showed similar trends.) The results clearly show that max VAR,
and max CST are very bad heuristics. They are worse than the baseline random.
On the contrary, min VAR and min CST significantly outperform random. They
respectively require 90 and 132 generalization queries instead of 166 for random.
Notice that they all ask the same number of standard queries (260) as they all
find the same maximal sets of sequences for each learned constraint.

The lower part of Table 4 we compare the behavior of our two best heuristics
(min VAR and min CST) when combined with the cutoff strategy. We tried all
values of the cutoff from 1 to 3. A first observation is that min VAR remains the
best whatever the value of the cutoff is. Interestingly, even with a cutoff equal
to 1, min VAR requires the same number of standard queries as the versions of
g-QuAcq without cutoff. This means that using min VAR as selection heuris-
tic in Table, g-QuAcq is able to return the maximal sequences despite being
stopped after the first negative generalization answer. We also observe that
the number of generalization queries with min VAR decreases when the cutoff

Table 4. g-QuAcq with heuristics and cutoff strategy on Sudoku.

Cutoff #Ask #AskGen #yes #no

Random +∞ 260 166 42 124

min VAR 90 21 69

min CST 132 63 69

max VAR 263 63 200

max CST 247 21 226

min VAR 3 260 75 21 54

2 57 21 36

1 39 21 18

min CST 3 626 238 112 126

2 679 231 132 99

1 837 213 153 60
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becomes smaller (from 90 to 39 when the cutoff goes from +∞ to 1). By looking
at the last two columns we see that this is the number #no of negative answers
which decreases. The good performance of min VAR + cutoff = 1 can thus be
explained by the fact that min VAR selects first queries that cover a minimum
number of variables, which increases the chances to have a yes answer. Finally,
we observe that the heuristic min CST does not have the same nice characteris-
tics as min VAR. The smaller the cutoff, the more standard queries are needed,
not compensating for the saving in number of generalization queries (from 260
to 837 standard queries for min CST when the cutoff goes from +∞ to 1). This
means that with min CST, when the cutoff becomes too small, GenAcq does
not return the maximal sequences of types where the learned constraint holds.

Table 5. g-QuAcq with random, min VAR, and cutoff = 1 on Zebra, Latin square,
RLFAP, and Purdey.

#Ask #AskGen #yes #no

Zebra Random 257 67 10 57

min VAR 48 5 43

min VAR+ cutoff = 1 23 5 18

L.Square Random 117 60 16 44

min VAR 34 10 24

min VAR+ cutoff = 1 20 10 10

RLFAP Random 151 37 16 21

min VAR 41 14 27

min VAR+ cutoff = 1 22 14 8

Purdey Random 82 31 5 26

min VAR 24 3 21

min VAR+ cutoff = 1 12 3 9

In Table 5, we report the performance of g-QuAcq with random, min VAR
and min VAR + cutoff = 1 on all the other problems. We see that min VAR
+ cutoff = 1 significantly improve the performance of g-QuAcq on all problems.
As in the case of Sudoku, we observe that min VAR + cutoff = 1 does not lead to
an increase in the number of standard queries. This means that on all these prob-
lems min VAR + cutoff = 1 always returns the maximal sequences while asking
less generalization queries with negative answers.

From these experiments we see that g-QuAcq with min VAR + cutoff = 1
leads to tremendous savings in number of queries compared to QuAcq: 257 + 23
instead of 764 on Zebra, 260 + 39 instead of 8645 on Sudoku, 117 + 20 instead
of 1129 on Latin square, 151 + 22 instead of 1653 on RLFAP, 82 + 12 instead of
173 on Purdey.

In our last experiment, we show the effect on the performance of g-QuAcq
of a lack of knowledge on some variable types. We took again our 5 benchmark
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Fig. 3. g-QuAcq on RLFAP when the percentage of provided types increases.

problems in which we have varied the amount of types known by the algorithm.
This simulates a situation where the user does not know that some variables are
from the same type. For instance, in Sudoku, the user could not have noticed
that variables are arranged in columns. Figure 3 shows the number of standard
queries and generalization queries asked by g-QuAcq with min VAR + cutoff = 1
to learn the RLFAP model when fed with an increasingly more accurate knowl-
edge of types. We observe that as soon as a small percentage of types is known

Table 6. g-QuAcq when the percentage of provided types increases.

% of types #Ask #AskGen

Zebra 0 764 0

20 619 12

40 529 20

60 417 27

80 332 40

100 257 48

Sudoku 9 × 9 0 8645 0

33 3583 232

66 610 60

100 260 39

Latin square 0 1129 0

50 469 49

100 117 20

Purdey 0 173 0

33 111 8

66 100 10

100 82 12
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(20%), g-QuAcq reduces drastically its number of queries. Table 6 gives the
same information for all other problems.

7 Conclusion

We have proposed QuAcq, an algorithm that learns constraint networks by
asking the user to classify partial assignments as positive or negative. Each time
it receives a negative example, the algorithm converges on a constraint of the
target network in a logarithmic number of queries. We have shown that QuAcq
is optimal on certain constraint languages. Asking the user to classify partial
assignments allows to converge on the target constraint network in a polynomial
number of queries. Furthermore, as opposed to existing techniques, the user does
not need to provide positive examples to converge. This last feature can be very
useful when the problem has not been previously solved. We have also proposed
GenAcq, a technique to make constraint acquisition more efficient in practice
by using information on the types of components the variables in the problem
represent. We have introduced generalization queries. They are asked to the user
to generalize a constraint to other scopes of variables of the same type where
this constraint possibly applies. GenAcq can be called to generalize each new
constraint that is learned. We have proposed several heuristics and strategies to
select the good candidate generalization query. We have plugged GenAcq into
the QuAcq constraint acquisition system, leading to the g-QuAcq version. Our
experimental evaluation shows that generating good queries in QuAcq is not
computationally difficult and that when the basis increases in size, the increase
in number of queries follows a logarithmic shape. These results are promising for
the use of QuAcq on real problems. However, problems with dense constraint
networks require a number of queries that could be too large for a human user.
We have then evaluated the benefit of generalization queries, with and without
complete knowledge on the types of variables. The results show that g-QuAcq
dramatically improves the basic QuAcq algorithm in terms of number of queries.
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Abstract. We describe a system which generates finite domain con-
straint models from positive example solutions, for highly structured
problems. The system is based on the global constraint catalog, pro-
viding the library of constraints that can be used in modeling, and the
Constraint Seeker tool, which finds a ranked list of matching constraints
given one or more sample call patterns.

We have tested the modeler with 230 examples, ranging from 4 to
6,500 variables, using between 1 and 7,000 samples. These examples
come from a variety of domains, including puzzles, sports-scheduling,
packing & placement, and design theory. When comparing against man-
ually specified “canonical” models for the examples, we achieve a hit rate
of 50%, processing the complete benchmark set in less than one hour on
a laptop. Surprisingly, in many cases the system finds usable candidate
lists even when working with a single, positive example.

1 Introduction

In this chapter1 we present the Model Seeker system which generates constraint
models from example solutions. We focus on problems with a regular structure
(this encompasses matrix models [18]), whose models can be compactly repre-
sented as a small set of conjunctions of identical constraints. We exploit this
structure in our learning algorithm to focus the search for the strongest (i.e.
most restrictive) possible model.

In our system we use global constraints from the global constraint catalog [2]
mainly as modeling constructs, and not as a source of filtering algorithms. The
global constraints are the primitives from which our models are created, each
capturing some particular aspect of the overall problem. Using existing work
on global constraints for mixed integer programming [24] or constraint based
local search [20], our results are not only applicable for finite domain constraint
programming, but can potentially reach a wider audience.
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The input format we have chosen consists of a flat vector of integer values,
allowing for different representations of the same problem. We do not force the
user to adapt his input to any particular technology, but rather aim to be able
to handle examples taken from a variety of existing sources.

In our method we extensively use meta-data about the constraints in the
catalog, which describe their properties and their connection. We have added a
number of new, useful information classes during our work, which prove to be
instrumental in recognizing the structure of different models.

The main contribution of this chapter is the presentation of the implemented
Model Seeker tool, which can deal with a variety of problem types at a practical
scale. The examples we have studied use up to 6,500 variables, and deal with
up to 7,000 samples, even though the majority of the problems are restricted to
few, and often unique solution samples. We currently only work with positive
examples, which seems to provide enough information to achieve quite accurate
models of problems. As a side-effect of our work we also have strengthened the
constraint description in the constraint catalog with new categories of meta-data,
in particular to show implications between different constraints.

Our chapter is structured in the following way: We first introduce a running
example, that we will use to explain the core features of our system. In Sect. 2,
we describe the basic workflow in our system, also detailing the types of meta-
data that are used in its different components. We present an overview of our
evaluation in Sect. 3, which is followed by a discussion of related work (Sect. 4),
before finishing with limitations and possible future work in Sect. 5. For space
reasons we can only give an overview of the learning algorithm and the obtained
results. A full description can be found in a companion technical report at http://
4c.ucc.ie/∼hsimonis/modelling/report.pdf.

1.1 A Running Example

As a running example we use the 2010/2011 season schedule of the Bundesliga,
the German soccer championship. The problem representation is based on the
format in http://www.weltfussball.de/alle spiele/bundesliga-2010-2011/, replac-
ing team names with numbers from 1 to 18. The schedule is given as a set of
games on each day of the season. Table 1 shows days 1, 2, 3, 18 and 19 of the
schedule. Each line shows all games of one day; on the first day, team 1 (at home)
is playing against team 2 (away), team 3 (at home) plays team 4, etc. The second
half of the season (days 18–34) repeats the games of the first half, exchanging
the home and away teams, on day 18, for example, team 18 (at home) plays
team 17, team 2 (at home) plays team 1, and so on. Overall, each team plays
each other twice, once at home, and once away in a double round-robin scheme.

As input data we receive the flat vector of numbers, we will reconstruct the
matrix as part of our analysis. Note that for most sports scheduling problems we
will have access to only one example solution, the published schedule for a given
year, schedules from different years encode different teams and constraints, and
are thus incomparable.

http://4c.ucc.ie/~hsimonis/modelling/report.pdf
http://4c.ucc.ie/~hsimonis/modelling/report.pdf
http://www.weltfussball.de/alle_spiele/bundesliga-2010-2011/
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Table 1. Bundesliga running example: input data

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

8 1 14 11 4 7 2 15 12 13 6 9 10 3 18 5 16 17

3 14 17 2 13 6 5 12 9 16 11 18 1 4 15 8 7 10

. . .

18 17 2 1 4 3 6 5 10 9 16 15 14 13 12 11 8 7

13 12 11 14 17 16 15 2 9 6 1 8 7 4 5 18 3 10

. . .

2 Workflow

We will now describe how we proceed from the given positive examples to a
candidate list of constraints modeling the problem. The workflow is described
in Fig. 1. Data are shown in green, software modules in blue/bold outline, and
specific global constraint catalog meta-data are shown in yellow/italics. We first
give a brief overview of the modules, and then discuss each step in more detail.

Candidate
Generation

Candidate
Simplification

Meta-Data

Positive Samples

Transformation

Sequence Generation

Argument Creation

Constraint Seeker Call

Bottom-Up Dominance

Dominance Check

Trivia Removal

Candidate Conjunctions

Code Generation

Program

Domain Generation

Functional Dependency
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Typical Restrictions

Aggregate

Implications
Contractible
Expandible

Density
Ranking

Fig. 1. Workflow in the Model Seeker (Color figure online)
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Transformation. In a first step, we try to convert the input samples to other,
more appropriate representations. This might involve replacing a 0/1 format
with finite domain values, or converting different graph representations into the
successor variable form used by the global constraints in the catalog. For some
transformations, we keep both the original and the transformed representation
for further analysis, for others we replace the original sample with the trans-
formed data.

Candidate Generation. The second step (Sequence Generation) tries to group
the variables of the sample into regular subsets, for example interpreting the
input vector as a matrix and creating subsequences for all rows and all columns.
In the Argument Creation step, we create call patterns for constraints from the
subsequences. We can try each subsequence on its own, or combine pairs of
subsequences or use all subsequences together in a single collection. We also try
to add additional arguments based on functional dependencies and monotonic
arguments of constraints, described as meta-data in the global constraint catalog.
For each of these generated call patterns, we then call the Constraint Seeker to
find matching constraints, which satisfy all subsequences of all samples. For this
we enforce the Typical Restrictions, meta-data in the catalog, which describe
how a constraint is typically used in a constraint program. Only the highest
ranking candidates are retained for further analysis.

Candidate Simplification. After the seeker calls, we potentially have a very
large list of possible candidate conjunctions (up to 2,000 conjunctions in our
examples), we now have to reduce this set as much as possible. We first apply
a Dominance Check to remove all conjunctions of constraints that we can show
are implied by other conjunctions of constraints in our candidate list. Instead
of showing the implication from first principles, we rely on additional meta-data
in the catalog, which describe implications between constraints, but we also use
conditional implications which only hold if certain argument restrictions apply,
and expandible and contractible [27] properties, which state that a constraint still
holds if we add or remove some of its decision variables. The dominance check is
the core of our modeling system, helping to remove irrelevant constraints from
the candidate list. In the last step before our final candidate list output the
system removes trivial constraints and simplifies some constraint pattern. This
also performs a ranking of the candidates based on the constraint and sequence
generator used, trying to place the most relevant conjunction of constraints at
the top of the candidate list.

Code Generation. As a side effect of the initial transformation, we also create
potential domains for the variables of our problem. In the default case, we just
use the range of all values occurring in the samples, but for some graph-based
transformations a more refined domain definition is used. Given the candidate
list and domains for the variables, we can easily generate code for a model using
the constraints. At the moment, we produce SICStus Prolog code using the call
format of the catalog. The generated code can then be used to validate the
samples given, or to find solutions for the model that has been found.
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After this brief overview, we will now discuss the different process steps in
more detail.

2.1 Transformation

In finite domain programming, there are implicit conventions on how to express
models leading to effective solution generation. In our system, we can not assume
that the user is aware of these conventions, nor that the sample solutions are
already provided in the “correct” form. We therefore try to apply a series of
(currently 12) input transformations, that convert between different possible
representations of problems, and that retain the form which matches the format
expected by the constraint catalog. In each case, some pre- and post-conditions
must be satisfied for the transformation to be considered valid. We now give
some examples.

Converting 0/1 Samples. If a solution is given using only 0/1 values, there
may be a way of re-interpreting the sample as a permutation with finite domain
variables. If we consider the 0/1 values as an n× n matrix (xij) where each row
and each column contains a single one, we can transform this into a vector vi of
n finite domain values based on the equivalence

∀1≤i≤n∀1≤j≤n : xij = 1 ⇒ vi = j

This transformation is the equivalent of a channeling constraint between 0/1 and
finite domain variables, described for example in [23].

Using Successor Notation for Graph Constraints. Most graph constraints
in the catalog use a successor notation to describe circuits, cycles or paths,
i.e. the value of a node indicates the next node in the final assignment. But
this is not the only way of describing graphs. In the original Knight’s Tour
formulation [37], the value of a node is the position in the path, i.e. the first node
has value one, the second value two, and so on. We have defined transformations
which map between these (and several other) formats, while checking that the
resulting graph can be compactly described.

Table 2. Bundesliga running example: transformed problem

2 −1 4 −3 6 −5 8 −7 10 −9 12 −11 14 −13 16 −15 18 −17

−8 15 −10 7 −18 9 −4 1 −6 3 −14 13 −12 11 −2 17 −16 5

4 −17 14 −1 12 −13 10 −15 16 −7 18 −5 6 −3 8 −9 2 −11

. . .

−2 1 −4 3 −6 5 −8 7 −10 9 −12 11 −14 13 −16 15 −18 17

8 −15 10 −7 18 −9 4 −1 6 −3 14 −13 12 −11 2 −17 16 −5

. . .

Using Schreuder Tables. Another transformation is linked to sports schedul-
ing problems. In many cases, users like to give the schedule as a list of fixtures,
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listing which games will be played on each day. The first team is the home
team, the second the away team. For constraint models, the format of Schreuder
tables [34], as shown in Table 2 for our running example, can lead to more com-
pact models [21,22,29,36]. For each time-point t over q rounds and for an even
number of teams n, they can be obtained from the fixture representation as
follows:

∀1≤t≤q(n−1)∀1≤i≤�n/2� : x2i−1,t = k, x2i,t = l ⇒ vk,t = l, vl,t = −k

2.2 Sequence Generator

After the input transformation, we have to consider possible, regular substruc-
tures which group the samples into subsequences. For space reasons again, we
only give some examples of the sequence generators used in our running exam-
ple, the full list (containing 21 generators) with their formal definition can be
found in the technical report, some were already described in [4].

vector(n). This is the most basic sequence generator of treating all elements of
the sample as a single sequence of size n.

scheme(n, r, c, a, b). By far the most common sequence generator treats a
sample of length n as an r× c matrix, and creates non-overlapping blocks of size
a× b, creating n/ab sequences of size ab. The number of such partitions depends
on the number of factors of n, as n = rc. For our running example (Sect. 1.1)
with 612 values, we have to consider the matrices 2 × 306, 3 × 204, 4 × 153,
6×102, 9×68, 17×36, 18×34, 34×18, 36×17, 68×9, 102×6, 153×4, 204×3
and 306 × 2. Some of the blocks created from these matrices lead to the same
partition of the variables, only one representative is kept.

repart(n, r, c, a, b). This sequence generator also treats the sample of size n
as a r × c matrix, and considers blocks of size a × b. But it groups elements in
the same position from each block, creating a × b sequences of size n/(ab).

For the running example, a total of 68 subsequence collections are generated.
Note that the subsequences often, but not always, have the same size. We also
provide an API where the user can provide his own sequence generators, this
can be helpful to deal with known, but irregular structure in the problem.

2.3 Argument Creation

In the next step of the operation, we convert the generated subsequences into
call patterns for the Constraint Seeker [3]. In order to consider more of the
constraints in the catalog, we have to provide different argument signatures by
organizing the subsequences in different ways, and by adding arguments.

Single, Pairs and Collection. In the first part we decide how we want to
use the subsequences. Consider we have k subsequences, each of length m. If
we use each subsequence on its own, we create k call patterns with a single
argument, each a collection of m variables. This corresponds to the argument
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pattern used by alldifferent constraints, for example. We can also consider
pairs of subsequences, creating a call patterns with two arguments, for k−1 calls
to a predicate like lex greater. Finally we can use all subsequences as a single
collection of collections, which creates one call with a collection of k collections
of m elements each. This would match a constraint like lex alldifferent. We
generate all these potential calls in parallel, and perform the steps described in
the following two paragraphs.

Value Projection. For some problems (like our transformed, running example),
a projection from the original domain to a smaller domain can lead to a more
compact model. If, for example, some of the values in the sample are positive,
and others are negative, we can try a projection using the absolute value or the
sign of the numbers, in addition to the original values.

Adding Arguments. Many global constraints use additional arguments besides
the main decision variables. If we do not generate these arguments in the call
pattern, we can not find such constraints with the Constraint Seeker. But just
enumerating all possible values for these additional arguments would lead to a
combinatorial explosion. Fortunately, we can compute values for these arguments
in case of functional dependencies and monotonic arguments. This is similar to
the argument generation discussed for the gcc constraint discussed in [12].

2.4 Constraint Seeker

The Constraint Seeker [3] will find a ranked list of global constraints that satisfy
a collection of positive and negative sample calls, using the available constraint
checkers of the catalog. We use this seeker as a black-box for all call patterns
with all additional argument values and value projections defined in the previous
section.

Using Multiple, Positive Samples. The seeker first checks that the call signa-
ture matches the constraint, then tries to evaluate the constraint on the samples.
In our case, these are the call patterns prepared in the previous step for all sub-
sequences of all positive examples given. In our modeling system we currently
do not consider negative examples. They would require a slightly different treat-
ment, as a negative example can be rejected by just one constraint, while all
positive examples must be accepted by all constraints found.

Typical Restrictions. In addition to the restrictions that must hold for the
constraint to be applied, in our modeling tool we also check for the typical
restrictions that are specified in the catalog. The alldifferent constraint for
example can be called with an empty collection, but a typical use would have
more than two variables in the collection. The typical constraints are expressed
using the same language as the formal restrictions of the catalog, checking their
validity thus does not require any additional code.

Selecting Top-Ranked Elements. The Constraint Seeker returns a ranked
list of candidates, this ranking is a combination of structural properties (func-
tional dependencies or monotonic arguments), implications between constraints,
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estimated solution density and estimated popularity of the constraint described
in [3]. In our system we only use the top ranked element that satisfies all subse-
quences of all samples. This reduces the number of candidates to be considered,
while at the same time it does not seem to exclude constraints that are required
for the highly structured problems considered.

For our running example, we perform 1,099 calls to the Constraint Seeker,
which performs 82,458 constraint checks, and which results in 589 possible can-
didate conjunctions. We now face the task of reducing this candidate list as much
as possible, keeping only interesting conjunctions.

2.5 Bottom-Up Dominance

Some constraints like sum or gcc have the aggregate property, one can combine
multiple such constraints over disjoint variable sets by adding the right hand
sides or summing the counter values. As an example, we can combine

x1 + x2 = 5 ∧ x3 + x4 = 2 ⇒ x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 = 7

We want to remove aggregated constraints of this type, as they are implied
by conjunctions of smaller constraints. We perform a bottom-up saturation of
combining constraints with the aggregate property up to a limited size, and
remove any candidate conjunctions where all constraints are dominated.

2.6 Dominance Check

The dominance check compares all conjunction candidates against each other
(worst case quadratic number of comparisons), and marks dominated entries.
Note that dominated entries may be used to dominate other entries, and thus
can not be removed immediately. We use a number of meta-data fields to check
for dominance.

Implications. In our final candidate list, we are interested in only the strongest,
most restrictive constraints, all constraints that are implied by other candidate
constraints can be excluded. Note that this will sometimes lead to overly restric-
tive solutions, especially if only a few samples are given.

Checking if some conjunction is implied by some other conjunction for a
particular set of input values is a complex problem, a general solution would
require sophisticated theorem proving tools like those used in [15] for a restricted
problem domain. We do not attempt such a generic solution, but instead rely on
meta-data in the catalog linking the constraints. That meta-data is useful also
for understanding the relations between constraints, and thus serves multiple
purposes. This syntactic implication check is easy to implement, but only can
be used if both constraints have the same arguments.

Conditional Implications. For some constraints additional implications exist,
but only if certain restrictions apply. The cycle constraint for example implies
the circuit constraint, but only if the NCYCLE argument is equal to one.
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For conditional implications the arguments do not have to be the same, but
the main decision variables used must match.

Contractibility and Expandability. Other useful properties are contractibil-
ity [27] and expandibility. A constraint (like alldifferent) is contractible if it
still holds if we remove some of its decision variables. This allows us to dominate
large conjunctions of constraints with few variables with small conjunctions of
constraints with many variables. Due to the way we systematically generate all
subsequence collections, this is often possible. In a similar way, some constraints
like atleast are expandible, they still hold if we add decision variables. We can
again use this property to dominate some conjunctions of constraints. Details
and possible extensions have been described in [4].

Hand-coded Domination Rules. Some dominance rules are currently hand-
crafted in the program, if the required meta-data have not yet been formalized
in the catalog description. Such examples can be an important source of require-
ments for the catalog itself, enhancing the expressive power of the constraint
descriptions.

2.7 Trivia Removal

Even after the dominance check, we can still have candidate explanations which
are valid and not dominated, but which are not useful for modeling. In the trivia
removal section, we eliminate or replace most of these based on sets of rules.

Functional Dependencies on Single Samples. In Sect. 2.3 we have described
how we can add some arguments to a call pattern for functional dependencies.
In the case of pure functional dependencies [6], we have to worry about pattern
consisting of a single subsequence with a single sample. In that case, the con-
straint does not filter any pattern, as for each pattern the correct value can be
selected. We therefore remove such candidates.

Constraint Simplification. At this point we can also try to simplify some
constraints that have particular structure. A typical example are lex chain
constraints on a subsequence, where already the first entries of the collections
are ordered in strictly increasing order. We can therefore replace the lex chain
constraint on the subsequences with a strictly increasing constraint on the
first elements of the collections, using a special first sequence generator. These
constraints often occur as symmetry-breaking restrictions in models, which we
find if all the samples given respect the symmetry breaking.

Uninteresting Constraints. Even with the typical restrictions in the Con-
straint Seeker, we often find candidates (like not all equal) which are not very
interesting for defining models. As a final safe-guard, we use a black-list to remove
some combinations of constraints and sequence generators that should not be
included in our models.
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2.8 Candidate List for Bundesliga Schedule

Table 3 shows the list of the candidate conjunctions generated for our trans-
formed example problem. Entries in green match a manually defined model,
ten other candidates are also proposed. The arguments of constraints in the
Constraint Conjunction column indicate any additional parameters, the ∗n
indicates how many constraints form the conjunction. The value projections
absolute value and sign convert each element of the input data, id denotes
the identity projection.

Table 3. Constraint conjunctions for problem Bundesliga

Some of the constraints mentioned are perhaps unfamiliar, we provide a short
definition. The constraint symmetric alldifferent([x1, .., xn]) [2, p. 1854] in
line 4 states that

∀1≤i≤n : xi ∈ [1, n];xi = j ⇐⇒ xj = i

It expresses the constraint that if team A plays team B on some day, then team
B will play team A. The constraints twin([〈x1, y1〉, ..., 〈xn, yn〉]) [2, p. 1896] in
lines 7, 19 and 20 state that
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∀1≤i≤n : (xi = u ∧ yi = v) ⇒ (∀1≤j≤n : xj = u ⇐⇒ yj = v)

These constraints express the fact that the tournament is played in two symmet-
ric half-seasons, with home and away games swapped. Note that constraints 8,
21 and 23 also express this condition, but using an elements constraint, pairing
positive and negative numbers. The alldifferent constraint in line 1 expresses
that no repeat games occur in the season, while that of line 5 states that all
teams play on each day. The strictly increasing constraint in line 9 results
from the simplification of a symmetry breaking lex chain constraint. The gcc
in line 14 states that each team plays 17 home (positive value) and 17 away
(negative value) games. Finally, the among seq constraint in line 22 states that
no team has more than two consecutive away games.

2.9 Domain Creation

By default, the domains of the variables in our generated models are the interval
between the smallest and largest value occurring in the samples. Based on the
transformation used, we can use more restricted domains for graph models like
graph partitioning and domination [19], where the domain of each variable/node
specifies the initial graph.

2.10 Code Generation

The code generation builds flat models for the given instances. The programs
consist of five parts, we first define all variables with their domains, then state
all restrictions due to fixed values as assignments, state any projections used
to simplify the variables, then build the constraints in the catalog syntax, and
finally call a generic value assignment routine to search for a solution. We can
use the generated model as a test to check if it accepts the given samples, or to
generate new solutions for the problem. Many puzzles have a unique solution,
we can count solutions of our program to see if the generated model is restrictive
enough to capture this property.

It would be straightforward to generate the code for other systems than
SICStus Prolog, provided that the catalog constraints are supported. A version
generating FlatZinc [28] or XCSP [33] would be especially attractive to benefit
from the variety of backend solvers which support these formats.

3 Evaluation

Table 4 shows summary results for selected problems of our evaluation set. The
problems range from sports scheduling (ACC Basketball Scheduling, csplib11;
Bundesliga; DEL2011 (German ice hockey league); Scottish Premier League (soc-
cer); Rabodirect Pro 12 (rugby)), to scheduling (Job-shop 10×10 [14]) and place-
ment (Duijvestijn, csplib9; Conway 5×5×5 [9]; Costas Array [16]), design theory
(BIBD, csplib28; Kirkman [17]; Orthogonal Latin Squares [13]), event schedul-
ing (Social Golfer, csplib10; Progressive Party, csplib13) and puzzles. Details of
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Table 4. Selected example results

these problems can be found in the technical report mentioned before. Smaller
problems are solved within seconds, even the largest require less than 5 min on
a single core of a MacBook Pro (2.2 GHz) with 8 Gb of memory.

The columns denote: Transformation Id : the number of the transformation
applied (if any), Instance Size: the number of values in the solution, i.e. the
number of variables in the model, Nr Samples: the number of solutions given as
input, Nr Sequences: the number of sequence sets generated, Nr Seeker Calls: the
number of times the Constraint Seeker is called, Constraint Checks: the number
of calls to constraint checkers inside the seeker, Nr Relevant : the number of
initial candidate conjunctions found by the Constraint Seeker, Nr Non Dom: the
number of non-dominated candidates remaining after the dominance checkers,
Nr Specified : the number of conjunctions specified in the manual, “canonical”
model, Nr Models: the number of conjunctions given as output of the Model
Seeker, Nr Missing : how many of the manually defined conjunctions were not
found by the system, Hit Rate: the percentage rate of Nr Specified to Nr Models,
a value of 100% indicates that exactly the candidates of the canonical model were
found, and Time: the execution time in seconds.
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For two of the problems, we only find part of the complete model. The Pro-
gressive party problem [35] requires a bin-packing constraint that we currently do
not recognize, as it relies on additional data for the boat sizes, while the ACC
basketball problem contains several constraints which apply only for specific
parts of the schedule, and which can not be learned from a single solution. Also
note that for the De Jaenisch problem [31], we show results with and without
a transformation. This problem combines a “near” magic square, found without
transformation, with an Euler Knight tour, using transformation 7.

For our full evaluation, we have used 230 examples from various sources. For
10 of the examples no reasonable model was generated, either because we did
not have the right sequence generator, or we are currently missing the global
constraint required to express the problem. For a further 37 problems, only part
of the model was found. This is typically caused by some constraint requiring
additional data, not currently given as input, or by an over-specialization of
the output, where the Model Seeker finds a more restrictive constraint than the
one specified manually. Overall, we considered 73 constraints in the Constraint
Seeker, and selected 53 different global constraints as potential solutions. This
is only a fraction of the 380 constraint in the catalog, many of the missing
constraints have more complex argument signatures or use finite sets, which are
currently not available in SICStus Prolog.

Figure 2 shows the number of candidates found for all examples studied as a
function of the instance size, split between single samples and multiple samples.
Note that the plot uses a log-log scale. The results indicate that even with a
single sample, the number of candidate conjunctions found is quite limited, this
drops further if multiple samples are used.

Fig. 2. Candidates as a function of problem size (variables)
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Another view of all the results is shown in Fig. 3. It shows the relationship
between number of variables and execution time, again grouped by problems
with a single sample and problems for which multiple samples were provided.
While no formal complexity analysis has been attempted, as several subproblems
are expressed as constraint problems, results seem to indicate a low-polynomial
link between problem size and execution time. The non-linear least square fit for
the single sample problems is 8.5e−2x0.90, and for multiple samples 6.1e−3x1.45.

Fig. 3. Execution time as a function of problem size (variables)

Table 5 shows the number of lines required for the different components of the
system, as well as accumulated execution times over all 230 examples measured

Table 5. Lines of code/run time per module over all 230 examples

Module Lines Time [s] % of total

Transformation 1,500 1 0.03

Sequence generation 1,000 53 2.81

Argument creation 1,000 150 7.84

Constraint seeker call 300 464 24.22

Bottom-up check 200 506 26.42

Dominance check 800 739 38.61

Trivia removal 500 1 0.03

Glue/IO/test 2,000 - -
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for these components. The programming effort is fairly evenly split amongst the
different components, while the two dominance checkers require nearly two-thirds
of the total execution time, with the constraint seeker using another quarter of
the time. The system is written in SICStus Prolog 4.2, and uses the Constraint
Seeker [3] with an additional 6,500 lines of code, and the global constraint catalog
meta-data description of 60,000 lines of Prolog.

4 Related Work

Our approach of searching for conjunctions of identical constraints generalizes
the idea of matrix models [18], which are an often-used pattern in constraint
modeling.

The method proposed is a special, restricted case of constraint acquisi-
tion [30], which is the process of finding a constraint network from a training set
of positive and negative examples. The learning process operates on a library of
allowed constraints, and a resulting solution is a conjunction of constraints from
that library, each constraint ranging over a subset of the variables.

The most successful of these systems is the CONACQ system [10], which
proposes the use of version space learning to generate models interactively with
the user, relying on an underlying SAT model to perform the learning. This is
shown to work for binary constraints, but the method breaks down for global
constraints over an unlimited number of variables.

In [11], the authors study the problem of determining argument values
for global constraints like the gcc from example solutions, in the context of
timetabling problems. This is similar to the argument creation we describe in
Sect. 2.3.

The more recent work of [25] considers the use of inductive logic programming
for finding models for problems given as a set of logic formulas. This can be
powerful to find generic, size-independent models for a problem, but again, it is
unclear how to deal with a library of given global constraints, which may not
have a simple description as logic formulas.

Our dominance check based on meta-data is related to the work described
in [15], where they use a theorem prover to find certain implications between
constraints for a restricted domain. This does not rely on meta-data provided in
the system, but instead would require a very powerful theorem prover to work
for a collection of constraints for problems of the size considered here.

Common to all these results is that they have not been evaluated on a large
variety of problems, that they consider only a limited number of potential con-
straints, and that problem sizes have been quite small.

5 Limitations and Future Work

We are currently only considering some 70 constraints in the global constraint
catalog in our seeker calls. Many of the missing constraints require additional
information (cost matrix, lookup tables) which have to be provided as additional
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input data to the system. For some problems, such additional data, like a prece-
dence graph, may also express implicit, less regular sequence generators, which
define for which variables a constraint should be stated. Extending our input
format to allow for such data would drastically increase both the number of
constraints that can be considered, as well as the range of application problems
that can be modelled.

Most other constraint acquisition systems use both positive and negative
examples. The negative examples are used to interactively differentiate between
competing models of the system. We currently only use positive examples, but
given recent results on global constraint reification [6], we could extend our
system to include this functionality.

A first application of the ModelSeeker to an application problem is described
in [7]. It discusses the use of the ModelSeeker to learn models of electrical power
plants as part of a Unit Commitment Model of the French electricity company
EDF. We learn constraints on the power output over consecutive time periods
from positive samples by using specific time-series constraints [5].

If we want to provide the functionality we have presented here to end-users,
we will have to consider issues of usability and interactivity, allowing the user
to filter and change constraint candidates, as well as being able to suggest cus-
tom sequence generators tailored to a specific problem. An interactive tool that
helps programers to refactor their MiniZinc constraint programs with global con-
straints was described in [26]. It tries to replace code fragments by corresponding
global constraints, generating sample solutions as required, and is supported by
a web-based interface.

Ultimately, we are looking for a modeling tool which can analyze samples
of different sizes, and generate a generic, size independent model. Building on
top of our existing framework, this would require to express both the sequence
generator parameters and any additional arguments for constraints in terms
of a variable problem size, to produce more compact, iterative code instead of
the flat models currently generated. A first step towards this goal was discussed
in [32], where we learn coefficients of simple polynomials that characterize generic
models of constraint problems.

A very different approach to generating constraint models semi-automatically
is used in the Conjure system [1]. Instead of using sample solutions, the input
consists of a naive, high-level model of a problem. This model is then transformed
into a more effective constraint model by recognizing structure and symmetries.
It is an interesting open question to unterstand whether sample solutions or
high-level models are more readily available for practical problems.

6 Conclusion

Exploiting the idea that many highly structured combinatorial problems can
be described by a small set of conjunctions of identical global constraints, this
chapter described the ModelSeeker system for extracting global constraint mod-
els from positive sample solutions. It relies on a detailled description of the
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constraints in terms of meta-data in the global constraint catalog. The system
provides promising results on a variety of problems even when working from a
very limited number of only positive examples.

Acknowledgement. The help of Hakan Kjellerstrand in finding example problems is
gratefully acknowledged.
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Abstract. We investigate the problem of learning constraint satisfac-
tion problems from an inductive logic programming perspective. Con-
straint satisfaction problems are the underlying basis for constraint pro-
gramming and there is a long standing interest in techniques for learning
these. Constraint satisfaction problems are often described using a rela-
tional logic, so inductive logic programming is a natural candidate for
learning such problems. So far, there is however only little work on the
intersection between learning constraint satisfaction problems and induc-
tive logic programming. In this article, we point out several similarities
and differences between the two classes of techniques that may inspire
further cross-fertilization between these two fields.

1 Introduction

Constraint programming (CP) is an active research area in the field of artifi-
cial intelligence. It is concerned with solving combinatorial problems that are
formalised as constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). CP has been used in
numerous applications in domains such as time-tabling, scheduling, packing,
bioinformatics, etc.

On the other hand, inductive logic programming (ILP) is a research area that
has studied the learning of logic programs and relational descriptions for more
than twenty years now. ILP has also been applied in a wide variety of contexts,
including bio- and chemo-informatics, natural language processing, engineer-
ing, etc.

CP has – like ILP – its origins in the field of logic programming and uses
a declarative representation. However, while learning traditional logic programs
is popular (thanks to ILP), the learning of constraint programs and CSPs has
received much less attention, even though several techniques for learning CSPs
have been contributed in the past ten years, cf. [1,5,7,10,19,20]. The motivation
for learning is that formulating the CSP for a particular application is a non-
trivial task.

Most of the techniques to learn logic programs and to learn constraint sat-
isfaction problems have been developed independently of one another (but see
[19]). This is surprising as both problems are – as we will show – essentially
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logical and relational learning problems. This paper contributes to bridging
the gap between CP and ILP by surveying the CP-learning techniques from
the perspective of ILP. This will allow us to point out differences and similari-
ties between the two approaches and to also indicate opportunities for further
research.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce the relevant con-
text on the modelling of constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). In Sect. 3, we
introduce the task of learning CSPs, and we relate this task to ILP in Sect. 4.
In Sect. 5, we give an overview of existing systems for solving this task, and
we describe them in terms of ILP concepts. Section 6 provides a summary and
discussion of the different systems and Sect. 7 concludes this paper.

2 Constraint Satisfaction Problems

Constraint programming (CP) is concerned with solving constraint satisfaction
problems (CSPs). A CSP is a constraint network p = (V,D, C), defined by

– a finite set of variables V = {v1, . . . , vn};
– a domain D, which maps every variable v ∈ V to a set of possible values D(v);

and
– a finite set of constraints C = {c1, . . . , cn}, where each constraint ci ∈ C

is essentially a relation ci ⊆ D(vi1) × · · · × D(vimi
), that can be specified

extensionally or intensionally.

The key question of constraint satisfaction problems is to find an assignment
of values to the variables so that all constraints in the constraint network are
satisfied. The constraints hence form one big conjunction. Let us now illustrate
CSPs using three well-known examples: n-queens, sudoku and graph coloring.

In n-queens, the goal is to put n queens on an n-by-n board, so that no queen
attacks another one (queens can attack if they are in the same row, column or
diagonal, as per the chess rules), cf. Figs. 1 and 2. The valid solutions of the
n-queens problem are completely determined by the value of n.

Fig. 1. A 4× 4 chessboard

X

X

X

X

Fig. 2. ...and a 4-queens solution.

In Sudoku, one is given a 9× 9 grid. The goal of a Sudoku is to enter in each
cell a number between 1 and 9, such that no number occurs twice in the same
row, column or block. In a Sudoku puzzle, a number of values are already given
while guaranteeing that there is a unique solution to the puzzle, cf. Figs. 3 and
4. In a CSP these initial values can be encoded as additional constraints.
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5 3 7

6 1 9 5

9 8 6

8 6 3

4 8 3 1

7 2 6

6 2 8

4 1 9 5

8 7 9

Fig. 3. An unsolved 3× 3 Sudoku...

5 3 4 6 7 8 9 1 2

6 7 2 1 9 5 3 4 8

1 9 8 3 4 2 5 6 7

8 5 9 7 6 1 4 2 3

4 2 6 8 5 3 7 9 1

7 1 3 9 2 4 8 5 6

9 6 1 5 3 7 2 8 4

2 8 7 4 1 9 6 3 5

3 4 5 2 8 6 1 7 9

Fig. 4. ...and its solution.

In graph coloring, one is given a graph and a set of colors. The goal is to
assign a color to each node in the graph such that adjacent nodes have a different
color. In a CSP the graph structure can be encoded by using auxiliary variables
and constraints on them. An example is shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

a

b

c

d

e

Fig. 5. An uncolored graph

a

b

c

d

e

Fig. 6. .. and a valid 3-coloring. (Color
figure online)

CSPs can be expressed in terms of local constraints. These constraints express
simple relationships between a bounded number of individual variables, for exam-
ple, v1 = v2, v3 �= v4, v5 = v6 + v7 + v8.

However, the number of such constraints in a CSP can become very large.
CSPs are therefore often expressed in terms of global constraints. What we call
a global constraint is in fact a class of constraints involving any (unbounded)
number of variables. The semantics of the global constraint is given by a Boolean
function of unbounded arity; thus an instance of the global constraint can be
posted on any number of variables and may represent a whole set of local con-
straints. Global constraints have two main advantages: they simplify the model
by reducing the number of constraints, and solvers can more easily exploit
the relationships between the constraints in the set. The standard example of
a global constraint is the alldifferent constraint. For example, the constraint
alldifferent([v1, v2, v3]) is equivalent to the set v1 �= v2, v1 �= v3, v2 �= v3. Addi-
tionally, higher level languages for expressing CSPs (such as MiniZinc [23] and
B-prolog [28]) offer constructs for compactly expressing loops (e.g., foreach).
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Listing 1.1 shows an example of an n-queens constraint specification in B-
prolog. It uses a list of variables Q, with N such variables (line 2), each with
a domain of values from 1 to N (line 3). In this representation, the assignment
Q[i] = j means that the queen on row i is at column j (using the knowledge
that there can be only one queen per row). Lines 5–9 represent the constraints.
Line 5 uses the global alldifferent constraint and states that no two queens can
be on the same column. Line 6 uses a foreach construct to state that queens can
not be on a \-diagonal (example: Q[2] = 2 and Q[3] = 3) while line 8 states the
same for a /-diagonal (example: Q[3] = 3 and Q[4] = 2).

Listing 1.1. “n-queens on rows in B-prolog”

1 queens rows (N, Q) :−
2 length (Q, N) ,
3 Q :: 1 . .N,

5 a l l d i f f e r e n t (Q) ,
6 foreach (R1 in 1 . .N, R2 in (R1+1) . .N, (
7 Q[R1 ] − Q[R2 ] #\= R1 − R2 ) ) ,
8 foreach (R1 in 1 . .N, R2 in (R1+1) . .N, (
9 Q[R1 ] − Q[R2 ] #\= R2 − R1 ) ) ,

This model contains both a choice on how to represent the queens, as well as
how to formulate the constraints. Other representations for the queens are also
possible, such as one Boolean variable per board position or one integer variable
per column. Other ways to formulate the constraints are also possible, such as
with a decomposition of the alldifferent constraints.

In this paper, we will review different techniques that have been investigated
for learning constraints, as well as their relationship to ILP.

3 The Learning Task

In its basic form, the learning task consists in learning the constraints of a CSP
from example assignments. Given is

– a finite set of variables V = {v1, . . . , vn};
– a domain D that maps every variable v ∈ V to a set of possible values D(v);
– a set of positive and negative examples that take the form of assignments

θ = {v1 = a1, . . . , vn = an} to the variables V that satisfy or violate the CSP;
– a language of possible constraints LC , such that each c ∈ LC is of the form

r(t1, . . . , tm) with r/m a relation of arity m defined in the background, where
the terms ti correspond to a constant, a variable in V or a list of variables
that are a subset of V.1

1 Observe that we choose here to represent global constraints as unary predicates,
taking a list of variables as its arguments. An alternative would be to introduce
one version of the global predicate for any possible arity, e.g. alldifferent(X,Y ),
alldifferent(X,Y, Z), ....
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The goal then is to find a hypothesis h ⊆ LC that is satisfied by all positive
examples and no negative examples.

For the n-queens problem in Listing 1.1, the set of variables would have car-
dinality n, and the domain for each would be the set {1, . . . , n} (note how the
variable representation is part of the learning problem). For 4-queens, a positive
example would be {Q1 = 3, Q2 = 1, Q3 = 4, Q4 = 2} and a negative exam-
ple would be {Q1 = 3, Q2 = 3, Q3 = 4, Q4 = 2}; example constraints could be
binary predicates for equality and inequality; ternary predicates for addition and
multiplication and a unary predicate for the alldifferent constraint, among
others.

Observations. Several observations can be made about this problem statement:

– CSPs are conjunctive descriptions and CP is heavily focussed on dealing
with conjunctions as these impose strong constraints that – unlike disjunc-
tive descriptions – propagate well in the search;

– The above definition assumes that all variables are explicit, and no new (aux-
iliary) variables are introduced to formulate certain constraints;

– Unlike in traditional machine learning and ILP, one typically assumes a noise-
free setting;

– The number of constraints in CSPs can be quite large, especially when consid-
ering ground representations in which foreach loops are unrolled; it is typically
much larger than the typical clauses learned in ILP; for instance, the Sudoku
problem involves 927 = 36 × 27 constraints.

– Redundancy amongst constraints is a key problem. For instance, the con-
straints x = y and y = z imply x = z. Together with the high number
of variables that is available, this causes severe problems for traversing the
search space as there are many syntactic variants. These are hypotheses that
are formulated differently and hence syntactically different (like x = y ∧ y = z
and x = y∧y = z∧x = z) but semantically equivalent. Clever ways for dealing
with this are necessary.

– Standard ILP systems often start from a large set of positive and negative
examples. The number of solutions to a CSP problem is often small and it can
already be hard to generate a single positive one. Therefore, several researchers
are learning CSPs from queries [7,8] and from small sets of examples [5,19];
these queries, as we shall discuss, do not always ask for the classification of a
complete example (consisting of a value assignment to all variables in V).

4 Relation to Inductive Logic Programming

Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) is a machine learning methodology that uses
first-order logic to represent the data as well as the learned hypotheses. This use
of first-order logic sets it apart from other machine learning techniques. It is
often used in a concept learning setting, where the goal is to find a hypothesis
that covers all of the positive examples and none of the negative ones. See [13]
for a gentle introduction to ILP.
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In the ILP literature, there is a well-known distinction between learning from
entailment and learning from interpretations [12], which is also quite relevant in
the present context. When learning from entailment, each example is presented
as a ground fact and additional knowledge about the examples and the domain
is provided as background knowledge. The goal is to find (a set of) clauses that,
combined with the background knowledge, logically entail the positive examples,
and do not entail the negative examples.

Several state of the art CSP learning approaches (such as Conacq [10] and
QuAcq [7]) map directly to this setting. However, in contrast to traditional ILP,
they focus on learning a single clause.

The CSP p = (V,D, C) can be represented by a single conjunctive clause of
the following form:

p(v1, . . . , vn) :- d(v1), . . . , d(vn),
c1(vc11 , vc12 , . . . , vc1r

),
. . . ,

cm(vcm1 , vcm2 , . . . , vcms
).

where V = {v1, . . . , vn}, d(vx) represents the domain of vx and there are m
constraints ci, each involving a subset of the variables in V. In this setting,
learning a CSP corresponds to learning a single clause for which in addition
vars(head) = vars(body) as no existential variables are allowed in the body of
the clause. The definition of the ci is then part of the background knowledge;
cf. below. The goal is then to learn the definition of p(v1, . . . , vn) given this
background knowledge and positive and negative examples. Observe that this
formulation of the constraint learning problem is closely related to the learnabil-
ity results for single rules by [18] or conjunctive concepts in structural domains
by [17], two settings that have been well-studied within the context of ILP.

Example. For the n-queens problem with n = 4, we could have the positive exam-
ple queens4(2, 3, 1, 4) and the negative example queens4(2, 1, 3, 4). The back-
ground knowledge consists of the declaration of the domains, equality operators
and simple mathematical functions.

The goal is to find a set of clauses of the form

queens4(q1, q2, q3, q4) :- body(q1, q2, q3, q4)

such that the body of at least one of the clause is satisfied for the substitution
{q1/2, q2/3, q3/1, q4/4} and the body of none of the clauses is satisfied for the
substitution {q1/2, q2/1, q3/3, q4/4}.

The n-queens problem for n = 4 can be formulated as

queens4(q1, q2, q3, q4) :- q1 ∈ [1, 4], q2 ∈ [1, 4], q3 ∈ [1, 4], q4 ∈ [1, 4],
q1 �= q2, q1 �= q3, q1 �= q4, q2 �= q3, q2 �= q4, q3 �= q4,

|q1 − q2| �= 1, |q1 − q3| �= 2, |q1 − q4| �= 3,

|q2 − q3| �= 1, |q2 − q4| �= 2, |q3 − q4| �= 1.
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The second line could be replaced with alldifferent(q1, q2, q3, q4) if that constraint
is available.

Alternatively, the learning of CSPs can also be viewed as a learning from
interpretations task as originally tackled in the Clausal Discovery system
Claudien [14]. In this approach an example is a set of ground facts (typically a
Herbrand interpretation). This set is a complete description of the knowledge
about the example, that is, facts that are not in the example are considered to
be false. In this setting, there is no explicit target predicate such as queens.

Furthermore, a hypothesis H is said to cover an example e if the example e
is a model of H. Hypotheses are represented in clausal logic, that is, Claudien
learns a conjunctive set of clauses of the form h1 ∨· · ·∨hm ← b1 ∧· · ·∧bn, where
the hi and bj are first-order terms. All variables in such a clause are universally
quantified.

Also with this representation, it is possible to represent a CSP p = (V,D, C).
The form that this could take is to add a predicate vi/1 to represent each variable
in V and then employ for each variable vi ∈ V the following clauses:

vi(X) ∧ vi(Y ) → X = Y

vi(ei,1) ∨ · · · ∨ v(ei,in)

with D(vi) = {ei,1, . . . , ei,in} the domain of the variable vi. These clauses guar-
antee that any model will have to take exactly one value e for each variable
v ∈ V. Furthermore, for each constraint cj we add the clause:

v1(X1) ∧ v2(X2) ∧ · · · ∧ vn(Xn) → cj(X1,X2, . . . , Xn)

where Xi are the different variables involved in the constraint cj . This constraint
guarantees that any model of the theory will satisfy all the constraints in the
CSP. Notice again that we assumed here that the number of variables is given and
fixed. If so, the learning setting is essentially propositional and closely related to
that of Valiant’s seminal PAC-learning setting [27]. However, it is often possible
to generalize the setting towards any number of variables as in the first order
extension to j, k-clausal theories [15] of Valiant’s setting. It is this setting that
formed the basis for learning from interpretations in ILP. We achieve this trans-
formation by replacing each predicate vi(X) by a predicate v(i,X), that is, by
making the variable index a variable itself. We illustrate this on the n-queens
example.

Example. We can represent a solution to the 4-queens problem as the following
interpretation:

{size(4), q(1, 2), q(2, 4), q(3, 1), q(4, 3)}
where q(R,C) indicates that there is a queen at position (R,C) on the board.
The set of clauses that fully determines the n-queens problem for examples
represented in this language is
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q(R1, C1) ∧ q(R2, C2) ∧ R1 �= R2 → C1 �= C2

q(R1, C1) ∧ q(R1, C1) ∧ R1 �= R2 → |R1 − R2| �= |Q1 − Q2|
q(R1, C1) ∧ q(R2, C2) ∧ C1 �= C2 → R1 �= R2

size(N) ∧ q(R,C) → between(C, 1, N)
size(N) ∧ q(R,C) → between(R, 1, N)

size(N) ∧ between(R, 1, N) → existsrow(R)

where existsrow is defined in the background knowledge as

q(R,C) → existsrow(R).

Similar clauses could be added for existscol but they are redundant. In the
common CSP formulation of this problem (see Listing 1.1) the last 4 constraints
are implicitly encoded in the representation of the variables as a list of row
positions of the queens. Note that this definition can be learned from examples
of different sizes.

One interesting consequence of these different representations is the following.
The single clause representation is essentially a propositional one, while the
representation as a conjunctive set of clauses (CNF) also allows for relational
descriptions. The propositional techniques will learn constraints for one specific
CSP instance (e.g., n-queens for one specific n or graph coloring for one specific
graph), while relational approaches have the potential of learning the general
CSP (e.g., n-queens for all n at the same time or graph coloring for arbitrary
graphs). Indeed, given that in the single clause representation the arity of the
target predicate is fixed and vars(head) = vars(body), it is not possible to learn
one clause that will work for any number of queens.

As an example, let us examine the graph coloring problem. Using a proposi-
tional representation (either the single clause or the propositional CNF one), one
will essentially learn the constraints governing a particular graph. This is easy
to see when considering the single clause representation. What will be learned
will be a set of inequalities. Each such inequality corresponds to one edge in the
graph. This is unusual from an ILP perspective, as there it would typically be
assumed that the edges are given. If the edges are given, it is possible to learn
the overall concept of graph-coloring using a clause such as

edge(X,Y ), color(X,CX), color(Y,CY ) → CX �= CY

5 CSP Learning Systems

In the literature there are several examples of learning systems that focus on the
problem of learning CSPs. To describe these learning systems, we shall proceed
along a number of dimensions, which are often used to characterize ILP systems.
It will be convenient to realize this by answering the following questions:

1. What is the representation language for the examples (or instances in the
data)?
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2. What is the hypotheses space or language ?
3. What type of background knowledge is used ?
4. What search strategy is used ?
5. How are the resulting hypotheses scored or ranked ?

In the remainder of this section we briefly discuss five different constraint
learning systems by answering these questions.

5.1 Learning a CNF

Clausal Discovery (Claudien) [14]. Claudien was developed as a general
purpose learning system, not focussed in particular on learning CSPs.

1. Examples are represented as Herbrand interpretations. These interpretations
can contain additional information about the problem instance, for example
the graph structure in the case of graph coloring. Claudien is capable of
learning from only positive examples, or both positive and negative examples.

2. Hypotheses are represented as a conjunctive set of clauses.
3. Background knowledge contains global knowledge, for example, definitions of

global constraints that are available. This knowledge is typically represented
as clauses or predicate definitions.

4. Search in Claudien is performed on a lattice based on θ-subsumption. It is
guided by a refinement operator which can be specified in the DLAB bias
specification language, which specifies which literals can be added to a clause
during the search.

5. Claudien computes the most specific hypothesis, that is the one that covers
the fewest interpretations.2

Lallouet et al. [19]. The system proposed by Lallouet et al. essentially solves the
same learning task as Claudien. However, instead of learning a set of clauses in
universally quantified conjunctive normal form (UCNF) directly, they exploit the
duality between UCNF and clauses in existentially quantified disjunctive normal
form (EDNF) [11]. This duality can be expressed by the following property:

(∃l1,1 ∧ · · · ∧ l1,n1) ∨ · · · ∨ (∃lk,1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk,n1k)

is a solution to an EDNF concept learning task with positive examples P and
negative examples N if and only if

(∀¬l1,1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬l1,n1) ∧ · · · ∧ (∀¬lk,1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬lk,n1k)

is a solution to an UCNF concept learning task with N as positive examples and
P as negative examples. The clausal theory is thus obtained by learning a EDNF
on the examples where the class labels are flipped (so positive become negative
2 It is well-known in ILP [12] that when learning from interpretations, a hypothesis G

is more general than S if and only if S |= G, while when learning from entailment
if and only if G |= S.
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and vice versa) and by then taking the negation of the obtained formula, which
is in UCNF. The main motivation for this approach is the availability of EDNF
learning algorithm implementations such as Aleph [26].

An important difference between Claudien and this approach is the use of
positive versus negative examples. Claudien learns primarily on positive exam-
ples with possible additional information from negative examples, while the app-
roach by Lallouet et al. primarily learns from negative examples due to the class
flipping step.

1. same as Claudien
2. same as Claudien
3. same as Claudien
4. The authors observe that neither top-down search as bottom-up search pro-

vided the necessary scalability. They propose a bi-directional search method
that combines top-down and bottom-up search similar to Mitchell’s Candi-
date Elimination [21].

5. Selection is part of the bidirectional search of the DNF learning algorithm.

ModelSeeker [5]. ModelSeeker searches for global constraints starting from an
unstructured list of variables. It does not perform search over individual variables
but it searches over blocks of variables instead. These blocks are generated by a
generator function that extracts certain structures from the example (e.g. rows
of a matrix). This approach consists of two steps:

1. Find a generator that can be applied on the given example. The generator
will enumerate blocks of variables (e.g. the rows of a matrix).

2. Find a global constraint, defined on all variables in a given block (e.g. row),
that holds for all blocks generated by that generator.

ModelSeeker defines a number of generator templates that can be instanti-
ated. For example, scheme(n,m1,m2, size1, size2) interprets a sample of length
n as a matrix of size m1 × m2, and extracts non-overlapping blocks of size
size1 × size2. Valid instances of this template can be found using Prolog as
follows

scheme( N, M1, M2, S1, S2 ) :-
factor(N, M1, M2), M1 =< M2,
factor(M, S1, _),
factor(M, S2, _).

where factor(N,M1,M2) computes a pair of integers M1 and M2 such that N =
M1 × M2. For a 9 × 9 Sudoku with 81 variables, possible generators include
schema(81, 1, 81, 1, 81) (a list), schema(81, 3, 27, 3, 3) (a 3-by-27 matrix where
blocks of 3-by-3 are extracted), and schema(81, 9, 9, 1, 9) (where the rows of a
9 × 9 matrix are extracted).

In the second phase, ModelSeeker searches for a constraint that is satisfied by
all blocks belonging to the specific generator instance selected in the first phase.
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In a Sudoku, for example, the constraint alldifferent(Vars) holds for all sets
of variables extracted by schema(81, 9, 9, 1, 9) (i.e. the rows of the matrix). The
constraints that are considered are a large subset of those available in the global
constraint catalog [3].

Table 1 shows the output of ModelSeeker for the Sudoku problem.

Table 1. Model found by ModelSeeker for the standard Sudoku problem.

Generator Constraint Comment

scheme(81,9,9,1,9) permutation*9 rows

scheme(81,9,9,9,1) permutation*9 columns

scheme(81,9,9,3,3) permutation*9 3-by-3 blocks

In an ILP formulation, we can write this as

scheme(81, 9, 9, 1, 9, Block) → permutation(Block)
scheme(81, 9, 9, 9, 1, Block) → permutation(Block)
scheme(81, 9, 9, 3, 3, Block) → permutation(Block)

Note that the generator is described using constants. This indicates that Mod-
elSeeker cannot generalize over problems of different sizes. The enumeration of
this kind of clauses requires a very specialized language bias. Thanks to its tai-
lored bias, ModelSeeker is capable of learning from a single example.

ModelSeeker can also introduce auxiliary variables as parameters of global
constraints. It then assumes that all constraints over a set of variable subsets
(e.g. rows of a matrix) share the same parameter. This is for example the case
when learning magic squares, where each row (and column) sums to the same
number.

1. Examples are unstructured lists of numbers. They are typically the output
that one would expect from a CP solver.

2. Hypotheses consist of a generator and a global constraint.
3. Two sets of background knowledge are provided: a set of predefined generator

templates and a set of global constraints. Some (handcrafted) meta informa-
tion is available about subsumption between constraints.

4. The search strategy is a clever generate and test strategy. It consists of finding
all combinations of generator and global constraint that are satisfied in the
example.

5. ModelSeeker uses a combination of techniques for ranking and selecting
hypotheses. The Constraint Seeker returns a ranked list of constraints, where
the ranking is based on a number of properties as described in [4]. ModelSeeker
essentially selects the most specific hypothesis. However, ModelSeeker con-
siders the global constraints to be black-boxes on which no automated rea-
soning is possible. Generality tests are therefore purely based on available
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hand-crafted meta-data. This meta-data can be used to express, among oth-
ers, implication (e.g. permutation implies alldifferent), contractibility and
expandability (e.g. alldifferent(a,b,c) implies alldifferent(a,b), etc.)

5.2 Learning a Single Clause

Conacq [6,8]. Conacq employs a version-space like approach (Mitchell’s FIND-S
algorithm [21]). The version space is the space of all possible constraint networks
that can be built on a given set of variables with constraints belonging to a given
language. Conacq iterates over the examples to reduce the version space.

1. All examples are complete assignments on a set V of variables taking values
in a domain D. Each example is labelled positive or negative depending on
whether it satisfies or not all the constraints of the problem. For instance for
4-queens: (Q1 = 3, Q2 = 1, Q3 = 4, Q4 = 2) is a positive example.

2. The hypotheses are subsets of a set B of the basis constraints, that is, all
constraints that possibly participate to the definition of the constraint net-
work. For instance, B could contain all binary constraints Qi � Qj where
� ∈ {=, �=, <,≤,≥, >, . . .}.

3. The background knowledge contains the definition of these constraints, and
can also include any interdependency between constraints that could hold
between subsets of constraints. For instance, X ≤ Y ∧ Y ≤ Z → X ≤
Z tells us that each time constraints Qi ≤ Qj and Qj ≤ Qk are learned,
we can derive Qi ≤ Qk. This is intended to recognize syntactic variants
and work more at a semantic level of generalization that is reminiscent of
Buntine’s generalized subsumption [9] and the notion of semantic closure
[16]. Working at the semantic level allows one to significantly decrease the
number of candidate hypotheses in the version space.

4. The version space is compactly represented by a SAT formula. Each model is
a hypothesis that accepts all positive examples and rejects all negative ones.
Strategies for updating/simplifying the SAT formula involve unit propagation
or backbone detection (i.e., detecting constraints that belong to all hypotheses
of the version space.

5. No ranking/evaluation function was proposed for selecting hypotheses. The
by default function is to take the most specific one.

The active version of Conacq (Conacq2) [8] asks membership queries until
the version space has converged on a single hypothesis.

1. as in Conacq
2. as in Conacq
3. as in Conacq
4. The strategy usually used for asking membership queries that will produce a

fast decrease in the size of the version space is an adaptation of the near-
miss strategy [25]. For instance, given a negative example e1 violating a
set κ of constraints, we try to ask the user to classify an example e2 that
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violates a single constraint of κ. If the example is classified positive, that
constraint is removed from the candidate constraints. If it is negative, it is
learned as belonging to the constraint network. This strategy is reminiscent
of Mitchell’s FIND-S algorithm [22]. Interdependencies between constraints
can make impossible the generation of near-miss queries, leading to slower
decrease in the size of the version space (Constraints networks have been
shown to be non learnable in a polynomial sequence of membership queries).

5. Conacq2 can be stopped at any time, but it has been presented to be run
until convergence. In such a case, it is not necessary to rank the hypotheses
as there is only remaining one in the version space.

QuAcq [7]. QuAcq is an extension of Conacq2 that is able to ask partial queries
to reduce the number of queries required for convergence.

Thanks to this feature, for each example classified as negative, QuAcq uses
a dichotomic search to elucidate one constraint of the constraint network with a
number of queries logarithmic in the size of the negative example. As a result,
QuAcq learns the constraint network in a polynomial number of queries (namely,
t · n, where t is the size of the network and n the number of its variables) and
proves convergence in a number of queries linear in the size of the basis B.

1. examples are partial or complete assignments on the set V of variables. Each
example is labelled positive or negative depending on whether it satisfies or
not all the constraints of the problem whose variables are involved in the
example. For instance for 4-queens: (Q1 = 3, Q2 = 2, Q3 = 4) is a negative
example because Q1 and Q2 are on the same diagonal;

2. as in Conacq;
3. QuAcq does not use any background knowledge other than the definition of

the operators;
4. for each example classified as positive, QuAcq rules out from the candidate

constraints all those that are violated by the example. For each example clas-
sified as negative, QuAcq uses a dichotomic search to elucidate one constraint
of the constraint network with a number of queries logarithmic in the size of
the negative example. This step requires the use of partial queries.

5. as Conacq2, QuAcq is supposed to be run until convergence.

Example. Consider the 4-queens problem. Suppose the example e = (Q1 =
3, Q2 = 1, Q3 = 3, Q4 = 2) has been classified as negative by the user. This
means there is at least one constraint of the network to learn that rejects e
(actually there are several). To elucidate such a constraint, QuAcq splits e in
two parts of equal size (to guarantee logarithmic convergence) and asks the user
the query (Q1 = 3, Q2 = 1). As the two remaining queens in this example do not
attack each other, the user classifies this partial example as positive and QuAcq
removes from the set of candidate constraints all those that are violated by
(Q1 = 3, Q2 = 1) (e.g., Q1 = Q2). Then QuAcq extends the example to Q3. The
query (Q1 = 3, Q2 = 1, Q3 = 3) is negative. Hence, QuAcq knows that there is a
constraint between {Q1, Q2} and Q3. QuAcq generates the query (Q1 = 3, Q3 =
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3), which is classified as negative. At this point QuAcq knows there is a constraint
on the scope (Q1, Q3), and it knows this constraint forbids the tuple (3, 3).
What remains to do is to generate queries on (Q1, Q3) that will allow QuAcq
to find which constraint leads to the rejection of (Q1 = 3, Q3 = 3). Suppose
that the remaining candidate constraints that could reject (Q1 = 3, Q3 = 3)
are {�=, <,>}. After having asked (Q1 = 3, Q3 = 2) and (Q1 = 2, Q3 = 3),
both classified positive, QuAcq rules out Q1 < Q3 and Q1 > Q3 as candidate
constraints, and Q1 �= Q3 is added to the learned network.

6 Discussion

We will now analyze these different systems based on a number of dimensions.
Table 2 gives an overview of this section.

Propositional vs. Relational. For the systems we discussed, Claudien and
Lallouet use first-order logic to learn constraint models, while Conacq and QuAcq
are based on propositional logic. Many constraint satisfaction problems have
some form of global structure that can be captured very well by first-order logic,
but would require many constraints in propositional logic.

ModelSeeker is a mix between the two. It allows one to capture global struc-
ture using global constraints, but it only learns a restricted form of clauses. Its
output can be considered to be a domain-specific language that can be mapped
to a clausal theory, but it lacks the expressivity of the latter.

Active vs. Passive Learning. Most of the systems are passive learning systems,
that is, they take examples and produce a model without user interaction. How-
ever, Conacq2 and QuAcq are based on posing queries to the user, which allows
them to quickly converge to the correct solution, even when no positive examples
have been seen. In a sense, it allows the system to learn the model and solve
it at the same time. From a machine learning point of view, the use of partial
queries is new and unexplored in the context of ILP, cf. [2].

Table 2. Categorization of systems. The question answered are (1) Does the system
learn a single clause or multiple ones? (2) Is the system propositional or relational? (3)
Does it use active learning? (4) What type of examples does it need (positive, negative,
partial)? (5) How does it handle redundancy (logic-based, lattice-based, ruleset-based)
(6) Can it learn from examples of difference sizes?

Claudien Lallouet ModelSeeker Conacq Conacq2 QuAcq

Clauses? multi multi multi single single single

Prop./Rel.? rel rel mixed prop prop prop

Active? pass pass pass pass active active

Examples? pos(+neg) neg(+pos) pos pos+neg pos+neg partial

Redundancy? logic logic ruleset lattice lattice lattice

Different sizes? yes yes no no no no
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Requirements on Examples. An important aspect of learning CSPs is the avail-
ability of examples. Some CSPs have many solutions, some have only one. The
systems discussed in this paper have different requirements for the examples.

Claudien and the approach of Lallouet et al. start from examples as sets of
ground facts. This allows them to learn from structured examples (for example,
containing a graph). Both approaches typically require a substantial number of
examples, depending on the complexity of the input language and the avail-
able background information in the form of language bias. The main difference
between both approaches is that Claudien learns a theory on positive exam-
ples, while Lallouet et al. starts from negative examples. Both approaches can
incorporate information from both positive and negative examples.

Conacq, QuAcq and ModelSeeker start from examples in the form of assign-
ments to the variables in the model. This means they fix the number of variables
at the start of the learning task.

ModelSeeker assumes that some structure can be imposed on the variables on
which global constraints can be found. It often can learn a good model from just
a single positive example. ModelSeeker can not incorporate information from a
negative example.

QuAcq can start from partial examples, which means that it can be used to
learn problems for which no solution has been found yet.

Redundancy. All systems support some form of redundancy elimination. In
Claudien, Lallouet et al., Conacq and QuAcq this is based on logical inference.
In ModelSeeker, this is based on metadata provided with the constraints.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We see the learning of CSPs as a modern challenge in which many of the tech-
niques and insights from ILP can play an important role. The connection between
constraint programming and inductive logic programming has been made before
by Lallouet et al. [19] for learning CSPs and by Abdennadher and Rigotti [1]
for learning propagation rules for CSP solvers. In this survey, we have given an
overview of techniques for learning CSPs and relate them to concepts from the
ILP community, with the intention of inspiring further cross-fertilization between
these two fields.

Each of the systems described in this paper contributes its own ideas. The
expert driven ModelSeeker [5] introduces the idea of generators and uses a very
well developed search strategy which makes it capable of learning relatively
complex CSPs from a small number of examples. However, techniques from ILP
can still contribute (1) by making it possible to structure the search space better
by using more-general-than relations between the available constraints and the
generators, (2) by allowing ModelSeeker to incorporate negative examples, and
(3) by making it able to learn from examples of different sizes [24].

The propositional systems Conacq [10] and QuAcq [7] are interesting because
they start from a sound theoretical basis and can therefore provide guarantees on
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the complexity of the learning task. The QuAcq system is especially of interest
because it can learn from partial queries to the user. This allows it to learn a
CSP for which no solutions are known yet. This setting has never been studied
in an ILP setting.

In conclusion, we believe that ILP-based techniques can make a valuable con-
tribution for the task of learning CSPs, and that techniques studied for learning
CSPs can be used to improve the effectiveness of ILP systems.
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Abstract. Many real-world applications require reasoning over hybrid
domains involving combinations of continuous and discrete variables
and their relationships. Being able to precisely specify all constraints
and their respective importance beforehand is often infeasible for the
most experienced designer, let alone for a typical decision maker. In
this chapter we discuss Learning Modulo Theories (LMT), a learning
framework capable of dealing with hybrid domains by combining struc-
tured learning with Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) techniques.
LMT incorporates SMT solvers and their extensions for optimization
as inference engines within learning algorithms. The learning stage auto-
matically identifies the relevant constraints and their respective weights
among a set of candidates. The framework can be cast in the structured-
output learning paradigm, where the task is learning the structure of the
problem from a set of noisy instances, or as a preference elicitation task,
where a decision maker is involved in an interactive optimization loop
aimed at generating the most preferred solution. We report experimental
results highlighting the potential of the method in automated design and
recommendation scenarios.

1 Introduction

Many real-world applications require reasoning over hybrid domains involv-
ing combinations of continuous and discrete variables and their relationships.
A notable example is layout synthesis, where the task is that of finding an opti-
mal layout subject to a set of constraints, with applications to urban pattern
layout [70], decorative mosaics [37] and furniture arrangement [72], to mention
a few. Fields like design optimization [66] and computational creativity [52] are
also typically characterized by hybrid problems with complex constraints (think
of harmony rules in music composition).

Reasoning and learning in hybrid domains is a very challenging task. Apart
from hybrid Bayesian Networks, for which efficient inference is limited to con-
ditional Gaussian distributions, there is relatively little previous work on hybrid
methods. The few existing attempts [21,33,36,38,54,69] impose strong limi-
tations on the type of constraints they can handle. Inference is typically run
by approximate methods, based on variational approximations or sampling
strategies. Exact inference, support for hard numeric (in addition to Boolean)
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constraints and combination of diverse types of data, like integer and rational
numbers, are out of the scope of these approaches.

In order to overcome these limitations, we focused on the most recent
advances in automated reasoning over hybrid domains. Researchers in automated
reasoning and formal verification have developed logical languages and reason-
ing tools that allow for natively reasoning over mixtures of Boolean and numer-
ical variables (or even more complex structures). These languages are grouped
under the umbrella term of Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) [3]. Each such
language corresponds to a decidable fragment of First-Order Logic augmented
with an additional background theory T , like linear arithmetic over the ratio-
nals or over the integers. SMT is a decision problem, which consists in finding
an assignment to both Boolean and theory-specific variables making an SMT
formula true. SMT solvers combine satisfiability testing for a Boolean abstrac-
tion of the formula, where theory atoms are replaced with Boolean variables,
and theory-specific solvers for finding consistent assignments to the theory vari-
ables or providing additional constraints to guide the satisfiability solver toward
theory-consistent assignments (hence the name Satisfiability Modulo Theories).
Recently, researchers have leveraged SMT from decision to optimization. MAX-
SAT Modulo Theories (MAX-SMT) [24,53] deal with the problem of finding a
theory-consistent truth assignment maximizing the total weight of the satisfied
clauses. The most general framework is that of Optimization Modulo Theories
(OMT) [61], which consists in finding a model for a formula which minimizes
the value of some (arithmetic) cost function defined over the variables in the
formula.

In this chapter we describe Learning Modulo Theories (LMT) [19,64], a novel
framework for performing learning and inference in hybrid domains. The goal is
learning to predict complex structures (e.g. the optimal program schedule for a
large conference, the furniture arrangement of an apartment) characterized by
hybrid constraints over their components. The quality of a structure is given
by an unknown scoring function which is a weighted combination of (soft) con-
straints, and that has to be learned from experimental data. The framework
combines the efficiency of modern OMT solvers to perform inference in hybrid
domains with the effectiveness of learning techniques for predicting structured
objects [2]. The learning stage automatically identifies the relevant constraints
and their respective weights among a set of candidates, while inference returns
the minimal cost (or maximal score) configuration according to the learned prob-
lem formulation.

The framework can be cast in the structure-output learning paradigm or as
a preference elicitation task. In the former case, the task is learning the scoring
function from a set of correct input-output pairs, in order to be able to generate
novel maximal scoring instances consistent with the problem constraints. We
rely on structured-output Support Vector Machines (SVM) [65], a very flexible
max-margin structured prediction method, and adapt them to the LMT frame-
work [64]. Preference elicitation, on the other hand, is the task of eliciting the
unknown preference of a decision maker in order to generate her most preferred
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solution. An interactive optimization loop [19] iteratively asks for feedback on
candidate solutions based on the currently learned utility model, and refines the
model according to the feedback received, until the decision maker is satisfied
with the returned solution.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We start by introducing rele-
vant background in Sect. 2. Section 3 describes LMT for structured-output pre-
diction, including experimental results on a representative problem and related
work. Section 4 focuses on LMT for preference elicitation, including again an
experimental study and some relevant related work. Conclusions are finally
drawn in Sect. 5.

2 Background

In this section we will introduce the necessary background, namely Satisfiabil-
ity Modulo Theory for reasoning over hybrid domains and structured-output
learning for predicting structured entities as outputs. Table 1 summarizes the
notation we will use throughout the paper.

Table 1. Explanation of the notation used throughout the text.

Symbol Meaning

above, right, . . . Boolean variables

x, y, dx, . . . Rational variables

ϕ1, . . . , ϕm Constraints

(I , O) Instance; I is the input, O is the output

1k(I ,O) Indicator for Boolean constraint ϕk over (I ,O)

sk(I ,O) Score for arithmetic constraint ϕk over (I ,O)

ψ(I ,O) Feature representation of the instance

ψk(I ,O) := 1k(I ,O) Feature associated to Boolean constraint ϕk

ψk(I ,O) := sk(I ,O) Feature associated to arithmetic constraint ϕk

w Weights

2.1 Satisfiability Modulo Theory

Given a formula made of Boolean variables and logical connectives, propositional
satisfiability (SAT) deals with the problem of deciding whether the formula can
be satisfied by a truth value assignment of the Boolean variables. Satisfiability
Modulo Theory (SMT) [59] extends SAT to decide about satisfiability of a first-
order formula with respect to a background theory T , like linear arithmetic over
the rationals (LRA) or integers (LIA), or a combination of theories. We will
write SMT(T ) to indicate satisfiability modulo theory T , e.g. SMT(LRA) for
satisfiability modulo linear arithmetic over the rationals.
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Current SMT solvers are based on the so-called lazy approach, where an outer
SAT-solver interacts with one or more specialized T -solvers (one for each theory)
in order to progressively focus the search towards theory-consistent solutions. In
the rest of the paper we will assume for ease of exposition to always deal with
single theories, but all the machinery can be applied to arbitrary combinations
of theories. Let φ be an SMT formula. Its Boolean abstraction φ− is obtained
replacing each theory-specific predicate in φ with a Boolean variable. The SAT
solver finds a truth value assignment satisfying φ−, and presents it to the T -
solver to check for theory consistency. If the T -solver detects an inconsistency,
it returns unsat, plus a justification, i.e. a subset of the assignment which is
unsatisfiable according to the theory. This justification is added to the original
formula, and the process is repeated until a theory-consistent solution is found,
or the refined formula is not satisfiable.

Example 2.1. Let φ be the following SMT(LIA) formula:

(x + y + z ≤ 5) ∧ (y < 0) ∧ ((x + y > 4) ∨ (x + z > 4)) ∧ ((x < 0) ∨ (z = 4))

Its Boolean abstraction is:

ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∧ (ϕ3 ∨ ϕ4) ∧ (ϕ5 ∨ ϕ6)

Suppose the SAT solver finds the following solution:

ϕ1 = �, ϕ2 = �, ϕ3 = �, ϕ4 = ⊥, ϕ5 = �, ϕ6 = ⊥

corresponding to the following SMT(LIA) formula:

(x + y + z ≤ 5) ∧ (y < 0) ∧ (x + y > 4) ∧ (x + z ≤ 4) ∧ (x < 0) ∧ (z �= 4)

The formula cannot be satisfied, as e.g. x and y cannot be both negatives if
they need to sum to more than 4. When asked to solve it, the T -solver detects
unsatisfiability and returns for instance:

¬(ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3 ∧ ϕ5)

as a justification. After including it, the SAT solver finds for instance the new
solution:

ϕ1 = �, ϕ2 = �, ϕ3 = ⊥, ϕ4 = �, ϕ5 = �, ϕ6 = ⊥
which corresponds to the formula:

(x + y + z ≤ 5) ∧ (y < 0) ∧ (x + y ≤ 4) ∧ (x + z > 4) ∧ (x < 0) ∧ (z �= 4)

The T -solver is now able to detect satisfiability, resulting for instance in the
assignment

x = −1, y = −1, z = 6
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Modern lazy SMT solvers introduce a number of refinements to this basic
procedure, combining solving techniques from very heterogeneous domains. We
refer the reader to [3,59] for an overview on lazy SMT solving.

MAX-SMT [24,25,53] generalizes SMT in the same way as MAX-SAT does
with SAT. Rather than finding an assignment satisfying the formula, the task is
that of finding an assignment minimizing the number of unsatisfied constraints.
In its weighted version, each constraint has a (typically positive) weight, and the
task is that of minimizing the cost, that is the weighted sum of the unsatisfied
constraints.

Let {(ϕ1, w1), . . . , (ϕm, wm)} be a set of constraints with associated (non-
negative) weights. The cost of any assignment is clearly smaller than the sum
of all weights W =

∑m
i=1 wi and larger than or equal to zero. The search for a

minimal cost solution follows a branch and bound approach, where the upper
and lower cost bounds are progressively tightened and plain SMT is called within
these bounds. Consider an upper bound Ŵ < W . A simple approach to enforce
the solution to have a cost smaller than Ŵ is to add a set of m fresh Boolean
variables and weights {(ϕ̄1, w̄1), . . . , (ϕ̄m, w̄m)} combined with the following con-
straints:

ϕi ∨ ϕ̄i ∀i ∈ [1,m]
ϕ̄i → (w̄i = wi) ∀i ∈ [1,m]
¬ϕ̄i → (w̄i = 0) ∀i ∈ [1,m]

m∑

i=1

w̄i ≤ Ŵ

which make any assignment with overall weight larger than Ŵ inconsistent with
the theory.

MAX-SMT has been recently generalized to the so-called Optimization Mod-
ulo Theories (OMT) [49,53,61], where the task is finding a model for a formula
minimizing the value of some arithmetic cost function over the variables of the
formula. Existing solvers have focused on the LRA theory and combine lazy
SMT-solving with LP minimization techniques.

Example 2.2. Consider the following OMT(LRA) problem:

(cost = x + y + z) ∧ (x + 2y ≥ 10) ∧ ((z ≥ y) ∨ (z ≥ x)) ∧ (y > 0) ∧ (x > 0)

Depending on the truth value assignment of its Boolean abstraction (omitted here
for the sake of conciseness), the sets of constraints to minimize are:

(cost = x + y + z) ∧ (x + 2y ≥ 10) ∧ (z ≥ y) ∧ (z < x) ∧ (y > 0) ∧ (x > 0)
(cost = x + y + z) ∧ (x + 2y ≥ 10) ∧ (z < y) ∧ (z ≥ x) ∧ (y > 0) ∧ (x > 0)
(cost = x + y + z) ∧ (x + 2y ≥ 10) ∧ (z ≥ y) ∧ (z ≥ x) ∧ (y > 0) ∧ (x > 0)
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having respective solutions:

x = 4, y = 3, z = 3, cost = 10
x = 0, y = 5, z = 0, cost = 5
x = 0, y = 5, z = 5, cost = 10

giving an overall minimal cost of 5.

Note that while OMT focuses on minimizing costs, structured-output learn-
ing and preference elicitation typically deal with maximizing scores and utilities.
In the rest of the chapter we will thus focus on maximization problems, with the
implicit assumption that optimization will actually be addressed by minimizing
their negated versions.

2.2 Learning with Structured Outputs

Statistical learning approaches have traditionally focused on learning settings
with vectorial representations as inputs and scalar representations as outputs,
either classification or regression. However, many real-world scenarios are char-
acterized by more complex types of data, both in the input (e.g. a website,
a protein sequence) and in the output (e.g. collective classification for web-
pages, secondary structure sequential labeling for protein sequences). Dealing
with structured inputs is performed by explicit or implicit feature construction
approaches, like kernel machines [63] or neural networks [9]. Structured-output
prediction [2] is more tricky, as it requires to learn a function producing a struc-
ture as its output. A common approach to the problem is that of learning a
scoring function over joint input-output pairs:

f(I ,O) = wT ψ(I ,O) (1)

Here I is the input (or observed) part, O is the output (or query) part1 and
ψ is a function mapping input-output pairs to a joint feature space, where linear
discrimination is performed. Given an input I , the predicted output will be the
one maximizing the scoring function:

O∗ = argmax
O

f(I ,O) (2)

and the problem boils down to finding efficient procedures for computing the
maximum. This formulation is also known as energy-based learning [47] and
comprises many statistical relational learning [32] approaches to collective pre-
diction. It also corresponds to maximum-a-posteriori inference in probabilistic
graphical models [42], where the scoring function is the conditional probability

1 We depart from the conventional x/y notation for indicating input/output pairs to
avoid name clashes with the x-y coordinate variables.
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of the output given the input. Efficient exact procedures exist for some special
cases—like when the space of feasible solutions can be represented in terms of
regular or context free grammars—while approximate inference is typically used
in the general case. In this paper we are interested in the case where inputs
and outputs are combinations of discrete and continuous variables, and we will
leverage SMT techniques to perform efficient inference in this setting.

Discriminative learning of the scoring function is based on a generalization of
the max-margin algorithm to the structured-output setting. Max-margin learn-
ing in binary classification [18] enforces positive examples to be separated from
negative ones with a large margin, possibly accounting for margin errors to be
penalized in the objective function. In the structured-output setting, this corre-
sponds [65] to enforcing that the correct output structure for a certain input has
a score which is higher (by a large margin) than any possible incorrect structure,
again admitting margin violations to be penalized in the objective. The resulting
optimization problem is as follows:

argmin
w ,ξ

1
2
‖w‖2 +

C

n

n∑

i=1

ξi (3)

s.t. w�(ψ(I i,O i) − ψ(I i,O
′)) ≥ Δ(I i,O i,O

′) − ξi ∀ i = 1, . . . , n; O ′ �= O i

where Δ(I ,O ,O ′) is a non-negative loss function that, for any given observation
I , quantifies the penalty incurred when predicting O ′ instead of the correct
output O . Each inequality states that the score of the correct output O i should
be higher than that of an incorrect output O ′ �= O i by at least the value of the
loss between the two outputs and, if this is not the case, that a penalty should
be paid in the objective function. Note that as ξi is shared among all inequalities
involving example i, each example contributes to the objective with a cost equal
to the maximum among the penalties for all possible wrong outputs. Minimizing
the norm of the weights corresponds to maximizing the margin between correct
and incorrect outputs. The regularization term C is a hyper-parameter trading
off size of the margin and penalties for margin violations.

A problem with this formulation is that the number of candidate output
structures is exponential in the size of the output, which makes exhaustive enu-
meration of the inequalities infeasible. The problem is addressed by the cutting
plane algorithm [40], which iteratively adds the inequality corresponding to the
most violated condition for each example pair given the current scoring func-
tion, and refines it by solving the resulting quadratic problem with a standard
SVM solver. The procedure is shown in Algorithm1. For each training example
(I i,O i), the algorithm finds the highest scoring incorrect output O ′

i by solving
the so-called separation problem (line 4):

O ′
i = argmax

O′
wT ψ(I i,O

′) + Δ(I i,O i,O
′) (4)

The penalty currently associated with the training example (I i,O i) is stored
in the slack variable ξi. If the loss-augmented score of O ′

i minus the score of
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Data: Training instances {(I 1,O1), . . . , (I n,On)}, parameters C, ε
Result: Learned weights w

1 Wi ← ∅, ξi ← 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n
2 repeat
3 for i = 1, . . . , n do

4 O ′
i ← argmaxO′ w�ψ(I i,O

′) + Δ(I i,O i,O
′)

5 if w�ψ(Ii,O
′
i) + Δ(Ii,Oi,O

′
i) − w�ψ(Ii,Oi) > ξi + ε then

6

Wi ← Wi ∪ {O ′
i}

w , ξ ← argmin
w,ξ≥0

1

2
‖w‖2 +

C

n

n∑

i=1

ξi

s.t. ∀O ′
1 ∈ W1 : w� [ψ(I 1,O1) − ψ(I 1,O

′
1)
] ≥

Δ(I i,O i,O
′
1) − ξ1

...

∀O ′
n ∈ Wn : w� [ψ(I n,On) − ψ(I n,O ′

n)
] ≥

Δ(I i,O i,O
′
n) − ξn

7 end

8 end

9 until no Wi has changed during iteration
10 return w

Algorithm 1. Cutting-plane algorithm for training structured-output
SVM.

the correct output O i exceeds ξi by more than a tolerance ε (line 5), O ′
i is

added to the set of conditions for the training example and a new set of weights
(and slacks) is generated by solving the resulting quadratic problem (line 6).
The procedure is repeated until no condition is added for any of the training
examples, and it is guaranteed to find an ε-approximate solution in a polynomial
number of iterations [65].

This learning formulation is generic, meaning that it can be adapted to any
structured prediction problem as long as it is provided with: (i) a joint feature
space representation ψ(I ,O) of input-output pairs (and consequently a scoring
function f , see Eq. (1)); (ii) an oracle to perform inference, i.e. to solve Eq. (2);
(iii) an oracle to retrieve the most violated condition, i.e. to solve the separation
problem (see Eq. (4)). For a more detailed account, and in particular for the
derivation of the separation oracle formulation, please refer to [65].

3 LMT for Structured-Output Prediction

Existing structured-output prediction approaches mostly focus on predicting dis-
crete structures as outputs, like (labeled) sequences, trees or graphs. In this
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section we show how to employ OMT technology to adapt the structured-output
SVM to deal with the prediction of hybrid output structures.

3.1 An Introductory Example

In order to introduce the LMT framework, we start with a toy learning exam-
ple. We are given a unit-length bounding box, [0, 1] × [0, 1], that contains a
given, fixed block (rectangle), as in Fig. 1(a). The block is identified by the four
constants (x1, y1, dx1, dy1), where x1, y1 indicate the bottom-left corner of the
rectangle, and dx1, dy1 its width and height, respectively. Now, suppose that
we are assigned the task of fitting another block, identified by the variables
(x2, y2, dx2, dy2), in the same bounding box, so as to maximize the following
scoring function:

score := w1 × dx2 + w2 × dy2 (5)

with the additional requirements that (i) the two blocks “touch” either from
above, below, or sideways, and (ii) the two blocks do not overlap.

It is easy to see that the weights w1 and w2 control the shape and location of
the optimal solution. Assuming positive weights, if w1  w2, then the optimal
block will be placed so as to occupy as much horizontal space as possible, while
if w1 � w2 it will prefer to occupy as much vertical space as possible, as in
Fig. 1(b, c). If w1 and w2 are close, then the optimal solution depends on the
relative amount of available vertical and horizontal space in the bounding box.

Fig. 1. (a) Initial configuration. (b) Optimal configuration for w1 	 w2. (c) Optimal
configuration for w1 
 w2.

This toy example illustrates two key points. First, the problem involves a
mixture of numerical variables (coordinates, sizes of block 2) and Boolean vari-
ables along with hard rules that control the feasible space of the optimization
procedure (conditions (i) and (ii)), and soft rules which control the shape of the
optimization landscape. This is the kind of problem that can be solved in terms
of Optimization Modulo Linear Arithmetic, OMT(LRA). Second, it is possible
to estimate the weights w1, w2 from data in order to learn what kind of blocks are
to be considered optimal. The goal of our learning procedure is precisely to find
a good set of weights from examples. In the following we will describe how such
a learning task can be framed within the structured-output SVM framework.
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3.2 The Method

As previously mentioned, the cutting plane algorithm for structured-output SVM
can be adapted to arbitrary structured-output problems by providing a joint
input-output feature map and oracles for inference and separation. In the fol-
lowing we will detail how these components are provided within the LMT frame-
work.

Input-Output Feature Map. Recall that in our setting each instance (I ,O)
is represented as a set of Boolean and rational variables:

(I ,O) ∈ ({�,⊥} × . . . × {�,⊥})︸ ︷︷ ︸
Boolean part

× (Q × . . . × Q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
rational part

We indicate Boolean variables using predicates2 such as touching(i, j), and
write rational variables as lower-case letters, e.g. distance, x, y. Features are
represented in terms of constraints {ϕk}m

k=1, each constraint ϕk being either a
Boolean- or rational-valued function of the instance (I ,O). These constraints
are constructed using the background knowledge available for the domain. For
each Boolean-valued constraint ϕk, we denote its indicator function as 1k(I ,O),
which evaluates to 1 if the constraint is satisfied and to −1 otherwise (the choice
of −1 to represent falsity is customary in the max-margin literature). Similarly,
we refer to the score of a rational-valued constraint ϕk as sk(I ,O) ∈ Q. The
feature space representation of an instance (I ,O) is given by the feature vector
ψ(I ,O) obtained by concatenating indicator and scoring functions of Boolean
and rational constraints respectively, i.e.:

ψ(I ,O) := (ψ1(I ,O), . . . , ψm(I ,O))�

where:

ψk(I ,O) :=

{
1k(I ,O) if ϕk is Boolean
sk(I ,O) if ϕk is arithmetic

Note that we are implicitly assuming to have soft constraints, whose weights
wk will be learned from data (see Eq. (1)). In most cases, these soft constraints
will be complemented by a set of hard constraints, which do not contribute to
the feature vector but rather define the space of feasible configurations. For a
summary of the notation see Table 1.

Inference Oracle. Given the feature vector ψ(I ,O), the scoring function
f(I ,O) is a linear combination of indicator and score functions. Since ψ can be
expressed in terms of SMT(LRA) formulas, the resulting maximization problem
can be readily cast as an OMT(LRA) problem and inference is performed by an

2 While we write Boolean variables using a first-order syntax for readability, the OMT
solver currently requires the grounding of all Boolean predicates.
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OMT-solver (we use the OptiMathSAT solver [62]). As previously explained,
given that OMT-solvers are conceived to minimize cost functions rather than
maximize scores, we actually run it on the negated scoring function.

Separation Oracle. The separation problem consists in maximizing the sum
of the scoring function and a loss function over output pairs (see Eq. (4)). The
loss function determines the dissimilarity between output structures, a mixture
of Boolean and rational variables in our setting. We observe that by picking
a loss function expressible as an OMT(LRA) problem, we can readily use the
same OMT solver used for inference to also solve the separation oracle. This can
be achieved by selecting a loss function such as the following Hamming loss in
feature space:

Δ(I ,O ,O ′) :=
∑

k : ϕk is Boolean

|1k(I ,O) − 1k(I ,O ′)| +

∑

k : ϕk is arithmetic

|sk(I ,O) − sk(I ,O ′)|

= ‖ψ(I ,O) − ψ(I ,O ′)‖1
This loss function is piecewise-linear, and as such satisfies the desideratum. While
this is the loss which was used in all experiments presented in this chapter, LMT
can work with any loss function that can be encoded as an SMT formula.

Example 3.1. Consider the block-world example in Sect. 3.1. Here the input I
to the problem is the observed block (x1, y1, dx1, dy1) while the output O is the
generated block (x2, y2, dx2, dy2). In order to encode the set of constraints {ϕk},
it is convenient to first introduce a background knowledge of predicates expressing
facts about the relative positioning of blocks. To this end we add a fresh predicate
left(i, j), that encodes the fact that “a block of index i touches a second block j
from the left”, defined as follows:

left(i, j) := (xi + dxi = xj) ∧
((yj ≤ yi ≤ yj + dyj) ∨ (yj ≤ yi + dyi ≤ yj + dyj))

Similarly, we add analogous predicates for the other directions: right(i, j),
below(i, j), over(i, j). The hard constraints represent the fact that the output
O should be a valid block within the bounding box (all constraints are implicitly
conjoined):

0 ≤ x2, y2, dx2, dy2 ≤ 1 (x2 + dx2) ≤ 1 ∧ (y2 + dy2) ≤ 1

and that the output block O should “touch” the input block I:

left(1, 2) ∨ right(1, 2) ∨ below(1, 2) ∨ over(1, 2)

Note that whenever this rule is satisfied, both conditions (i) and (ii) of the toy
example hold, i.e. touching blocks never overlap. The soft constraints here should
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encode features related to the width and height of the output block, i.e.:

ψ(I,O) = (dx2, dy2)
�

This allows to define a scoring function as a linear combination of features:

score := w1 × dx2 + w2 × dy2 = w�ψ(I,O)

3.3 Experimental Results

We show the potential of the approach on automatic character drawing, a novel
structured-output learning problem that consists in learning to translate any
input noisy hand-drawn character into its symbolic representation. More specifi-
cally, given a black-and-white image of a handwritten letter or digit, the goal is
to construct an equivalent symbolic representation of the same character.

In this paper, we assume the character to be representable by a polyline made
of a given number m of directed segments, i.e. segments identified by a starting
point (xb, yb) and an ending point (xe, ye). The input image I is seen as the set
P of coordinates of the pixels belonging to the character, while the output O is
a set of m directed segments {(xb

i , y
b
i , x

e
i , y

e
i )}m

i=1.
Intuitively, any good output O should satisfy the following requirements:

(i) it should be as similar as possible to the noisy input character; and (ii)
it should actually “look like” the corresponding symbolic character. Figure 2
shows an example for the “A” character. These requirements will be encoded
in two feature vectors: coverage(I ,O), measuring how many pixels of the input
image are covered; orientation(O), measuring the resemblance of the output to
a symbolic template for the corresponding character.

Fig. 2. Left, example bitmap image of an “A”. Middle, a set of 5 segments satisfying
the “looking like an A” rules in the text. Right, 5 segments satisfying both the rules
for character “A” and fitting the underlying image.

Since the output is supposed to be a polyline, we constrain consecutive seg-
ments to be connected:

∀i connected(i, i + 1)
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We then constrain (without loss of generality) each segment to be oriented from
left to right, i.e. xb

i ≤ xe
i , and no larger than the image nor smaller than a pixel:

∀i min length ≤ length(i) ≤ 1. Finally, we restrict the segments to be either
horizontal, vertical or 45◦ diagonal, that is:

∀i horizontal(i) ∨ vertical(i) ∨ diagonal(i)

This restriction allows us express all numerical constraints in linear terms. Under
these assumptions, we can encode the coverage feature as:

coverage(I ,O) :=
1

|P |
∑

p∈P

1(covered(p))

where covered(p) is true if pixel p is covered by at least one of the m segments:

covered(p) :=
∨

i∈[1,m]

covered(p, i)

The fact that a segment i = (xb
i , y

b
i , x

e
i , y

e
i ) covers pixel p = (x, y) depends on

the orientation of the segment and is computed using constructs like:

If horizontal(i) then covered(p, i) := xb
i ≤ x ≤ xe

i ∧ y = yb
i

The coverage formulae for the other segment types can be found in Table 2.
As for the orientation vector, it should contain features related to the sym-

bolic representation of characters. These include both the direction of the indi-
vidual segments and the connections between pairs of segments. Consider the
symbolic representation of an “A” in Fig. 2(b). Directions for segments could be
encoded as follows:

increasing(1) ∧ increasing(2) ∧ decreasing(3) ∧
horizontal(4) ∧ decreasing(5)

Here increasing(i) and decreasing(i) indicate the direction of segment i, and
can be written as:

increasing(i) := ye
i > yb

i

decreasing(i) := ye
i < yb

i

In order to represent connection types, we follow the convention used for
Bayesian Networks, where the head of a directed segment is the edge containing
the arrow (the ending point (xe, ye)) and the tail is the opposite edge (the start-
ing point (xb, yb)). For instance, h2t(i, j) indicates that i is head-to-tail with
respect to j, h2h(i, j) that they are head-to-head:

h2t(i, j) := (xe
i = xb

j) ∧ (ye
i = yb

j)
h2h(i, j) := (xe

i = xe
j) ∧ (ye

i = ye
j )
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Connections between segments in Fig. 2(b) could then be encoded as follows:

h2t(1, 2) ∧ h2t(2, 3) ∧ h2h(3, 4) ∧ h2t(4, 5)

For a full list of background knowledge predicates, see Table 2.
Now given the image in Fig. 2(a) and the template in Fig. 2(b), a charac-

ter drawing algorithm driven by these coverage and orientation criteria could
produce an output like the one pictured in Fig. 2(c). However, the formula for
the “looking like an A” constraint is not available at test time and should be
learned from the data. In order to do so, the orientation vector includes possible
directions (increasing, decreasing, right) for all m segments and all possible
connection types between all pairs of segments (h2t, h2h, t2t, t2h). Note that
we do not include specific segment orientations (i.e., horizontal, vertical,
diagonal) in the feature space, to accommodate for alternative symbolic repre-
sentations of the same letter. For instance, the first segment in an “A” (the lower
left one because of the left-to-right rule) is bound to be increasing, but may
be equally likely vertical or diagonal (see e.g. Figs. 2(b) and (c)). Summing
up, the orientation vector can be written as:

( increasing(1), decreasing(1), right(1),
· · ·
increasing(m), decreasing(m), right(m),
h2t(1, 2), t2h(1, 2), h2h(1, 2), t2t(1, 2),
· · ·
h2t(1,m), t2h(1,m), h2h(1,m), t2t(1,m),
· · ·
h2t(m − 1,m), t2h(m − 1,m), h2h(m − 1,m), t2t(m − 1,m) )

where each feature is the indicator function of the corresponding Boolean vari-
able, e.g. increasing(1) := 1(increasing(1)) (see Table 3).

We evaluated LMT on the character drawing problem by carrying out an
extensive experiment using a set of noisy B&W 16 × 20 character images3.
Learning to draw characters is a very challenging constructive problem, made
even more difficult by the low quality of the noisy images in the dataset (see,
e.g. Fig. 4). In this experiment we learn a model for each of the first five let-
ters of the alphabet (A to E), and assess the ability of LMT to generalize over
unseen handwritten images of the same character. For each letter, we selected
five images at random to be used as training examples. For each of these, we
used OptiMathSAT to generate a “perfect” symbolic representation according
to a human-provided letter template (similar to the “looking like an A” rule
above), obtaining a training set of five fully supervised images. The first row of
Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 report these supervised instances. Note that the resulting
supervision is in some cases very noisy, and depends crucially on the quality of

3 Dataset taken from http://cs.nyu.edu/∼roweis/data.html.

http://cs.nyu.edu/~roweis/data.html
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Table 2. Background knowledge used in the character writing experiment.

Segment types

Segment i is horizontal horizontal(i) := (xb
i �= xe

i ) ∧ (y = yb
i )

Segment i is vertical vertical(i) := (xb
i = xe

i ) ∧ (ye
i �= yb

i )

Segment i is diagonal diagonal(i) := |xe
i − xb

i | = |ye
i − yb

i |
Segment i is increasing increasing(i) := ye

i > yb
i

Segment i is decreasing decreasing(i) := ye
i < yb

i

Segment i is left-to-right right(i) := xe
i > xb

i

Segment i is incr. vert incr vert(i) := increasing(i) ∧ vertical(i)

Segment i is decr. vert. decr vert(i) := decreasing(i) ∧ vertical(i)

Segment i is incr. diag. incr diag(i) := increasing(i) ∧ diagonal(i)

Segment i is decr. diag. decr diag(i) := decreasing(i) ∧ diagonal(i)

Segment length

Length of horiz. segment i horizontal(i) → length(i) = |xe
i − xb

i |
Length of vert. segment i vertical(i) → length(i) = |ye

i − yb
i |

Lenght of diag. segment i diagonal(i) → length(i) =
√

2 |ye
i − yb

i |
Connections between segments

Segments i,j are head-to-tail h2t(i, j) := (xe
i = xb

j) ∧ (ye
i = yb

j)

Segments i,j are head-to-head h2h(i, j) := (xe
i = xe

j) ∧ (ye
i = ye

j )

Segments i,j are tail-to-tail t2t(i, j) := (xb
i = xb

j) ∧ (yb
i = yb

j)

Segments i,j are tail-to-head t2h(i, j) := (xb
i = xe

j) ∧ (yb
i = ye

j )

Segments i,j are connected
connected(i, j) := h2h(i, j) ∨ h2t(i, j)∨

t2h(i, j) ∨ t2t(i, j)

Whether segment i = (xb, yb, xe, ye) covers pixel p = (x, y)

Coverage of pixel p covered(p) :=
∨

i covered(p, i)

Coverage of pixel p by seg. i

incr vert(i) → covered(p, i) := yb
i ≤ y ≤ ye

i ∧ x = xb
i

decr vert(i) → covered(p, i) := ye
i ≤ y ≤ yb

i ∧ x = xb
i

horizontal(i) → covered(p, i) := xb
i ≤ x ≤ xe

i ∧ y = yb
i

incr diag(i) → covered(p, i) := yb
i ≤ y ≤ ye

i ∧ xb
i ≤ x ≤ xe

i ∧ xb
i − yb

i = x − y

decr diag(i) → covered(p, i) := ye
i ≤ y ≤ yb

i ∧ xb
i ≤ x ≤ xe

i ∧ xb
i + yb

i = x + y

the character image (see e.g. the “B”, the most geometrically complex of the
characters).

For each letter, we learned models with a number training examples ranging
from 2 to 5 and tested them on 10 randomly chosen test images. We indicate the
predictions obtained by models learned with k examples as pred@k. The number
of segments m was known during both training and inference. The output for all
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Table 3. List of all rules used in the character writing problem. Top, hard rules.
Middle, soft rules. Bottom, total score of a segment assignment.

(a) Hard constraints

Left-to-right ordering xb
i ≤ xe

i

Allowed segment types vertical(i) ∨ horizontal(i) ∨ diagonal(i)

Consecutive segments are connected connected(i, i + 1)

Minimum segment size min length ≤ length(i) ≤ 1

(b) Soft constraints (features)

Non-zero pixel coverage coverage := 1
|P |
∑

p∈P 1(covered(p))

Indicator of increasing segment i increasing(i) := 1(increasing(i))

Indicator of decreasing segment i decreasing(i) := 1(decreasing(i))

Indicator of right segment i right(i) := 1(right(i))

Indicator of head-to-tail i, j h2t(i, j) := 1(h2t(i, j))

Indicator of tail-to-head i, j t2h(i, j) := 1(t2h(i, j))

Indicator of head-to-head i, j h2h(i, j) := 1(h2h(i, j))

Indicator of tail-to-tail i, j t2t(i, j) := 1(t2t(i, j))

(c) Score

score := w�( increasing(i), decreasing(i), right(i)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

for all segments i

,

h2t(i, j), t2h(i, j), h2h(i, j), t2t(i, j)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

for all segment pairs (i,j) with j>i

,

coverage)

letters can be found in Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, from the second to the fifth rows
of each figure.

In order to speed up inference we extract a set of hard constraints from
the learned model prior to inference. We add a hard rule for each segment and
connection feature with a positive weight. If more than one weight is positive for
any given segment/connection, we add the disjunction of the hard rules to the
model. Note that this process allows to learn a letter template constraining the
search, while the weighted features still allow for some flexibility in the choice
of the actual solution.

As a quantitative measure of the quality of the predictions, we also report the
distance between the generated symbolic representation O for each letter and
a corresponding human-made gold standard O ′. Here the error is computed by
first aligning the segments using an optimal translation, and then summing the
distances between all corresponding segment endpoints. The human generated
images respect the same “looking like an X” rule used for generating the training
set, i.e. they have the same number of segments, drawn in the same order and
within the same set of allowed orientations. The values in Fig. 8 are the average
over all instances in the test set, when varying the training set size.
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Training

Pred @2

Pred @3

Pred @4

Pred @5

Human

Fig. 3. Results for the “A” character drawing task. The training instances are lined
up in the first row. The second to fifth row are the segmentations generated by models
learned with the first two training instances, the first three instances, etc., respectively.
The last row are the human-made segmentations used in the comparison. The generated
symbolic representations are shown overlayed over the corresponding bitmap image.
Segments are colored for readability.

Training

Pred @2

Pred @3

Pred @4

Pred @5

Human

Fig. 4. Results for the “B” character drawing task.

Training

Pred @2

Pred @3

Pred @4

Pred @5

Human

Fig. 5. Results for the “C” character drawing task.
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Training

Pred @2

Pred @3

Pred @4

Pred @5

Human

Fig. 6. Results for the “D” character drawing task.

Training

Pred @2

Pred @3

Pred @4

Pred @5

Human

Fig. 7. Results for the “E” character drawing task.

The results show that LMT is able to address the character drawing problem
and produce reasonable outputs for all the target letters. It should be stressed
here that both the coordinates and the number of character pixels can vary
widely between test instances, and our results highlight the generalization ability
of our method. Furthermore, the predictions tend to get closer to the human-
provided segmentations as the number of training instances increases. For the
simplest cases (i.e. “C”, “D”, and “E”, drawn using four to five segments), the
outcome is unambiguous. The only real issue is with the “D” which is always
represented as a rectangle with no diagonal edge. The main reason is that in
none of the test images it is possible to draw a 45◦ diagonal without sacrificing
pixel coverage, and diagonals of different degree are not representable in terms
of linear constraints. None of the predictions looks perceptually “wrong”. More
complex letters like the “A” and “B”, with seven and nine segments respectively,
also look reasonably similar to the given examples, apart from few predictions
for which either coverage (e.g. see the first column in Fig. 3) or “perceptual” rep-
resentation (e.g. see the first and fourth columns in the fourth row of Fig. 4) are
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Fig. 8. Average distance between the predicted symbolic images and the human-made
ones, while increasing the number of training instances. The @k ticks on the x-axis
indicate the size of the training set. The y-axis represents the sum of per-segment
distances averaged over all images in the test set. From left to right, top to bottom:
results for “A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, and “E”.

sub-optimal. The distance-to-human results in Fig. 8 also show how the algo-
rithm produces more perceptually reasonable predictions as the training set
increases, as in almost all cases the distance at pred@5 is lower than that at
pred@2. The fluctuations observed in some of the cases are due to the occasional
presence of pathologically bad inputs in the training set. The bad quality of the
second and third “B” training examples leads to bad performance in the pred@3
and pred@4 experiments, while the performance worsening of pred@4 for “C” is
due to the unusual shape of the fourth training example.

Summarizing, excluding cases of pathologically bad inputs, LMT is able to
learn an appropriate model for each letter and generalize the learned template
over unseen inputs.

3.4 Related Work

There is a body of work concerning integration of relational and numerical
data from a feature representation perspective, in order to effectively incorpo-
rate numerical features into statistical relational learning models. These include
neural networks used as feature generators within Markov Logic Networks [50],
T-norms used as continuous relaxations of Boolean constraints in Seman-
tic Based Regularization [26] and Probabilistic Soft Logic [17], and Gaussian
Logic [44]. All these approaches aim at incorporating continuous features as
inputs, while our framework aims at allowing learning and inference over hybrid
domains with continuous and discrete variables as outputs.

While a number of efficient algorithms have been developed for Relational
Continuous Models [1,22,23], performing inference over joint continuous-discrete
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relational domains is still a challenge. The few existing attempts aim at extend-
ing statistical relational learning methods to the hybrid domain. These include
Hybrid Probabilistic Relational Models [54], Relational Hybrid Models [21],
Hybrid Markov Logic Networks [69] and Hybrid ProbLog [36] which all extend
their respective original formulations to the hybrid case. Furthermore, some
probabilistic programming languages like Church [33] can natively accomodate
hybrid discrete-continuous distributions and arbitrary constraints.

All these approaches focus on probability computation rather than search for
optimal configurations. In order to couple with the resulting complexity, they
either impose restrictions on the allowed relational structure (e.g. in conditional
Gaussian models, discrete nodes cannot have continuous parents) or algebraic
operations (e.g. continuous variables should be uncoupled in Hybrid ProbLog),
and/or perform approximate inference by sampling strategies, which makes it
prohibitively expensive to reason with hard continuous constraints4.

Conversely, LMT can accomodate arbitrary combinations of predicates from
the theories for which a solver is available. These currently include linear arith-
metic over both rationals and integers as well as a number of other theories
like strings, arrays and bit-vectors. Furthermore, the tight integration between
theory-specific and SAT solvers [24,49,53,60,61], where the former inform the
latter about conflicting constraints and help guiding the search, is widely recog-
nised as a key reason of the success of SMT solvers [3]. This integration is missing
in approaches like Hybrid Markov Logic Networks, which use a general-purpose
global optimization algorithm (L-BFGS) as a black-box to solve numeric sub-
problems. Note also that previous attempts to substitute standard SAT solvers
with WalkSAT inside an SMT solver have failed, producing dramatic worsening
of performance [34].

On the other hand, an advantage of probabilistic inference approaches is that
they allow to return marginal probabilities in addition to most probable expla-
nations. This is actually the main focus of these approaches, and the reason
why they are less suitable for solving the latter problem when the search space
becomes strongly disconnected. As with most structured-output approaches over
which it builds, LMT focuses on the task of finding an optimal configuration,
which in a probabilistic setting corresponds to generating the most probable
explanation. We are planning to extend it to also perform probability computa-
tion, as discussed in the conclusions of the paper.

Please refer to the original structured LMT work [64] for a deeper discussion
on the above mentioned approaches and their relationship to the LMT frame-
work.

4 Our preliminary experimental studies showed that Church is incapable of solving in
reasonable time the simple task of generating a pair of blocks conditioned on the
fact that they touch somewhere.
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4 LMT for Preference Elicitation

The structured-output formulation discussed so far assumes a training set of
input-output pairs is available. This is indeed reasonable in a number of real-
world scenarios, where the notion of a correct output is (reasonably) clearly
defined and there exist datasets of examples labelled by human experts or exper-
imental procedures (e.g. parse trees for natural language processing, secondary
structure for protein structure determination). There is however a relevant class
of problems where these data are not available a-priori, because they are very
expensive to compute and/or because they depend on some specific condition. A
typical example is that of recommendation systems [56], where the scoring func-
tion measures the utility a user assigns to a certain instance. Existing approaches
to user recommendation rely on (combinations of) collaborative filtering on one
side, to leverage similarities between users and propagate recommendations, and
content-based filtering on the other, to learn a user profile relating item features
to user preferences. Content-based filtering usually adopts preference elicita-
tion [15] techniques, to gather feedback from the user in order to refine her
utility model. From an optimization viewpoint, this setting can be seen as an
instance of learning while optimizing [4], where the task is that of learning to
optimize a (partially) unknown function. In this section we will discuss how
the LMT framework can be adapted to address this type of problems. In the
following we will refer to the user as the decision maker (DM).

4.1 An Introductory Example

Consider a customer interested in buying a house. A very clear-headed person
could go to a real-estate agency with a (simplified) request like:

I would like a house in a safe area, close to my parents and to the kinder-
garten, with a garden if there are no parks nearby. My maximum budget
is 300,000 euro.

These desiderata can be encoded as an SMT problem as follows:

solve:
ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3 ∧ ϕ4

subject to:
ϕ1 = (¬O2 → O1) ϕ2 = (O3 < θ1)
ϕ3 = (O4 < θ2) ϕ4 = (O5 < θ3)
price(O) ≤ 300000

where the characteristics of the house are defined in terms of the set of out-
put variables O described in Table 4. Now this problem could have no solu-
tion in case none of the houses at the agency disposal satisfies all constraints.
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Table 4. Output variables for the housing example.

Name Description Type

O1 Garden Boolean

O2 Park nearby Boolean

O3 Crime rate Ordinal

O4 Distance from parents Continuous

O5 Distance from kindergarten Continuous

A more reasonable alternative is turning the problem into an optimization one,
where the task is maximizing the weighted sum of the satisfied constraints
(i.e. a MAX-SMT problem). However, assigning weights to requirements is a
typically hard task for humans. An exact specification of the set of constraints,
like the one above, is also difficult to obtain. The most natural scenario consists
of an interactive process, in which the customer is provided with some candidates
and the realtor updates her understanding of the customer preferences according
to the feedback received. In the following we will present a preference elicitation
method automatizing this process (from the recommender side).

4.2 The Method

We will start by introducing the components of the method and then show how
these components are combined in the overall algorithm.

Space of Constraints. The first component is the space of candidate con-
straints, from which the ones which are of interest to the customer will be
selected. We will assume there is a catalogue of features which can be used to rep-
resent entities. These features can be either Boolean (e.g. there is a garden),
ordinal (e.g. crime rate) or continuous (e.g. distance to kindergarten) vari-
ables (see Table 4 in the previous example for a list). Atomic constraints are
constructed from these features, by simply taking their values for Boolean
variables, and constraining each ordinal and continuous feature to be below
a certain (variable-specific) threshold. More complex constraints can be con-
structed by arbitrary combinations of these building blocks (e.g. distance to
kindergarten < θ ∧ distance to parents < θ, so that a car is not needed).
We distinguish between hard constraints, which define the space of feasible
configurations and are assumed to be known in advance, and soft constraints,
unknown desired features which need to be discovered in the elicitation process
and can be traded-off in the search for feasible configurations. The space of con-
structible constraints is clearly exponential in the size of the catalogue. In the
following we show how we deal with this complexity.
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Utility Function. The utility function takes as input an instance and returns
its utility according to the (learned) DM preference:

f(O) = wT ψ(d)(O) (6)

As for the structured-output learning scenario, each instance is represented as
a vector of values associated with the Boolean and algebraic constraints, and
maximization of the utility is cast as an OMT problem and solved by an OMT-
solver. There are however some differences in the feature map ψ(d), which we
detail below. First, we assume here that all instance features are in the output,
i.e. the input I is empty. This is a reasonable assumption in recommendation
scenarios, as shown in the previous example. However, our formulation is almost
unchanged if a non-empty input is considered. Note also that inputs could be
seen as hard constraints on the valid configurations, and incorporated in the
set of hard constraints defining the feasible space. Second, the set of features is
not specified in advance, but we consider as features all possible conjunctions
and/or disjunctions of up to d atomic constraints (the ones in the catalogue).
The maximal degree d contributes to limit the size of the feature space, and is
grounded on the bounded rationality of humans [51], who can simultaneously
handle only a limited number of features. Note that for the same reason, only
very few of these candidate features will actually be considered by the DM, so
that the utility function will be extremely sparse, with most weights set to zero.
This will be accounted for when introducing the learning stage. Third, each
feature is computed as the indicator function of the corresponding formula, i.e.
ψk(O) := 1k(O) regardless of whether the formula containts algebraic atoms or
not. The reason for this simplifying choice is that current OMT solvers can only
address linear cost functions in an efficient way, while combinations of algebraic
constraints could generate non-linear functions (e.g. products for conjunctions).
The method can be generalized to continuous features by either using mappings
like the minimum or the Lukasiewicz t-norms, which current OMT solvers can
handle, or leveraging on the research on hybrid non-linear arithmetics [28,41,46],
when the solvers will reach the desired level of maturity.

Learning Phase. Learning consists in finding the weights for the utility function
matching the unknown DM preferences. Training examples for this phase consist
of candidate instances with their evaluation from the DM (see the preference
elicitation phase further down). Asking quantitative feedback such as real-valued
scores is typically out of reach of human DM. A more realistic scenario consists
of asking the DM to rank solutions by preference. We can thus formulate the
problem as learning to rank, where the task is learning a function returning the
same ranking as the one provided by the DM. We focus on the adaptation of
SVM for ranking [39], which assumes pairwise ranking preferences, and enforces a
(soft) large margin between the two predictions. However, we have an additional
requirement, which is the sparsity in the feature weights. Indeed, the feature
vector contains all possible constraints (up to a certain complexity), and the
learning phase should also perform some form of constraint learning by selecting
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a small set of relevant ones. We favour this behaviour by replacing the 2-norm
of SVM with a 1-norm, which is a sparsifying norm encouraging solutions with
few non-zero weights [29]. The resulting learning problem is:

min
w ,ξ≥0

||w ||1 + C
∑

Oi≺ Oj

ξi,j (7)

subject to: wT (ψ(d)(O i) − ψ(d)(Oj)) ≥ Δ(O i,Oj) − ξi,j

∀ O i ≺ Oj ∈ D

where O i ≺ Oj indicates that output O i is ranked before Oj in the DM prefer-
ence. Constraints enforce pairwise rankings to match DM preferences. A linear
penalty is added to the objective function when a less preferred solution gets a
score which is not sufficiently smaller than the more preferred one.

Preference Elicitation Phase. The ultimate goal of the algorithm is returning
the DM the best possible instance given her utility function. However, given that
the utility function is unknown, a preference elicitation phase will be needed in
order to gather information on DM preference and use it to refine the current
approximation f̂ of her utility. In collecting candidates for feedback, one should
consider the following principles:

1. the generation of top-quality configurations, consistent with the learnt DM
preferences;

2. the generation of diversified configurations, i.e., alternative possibly subopti-
mal configurations with respect to the learnt utility f̂ ;

3. the search for the DM features which were not recovered by the current
approximation f̂ , i.e., features not appearing in any of the terms in f̂ .

The rationale for the first principle is focusing on the relevant areas of the
utility surface, those of interest to the DM. As a matter of fact, a preference
elicitation system that asks to rank low quality configurations will be likely
considered useless or annoying by the DM [35]. The second principle favours
the exploration of the relationships among the features recovered by the current
preference model f̂ . Finally, as the learnt formulation of f̂ may miss some of the
user decisional features, their search is promoted by the third principle.

Based on the above principles, our active learning strategy works as follows.
First, f̂ is maximized (first principle), generating the first candidate configura-
tion O∗. Then, a hard constraint is added to the OMT problem as the disjunction
of all features not satisfied by O∗, and maximization is run again. This accounts
for the second principle, by enforcing a new solution O∗∗ which differs from O∗

by at least one feature. Finally, each unassigned feature5 in both O∗ and O∗∗

is given a random value in its domain, thus incorporating the third principle.
Indeed, if these features are truly irrelevant for the DM, setting them at random

5 Unassigned features are catalogue features not appearing in any hard constraint or
non-zero weight soft constraint.
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Data: Set of catalogue features ψ1, . . . , ψm

Result: Most preferred solution O∗

/* Initialization */

1 Select three configurations uniformly at random
2 D ← ranking of configurations by DM

/* Refinement */

3 while termination criterion do
/* learning */

4

f̂ ← argmin
w,ξ≥0

||w ||1 + C
∑

Oi≺ Oj

ξi,j

s.t. wT (ψ(d)(O i) − ψ(d)(Oj)) ≥ Δ(O i,Oj) − ξi,j

∀ O i ≺ Oj ∈ D

/* preference elicitation */

5 Collect two configurations optimizing f̂
6 D ← D ∪ ranking of configurations by DM

7 end
/* final recommendation */

8 return argmax f̂

Algorithm 2. Algorithm for preference elicitation with LMT

should not affect the evaluation of the candidate solutions. If on the other hand
some of them are needed to explain the DM preferences, driving their elicitation
can allow to identify the deficiencies of the current approximation f̂ and recover
previously discarded relevant features.

Overall Algorithm. The pseudocode of the full algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 2. It takes as input a set of catalogue features (the atomic constraints)
and returns the solution which is most preferred to the DM. In the initialization
phase, it selects three configurations uniformly at random and asks the DM for
feedback on them. The training dataset is initialized with pairwise preferences
between these configurations. Then a refinement loop begins, where at each iter-
ation the utility function is first refined using the current feedback, and then
used to generate candidates on which to elicit additional feedback. The first
step consists in solving the learning to rank problem in Eq. (7), where D is the
dataset of all pairwise preferences collected so far. The regularization parame-
ter C is set to one in the first iteration, and fine-tuned by an internal cross
validation on the training set in the following ones. With a slight abuse of nota-
tion, we write f̂ ← argmin to indicate that f̂ is the function whose weights w
are the result of the minimization. The second step is the preference elicitation
phase, where the current utility f̂ is used to generate novel candidates according
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to the up-mentioned rules (see the preference elicitation phase paragraph). The
dataset D is updated according to the feedback the DM gives on these candidates.
The process terminates when a stopping condition is met. Being an interactive
process involving a human DM, the most obvious termination condition is the
DM satisfaction on the current recommendation. Additional conditions could
be conceived, for instance, by estimating the improvement one could expect by
further refining the utility function.

4.3 Experimental Results

We show the results of the preference elicitation method on a housing problem,
along the lines of the example in Sect. 4.1. There are different locations available,
characterized by different housing values, prices, constraints about the design of
the building (e.g., usually in the city center you cannot have a family house
with a huge garden and pool), etc. Table 5 reports the full set of catalogue
features characterizing locations. As previously specified, atomic constraints are
constructed by taking values for Boolean variables and thresholding numeric
ones, and the feature vector is constructed with all possible combinations of
up to d atomic constraints (we focused on conjunctions of literals and used
d = 3 in the experiments).

Table 5. Catalogue features for the housing problem.

Num Feature Type

1 House type Ordinal

2 Garden Boolean

3 Garage Boolean

4 Commercial facilities in the neighborhood Boolean

5 Public green areas in the neighborhood Boolean

6 Cycling and walking facilities in the neighborhood Boolean

7 Distance from downtown Continuous

8 Crime rate Continuous

9 Location-based taxes and fees Continuous

10 Public transit service quality index Continuous

11 Distance from high schools Continuous

12 Distance from nearest free parking Continuous

13 Distance from working place Continuous

14 Distance from parents house Continuous

15 Price Continuous

Feasible housing locations are defined by a set of hard constraints (Table 6).
These hard constraints are stated by the customer (e.g., cost bounds) or by
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the company (e.g., constraints about the distance of the available locations from
user-defined points of interest). Let us note that constraints 5, 6, 7 define a linear
bi-objective problem among distances from user-defined points of interest. Prices
of potential housing locations are defined as a function of the other features. For
example, price increases if a semi-detached house rather than a flat is selected
or in the case of green areas in the neighborhood. On the other hand, e.g., when
crime index of potential locations increases, price decreases.

Table 6. Hard feasibility constraints for the housing problem. Parameters ρi, i =
1 . . . 13, are threshold values specified by the user or by the sales personnel, depending
on who states the hard constraint which they refer to.

Num Hard constraint

1 Price ≤ ρ1

2 Location-based taxes and fees ≤ ρ2 => not public green ares in the
neighborhood and not public transit service quality index ≤ ρ3

3 Commercial facilities in the neighborhood => not (garden and garage)

4 Crime rate ≤ ρ4 => distance from downtown ≥ ρ5

5 Distance from working place + distance from parents house ≥ ρ6

6 Distance from working place + distance from high schools ≥ ρ7

7 Distance from parents house + distance from high schools ≥ ρ8

8 Distance from nearest free parking ≤ ρ9 => not public green areas in the
neighborhood

9 Distance from parents house ≤ ρ10 => distance from downtown ≥ ρ11 and
crime rate ≥ ρ12

10 Garden => house type ≥ ρ13

We generated a set of 40 literals (i.e. atomic constraints). The target utility
function is composed of (soft) constraints combining two or three literals, with
at least one combination containing three literals. We assume the maximum
number of literals per constraint (three) to be known in advance. Constraint
weights are integer values selected uniformly at random in the range [1, 100].
Inaccurate feedback from the DM is modelled by a Probit model, a standard
noise model in which each evaluation from the DM is assumed to be affected by
an additive i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian noise.

Figure 9 reports the results over a benchmark of 400 randomly generated util-
ity functions for each of the following (number of literals, number of constraints)
pairs: {(5, 3), (10, 6), (15, 9)}. Note that this is a very challenging problem due to
complex non-linear interactions among the decisional features. When increasing
the number of queries asked, the quality of the solution rapidly improves and the
algorithm identifies the DM preferred configuration in all the cases. On average,
22 and 69 queries are needed by the algorithm to converge to the DM preferred
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Fig. 9. Performance of LMT for preference elicitation in the housing problem.
The y-axis reports the percentage utility loss, while the x-axis contains the number of
pairwise-comparison queries asked so far. The curve reports the median values observed
over 400 runs of the algorithm, while the shaded area denotes the range between the
25th and the 75th percentiles of the observations.

solution in the case of three and nine6 constraints respectively. A problem with
the current version of the algorithm is the high variance of the performance. This
is mainly due to some runs where the elicitation procedure fails to improve the
quality of the utility model. As discussed in the conclusions, we plan to adopt
smarter query selection strategies to address this issue, possibly also reducing
the number of queries to the DM.

4.4 Related Work

The problem of automatically learning utility functions and eliciting prefer-
ences from users is widely studied within the Artificial Intelligence community
[15,27]. A popular approach consists of modeling the uncertainty about the DM
preferences in terms of a set of candidate hypotheses, among which the DM
utility is expected to be. An interactive process is conducted in which feedback
from the DM is elicited and used to restrict the hypothesis space until the DM
is satisfied with the proposed solution. In statistical decision theory, the min-
imax regret criterion [58] is a way to make decisions under uncertainty. Given
a certain decision O , the maximum regret is the difference in utility between
the DM most preferred solution O∗ and O assuming the worst-case scenario,
where the DM utility is the one in the feasible set for which this difference is
maximal. The minimax regret criterion prescribes to make the decision minimiz-
ing this regret. A recent line of research [13,14,16] adapts the minimax regret
principle to preference elicitation. Queries to be asked to the DM are selected
so as to reduce the minimax regret by restricting the feasible hypothesis set.
An advantage of minimax regret approaches with respect to our formulation is
that they can provide theoretical guarantees in terms of bounds on the solution
quality and convergence to provably-optimal results. On the other hand, these
approaches assume perfect feedback from the DM and are not suitable to deal

6 DM utility functions involving nine complex constraints are quite unrealistic and are
considered here just for testing the scalability of the algorithm.
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with the imprecise and contradictory information which is typical of interactions
with human DM.

An alternative solution is that of Bayesian approaches to preference elicita-
tion [11,12,35,67] which define a probability distribution over the hypotheses
and query the DM trying to increase the posterior probability of her utility.
These approaches can naturally handle the uncertainty in both utility and feed-
back. Furthermore, the probabilistic framework allows to reason in terms of
potential informativeness of queries and select the maximally informative one.
The maximum expected loss of taking a decision O is the maximum expected
reduction in utility when choosing O instead of the DM most preferred solution
O∗, where expectation is taken over the probability distribution of the util-
ity functions. The expected value of information criterion prescribes to choose
the query producing the largest expected reduction in maximum expected loss.
Exact computation of the expected value of information, as well as exact com-
putation of the posterior distribution over utility functions given the feedback,
are extremely expensive. Approximate solutions have been proposed in the
literature [35]. These approaches are conceived for instances characterized by
purely discrete attributes, and cannot be easily extended to hybrid ones. Fur-
thermore, experimental comparisons on purely Boolean datasets showed that
even these approximate versions cannot compete with our LMT algorithm on
problems with a substantial degree of non-linearity (see [19] for the details).
However, adapting Bayesian preference elicitation approaches to our framework
is a relevant research direction, as discussed in the conclusions of the chapter.

Finally, closest to our approach from a constraint solving viewpoint is the
work on preference elicitation with soft constraints [31]. This work assumes local
preferences in terms of weights assigned to each configuration of the variables
of a constraint. An algebraic structure called c-semiring allows to combine local
preferences into a global one for an entire solution and assign a partial order
over candidate solutions. Missing preference values are inferred by an elicitation
procedure. In terms of expressiveness, semiring-based soft constraint satisfaction
problems can be encoded into weighted MAX-SAT formulations [48]. A weighted
MAX-SMT encoding can be used in case of continuous variables. In terms of
interaction with the DM, the work assumes perfect knowledge of constraint
structure, with missing information limited to part of the local preferences, and
quantitative (possibly interval-based [30]) local feedback over assignments for
specific soft constraints. Our formulation assumes complete ignorance of con-
straint structure, limiting initial information to the feature catalogue, and relies
on more affordable global pairwise preferences as feedback. Finally, inconsistent
preference information is not handled, while our approach trades off preference
fitting with complexity of the learned utility model.

5 Conclusions

We described Learning Modulo Theories as an expressive framework for learn-
ing in hybrid domains characterized by combinations of Boolean and numerical
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features and relationships between them. We showed how to cast the problem
as a structured-output learning task, in which we learn to generate novel con-
figurations from a training set of correct instances, and a preference elicitation
task, where an interactive process with a decision maker suggests candidate con-
figurations and progressively refines the learned utility model according to the
feedback received. Both algorithms automatically identify the set of relevant
constraints and their weights starting from a catalogue of candidates.

The framework can be extended in a number of directions. First, LMT is
currently focused on the task of finding the maximal configuration, and can-
not compute marginal probabilities. This gap can be filled thanks to weighted
model integration [7,8], a recently proposed formulation generalizing weighted
model counting [20] to hybrid domains. In terms of expressiveness, OMT is cur-
rently limited to quantifier free formulae and linear algebra. Some attempts to
extend SMT solvers to quantified formulae [5,43,57] and to non-linear arithmetic
[28,41,46] have been presented in the literature. Although the state of the art
of these extensions is not yet satisfactory, these techniques are evolving rapidly
and we can rather easily extend our framework in these directions as soon as the
underlying SMT technology is mature enough. In terms of required knowledge,
the current formulation for structured-output prediction assumes knowledge of
the desired output for training examples. This requirement can be loosened
by introducing latent variables for the unobserved part of the output, to be
maximized over during training [71]. In terms of interaction with the user, the
preference elicitation strategy we employ is quite simple, and more advanced
approaches estimating the value of information of candidate queries could be
explored, see e.g. the work by Viappiani and Boutilier on optimal recommenda-
tion sets [68]. Adapting these concepts to deal with complex non-linear hybrid
formulas is an interesting and challenging direction for future work. Finally,
albeit capable of automatically identifying relevant constraints, our approach
requires a set of candidates (possibly only atomic ones) to start from and can-
not generate completely novel constraints. Adapting constraint acquisition tech-
niques [6,10,45,55] to our framework is a relevant and challenging direction for
future research.

Acknowledgments. This chapter builds on a body of work done in collaboration
with Paolo Campigotto, Roberto Battiti, Stefano Teso and Roberto Sebastiani.
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Abstract. The Algorithm Selection Problem is concerned with selecting
the best algorithm to solve a given problem on a case-by-case basis. It has
become especially relevant in the last decade, as researchers are increas-
ingly investigating how to identify the most suitable existing algorithm
for solving a problem instead of developing new algorithms. This survey
presents an overview of this work focusing on the contributions made
in the area of combinatorial search problems, where Algorithm Selec-
tion techniques have achieved significant performance improvements. We
unify and organise the vast literature according to criteria that determine
Algorithm Selection systems in practice. The comprehensive classifica-
tion of approaches identifies and analyses the different directions from
which Algorithm Selection has been approached. This chapter contrasts
and compares different methods for solving the problem as well as ways
of using these solutions.

1 Introduction

For many years, Artificial Intelligence research has been focusing on inventing
new algorithms and approaches for solving similar kinds of problems. In some
scenarios, a new algorithm is clearly superior to previous approaches. In the
majority of cases however, a new approach will improve over the current state
of the art only for some problems. This may be because it employs a heuristic
that fails for problems of a certain type or because it makes other assumptions
about the problem or environment that are not satisfied in some cases. Selecting
the most suitable algorithm for a particular problem aims at mitigating these
problems and has the potential to significantly increase performance in practice.
This is known as the Algorithm Selection Problem.

The Algorithm Selection Problem has, in many forms and with different
names, cropped up in many areas of Artificial Intelligence in the last few decades.
Today there exists a large amount of literature on it. Most publications are
concerned with new ways of tackling this problem and solving it efficiently in
practice. Especially for combinatorial search problems, the application of Algo-
rithm Selection techniques has resulted in significant performance improvements
that leverage the diversity of systems and techniques developed in recent years.
This chapter surveys the available literature and describes how research has
progressed.
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2016
C. Bessiere et al. (Eds.): Data Mining and Constraint Programming, LNAI 10101, pp. 149–190, 2016.
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Fig. 1. Basic model for the Algorithm Selection Problem as published in [120].

Researchers have long ago recognised that a single algorithm will not give
the best performance across all problems one may want to solve and that select-
ing the most appropriate method is likely to improve the overall performance.
Empirical evaluations have provided compelling evidence for this, e.g. [1,154].

The original description of the Algorithm Selection Problem was published
in [120]. The basic model described in the paper is very simple – given a space
of problems and a space of algorithms, map each problem-algorithm pair to its
performance. This mapping can then be used to select the best algorithm for
a given problem. The original figure that illustrates the model is reproduced in
Fig. 1. As Rice states,

“The objective is to determine S(x) [the mapping of problems to algo-
rithms] so as to have high algorithm performance.”

He identifies the following four criteria for the selection process.

1. Best selection for all mappings S(x) and problems x. For every problem, an
algorithm is chosen to give maximum performance.

2. Best selection for a subclass of problems. A single algorithm is chosen to
apply to each of a subclass of problems such that the performance degradation
compared to choosing from all algorithms is minimised.

3. Best selection from a subclass of mappings. Choose the selection mapping
from a subset of all mappings from problems to algorithms such that the
performance degradation is minimised.

4. Best selection from a subclass of mappings and problems. Choose a single
algorithm from a subset of all algorithms to apply to each of a subclass of
problems such that the performance degradation is minimised.

The first case is clearly the most desirable one. In practice however, the other
cases are more common – we might not have enough data about individual
problems or algorithms to select the best mapping for everything.

[120] lists five main steps for solving the problem.

Formulation. Determination of the subclasses of problems and mappings to be
used.
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Existence. Does a best selection mapping exist?
Uniqueness. Is there a unique best selection mapping?
Characterization. What properties characterize the best selection mapping

and serve to identify it?
Computation. What methods can be used to actually obtain the best selection

mapping?

This framework is taken from the theory of approximation of functions. The
questions for existence and uniqueness of a best selection mapping are usually
irrelevant in practice. As long as a good performance mapping is found and
improves upon the current state of the art, the question of whether there is
a different mapping with the same performance or an even better mapping is
secondary. While it is easy to determine the theoretically best selection mapping
on a set of given problems, casting this mapping into a generalisable form that
will give good performance on new problems or even into a form that can be used
in practice is hard. Indeed, [62] shows that the Algorithm Selection Problem in
general is undecidable. It may be better to choose a mapping that generalises
well rather than the one with the best performance. Other considerations can be
involved as well. [28,63] compare different Algorithm selection models and select
not the one with the best performance, but one with good performance that is
also easy to understand, for example. [146] select their method of choice for the
same reason. Similarly, [159] choose a model that is cheap to compute instead
of the one with the best performance. They note that,

“All of these techniques are computationally more expensive than ridge
regression, and in our previous experiments we found that they did not
improve predictive performance enough to justify this additional cost.”

Rice continues by giving practical examples of where his model applies. He
refines the original model to include features of problems that can be used to
identify the selection mapping. The original figure depicting the refined model
is given in Fig. 2. This model, or a variant of it, is what is used in most practical
approaches. Including problem features is the crucial difference that often makes
an approach feasible.

For each problem in a given set, the features are extracted. The aim is to
use these features to produce the mapping that selects the algorithm with the
best performance for each problem. The actual performance mapping for each
problem-algorithm pair is usually of less interest as long as the individual best
algorithm can be identified.

Rice poses additional questions about the determination of features.

– What are the best features for predicting the performance of a specific algo-
rithm?

– What are the best features for predicting the performance of a specific class
of algorithms?

– What are the best features for predicting the performance of a subclass of
selection mappings?
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Fig. 2. Refined model for the Algorithm Selection Problem with problem features [120].

He also states that,

“The determination of the best (or even good) features is one of the most
important, yet nebulous, aspects of the algorithm selection problem.”

He refers to the difficulty of knowing the problem space. Many problem spaces are
not well known and often a sample of problems is drawn from them to evaluate
empirically the performance of the given set of algorithms. If the sample is not
representative, or the features do not facilitate a good separation of the problem
classes in the feature space, there is little hope of finding the best or even a good
selection mapping.

[145] note that,

“While it seems that restricting a heuristic to a special case would likely
improve its performance, we feel that the ability to partition the prob-
lem space of some NP-hard problems by efficient selectors is mildly
surprising.”

This sentiment was shared by many researchers and part of the great prominence
of Algorithm Selection systems especially for combinatorial search problems can
probably be attributed to the surprise that it actually works.

Most approaches employ Machine Learning to learn the performance map-
ping from problems to algorithms using features extracted from the problems.
This often involves a training phase, where the candidate algorithms are run on
a sample of the problem space to experimentally evaluate their performance.
This training data is used to create a performance model that can be used to
predict the performance on new, unseen problems. The term model is used only
in the loosest sense here; it can be as simple as a representation of the training
data without any further analysis.
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1.1 Practical Motivation

[1] notes that in Machine Learning, researchers often perform experiments on
a limited number of data sets to demonstrate the performance improvements
achieved and implicitly assume that these improvements generalise to other data.
He proposes a framework for better experimental evaluation of such claims and
deriving rules that determine the properties a data set must have in order for
an algorithm to have superior performance. His objective is

“. . . to derive rules of the form ‘this algorithm outperforms these other
algorithms on these dependent measures for databases with these charac-
teristics’. Such rules summarize when [. . . ] rather than why the observed
performance difference occurred.”

[143] make similar observations and show that there is no algorithm that is
universally the best when solving constraint problems. They also demonstrate
that the best algorithm-heuristic combination is not what one might expect
for some of the surveyed problems. This provides an important motivation for
research into performing Algorithm Selection automatically. They close by noting
that,

“. . . research should focus on how to retrieve the most efficient [algorithm-
heuristic] combinations for a problem.”

The focus of Algorithm Selection is on identifying algorithms with good per-
formance, not on providing explanations for why this is the case. Most publica-
tions do not consider the question of “Why?” at all. Rice’s framework does not
address this question either. The simple reason for this is that explaining the
Why? is difficult and for most practical applications not particularly relevant
as long as improvements can be achieved. Research into what makes a problem
hard, how this affects the behaviour of specific algorithms and how to exploit
this knowledge is a fruitful area, but outside the scope of this chapter. However,
we present a brief exposition of one of the most important concepts to illustrate
its relevance.

The notion of a phase transition [26] refers to a sudden change in the hardness
of a problem as the value of a single parameter of the problem is changed.
Detecting such transitions is an obvious way to facilitate Algorithm Selection.
[65] note that,

“In particular, the location of the phase transition point might provide
a systematic basis for selecting the type of algorithm to use on a given
problem.”

While some approaches make use of this knowledge to generate challenging train-
ing problems for their systems, it is hardly used at all to facilitate Algorithm
Selection. [109] use a set of features that can be used to characterise a phase
transition and note that,

“It turns out that [. . . ] this group of features alone suffices to construct
reasonably good models.”
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It remains unclear how relevant phase transitions are to Algorithm Selection in
practice. On one hand, their theoretical properties seem to make them highly
suitable, but on the other hand almost nobody has explored their use in actual
Algorithm Selection systems.

No Free Lunch Theorems. The question arises of whether, in general, the
performance of a system can be improved by always picking the best algorithm.
The “No Free Lunch” (NFL) theorems [154] state that no algorithm can be the
best across all possible problems and that on average, all algorithms perform the
same. This seems to provide a strong motivation for Algorithm Selection – if,
on average, different algorithms are the best for different parts of the problem
space, selecting them based on the problem to solve has the potential to improve
performance.

The theorems would apply to Algorithm Selection systems themselves as well
though (in particular the version for supervised learning are relevant, see [153]).
This means that although performance improvements can be achieved by select-
ing the right algorithms on one part of the problem space, wrong decisions will
be made on other parts, leading to a loss of performance. On average over all
problems, the performance achieved by an Algorithm Selection meta-algorithm
will be the same as that of all other algorithms.

The NFL theorems are the source of some controversy however. Among the
researchers to doubt their applicability is the first proponent of the Algorithm
Selection Problem [121]. Several other publications show that the assumptions
underlying the NFL may not be satisfied [31,119]. In particular, the distribution
of the best algorithms from the portfolio to problems is not random – it is
certainly true that certain algorithms are the best on a much larger number of
problems than others.

A detailed assessment of the applicability of the NFL theorems to the Algo-
rithm Selection Problem is outside the scope of this chapter. However, a review
of the literature suggests that, if the theorems are applicable, the ramifications
in practice may not be significant. Most of the many publications surveyed here
do achieve performance improvements across a range of different problems using
Algorithm Selection techniques. As a research area, it is very active and thriving
despite the potentially negative implications of the NFL.

1.2 Scope and Related Work

Algorithm Selection is a very general concept that applies not only in almost
all areas of Computer Science, but also other disciplines. However, it is espe-
cially relevant in many areas of Artificial Intelligence. This is a large field itself
though and surveying all Artificial Intelligence publications that are relevant to
Algorithm Selection in a single chapter is infeasible.

In this chapter, we focus on Algorithm Selection for combinatorial search
problems. This is a large and important subfield of Artificial Intelligence where
Algorithm Selection techniques have become particularly prominent in recent
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years because of the impressive performance improvements that have been
achieved by some approaches. Combinatorial search problems include for exam-
ple satisfiability (SAT), constraint problems, planning, quantified Boolean for-
mulae (QBF), scheduling and combinatorial optimisation.

A combinatorial search problem is one where an initial state is to be trans-
formed into a goal state by application of a series of operators, such as assignment
of values to variables. The space of possible states is typically exponential in the
size of the input and finding a solution is NP-hard. A common way of solv-
ing such problems is to use heuristics. A heuristic is a strategy that determines
which operators to apply when. Heuristics are not necessarily complete or deter-
ministic, i.e. they are not guaranteed to find a solution if it exists or to always
make the same decision under the same circumstances. The nature of heuristics
makes them particularly amenable to Algorithm Selection – choosing a heuristic
manually is difficult even for experts, but choosing the correct one can improve
performance significantly.

There exists a large body of work that is relevant to Algorithm Selection in
the Machine Learning literature. [133] presents a survey of many approaches.
Repeating this here is unnecessary and outside the scope of this chapter, which
focuses on the application of such techniques. The most relevant area of research
is that into ensembles, where several models are created instead of one. Such
ensembles are either implicitly assumed or explicitly engineered so that they
complement each other. Errors made by one model are corrected by another.
Ensembles can be engineered by techniques such as bagging [18] and boost-
ing [128]. [9,111] present studies that compare bagging and boosting empirically.
[30] provides explanations for why ensembles can perform better than individual
algorithms.

There is increasing interest in the integration of Algorithm Selection tech-
niques with programming language paradigms, e.g. [4,68]. While these issues are
sufficiently relevant to be mentioned here, exploring them in detail is outside the
scope of the chapter. Similarly, technical issues arising from the computation,
storage and application of performance models, the integration of Algorithm
Selection techniques into complex systems, the execution of choices and the col-
lection of experimental data to facilitate Algorithm Selection are not surveyed
here.

1.3 Terminology

Algorithm Selection is a widely applicable concept and as such has cropped up
frequently in various lines of research. Often, different terminologies are used.

[15] use the term algorithm chaining to mean switching from one algorithm
to another while the problem is being solved. [100] call Algorithm Selection
selection by performance prediction. [145] use the term hybrid algorithm for the
combination of a set of algorithms and an Algorithm Selection model (which
they term selector).

In Machine Learning, Algorithm Selection is usually referred to as meta-
learning. This is because Algorithm Selection models for Machine Learning learn
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when to use which method of Machine Learning. The earliest approaches also
spoke of hybrid approaches, e.g. [144]. [1] proposes rules for selecting a Machine
Learning algorithm that take the characteristics of a data set into account. He
uses the term meta-learning. [20] introduces the notion of selective superiority.
This concept refers to a particular algorithm being best on some, but not all
tasks.

In addition to the many terms used for the process of Algorithm Selec-
tion, researchers have also used different terminology for the models of what
Rice calls performance measure space. [2] call them runtime performance pre-
dictors. [75,95,96,156] coined the term Empirical Hardness model. This stresses
the reliance on empirical data to create these models and introduces the notion
of hardness of a problem. The concept of hardness takes into account all per-
formance considerations and does not restrict itself to, for example, runtime
performance. In practice however, the described empirical hardness models only
take runtime performance into account. In all cases, the predicted measures are
used to select an algorithm.

Throughout this chapter, the term algorithm is used to refer to what is
selected for solving a problem instance. This is for consistency and to make the
connection to Rice’s framework. An algorithm may be a system, a programme,
a heuristic, a classifier or a configuration. This is not made explicit unless it is
relevant in the particular context.

1.4 Organisation

An organisation of the Algorithm Selection literature is challenging, as there are
many different criteria that can be used to classify it. Each publication can be
evaluated from different points of view. The organisation of this chapter follows
the main criteria below.

What to select algorithms from
Section 2 describes how sets of algorithms, or portfolios, can be constructed.
A portfolio can be static, where the designer decides which algorithms to
include, or dynamic, where the composition or individual algorithms vary or
change for different problems.

What to select and when
Section 3 describes how algorithms from portfolios are selected to solve prob-
lems. Apart from the obvious approach of picking a single algorithm, time
slots can be allocated to all or part of the algorithms or the execution mon-
itored and earlier decisions revised. We also distinguish between selecting
before the solving of the actual problem starts and while the problem is
being solved.

How to select
Section 4 surveys techniques used for making the choices described in Sect. 3.
It details how performance models can be built and what kinds of predictions
they inform. Example predictions are the best algorithm in the portfolio and
the runtime performance of each portfolio algorithm.
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How to facilitate the selection
Section 5 gives an overview of the types of analysis different approaches per-
form and what kind of information is gathered to facilitate Algorithm Selec-
tion. This includes the past performance of algorithms and structural features
of the problems to be solved.

The order of the material follows a top-down approach. Starting with the
high-level idea of Algorithm Selection, as proposed by [120] and described in this
introduction, more technical details are gradually explored. Earlier concepts pro-
vide motivation and context for later technical details. For example, the choice
of whether to select a single algorithm or monitor its execution (Sect. 3) deter-
mines the types of predictions required and techniques suitable for making them
(Sect. 4) as well as the properties that need to be measured (Sect. 5).

The individual sections are largely self-contained. If the reader is more inter-
ested in a bottom-up approach that starts with technical details on what can
be observed and measured to facilitate Algorithm Selection, Sects. 2 through 5
may be read in reverse order.

Section 6 again illustrates the importance of the field by surveying the many
different application domains of Algorithm Selection techniques with a focus on
combinatorial search problems. We close by summarising in Sect. 7.

2 Algorithm Portfolios

For diverse sets of problems, it is unlikely that a single algorithm will be the
most suitable one in all cases. A way of mitigating this restriction is to use a
portfolio of algorithms. This idea is closely related to the notion of Algorithm
Selection itself – instead of making an up-front decision on what algorithm to
use, it is decided on a case-by-case basis for each problem individually. In the
framework presented by [120], portfolios correspond to the algorithm space A.

Portfolios are a well-established technique in Economics. Portfolios of assets,
securities or similar products are used to reduce the risk compared to hold-
ing only a single product. The idea is simple – if the value of a single security
decreases, the total loss is less severe. The problem of allocating funds to the
different parts of the portfolio is similar to allocating resources to algorithms
in order to solve a computational problem. There are some important differ-
ences though. Most significantly, the past performance of an algorithm can be
a good indicator of future performance. There are fewer factors that affect the
outcome and in most cases, they can be measured directly. In Machine Learning,
ensembles [30] are instances of algorithm portfolios. In fact, the only difference
between algorithm portfolios and Machine Learning ensembles is the way in
which its constituents are used.

The idea of algorithm portfolios was first presented by [73]. They describe
a formal framework for the construction and application of algorithm portfolios
and evaluate their approach on graph colouring problems. Within the Artificial
Intelligence community, algorithm portfolios were popularised by [57,58] and a
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subsequent extended investigation [59]. The technique itself however had been
described under different names by other authors at about the same time in
different contexts.

[143] experimentally show for a selection of constraint satisfaction algorithms
and heuristics that none is the best on all evaluated problems. They do not men-
tion portfolios, but propose that future research should focus on identifying when
particular algorithms and heuristics deliver the best performance. This implicitly
assumes a portfolio to choose algorithms from. [2] perform a similar investiga-
tion and come to similar conclusions. They talk about selecting an appropriate
algorithm from an algorithm family.

Beyond the simple idea of using a set of algorithms instead of a single one,
there is a lot of scope for different approaches. One of the first problems faced
by researchers is how to construct the portfolio. There are two main types.
Static portfolios are constructed offline before any problems are solved. While
solving a problem, the composition of the portfolio and the algorithms within it
do not change. Dynamic portfolios change in composition, configuration of the
constituent algorithms or both during solving.

2.1 Static Portfolios

Static portfolios are the most common type. The number of algorithms or sys-
tems in the portfolio is fixed, as well as their parameters. In Rice’s notation,
the algorithm space A is constant, finite and known. This approach is used for
example in SATzilla [109,158,159], AQME [117,118], CPhydra [110], ArgoS-
mArT [108], BUS [72] and Proteus [74].

The vast majority of approaches composes static portfolios from different
algorithms or different algorithm configurations. [73] however use a portfolio that
contains the same randomised algorithm twice. They run the portfolio in parallel
and as such essentially use the technique to parallelise an existing sequential
algorithm.

Some approaches use a large number of algorithms in the portfolio, such as
ArgoSmArT, whose portfolio size is 60. SATzilla uses 19 algorithms, although
the authors use portfolios containing only subsets of those for specific applica-
tions. BUS uses six algorithms and CPhydra five. [54] select from a portfolio of
only two algorithms. AQME has different versions with different portfolio sizes,
one with 16 algorithms, one with five and three algorithms of different types
and one with two algorithms [118]. The authors compare the different portfolios
and conclude that the one with eight algorithms offers the best performance, as
it has more variety than the portfolio with two algorithms and it is easier to
make a choice for eight than for 16 algorithms. There are also approaches that
use portfolios of variable size that is determined by training data [81,157]. [74]
combine algorithms and problem encodings in a portfolio – problem instances
can be translated into alternative representations, for which other algorithms
are available.

As the algorithms in the portfolio do not change, their selection is crucial for
its success. Ideally, the algorithms will complement each other such that good
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performance can be achieved on a wide range of different problems. [66] report
that portfolios composed of a random selection from a large pool of diverse algo-
rithms outperform portfolios composed of the algorithms with the best overall
performance. They develop a framework with a mathematical model that theo-
retically justifies this observation. [126] use a portfolio of heuristics for solving
quantified Boolean formulae problems that have specifically been crafted to be
orthogonal to each other. [157] automatically engineer a portfolio with algo-
rithms of complementary strengths. In [162], the authors analyse the contribu-
tions of the portfolio constituents to the overall performance and conclude that
not algorithms with the best overall performance, but with techniques that set
them apart from the rest contribute most. [81] use a static portfolio of variable
size that adapts itself to the training data. They cluster the training problems
and choose the best algorithm for each cluster. They do not emphasise diver-
sity, but suitability for distinct parts of the problem space. [157] also construct
a portfolio with algorithms that perform well on different parts of the problem
space, but do not use clustering.

In financial theory, constructing portfolios can be seen as a quadratic opti-
misation problem. The aim is to balance expected performance and risk (the
expected variation of performance) such that performance is maximised and
risk minimised. [37] solve this problem for algorithm portfolios using genetic
algorithms.

Most approaches make the composition of the portfolio less explicit. Many
systems use portfolios of solvers that have performed well in solver competi-
tions with the implicit assumption that they have complementing strengths and
weaknesses and the resulting portfolio will be able to achieve good performance.

2.2 Dynamic Portfolios

Rather than relying on a priori properties of the algorithms in the portfolio,
dynamic portfolios adapt the composition of the portfolio or the algorithms
depending on the problem to be solved. The algorithm space A changes with
each problem and is a subspace of the potentially infinite super algorithm space
A′. This space contains all possible (hypothetical) algorithms that could be used
to solve problems from the problem space. In static portfolios, the algorithms in
the portfolio are selected from A′ once either manually by the designer of the
portfolio or automatically based on empirical results from training data.

One approach is to build a portfolio by combining algorithmic building
blocks. An example of this is the Adaptive Constraint Engine (ACE) [35,36].
The building blocks are so-called advisors, which characterise variables of the
constraint problem and give recommendations as to which one to process next.
ACE combines these advisors into more complex ones. [33,34] use a similar idea
to construct search strategies for solving constraint problems. [42,43] proposes
CLASS, which combines heuristic building blocks to form composite heuristics
for solving SAT problems. In these approaches, there is no strong notion of a
portfolio – the algorithm or strategy used to solve a problem is assembled from
lower level components.
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Closely related is the concept of specialising generic building blocks for the
problem to solve. This approach is taken in the SAGE system (Strategy Acquisi-
tion Governed by Experimentation) [92,93]. It starts with a set of general opera-
tors that can be applied to a search state. These operators are refined by making
the preconditions more specific based on their utility for finding a solution. The
Multi-tac (Multi-tactic Analytic Compiler) system [103–105] specialises a set
of generic heuristics for the constraint problem to solve.

There can be complex restrictions on how the building blocks are combined.
RT-Syn [131] for example uses a preprocessing step to determine the possible
combinations of algorithms and data structures to solve a software specification
problem and then selects the most appropriate combination using simulated
annealing. [8] model the construction of a constraint solver from components as
a constraint problem whose solutions denote valid combinations of components.

Another approach is to modify the parameters of parameterised algorithms
in the portfolio. This is usually referred to as automatic tuning and not only
applicable in the context of algorithm portfolios, but also for single algorithms.
The HAP system [146] automatically tunes the parameters of a planning system
depending on the problem to solve. [70] dynamically modify algorithm parame-
ters during search based on statistics collected during the solving process.

Automatic Tuning. The area of automatic parameter tuning has attracted a
lot of attention in recent years. This is because algorithms have an increasing
number of parameters that are difficult to tune even for experts and because of
research into dynamic algorithm portfolios that benefits from automatic tuning.
A survey of the literature on automatic tuning is outside the scope of this chapter,
but some of the approaches that are particularly relevant to this survey are
described below.

Automatic tuning and portfolio selection can be treated separately, as done
in the Hydra portfolio builder [157]. Hydra uses ParamILS [78,79] to automati-
cally tune algorithms in a SATzilla [159] portfolio. Autofolio [98] uses ParamILS
and SMAC [76] to train a claspfolio [67] portfolio. ISAC [81] uses GGA [5] to
automatically tune algorithms for clusters of problem instances.

[105] first enumerates all possible rule applications up to a certain time or size
bound. Then, the most promising configuration is selected using beam search, a
form of parallel hill climbing, that empirically evaluates the performance of each
candidate. [8] use hill climbing to similarly identify the most efficient configura-
tion for a constraint solver on a set of problems. [42,141] use genetic algorithms
to evolve promising configurations.

The systems described in the previous paragraph are only of limited suitabil-
ity for dynamic algorithm portfolios. They either take a long time to find good
configurations or are restricted in the number or type of parameters. Interactions
between parameters are only taken into account in a limited way. More recent
approaches have focused on overcoming these limitations.

The ParamILS system [78,79] uses techniques based on local search to
identify parameter configurations with good performance. The authors address
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over-confidence (overestimating the performance of a parameter configuration
on a test set) and over-tuning (determining a parameter configuration that is
too specific). SMAC [76] builds a model of the performance response surface
in parameter space to predict where the most promising configurations are. [5]
use genetic algorithms to discover favourable parameter configurations for the
algorithms being tuned. The authors use a racing approach to avoid having to
run all generated configurations to completion. They also note that one of the
advantages of the genetic algorithm approach is that it is inherently parallel.

Both of these approaches are capable of tuning algorithms with a large num-
ber of parameters and possible values as well as taking interactions between
parameters into account. They are used in practice in the Algorithm Selection
systems Hydra and ISAC, respectively. In both cases, they are only used to
construct static portfolios however. More recent approaches focus on exploiting
parallelism, e.g. [77,97].

Dynamic portfolios are in general a more fruitful area for Algorithm Selec-
tion research because of the large space of possible decisions. Static portfolios
are usually relatively small and the decision space is amenable for human explo-
ration. This is not a feasible approach for dynamic portfolios though. [105] notes
that

“Multi-tac turned out to have an unexpected advantage in this arena,
due to the complexity of the task. Unlike our human subjects, Multi-tac
experimented with a wide variety of combinations of heuristics. Our human
subjects rarely had the inclination or patience to try many alternatives,
and on at least one occasion incorrectly evaluated alternatives that they
did try.”

3 Problem Solving with Portfolios

Once an algorithm portfolio has been constructed, the way in which it is to be
used has to be decided. There are different considerations to take into account.
The two main issues are as follows.

What to select
Given the full set of algorithms in the portfolio, a subset has to be chosen
for solving the problem. This subset can consist of only a single algorithm
that is used to solve the problem to completion, the entire portfolio with
the individual algorithms interleaved or running in parallel or anything in
between.

When to select
The selection of the subset of algorithms can be made only once before solving
starts or continuously during search. If the latter is the case, selections can
be made at well-defined points during search, for example at each node of a
search tree, or when the system judges it to be necessary to make a decision.

Rice’s model assumes that only a single algorithm A ∈ A is selected. It
implicitly assumes that this selection occurs only once and before solving the
actual problem.
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3.1 What to Select

A common and the simplest approach is to select a single algorithm from the
portfolio and use it to solve the problem completely. This single algorithm
has been determined to be the best for the problem at hand. For example
SATzilla [109,158,159], ArgoSmArT [108], SALSA [29] and Eureka [28] do
this. The disadvantage of this approach is that there is no way of mitigating a
wrong selection. If an algorithm is chosen that exhibits bad performance on the
problem, the system is “stuck” with it and no adjustments are made, even if all
other portfolio algorithms would perform much better.

An alternative approach is to compute schedules for running (a subset of)
the algorithms in the portfolio. In some approaches, the terms portfolio and
schedule are used synonymously – all algorithms in the portfolio are selected
and run according to a schedule that allocates time slices to each of them. The
task of Algorithm Selection becomes determining the schedule rather than to
select algorithms.

[122] rank the portfolio algorithms in order of expected performance and
allocate time according to this ranking. [72] propose a round-robin schedule that
contains all algorithms in the portfolio. The order of the algorithms is deter-
mined by the expected run time and probability of success. The first algorithm
is allocated a time slice that corresponds to the expected time required to solve
the problem. If it is unable to solve the problem during that time, it and the
remaining algorithms are allocated additional time slices until the problem is
solved or a time limit is reached.

[118] determine a schedule according to three strategies. The first strategy is
to run all portfolio algorithms for a short time and if the problem has not been
solved after this, run the predicted best algorithm exclusively for the remain-
ing time. The second strategy runs all algorithms for the same amount of time,
regardless of what the predicted best algorithm is. The third variation allocates
exponentially increasing time slices to each algorithm such that the total time is
again distributed equally among them. In addition to the three different schedul-
ing strategies, the authors evaluate four different ways of ordering the portfolio
algorithms within a schedule that range from ranking based on past performance
to random. They conclude that ordering the algorithms based on their past per-
formance and allocating the same amount of time to all algorithms gives the
best overall performance.

[110] optimise the computed schedule with respect to the probability that
the problem will be solved. They use the past performance data of the portfolio
algorithms for this. However, they note that their approach of using a simple
complete search procedure to find this optimal schedule relies on small portfolio
sizes and that “for a large number of solvers, a more sophisticated approach
would be necessary”. Later approaches, e.g. the Sunny approach [3], improve
on this.

[80] formulate the problem of computing a schedule that solves most prob-
lems in a training set in the lowest amount of time as a resource constrained set
covering integer programme. They pursue similar aims as [110] but note that
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their approach is more efficient and able to scale to larger schedules. However,
their evaluation concludes that the approach with the best overall performance
is to run the predicted best algorithm for 90 % of the total available time and dis-
tribute the remaining 10 % across the other algorithms in the portfolio according
to a static schedule.

[113] presents a framework for calculating optimal schedules. The approach
is limited by a number of assumptions about the algorithms and the execution
environment, but is applicable to a wide range of research in the literature.
[16,114] compute an optimal static schedule for allocating fixed time slices to
each algorithm. [127] propose an algorithm to efficiently compute an optimal
schedule for portfolios of fixed size and show that the problem of generating
or even approximating an optimal schedule is computationally intractable. [123]
explore different strategies for allocating time slices to algorithms. In a serial
execution strategy, each algorithm is run once for an amount of time determined
by the average time to find a solution on previous problems or the time that was
predicted for finding a solution on the current problem. A round-robin strategy
allocates increasing time slices to each algorithm. The length of a time slice
is based on the proportion of successfully solved training problems within this
time. [56] compute round-robin schedules following a similar approach. Not all
of their computed schedules contain all portfolio algorithms. [138] compute a
schedule with the aim of improving the average-case performance. In later work,
they compute theoretical guarantees for the performance of their schedule [140].

[155] approach scheduling the chosen algorithms in a different way and
assume a fixed limit on the amount of resources an algorithm can consume while
solving a problem. All algorithms are run sequentially for this fixed amount of
time. Similar to [56], they simulate the performance of different allocations and
select the best one based on the results of these simulations. [41] estimates the
performance of candidate allocations through bootstrap sampling. [57,59] also
evaluate the performance of different candidate portfolios, but take into account
how many algorithms can be run in parallel. They demonstrate that the opti-
mal schedule (in this case the number of algorithms that are being run) changes
as the number of available processors increases. [47] investigate how to allocate
resources to algorithms in the presence of multiple CPUs that allow to run more
than one algorithm in parallel. [165] craft portfolios with the specific aim of
running the algorithms in parallel.

[69] consider computing optimal schedules without selection. They note
that their approach can be used in a variety of settings, in particular paral-
lel portfolios.

Related research is concerned with the scheduling of restarts of stochastic
algorithms – it also investigates the best way of allocating resources. The chapter
that introduced algorithm portfolios [73] uses a portfolio of identical stochastic
algorithms that are run with different random seeds. There is a large amount of
research on how to determine restart schedules for randomised algorithms and
a survey of this is outside the scope of this chapter. A few approaches that are
particularly relevant to Algorithm Selection and portfolios are mentioned below.
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[70] determine the amount of time to allocate to a stochastic algorithm before
restarting it. They use dynamic policies that take performance predictions into
account, showing that it can outperform an optimal fixed policy.

[27] investigate a restart model that allocates resources to an algorithm pro-
portional to the number of times it has been successful in the past. In particular,
they note that the allocated resources should grow doubly exponentially in the
number of successes. Allocation of fewer resources results in over-exploration
(too many different things are tried and not enough resources given to each) and
allocation of more resources in over-exploitation (something is tried for to too
long before moving on to something different).

[139] compute restart schedules that take the runtime distribution of the
portfolio algorithms into account. They present an approach that does so stat-
ically based on the observed performance on a set of training problems as well
as an approach that learns the runtime distributions as new problems are solved
without a separate training set.

3.2 When to Select

In addition to whether they choose a single algorithm or compute a schedule,
existing approaches can also be distinguished by whether they operate before the
problem is being solved (offline) or while the problem is being solved (online).
The advantage of the latter is that more fine-grained decisions can be made and
the effect of a bad choice of algorithm is potentially less severe. The price for
this added flexibility is a higher overhead however, as algorithms are selected
more frequently.

Examples of approaches that only make offline decisions include [105,110,
131,159]. In addition to having no way of mitigating wrong choices, often these
will not even be detected. These approaches do not monitor the execution of the
chosen algorithms to confirm that they conform with the expectations that led
to them being chosen. Purely offline approaches are inherently vulnerable to bad
choices. Their advantage however is that they only need to select an algorithm
once and incur no overhead while the problem is being solved.

Moving towards online systems, the next step is to monitor the execution
of an algorithm or a schedule to be able to intervene if expectations are not
met. [39,40] investigates setting a time bound for the algorithm that has been
selected based on the predicted performance. If the time bound is exceeded, the
solution attempt is abandoned. More sophisticated systems furthermore adjust
their selection if such a bound is exceeded. [15] try to detect behaviour during
search that indicates that the algorithm is performing badly, for example visiting
nodes in a subtree of the search that clearly do not lead to a solution. If such
behaviour is detected, they propose switching the currently running algorithm
according to a fixed replacement list.

[125] explore the same basic idea. They switch between two algorithms for
solving constraint problems that achieve different levels of consistency. The level
of consistency refers to the amount of search space that is ruled out by infer-
ence before actually searching it. Their approach achieves the same level of
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search space reduction as the more expensive algorithm at a significantly lower
cost. This is possible because doing more inference does not necessarily result
in a reduction of the search space in all cases. The authors exploit this fact by
detecting such cases and doing the cheaper inference. [112,136] also investigate
switching propagation methods during solving. [163,164] do not monitor the exe-
cution of the selected algorithm, but instead the values of the features used to
select it. They re-evaluate the selection function when its inputs change.

Further examples of approaches that monitor the execution of the selected
algorithm are [49,118], but also [70] where the offline selection of an algorithm is
combined with the online selection of a restart strategy. An interesting feature of
[118] is that the authors adapt the model used for the offline algorithm selection
if the actual run time is much higher than the predicted runtime. In this way,
they are not only able to mitigate bad choices during execution, but also prevent
them from happening again.

The approaches that make decisions during search, for example at every
node of the search tree, are necessarily online systems. [6] select the best search
strategy at checkpoints in the search tree. Similarly, [20] recursively partitions
the classification problem to be solved and selects an algorithm for each partition.
In this approach, a lower-level decision can lead to changing the decision at the
level above. This is usually not possible for combinatorial search problems, as
decisions at a higher level cannot be changed easily.

Closely related is the work by [90,91], which partitions the search space into
recursive subtrees and selects the best algorithm from the portfolio for every
subtree. They specifically consider recursive algorithms. At each recursive call,
the Algorithm Selection procedure is invoked. This is a more natural extension
of offline systems than monitoring the execution of the selected algorithms, as
the same mechanisms can be used. [126] also select algorithms for recursively
solving sub-problems.

The PRODIGY system [22] selects the next operator to apply in order to
reach the goal state of a planning problem at each node in the search tree.
Similarly, [92] learn weights for operators that can be applied at each search
state and select from among them accordingly.

Most approaches rely on an offline element that makes a decision before
search starts. In the case of recursive calls, this is no different from making a
decision during search however. [44,46,49] on the other hand learn the Algorithm
Selection model only dynamically while the problem is being solved. Initially, all
algorithms in the portfolio are allocated the same (small) time slice. As search
progresses, the allocation strategy is updated, giving more resources to algo-
rithms that have exhibited better performance. The expected fastest algorithm
receives half of the total time, the next best algorithm half of the remaining
time and so on. [7] also rely exclusively on a selection model trained online in a
similar fashion. They evaluate different strategies of allocating resources to algo-
rithms according to their progress during search. All of these strategies converge
to allocating all resources to the algorithm with the best observed performance.
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4 Portfolio Selectors

Research on how to select from a portfolio in an Algorithm Selection system has
generated the largest number of different approaches within the framework of
Algorithm Selection. In Rice’s framework, it roughly corresponds to the perfor-
mance mapping p(A, x), although only few approaches use this exact formula-
tion. Rice assumes that the performance of a particular algorithm on a particular
problem is of interest. While this is true in general, many approaches only take
this into account implicitly. Selecting the single best algorithm for a problem
for example has no explicit mapping into Rice’s performance measure space Rn

at all. The selection mapping S(f(x)) is also related to the problem of how to
select.

There are many different ways a mechanism to select from a portfolio can
be implemented. Apart from accuracy, one of the main requirements for such
a selector is that it is relatively cheap to run – if selecting an algorithm for
solving a problem is more expensive than solving the problem, there is no point
in doing so. [145] explicitly define the selector as “an efficient (polynomial time)
procedure”.

There are several challenges associated with making selectors efficient. Algo-
rithm Selection systems that analyse the problem to be solved, such as SATzilla,
need to take steps to ensure that the analysis does not become too expensive.
Two such measures are the running of a pre-solver and the prediction of the
time required to analyse a problem [159]. The idea behind the pre-solver is to
choose an algorithm with reasonable general performance from the portfolio and
use it to start solving the problem before starting to analyse it. If the problem
happens to be very easy, it will be solved even before the results of the analysis
are available. After a fixed time, the pre-solver is terminated and the results of
the Algorithm Selection system are used. [118] use a similar approach and run
all algorithms for a short time in one of their strategies. Only if the problem
has not been solved after that, they move on to the algorithm that was actually
selected.

Predicting the time required to analyse a problem is a closely related idea.
If the predicted required analysis time is too high, a default algorithm with
reasonable performance is chosen and run on the problem. This technique is
particularly important in cases where the problem is hard to analyse, but easy
to solve. As some systems use information that comes from exploring part of the
search space (cf. Sect. 5), this is a very relevant concern in practice. On some
problems, even probing just a tiny part of the search space may take a very long
time.

[54,55] report that using the misclassification penalty as a weight for the
individual problems during training improves the quality of the predictions. The
misclassification penalty quantifies the “badness” of a wrong prediction; in this
case as the additional time required to solve a problem. If an algorithm was
chosen that is only slightly worse than the best one, it has less impact than
choosing an algorithm that is orders of magnitude worse. Using the penalty
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during training is a way of guiding the learned model towards the problems
where the potential performance improvement is large.

There are many different approaches to how portfolio selectors operate. The
selector is not necessarily an explicit part of the system. [105] compiles the Algo-
rithm Selection system into a Lisp programme for solving the original constraint
problem. The selection rules are part of the programme logic. [43,50] evolve
selectors and combinators of heuristic building blocks using genetic algorithms.
The selector is implicit in the evolved programme.

4.1 Performance Models

The way the selector operates is closely linked to the way the performance model
of the algorithms in the portfolio is built. In early approaches, the performance
model was usually not learned but given in the form of human expert knowledge.
[15,125] use hand-crafted rules to determine whether to switch the algorithm
during solving. [2] also have hand-crafted rules, but estimate the runtime per-
formance of an algorithm. More recent approaches sometimes use only human
knowledge as well. [150] select a local search heuristic for solving SAT problems
by a hand-crafted rule that considers the distribution of clause weights. [142]
model the performance space manually using statistical methods and use this
hand-crafted model to select a heuristic for solving constraint problems. [146]
learn rules automatically, but then filter them manually.

A more common approach today is to automatically learn performance mod-
els using Machine Learning on training data. The portfolio algorithms are run on
a set of representative problems and based on these experimental results, perfor-
mance models are built. This approach is used by [61,81,110,117,159], to name
but a few examples. A drawback of this approach is that the training time is
usually large. [45] investigate ways of mitigating this problem by using censored
sampling, which introduces an upper bound on the runtime of each experiment
in the training phase. [85] also investigate censored sampling where not all algo-
rithms are run on all problems in the training phase. Their results show that
censored sampling may not have a significant effect on the performance of the
learned model.

Models can also be built without a separate training phase, but while the
problem is solved. This approach is used by [7,46] for example. While this sig-
nificantly reduces the time to build a system, it can mean that the result is
less effective and efficient. At the beginning, when no performance models have
been built, the decisions of the selector might be poor. Furthermore, creating
and updating performance models while the problem is being solved incurs an
overhead.

The choice of Machine Learning technique is affected by the way the portfolio
selector operates. Some techniques are more amenable to offline approaches (e.g.
linear regression models used by [159]), while others lend themselves to online
methods (e.g. reinforcement learning used by [7]).

Performance models can be categorised by the type of entity whose per-
formance is modelled – the entire portfolio or individual algorithms within it.
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There are publications that use both of those categories however, e.g. [134]. In
some cases, no performance models as such are used at all. [8,25,105] run the
candidates on a set of test problems and select the one with the best perfor-
mance that way for example. [56,57,155] simulate the performance of different
selections on training data.

Per-Portfolio Models. One automated approach is to learn a performance
model of the entire portfolio based on training data. Usually, the prediction of
such a model is the best algorithm from the portfolio for a particular problem.
There is only a weak notion of an individual algorithm’s performance. In Rice’s
notation for the performance mapping P (A, x), A is the (subset of the) portfolio
instead of an individual algorithm, i.e. A ⊆ A instead of Rice’s A ∈ A.

This is used for example by [28,61,108,110,117]. Again there are different
ways of doing this. Lazy approaches do not learn an explicit model, but use the
set of training examples as a case base. For new problems, the closest problem
or the set of n closest problems in the case base is determined and decisions
made accordingly. [51,101,108,110,117,151] use nearest-neighbour classifiers to
achieve this. Apart from the conceptual simplicity, such an approach is attractive
because it does not try to abstract from the examples in the training data. The
problems that Algorithm Selection techniques are applied to are usually complex
and factors that affect the performance are hard to understand. This makes it
hard to assess whether a learned abstract model is appropriate and what its
requirements and limitations are.

Explicitly-learned models try to identify the concepts that affect performance
for a given problem. This acquired knowledge can be made explicit to improve
the understanding of the researchers of the problem domain. There are sev-
eral Machine Learning techniques that facilitate this, as the learned models are
represented in a form that is easy to understand by humans. [20,22,60,146]
learn classification rules that guide the selector. [146] note that the decision
to use a classification rule leaner was not so much guided by the performance
of the approach, but the easy interpretability of the result. [36,92,107] learn
weights for decision rules to guide the selector towards the best algorithms.
[12,28,54,61,63,122] go one step further and learn decision trees. [63] again note
that the reason for choosing decision trees was not primarily the performance,
but the understandability of the result. [116] show the set of learned rules in the
paper to illustrate its compactness. Similarly, [54] show their final decision tree
in the paper.

Some approaches learn probabilistic models that take uncertainty and vari-
ability into account. [60] use a probabilistic model to learn control rules. The
probabilities for candidate rules being beneficial are evaluated and updated on a
training set until a threshold is reached. This methodology is used to avoid hav-
ing to evaluate candidate rules on larger training sets, which would show their
utility more clearly but be more expensive. [29] learn multivariate Bayesian deci-
sion rules. [23] learn a Bayesian classifier to predict the best algorithm after a
certain amount of time. [137] learn Bayesian models that incorporate collabora-
tive filtering. [32] learn decision rules using näıve Bayes classifiers. [90,113] learn
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performance models based on Markov Decision Processes. [85] use statistical
relational learning to predict the ranking of the algorithms in the portfolio on
a particular problem. None of these approaches make explicit use of the uncer-
tainty attached to a decision though.

Other approaches include support vector machines [6,71], reinforcement
learning [7], neural networks [44], decision tree ensembles [71], ensembles of gen-
eral classification algorithms [87], boosting [12], hybrid approaches that com-
bine regression and classification [83], multinomial logistic regression [126], self-
organising maps [134] and clustering [81,102,136]. [127,138] compute schedules
for running the algorithms in the portfolio based on a statistical model of the
problem instance distribution and performance data for the algorithms. This is
not an exhaustive list, but focuses on the most prominent approaches and pub-
lications. Within a single family of approaches, such as decision trees, there are
further distinctions that are outside the scope of this chapter, such as the type
of decision tree inducer.

[6] discuss a technical issue related to the construction of per-portfolio perfor-
mance models. A particular algorithm often exhibits much better performance
in general than other algorithms on a particular instance distribution. Therefore,
the training data used to learn the performance model will be skewed towards
that algorithm. This can be a problem for Machine Learning, as always predict-
ing this best algorithm might have a very high accuracy already, making it very
hard to improve on. The authors mention two means of mitigating this problem.
The training set can be under-sampled, where examples where the best overall
algorithm performs best are deliberately omitted. Alternatively, the set can be
over-sampled by artificially increasing the number of examples where another
algorithm is better.

Per-Algorithm Models. A different approach is to learn performance models
for the individual algorithms in the portfolio. The predicted performance of
an algorithm on a problem can be compared to the predicted performance of
the other portfolio algorithms and the selector can proceed based on this. The
advantage of this approach is that it is easier to add and remove algorithms from
the portfolio – instead of having to retrain the model for the entire portfolio,
it suffices to train a model for the new algorithm or remove one of the trained
models. Most approaches only rely on the order of predictions being correct. It
does not matter if the prediction of the performance itself is wildly inaccurate
as long as it is correct relative to the other predictions.

This is the approach that is implicitly assumed in Rice’s framework. The
prediction is the performance mapping P (A, x) for an algorithm A ∈ A on a
problem x ∈ P. Models for each algorithm in the portfolio are used for example
by [2,46,72,100,159].

A common way of doing this is to use regression to directly predict the perfor-
mance of each algorithm. This is used by [64,72,95,123,159]. The performance
of the algorithms in the portfolio is evaluated on a set of training problems, and
a relationship between the characteristics of a problem and the performance of
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an algorithm derived. This relationship usually has the form of a simple formula
that is cheap to compute at runtime.

[130] on the other hand learn latent class models of unobserved variables to
capture relationships between solvers, problems and run durations. Based on
the predictions, the expected utility is computed and used to select an algo-
rithm. [129] surveys sampling methods to estimate the cost of solving constraint
problems. [148] models the behaviour of local search algorithms with Markov
chains.

Another approach is to build statistical models of an algorithm’s performance
based on past observations. [149] use Bayesian belief propagation to predict the
runtime of a particular algorithm on a particular problem. Bayesian inference is
used to determine the class of a problem and the closest case in the knowledge
base. A performance profile is extracted from that and used to estimate the
runtime. The authors also propose an alternative approach that uses neural nets.
[39,40] computes the expected gain for time bounds based on past success times.
The computed values are used to choose the algorithm and the time bound for
running it. [17] compare algorithm rankings based on different past performance
statistics. Similarly, [94] maintain a ranking based on past performance. [27]
propose a bandit problem model that governs the allocation of resources to
each algorithm in the portfolio. [147] also use a bandit model, but furthermore
evaluate a Q-learning approach, where in addition to bandit model rewards, the
states of the system are taken into account. [56,57,155] use the past performance
of algorithms to simulate the performance of different algorithm schedules and
use statistical tests to select one of the schedules.

Hierarchical Models. There are some approaches that combine several models
into a hierarchical performance model. There are two basic types of hierarchical
models. One type predicts additional properties of the problem that cannot be
measured directly or are not available without solving the problem. The other
type makes intermediate predictions that do not inform Algorithm Selection
directly, but rather the final predictions.

[156] use sparse multinomial logistic regression to predict whether a SAT
problem instance is satisfiable and, based on that prediction, use a logistic regres-
sion model to predict the runtime of each algorithm in the portfolio. [64] also
predict the satisfiability of a SAT instance and then choose an algorithm from
a portfolio. Both report that being able to distinguish between satisfiable and
unsatisfiable problems enables performance improvements. The satisfiability of
a problem is a property that needs to be predicted in order to be useful for Algo-
rithm Selection. If the property is computed (i.e. the problem is solved), there is
no need to perform Algorithm Selection any more.

[55] use classifiers to first decide on the level of consistency a constraint prop-
agator should achieve and then on the actual implementation of the propagator
that achieves the selected level of consistency. A different publication that uses
the same data set does not make this distinction however [87], suggesting that
the performance benefits are not significant in practice.
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[74] proposes a hierarchical model that has more than two levels – at the top,
the decision is made whether to solve a given constraint problem as a constraint
problem or convert it to SAT. At the second level, if the decision to convert to
SAT has been made, the encoding for the transformation is chosen. At the third
level, the constraint or SAT solver is chosen.

Such hierarchical models are only applicable in a limited number of scenar-
ios, which explains the comparatively small amount of research into them. For
many application domains, only a single property needs to be predicted and can
be predicted without intermediate steps with sufficient accuracy. [83] proposes a
hierarchical approach that is domain-independent. He uses the performance pre-
dictions of regression models as input to a classifier that decides which algorithm
to choose and demonstrates performance improvements compared to selecting an
algorithm directly based on the predicted performance. The idea is very similar
to that of stacking in Machine Learning [152].

Selection of Model Learner. Apart from the different types of performance
models, there are different Machine Learning algorithms that can be used to learn
a particular kind of model. While most of the approaches mentioned here rely
on a single way of doing this, some of the research compares different methods.

[159] mention that, in addition to the chosen ridge regression for predicting
the runtime, they explored using lasso regression, support vector machines and
Gaussian processes. They chose ridge regression not because it provided the most
accurate predictions, but the best trade-off between accuracy and cost to make
the prediction. [149] propose an approach that uses neural networks in addition
to the Bayesian belief propagation approach they describe initially. [28] compare
different decision tree learners, a Bayesian classifier, a nearest neighbour app-
roach and a neural network. They chose the C4.5 decision tree inducer because
even though it may be outperformed by a neural network, the learned trees
are easily understandable by humans and may provide insight into the problem
domain. [95] compare several versions of linear and non-linear regression. [75]
report having explored support vector machine regression, multivariate adaptive
regression splines (MARS) and lasso regression before deciding to use the linear
regression approach of [95]. They also report experimental results with sequen-
tial Bayesian linear regression and Gaussian Process regression. [62,63] explore
using decision trees, näıve Bayes rules, Bayesian networks and meta-learning
techniques. They also chose the C4.5 decision tree inducer because it is one of
the top performers and creates models that are easy to understand and quick to
execute. [52] compare nearest neighbour classifiers, decision trees and statistical
models. They show that a nearest neighbour classifier outperforms all the other
approaches on their data sets.

[71] use decision tree ensembles and support vector machines. [12] investigate
alternating decision trees and various forms of boosting, while [117] use decision
trees, decision rules, logistic regression and nearest neighbour approaches. They
do not explicitly choose one of these methods in the paper, but their Algorithm
Selection system AQME uses a nearest neighbour classifier by default. [123] use
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32 different Machine Learning algorithms to predict the runtime of algorithms
and probability of success. They attempt to provide explanations for the perfor-
mance of the methods they have chosen in [124]. [130] compare the performance
of different latent class models. [55] evaluate the performance of 19 different
Machine Learning classifiers on an Algorithm Selection problem in constraint
programming. The investigation is extended to include more Machine Learning
algorithms as well as different performance models and more problem domains in
[85]. They identify several Machine Learning algorithms that show particularly
good performance across different problem domains, namely linear regression
and alternating decision trees. They do not consider issues such as how easy the
models are to understand or how efficient they are to compute.

Only [52,55,63,71,85,117,130] quantify the differences in performance of the
methods they used. The other comparisons give only qualitative evidence. Not
all comparisons choose one of the approaches over the other or provide sufficient
detail to enable the reader to do so. In cases where a particular technique is
chosen, performance is often not the only selection criterion. In particular, the
ability to understand a learned model plays a significant role.

4.2 Types of Predictions

The way of creating the performance model of a portfolio or its algorithms is
not the only choice researchers face. In addition, there are different predictions
the performance model can make to inform the decision of the selector of a
subset of the portfolio algorithms. The type of decision is closely related to the
learned performance model however. The prediction can be a single categorical
value – the algorithm to choose. This type of prediction is usually the output of
per-portfolio models and used for example in [28,54,61,108,117]. The advantage
of this simple prediction is that it determines the choice of algorithm without
the need to compare different predictions or derive further quantities. One of its
biggest disadvantages however is that there is no flexibility in the way the system
runs or even the ability to monitor the execution for unexpected behaviour.

A different approach is to predict the runtime of the individual algorithms in
the portfolio. This requires per-algorithm models. For example [70,113,130] do
this. [159] do not predict the runtime itself, but the logarithm of the runtime.
They note that,

“In our experience, we have found this log transformation of runtime to
be very important due to the large variation in runtimes for hard combi-
natorial problems.”

[85] also compare predicting the runtime itself and the log thereof, but find no
significant difference between the two. [83] however also reports better results
with the logarithm.

[2] estimate the runtime by proxy by predicting the number of constraint
checks. [100] estimate the runtime by predicting the number of search nodes to
explore and the time per node. [90] talk of the cost of selecting a particular
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algorithm, which is equal to the time it takes to solve the problem. [107] uses
the utility of a choice to make his decision. The utility is an abstract measure of
the “goodness” of an algorithm that is adapted dynamically. [142] use the value
of information of selecting an algorithm, defined as the amount of time saved by
making this choice. [160] predict the penalized average runtime score, a measure
that combines runtime with possible timeouts. This approach aims to provide
more realistic performance predictions when runtimes are capped.

More complex predictions can be made, too. In most cases, these are made
by combining simple predictions such as the runtime performance. [17,94,135]
produce rankings of the portfolio algorithms. [85] use statistical relational learn-
ing to directly predict the ranking instead of deriving it from other predictions.
[46,49,72,110,122] predict resource allocations for the algorithms in the port-
folios. [14,52,99] consider selecting the most appropriate formulation of a con-
straint problem. [8,19,131,151] select algorithms and data structures to be used
in a software system.

Some types of predictions require online approaches that make decisions dur-
ing search. [7,15,23,125] predict when to switch the algorithm used to solve a
problem. [70] predict whether to restart an algorithm. [90,91] predict the cost
to solve a sub-problem. However, most online approaches make predictions that
can also be used in offline settings, such as the best algorithm to proceed with.

The primary selection criteria and prediction for [135] and [94] is the quality
of the solution an algorithm produces rather than the time it takes the algorithm
to find that solution. In addition to the primary selection criteria, a number
of approaches predict secondary criteria. [40,72,123] predict the probability of
success for each algorithm. [149] predict the quality of a solution.

In Rice’s model, the prediction of an Algorithm Selection system is the per-
formance p ∈ Rn of an algorithm. This abstract notion does not rely on time
and is applicable to many approaches. It does not fit techniques that predict
the portfolio algorithm to choose or more complex measures such as a schedule
however. As Rice developed his approach long before the advent of algorithm
portfolios, it should not be surprising that the notion of the performance of
individual algorithms as opposed to sets of algorithms dominates. The model is
sufficiently general to be able to accommodate algorithm portfolios with only
minor modifications to the overall framework however.

5 Features

The different types of performance models described in the previous sections
usually use features to inform their predictions. Features are an integral part
of systems that do Machine Learning. They characterise the inputs, such as
the problem to be solved or the algorithm employed to solve it, and facilitate
learning the relationship between the inputs and the outputs, such as the time
it will take the algorithm to solve the problem. In Rice’s model, features f(x)
for a particular problem x are extracted from the feature space F .

The selection of the most suitable features is an important part of the design
of Algorithm Selection systems. There are different types of features researchers
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can use and different ways of computing these. They can be categorised according
to two main criteria.

First, they can be categorised according to how much background knowledge
a researcher needs to have to be able to use them. Features that require no or very
little knowledge of the application domain are usually very general and can be
applied to new Algorithm Selection problems with little or no modification. Fea-
tures that are specific to a domain on the other hand may require the researcher
building the Algorithm Selection system to have a thorough understanding of
the domain. These features usually cannot be applied to other domains, as they
may be non-existent or uninformative in different contexts.

The second way of distinguishing different classes of features is according to
when and how they are computed. Features can be computed statically, i.e. before
the search process starts, or dynamically, i.e. during search. These two categories
roughly align with the offline and online approaches to portfolio problem solving
described in Sect. 3.

[132] present a survey that focuses on what features can be used for Algorithm
Selection. This chapter categorises the features used in the literature.

5.1 Low and High-Knowledge Features

In some cases, researchers use a large number of features that are specific to
the particular problem domain they are interested in, but there are also publi-
cations that only use a single, general feature – the performance of a particular
algorithm on past problems. [27,49,113,130,138], to name but a few examples,
use this approach to build statistical performance models of the algorithms in
their portfolios. The underlying assumption is that all problems are similar with
respect to the relative performance of the algorithms in the portfolio – the algo-
rithm that has done best in the past has the highest chance of performing best
in the future.

Approaches that build runtime distribution models for the portfolio algo-
rithms usually do not select a single algorithm for solving a problem, but rather
use the distributions to compute resource allocations for the individual portfo-
lio algorithms. The time allocated to each algorithm is proportional to its past
performance.

Other sources of features that are not specific to a particular problem domain
are more fine-grained measures of past performance or measures that characterise
the behaviour of an algorithm during search. [93] for example determines whether
a search step performed by a particular algorithm is good, i.e. leading towards a
solution, or bad, i.e. straying from the path to a solution if the solution is known
or revisiting an earlier search state if the solution is not known. [57,59] use the
runtime distributions of algorithms over the size of a problem, as measured by
the number of backtracks. [40] uses the past success times of an algorithm as
candidate time bounds on new problems. [17] do not consider the runtime, but
the error rate of algorithms. [56] use both computation time and solution quality.

[11,23,24] evaluate the performance also during search. They explicitly focus
on features that do not require a lot of domain knowledge. [11] note that,
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“While existing algorithm selection techniques have shown impressive
results, their knowledge-intensive nature means that domain and algorithm
expertise is necessary to develop the models. The overall requirement for
expertise has not been reduced: it has been shifted from algorithm selection
to predictive model building.”

They do, like several other approaches, assume anytime algorithms – after search
has started, the algorithm is able to return the best solution found so far at any
time. The features are based on how search progresses and how the quality of
solutions is improved by algorithms. While this does not require any knowledge
about the application domain, it is not applicable in cases when only a single
solution is sought.

Most approaches learn models for the performance on particular problems
and do not use past performance as a feature, but to inform the prediction to
be made. Considering problem features facilitates a much more nuanced app-
roach than a broad-brush general performance model. This is the classic super-
vised Machine Learning approach – given the correct prediction derived from
the behaviour on a set of training problems, learn a model that enables to make
this prediction.

The features that are considered to learn the model are specific to the prob-
lem domain or even a subset of the problem domain to varying extents. For
combinatorial search problems, the most commonly used basic features include,

– the number of variables,
– properties of the variable domains, i.e. the list of possible assignments,
– the number of clauses in SAT, the number of constraints in constraint prob-

lems, the number of goals in planning,
– the number of clauses/constraints/goals of a particular type (for example the

number of alldifferent constraints, [55]),
– ratios of several of the above features and summary statistics.

Such features are used for example in [72,110,117,149,159].
Other sources of features include the generator that produced the problem to

be solved [70], the runtime environment [7], structures derived from the problem
such as the primal graph of a constraint problem [51,54,61], specific parts of
the problem model such as variables [35], the algorithms in the portfolio them-
selves [71] or the domain of the problem to be solved [22,56] rely on the problem
domain as the only problem-specific feature and select based on past performance
data for the particular domain. [10] consider not only the values of properties
of a problem, but the changes of those values while the problem is being solved.
[131] consider features of abstract representations of the algorithms. [163,164]
use features that represent technical details of the behaviour of an algorithm
on a problem, such as the type of computations done in a loop. [74] consider
features not only of the instance being solved, but also of alternative encodings
of the same instance.

Most approaches use features that are applicable to all problems of the appli-
cation domain they are considering. However, [70] use features that are not only
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specific to their application domain, but also to the specific family of problems
they are tackling, such as the variance of properties of variables in different
columns of Latin squares. They note that,

“. . . the inclusion of such domain-specific features was important in learn-
ing strongly predictive models.”

5.2 Static and Dynamic Features

In most cases, the approaches that use a large number of domain-specific fea-
tures compute them offline, i.e. before the solution process starts (cf. Sect. 3.2).
Examples of publications that only use such static features are [61,95,117].

An implication of using static features is that the decisions of the Algorithm
Selection system are only informed by the performance of the algorithms on past
problems. Only dynamic features allow to take the performance on the current
problem into account. This has the advantage that remedial actions can be taken
if the problem is unlike anything seen previously or the predictions are wildly
inaccurate for another reason.

A more flexible approach than to rely purely on static features is to incor-
porate features that can be determined statically, but try to estimate the per-
formance on the current problem. Such features are computed by probing the
search space. This approach relies on the performance probes being sufficiently
representative of the entire problem and sufficiently equal across the different
evaluated algorithms. If an algorithm is evaluated on a part of the search space
that is much easier or harder than the rest, a misleading impression of its true
performance may result.

Examples of systems that combine static features of the problem to be solved
with features derived from probing the search space are [54,110,159]. There are
also approaches that use only probing features. We term this semi-static feature
computation because it happens before the actual solving of the problem starts,
but parts of the search space are explored during feature extraction. Examples
include [2,11,100].

The idea of probing the search space is related to landmarking [116], where
the performance of a set of initial algorithms (the landmarkers) is linked to the
performance of the set of algorithms to select from. The main consideration when
using this technique is to select landmarkers that are computationally cheap.
Therefore, they are usually versions of the portfolio algorithms that have either
been simplified or are run only on a subset of the data the selected algorithm
will run on.

While the work done during probing explores part of the search space and
could be used to speed search up subsequently by avoiding to revisit known
areas, almost no research has been done into this. [11] run all algorithms in
their (small) portfolio on a problem for a fixed time and select the one that
has made the best progress. The chosen algorithm resumes its earlier work, but
no attempt is made to avoid duplicating work done by the other algorithms.
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To the best of our knowledge, there exist no systems that attempt to avoid
redoing work performed by a different algorithm during the probing stage.

For successful systems, the main source of performance improvements is the
selection of the right algorithm using the features computed through probing.
As the time to compute the features is usually small compared to the runtime
improvements achieved by Algorithm Selection, using the results of probing dur-
ing search to avoid duplicating work does not have the potential to achieve large
additional performance improvements.

The third way of computing features is to do so online, i.e. while search is
taking place. These dynamic features are computed by an execution monitor
that adapts or changes the algorithm during search based on its performance.
Approaches that rely purely on dynamic features are for example [15,107,136].

There are many different features that can be computed during search.
[105] determines how closely a generated heuristic approximates a generic target
heuristic by checking the heuristic choices at random points during search. He
selects the one with the closest match. Similarly, [107] learn how to select heuris-
tics during the search process based on their performance. [7] use an agent-based
model that rewards good actions and punishes bad actions based on computa-
tion time. [89] follow a very similar approach that also takes success or failure
into account.

[23,24] monitor the solution quality during search. They decide whether
to switch the current algorithm based on this by changing the allocation of
resources. [150] monitor a feature that is specific to their application domain,
the distribution of clause weights in SAT, during search and use it to decide
whether to switch a heuristic. [136] monitors propagation events in a constraint
solver to a similar aim. [25] evaluate the performance of candidate algorithms
in terms of number of calls to a specific high-level procedure. They note that in
contrast to using the runtime, their approach is machine-independent.

5.3 Feature Selection

The features used for learning the Algorithm Selection model are crucial to its
success. Uninformative features might prevent the model learner from recognis-
ing the real relation between problem and performance or the most important
feature might be missing. Many researchers have recognised this problem.

[72] manually select the most important features. They furthermore take the
unique approach of learning one model per feature for predicting the probability
of success and combine the predictions of the models. [95,159] perform automatic
feature selection by greedily adding features to an initially empty set. In addition
to the basic features, they also use the pairwise products of the features. [117]
also perform automatic greedy feature selection, but do not add the pairwise
products. [85] automatically select the most important subset of the original set
of features, but conclude that in practice the performance improvement com-
pared to using all features is not significant. [151] use genetic algorithms to
determine the importance of the individual features. [115] evaluate subsets of
the features they use and learn weights for each of them. [124] consider using a
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single feature and automatic selection of a subset of all features. [63,88] also use
techniques for automatically determining the most predictive subset of features.
[83] compares the performance of ten different sets of features.

It is not only important to use informative features, but also features that are
cheap to compute. If the cost of computing the features and making the decision
is too high, the performance improvement from selecting the best algorithm
might be eroded. [160] predict the feature computation time for a given problem
and fall back to a default selection if it is too high to avoid this problem. They also
limit the computation time for the most expensive features as well as the total
time allowed to compute features. [13] consider the computational complexity
of calculating problem features when selecting the features to use. They show
that while achieving comparable accuracy to the full set of features, the subset
of features selected by their method is significantly cheaper to compute. [54]
explicitly exclude features that are expensive to compute.

6 Application Domains

The approaches for solving the Algorithm Selection Problem that have been
surveyed here are usually not specific to a particular application domain, within
combinatorial search problems or otherwise. Nevertheless this survey would not
be complete without a brief exposition of the various contexts in which Algorithm
Selection techniques have been applied.

Over the years, Algorithm Selection systems have been used in many differ-
ent application domains. These range from Mathematics, e.g. differential equa-
tions [82,149], linear algebra [29] and linear systems [12,89], to the selection of
algorithms and data structures in software design [19,21,131,151]. A very com-
mon application domain are combinatorial search problems such as SAT [91,
130,159], constraints [36,105,110], Mixed Integer Programming [161], Quan-
tified Boolean Formulae [118,137], planning [22,38,72], scheduling [10,11,27],
combinatorial auctions [46,51,95], Answer Set Programming [53,67], the Trav-
elling Salesperson Problem [41,86], graph colouring [106] and general search
algorithms [28,93,100].

Other domains include Machine Learning [94,135], the most probable
explanation problem [63], parallel reduction algorithms [163,164] and simula-
tion [37,147]. It should be noted that a significant part of Machine Learning
research is concerned with developing Algorithm Selection techniques; the pub-
lications listed in this paragraph are the most relevant that use the specific
techniques and framework surveyed here.

Some publications consider more than one application domain. [137] choose
the best algorithm for Quantified Boolean Formulae and combinatorial auctions.
[2,88] look at SAT and constraints. [59] consider SAT and Mixed Integer Pro-
gramming. In addition to these two domains, [81] also investigate set covering
problems. [140] apply their approach to SAT, Integer Programming and plan-
ning. [48,83,85] compare the performance across Algorithm Selection problems
from constraints, Quantified Boolean Formulae and SAT.
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In most cases, researchers take some steps to adapt their approaches to the
application domain. This is usually done by using domain-specific features, such
as the number of constraints and variables in constraint programming. In prin-
ciple, this is not a limitation of the proposed techniques as those features can be
exchanged for ones that are applicable in other application domains. While the
overall approach remains valid, the question of whether the performance would
be acceptable arises. [85] investigate how specific techniques perform across sev-
eral domains with the aim of selecting the one with the best overall performance.
There are approaches that have been tailored to a specific application domain to
such an extent that the technique cannot be used for other applications. This is
the case for example in the case of hierarchical models for SAT [64,156].

7 Summary

Over the years, there have been many approaches to solving the Algorithm Selec-
tion Problem. Especially in Artificial Intelligence and for combinatorial search
problems, researchers have recognised that using Algorithm Selection techniques
can provide significant performance improvements with relatively little effort.
Most of the time, the approaches involve some kind of Machine Learning that
attempts to learn the relation between problems and the performance of algo-
rithms automatically. This is not a surprise, as the relationship between an
algorithm and its performance is often complex and hard to describe formally.
In many cases, even the designer of an algorithm does not have a general model
of its performance.

Despite the theoretical difficulty of Algorithm Selection, dozens of systems
have demonstrated that it can be done in practice with great success. In some
sense, this mirrors achievements in other areas of Artificial Intelligence. Satis-
fiability is formally a problem that cannot be solved efficiently, yet researchers
have come up with ways of solving very large instances of satisfiability problems
with very few resources. Similarly, some Algorithm Selection systems have come
very close to always choosing the best algorithm.

This survey presented an overview of the Algorithm Selection research that
has been done to date with a focus on combinatorial search problems. A cate-
gorisation of the different approaches with respect to fundamental criteria that
determine Algorithm Selection systems in practice was introduced. This categori-
sation abstracts from many of the low level details and additional considerations
that are presented in most publications to give a clear view of the underlying
principles. We furthermore gave details of the many different ways that can be
used to tackle Algorithm Selection and the many techniques that have been used
to solve it in practice.

On a high level, the approaches surveyed here can be summarised as follows.

– Algorithms are chosen from portfolios, which can be statically constructed
or dynamically augmented with newly constructed algorithms as problems
are being solved. Portfolios can be engineered such that the algorithms in
it complement each other (i.e. are as diverse as possible), by automatically
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tuning algorithms on a set of training problems or by using a set of algorithms
from the literature or competitions. Dynamic portfolios can be composed of
algorithmic building blocks that are combined into complete algorithms by
the selection system. Compared to tuning the parameters of algorithms, the
added difficulty is that not all combinations of building blocks may be valid.

– A single algorithm can be selected from a portfolio to solve a problem to
completion or a set of larger size can be selected that is run in parallel or
according to a schedule. Another approach is to select a single algorithm to
start with and then decide if and when to switch to another algorithm. Some
approaches always select the entire portfolio and vary the resource allocation
to the algorithms.

– Algorithm Selection can happen offline, without any interaction with the Algo-
rithm Selection system after solving starts, or online. Some approaches mon-
itor the performance of the selected algorithm and take action if it does not
conform to the expectations or some other criteria. Others repeat the selection
process at specific points during the search (e.g. every node in the search tree),
skew a computed schedule towards the best performers or decide whether to
restart stochastic algorithms.

– Performance can be modelled and predicted either for a portfolio as a whole
(i.e. the prediction is the best algorithm) or for each algorithm independently
(i.e. the prediction is the performance). A few approaches use hierarchical
models that make a series of predictions to facilitate selection. Some publi-
cations make secondary predictions (e.g. the quality of a solution) that are
taken into account when selecting the most suitable algorithm, while others
make predictions that the desired output is derived from instead of predicting
it directly. The performance models are usually learned automatically using
Machine Learning, but a few approaches use hand-crafted models and rules.
Models can be learned from separate training data or incrementally while a
problem is being solved.

– Learning and using performance models is facilitated by features of the
algorithms, problems or runtime environment. Features can be domain-
independent or specific to a particular set of problems. Similarly, features
can be computed by inspecting the problem before solving or while it is being
solved. The use of feature selection techniques that automatically determine
the most important and relevant features is quite common.

Given the amount of relevant literature, it is infeasible to discuss every app-
roach in detail. The scope of this survey is necessarily limited to the detailed
description of high-level details and a summary overview of low-level traits. Work
in related areas that is not immediately relevant to Algorithm Selection for com-
binatorial search problems has been pointed to, but cannot be explored in more
detail.

The proliferation of different approaches, application domains and data sets
has stimulated the creation of a common data format and benchmark repository
for algorithm selection problems, http://aslib.net. It provides a starting point
for researchers wishing to compare their new approach to existing approaches.

http://aslib.net
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A tabular summary of the literature organised according to the criteria intro-
duced here can be found at http://larskotthoff.github.io/assurvey/. This table
is updated continuously.
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Abstract. There exists a proliferation of different approaches to using
portfolios and algorithm selection to make solving combinatorial search
and optimisation problems more efficient, as surveyed in the previous
chapter. In this chapter, we take a look at a detailed case study that lever-
ages transformations between problem representations to make portfolios
more effective, followed by extensions to the state of the art that make
algorithm selection more robust in practice.

1 Outline

In the previous chapter, a number of different portfolio and algorithm selection
techniques was introduced. At the start of this chapter, we take a detailed look at
a specific example system, Proteus, that leverages not only algorithm selection
techniques, but also the fact that there exist polynomial time transformations
between different representations of NP-complete problems. Using this novel
methodology, we combine the best of the worlds of SAT and CSP solving to create
Proteus, a hierarchical portfolio approach that achieves significant performance
improvements over approaches that do not use transformations.

After that, we present a series of techniques that can be used to improve the
performance of portfolios and algorithm selection. Specifically, we discuss two
novel algorithm portfolio techniques, ISAC+ and EISAC, showing how to first
iteratively train solvers for a better portfolio and then how to dynamically adapt
to changes in the observed problem instances. Finally, the chapter will show how
the performance of portfolios can be improved through the introduction of better
features, and will present a technique for automatically identifying the properties
of these desired features.

2 Proteus: A Hierarchical Portfolio of Solvers
and Transformations

The pace of development in both csp and sat solver technology has been
rapid. Combined with portfolio and algorithm selection technology, impres-
sive performance improvements over systems that have been developed only a
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few years previously have been demonstrated. Constraint satisfaction problems
and satisfiability problems are both NP-complete and, therefore, there exist
polynomial-time transformations between them. We can leverage this fact to
convert csps into sat problems and solve them using sat solvers.

In this chapter we exploit the fact that different sat solvers have different
performances on different encodings of the same csp. In fact, the particular
choice of encoding that will give good performance with a particular sat solver
is dependent on the problem instance to be solved. We show that, in addition to
using dedicated csp solvers, to achieve the best performance for solving a csp
the best course of action might be to translate it to sat and solve it using a
sat solver. We name our approach Proteus, after the Greek god Proteus, the
shape-shifting water deity that can foretell the future.

Our approach offers a novel perspective on using sat solvers for constraint
solving. The idea of solving csps as sat instances however is not new; the solvers
Sugar, Azucar, and CSP2SAT4J are three examples of sat-based csp solving.
Sugar [42] has been very competitive in recent csp solver competitions. It con-
verts the csp to sat using a specific encoding, known as the order encoding,
which will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter. Azucar [43] is a
related sat-based csp solver that uses the compact order encoding. However,
both Sugar and Azucar use a single predefined solver to solve the encoded csp
instances. Our work does not assume that conversion using a specific encoding
to sat is the best way of solving a problem, but considers multiple candidate
encodings and solvers. CSP2SAT4J [23] uses the SAT4J library as its sat back-end
and a set of static rules to choose either the direct or the support encoding for
each constraint. For intensional and extensional binary constraints that spec-
ify the supports, it uses the support encoding. For all other constraints, it uses
the direct encoding. Our approach does not have predefined rules but instead
chooses the encoding and solver based on features of the problem instance to
solve.

Our approach employs algorithm selection techniques to dynamically choose
whether to translate to sat, and if so, which sat encoding and solver to use,
otherwise it selects which csp solver to use. However, the Proteus approach is
not a straightforward application of portfolio techniques. In particular, there is a
series of decisions to make that affect not only the solvers that will be available,
but also the information that can be used to make the decision. Because of this,
the different choices of conversions, encodings and solvers cannot simply be seen
as different algorithms or different configurations of the same algorithm.

2.1 Multiple Encodings and Solvers

To motivate our work, we performed a detailed investigation for two solvers to
assess the relationship between solver and problem encoding with features of
the problem to be solved. For this experiment we considered uniform random
binary (urb) csps with a fixed number of variables, domain size and number
of constraints, and varied the constraint tightness. The constraint tightness t
is a measure of the proportion of forbidden to allowed possible assignments to
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the variables in the scope of the constraint. We vary it from 0 to 1, where
0 means that all assignments are allowed and 1 that no assignments are part
of a solution, in increments of 0.005. At each tightness the mean run-time of
the solver on 100 random csp instances is reported. Each instance contains 30
variables with domain size 20 and 300 constraints. This allowed us to study the
performance of sat encodings and solvers across the phase transition.
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Fig. 1. Performance using MiniSat on random binary csps.

Figures 1 and 2 plot the run-time for MiniSat and Clasp on uniformly ran-
dom binary csps that have been translated to sat using three different encod-
ings. Observe that in Fig. 1 there is a distinct difference in the performance of
MiniSat on each of the encodings, sometimes an order of magnitude. Before the
phase transition, we see that the order encoding achieves the best performance
and maintains this until the phase transition. Beginning at constraint tightness
0.41, the order encoding gradually starts achieving poorer performance and the
support encoding now achieves the best performance.

Notably, if we rank the encodings based on their performance, the ranking
changes after the phase transition. This illustrates that there is not just a single
encoding that will perform best overall and that the choice of encoding mat-
ters, but also that this choice is dependent on problem characteristics such as
constraint tightness.

Around the phase transition, we observe contrasting performance for Clasp,
as illustrated in Fig. 2. Using Clasp, the ranking of encodings around the phase
transition is direct � support � order; whereas for MiniSat the ranking is
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Fig. 2. Performance using Clasp on random binary csps.

order � direct � support. Note also that the peaks at the phase transition differ
in magnitude between the two solvers. These differences underline the impor-
tance of the choice of solver, in particular in conjunction with the choice of
encoding – making the two choices in isolation does not consider the interdepen-
dencies that affect performance in practice.

In addition to the random csp instances, our analysis also comprises 1493
challenging benchmark problem instances from the csp solver competitions that
involve global and intensional constraints. Figure 3 illustrates the respective per-
formance of the best csp-based and sat-based methods on these instances.
Unsurprisingly the dedicated csp methods often achieve the best performance.
There are, however, numerous cases where considering sat-based methods has
the potential to yield significant performance improvements. In particular, there
are a number of instances that are unsolved by any csp solver but can be solved
quickly using sat-based methods. The Proteus approach aims to unify the best
of both worlds and take advantage of the potential performance gains.

Setup. The hierarchical model we present in this chapter consists of a number
of layers to determine how the instance should be solved. At the top level, we
decide whether to solve the instance using a csp or using a sat-based method.
If we choose to leave the problem as a csp, then one of the dedicated csp solvers
must be chosen. Otherwise, we must choose the sat encoding to apply, followed
by the choice of sat solver to run on the sat-encoded instance.

Each decision of the hierarchical approach aims to choose the direction which
has the potential to achieve the best performance in that sub-tree. For example,
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Fig. 3. Performance of the virtual best csp portfolio and the virtual best sat-based
portfolio. Each point represents the time in seconds of the two approaches. A point
below the dashed line indicates that the virtual best sat portfolio was quicker, whereas
a point above means the virtual best csp portfolio was quicker. Clearly the two
approaches are complementary: there are numerous instances for which a sat-based
approach does not perform well or fails to solve the instance but a csp solver does
extremely well, and vice-versa.

for the decision to choose whether to solve the instance using a sat-based method
or not, we choose the sat-based direction if there is a sat solver and encoding
that will perform faster than any csp solver would. Whether this particular
encoding-solver combination will be selected subsequently depends on the per-
formance of the algorithm selection models used in that sub-tree of our decision
mechanism. For regression models, the training data is the best performance of
any solver under that branch of the tree. For classification models, it is the label
of the sub-branch with the virtual best performance.

This hierarchical approach presents the opportunity to employ different deci-
sion mechanisms at each level. We consider 6 regression, 19 classification, and 3
clustering algorithms, which are listed below. For each of these algorithms, we
evaluate the performance using 10-fold cross-validation. The dataset is split into
10 partitions with approximately the same size and the same distribution of the
best solvers. One partition is used for testing and the remaining 9 partitions as
the training data for the model. This process is repeated with a different par-
tition considered for testing each time until every partition has been used for
testing. We measure the performance in terms of PAR10 score. The PAR10 score
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for an instance is the time it takes the solver to solve the instance, unless the
solver times out. In this case, the PAR10 score is ten times the timeout value.
The sum over all instances is divided by the number of instances.

Instances. In our evaluation, we consider csp problem instances from the csp
solver competitions [1]. Of these, we consider all instances defined using global
and intensional constraints that are not trivially solved during 2 s of feature
computation. We also exclude all instances which were not solved by any csp or
sat solver within the time limit of 1 h. Altogether, we obtain 1,493 non-trivial
instances from problem classes such as Timetabling, Frequency Assignment, Job-
Shop, Open-Shop, Quasi-group, Costas Array, Golomb Ruler, Latin Square, All
Interval Series, Balanced Incomplete Block Design, and many others. This set
includes both small and large arity constraints and all of the global constraints
used during the csp solver competitions: all-different, element, weighted sum,
and cumulative.

For the sat-based approaches, Numberjack [15] was used to translate a csp
instance specified in xcsp format [38] into sat (cnf).

Features. A fundamental requirement of any machine learning algorithm is a
set of representative features. We explore a number of different feature sets to
train our models: (i) features of the original csp instance, (ii) features of the
direct-encoded sat instance, (iii) features of the support-encoded sat instance,
(iv) features of the direct-order-encoded sat instance and (v) a combination of
all four feature sets. These features are described in further detail below.

We computed the 36 features used in CPhydra for each csp instance using
Mistral; for reasons of space we will not enumerate them all here. The set
includes static features like statistics about the types of constraints used, average
and maximum domain size; and dynamic statistics recorded by running Mistral
for 2 s: average and standard deviation of variable weights, number of nodes,
number of propagations and a few others. Instances which are solved by Mistral
during feature computation are filtered out from the dataset.

In addition to the csp features, we computed the 54 sat features used by
SATzilla [53] for each of the encoded instances and different encodings. The
features encode a wide range of different information on the problem such as
problem size, features of the graph-based representation, balance features, the
proximity to a Horn formula, DPLL probing features and local search probing
features.

Solvers. Our csp models are able to choose from 4 complete csp solvers:

– Abscon [24],
– Choco [44],

– Gecode [11], and
– Mistral [14].

We additionally considered the following 6 complete sat solvers:
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– clasp [10],
– cryptominisat [40],
– glucose [4],

– lingeling [5],
– riss [30], and
– MiniSat [9].

The performance of each of the 6 sat solvers was evaluated on the three
sat encodings of 1,493 csp competition benchmarks with a time-out of 1 h and
limited to 2 GB of RAM. The 4 csp solvers were evaluated on the original csps.
Our results report the PAR10 score and number of instances solved for each
of the algorithms we evaluate. The PAR10 is the sum of the runtimes over all
instances, counting 10 times the timeout if that was reached. Data was collected
on a cluster of Intel Xeon E5430 Processors (2.66 Ghz) running CentOS 6.4. This
data is available as ASlib1 scenario PROTEUS-20142.

Learning Algorithms. We evaluate a number of regression, classification, and
clustering algorithms using WEKA [13]. All algorithms, unless otherwise stated
use the default parameters. The regression algorithms we used were Linear-
Regression, PaceRegression, REPTree, M5Rules, M5P, and SMOreg. The clas-
sification algorithms were BayesNet, BFTree, ConjunctiveRule, DecisionTable,
FT, HyperPipes, IBk (nearest neighbour) with 1, 3, 5 and 10 neighbours, J48,
J48graft, JRip, LADTree, MultilayerPerceptron, OneR, PART, RandomForest,
RandomForest with 99 random trees, RandomTree, REPTree, and SimpleLogis-
tic. For clustering, we considered EM, FarthestFirst, and SimplekMeans. The
FarthestFirst and SimplekMeans algorithms require the number of clusters to
be given as input. We evaluated with multiples of 1 through 5 of the number of
solvers in the respective data set given as the number of clusters. The number of
clusters is represented by 1n, 2n and so on in the name of the algorithm, where
n stands for the number of solvers.

We use the LLAMA toolkit [22] to train and test the algorithm selection
models.

Portfolio Results. The performance of a number of hierarchical approaches is
given in Table 1. The hierarchy of algorithms which produced the best overall
results for our dataset involves M5P regression with csp features at the root node
to choose sat or csp, M5P regression with csp features to select the csp solver,
LinearRegression with csp features to select the sat encoding, LinearRegres-
sion with csp features to select the sat solver for the direct encoded instance,
LinearRegression with csp features to select the sat solver for the direct-order
encoded instance, and LinearRegression with the direct-order features to select
the sat solver for the support encoded instance. The hierarchical tree of specific
machine learning approaches we found to deliver the best overall performance
on our data set is labelled Proteus and is depicted in Fig. 4.

We would like to point out that in many solver competitions the difference
between the top few solvers is fewer than 10 additional instances solved. In the
1 http://aslib.net.
2 https://github.com/coseal/aslib data/tree/master/PROTEUS-2014.

http://aslib.net
https://github.com/coseal/aslib_data/tree/master/PROTEUS-2014
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Table 1. Performance of the learning algorithms for the hierarchical approach. The
‘Category Bests’ consists of the hierarchy of algorithms where at each node of the
tree of decisions we take the algorithm that achieves the best PAR10 score for that
particular decision.

Classifier Mean PAR10 Number solved

VBS 97 1493

Proteus 1774 1424

M5P with csp features 2874 1413

Category Bests 2996 1411

M5Rules with csp features 3225 1398

M5P with all features 3405 1397

LinearRegression with all features 3553 1391

LinearRegression with csp features 3588 1383

MultilayerPerceptron with csp features 3594 1382

lm with csp features 3654 1380

RandomForest99 with csp features 3664 1379

IBk10 with csp features 3720 1377

RandomForest99 with all features 3735 1383

2012 sat Challenge for example, the difference between the first and second place
single solver was only 3 instances and the difference among the top 4 solvers was
only 8 instances. The results we present in Table 1 are therefore very significant
in terms of the gains we are able to achieve.

Our results demonstrate the power of Proteus. The performance it delivers is
very close to the virtual best (VBS), that is the best performance possible if an
oracle could identify the best choice of representation, encoding, and solver, on an
instance by instance basis. The improvements we achieve over other approaches
are similarly impressive. The results conclusively demonstrate that having the
option to convert a csp to sat does not only have the potential to achieve
significant performance improvements, but also does so in practice.

An interesting observation is that the csp features are consistently used in
each of the top performing approaches. One reason for this is that it is quicker
to compute only the csp features instead of the csp features, then converting
to sat and computing the sat features in addition. The additional overhead
of computing sat features is worthwhile in some cases though, for example for
LinearRegression, which is at its best performance using all the different feature
sets. Note that for the best tree of models (cf. Fig. 4), it is better to use the
features of the direct-order encoding for the decision of which solver to choose
for a support-encoded sat instance despite the additional overhead.

We also compare the hierarchical approach to that of a flattened setting
with a single portfolio of all solvers and encoding solver combinations. The flat-
tened portfolio includes all possible combinations of the 3 encodings and the 6
sat solvers and the 4 csp solvers for a total of 22 solvers. Table 2 shows these
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Fig. 4. Overview of the machine learning models used in the hierarchical approach.

Table 2. Ranking of each classification, regression, and clustering algorithm to choose
the solving mechanism in a flattened setting. The portfolio consists of all possible
combination of the 3 encodings and the 6 sat solvers and the 4 csp solvers for a total
of 22 solvers.

Classifier Mean PAR10 Number solved

VBS 97 1493

Proteus 1774 1424

LinearRegression with all features 2144 1416

M5P with csp features 2315 1401

LinearRegression with csp features 2334 1401

lm with all features 2362 1407

lm with csp features 2401 1398

M5P with all features 2425 1404

RandomForest99 with all features 2504 1401

SMOreg with all features 2749 1391

RandomForest with all features 2859 1386

IBk3 with csp features 2877 1378

results. The regression algorithm LinearRegression with all features gives the
best performance using this approach. However, it is significantly worse than
the performance achieved by the hierarchical approach of Proteus.

Greater Than the Sum of Its Parts. Given the performance of Proteus, the
question remains as to whether a different portfolio approach that considers just
csp or just sat solvers could do better. Table 3 summarizes the virtual best per-
formance that such portfolios could achieve. We use all the csp and sat solvers
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Table 3. Virtual best performances ranked by PAR10 score.

Method Mean PAR10 Number solved

VB Proteus 97 1493

Proteus 1774 1424

VB CSP 3577 1349

VB CPHydra 4581 1310

VB SAT 17373 775

VB DirectOrder Encoding 17637 764

VB Direct Encoding 21736 593

VB Support Encoding 21986 583

for the respective portfolios to give us VB CSP and VB SAT, respectively. The
former is the approach that always chooses the best csp solver for the current
instance, while the latter chooses the best sat encoding/solver combination.
VB Proteus is the portfolio that chooses the best overall approach/encoding.
We show the actual performance of Proteus for comparison. Proteus is better
than the virtual bests for all portfolios that consider only one encoding. This
result makes a very strong point for the need to consider encoding and solver in
combination.

Proteus outperforms four other VB portfolios. Specifically, the VB CPhydra
is the best possible performance that could be obtained from that portfolio if a
perfect choice of solver was made. Neither SATzilla nor isac-based portfolios
consider different sat encodings. Therefore, the best possible performance either
of them could achieve for a specific encoding is represented in the last three lines
of Table 3.

These results do not only demonstrate the benefit of considering the differ-
ent ways of solving csps, but also eliminate the need to compare with existing
portfolio systems since we are computing the best possible performance that any
of those systems could theoretically achieve. Proteus impressively demonstrates
its strengths by significantly outperforming oracle approaches that use only a
single encoding.

3 Advanced Portfolio Techniques

3.1 Automated Portfolio Generation

Algorithm selection is a great tool in practice, but in order for it to work, a
diverse set of solvers is essential. This is not usually a problem for well established
benchmark problem sets where solvers compete on a regular basis, but for the
more esoteric domains, it is possible for only a handful, if not a single solver to
exist. The question then becomes, if the sole existing solver is parameterized, is it
possible to effectively generate multiple configurations of this solver to comprise
a portfolio.
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Note that it is certainly possible to create a portfolio that simply incorpo-
rates all possible configurations, thus choosing to rely on the algorithm selector to
make the correct decisions. This approach of course also quickly degrades when
the parameter space grows, not to mention that each of the possible parameter-
izations will need to be evaluated on all the instances. Even choosing a random
subset of parameterizations will lead to problems if those parameterizations are
not diverse or simply not particularly good. This section therefore shows how
the existing ISAC portfolio methodology can be adjusted to this problem.

Note how ISAC solves a core problem of instance-specific algorithm tuning,
namely the selection of a parameterization out of a very large and possibly even
infinite pool of possible parameter settings. In algorithm portfolios we are dealing
with a small set of solvers, and all methods devised for algorithm selection make
heavy use of that fact. Clearly, this approach will not work when the number
of solvers explodes. ISAC overcomes this problem by clustering the training
instances. This is a key step in the ISAC methodology as described in [21]:
Training instances are first clustered into groups and then a high-performance
parameterization is computed for each of the clusters. That is, in ISAC clustering
is used both for the generation of high-quality solver parameterizations, and then
for the subsequent selection of the parameterization for a given test instance.

Beyond Cluster-Based Algorithm Selection. While [28] showed that
cluster-based solver selection outperforms SATzilla-2009, this alone does not
fully explain why ISAC often outperforms other instance-specific algorithm con-
figurators like Hydra. Clustering instances upfront appears to give us an advan-
tage when tuning individual parameterizations. Not only do we save a lot of tun-
ing time with this methodology, since the training set for the instance-oblivious
tuner is much smaller than the whole set. We also bundle instances together,
hoping that they are somewhat similar and thus amenable for being solved effi-
ciently with just one parameterization.

Consequently, we want to keep clustering in ISAC. However, and this is the
core observation in this section, once the parameterizations for each cluster have
been computed, there is no reason why we would need to stick to these clusters
for selecting the best parameterization for a given test instance. Consequently,
we propose to use an alternate state-of-the-art algorithm selector to choose the
best parameterization for the instance we are to solve.

To this end, after ISAC finishes clustering and tuning the parameters of exist-
ing solvers on each cluster, we can then use any algorithm selector to choose one
of the parameterizations, independent of the cluster an instance belongs to. For
this final stage, we can use any efficient algorithm selector rather than contin-
uing to rely on the original clusters. We call this overall process of configuring
multiple solvers through clustering and effectively utilizing those solvers with
state-of-the-art algorithm selection, as ISAC+.

Comparison of ISAC+ with ISAC and Hydra. Let us first compare the
ISAC+ methodology with the popular alternatives, ISAC and Hydra. Note that
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Table 4. SAT experiments

Average PAR1 PAR10 Solved % solved

BS 28.71 289.3 2753 93 54.39

Hydra 19.80 260.7 2503 100 58.48

ISAC-GGA 18.79 297.5 2887 89 52.05

ISAC-MSC 18.24 273.4 2642 96 56.14

ISAC+ 22.09 251.9 2395 103 60.23

VBS 16.40 228.0 2186 109 64.33

(a) HAND

Average PAR1 PAR10 Solved % solved

BS 27.37 121.0 1004 486 83.64

Hydra 20.88 75.7 586.9 526 90.53

ISAC-GGA 22.11 154.4 1390 448 77.11

ISAC-MSC 27.47 79.7 572.3 528 90.88

ISAC+ 24.77 71.1 506.3 534 91.91

VBS 15.96 61.2 479.5 536 92.25

(b) RAND

Hydra takes an iterative approach to portfolio generation. It first configures a
solver over all of the instances, and subsequently trains new solvers with the
objective of best complementing the existing set. Once the set of solvers is com-
prised, a SATzilla based portfolio algorithm is run to determine when each of
them should be used. Note that unlike the ISAC based approaches, Hydra can
potentially suffer since each configuration run is done in sequence, which can
take a very long time.

For our comparison we use the benchmark set from [51] where Hydra was
first introduced. In particular, there are two non-trivial sets of instances: Random
(RAND) and Crafted (HAND).

Following the previously established methodology, we start our portfolio con-
struction with 11 local search solvers: paws [45], rsaps [19], saps [47], agwsat0 [49],
agwsat+ [50], agwsatp [48], gnovelty+ [34], g2wsat [27], ranov [33], vw [36], and
anov09 [17]. We augment these solvers by adding six fixed parameterizations of
SATenstein to this set, giving us a total of 17 constituent solvers.

We cluster the training instances of each dataset and add GGA [2] trained
versions of SATenstein for each cluster, resulting in 11 new solvers for Random
and 8 for Crafted. We use a timeout of 50 s when training these solvers, but
employ a 600 s timeout to evaluate the solvers on each respective dataset. The
times were measured on dual Intel Xeon 5540 (2.53 GHz) quad-core Nehalem
processors and 24 GB of DDR-3 memory (1333 GHz).

Table 4a shows the test performance of various solvers on the HAND bench-
mark set (342 train and 171 test instances). We conduct 5 runs on each instance
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for each solver. When referring to a value as ‘Average’, given is the mean time
it takes to solve only those instances that do not timeout. Like always, the value
‘PAR1’ includes the timeout instances when computing the average. ‘PAR10’,
then gives a penalized average, where every instance that times out is treated as
having taken 10 times the timeout to complete. Finally presented is the number
of instances solved and the corresponding percentage of solved instances in the
test set.

The best single solver (BS) is one of the SATenstein parameterizations tuned
by GGA and is able to solve about 54% of all instances. Hydra solves 58% while
ISAC-GGA (using only SATenstein) solves only 52%. Using the whole set of
solvers for tuning (not just SATenstein), ISAC-MSC solves about 56% of all
instances, which is worse than always selecting the best base solver. Of course,
we only know a posteriori that this parameterization of SATenstein is the best
solver for this test set. However, ISAC’s performance is still not convincing. By
augmenting the approach using a final portfolio selection stage, we can boost
performance. ISAC+ solves ∼60% of all test instances, outperforming all other
approaches and closing almost 30% of the gap between Hydra and the Virtual
Best Solver (VBS), an imaginary perfect oracle that always correctly picks the
best solver and parameterization for each instance which marks an upper bound
on the performance we may realistically hope for.

The second benchmark we present here is RAND. There are 581 test and
1141 train instances in this benchmark. In Table 4b we see that the best single
solver (BS – gnovelty+) solves ∼84% of the 581 instances in this test set. Hydra
improves this to ∼91%, roughly equal in performance to ISAC-MSC. ISAC+
improves performance again and leads to almost 92% of all instances solved
within the time limit. The improved approach outperforms all other methods,
and ISAC+ closes over 37% of the gap between the original ISAC and the VBS.

Note that using portfolios of the untuned SAT solvers only is in general not
competitive as shown in [21,51]. To verify this finding we also ran a comparison
using untuned base solvers only. On the SAT RAND data set, for example, we
find that the portfolio algorithm using only 17 base solvers can only solve 520
instances, which is not competitive.

Extended Applicability. In the preceding section we demonstrated the poten-
tial effectiveness of the ISAC+ approach on SAT problems. We now apply this
methodology to a larger problem than what the original Hydra and ISAC were
tested on: the MaxSAT problem. Formally, the MaxSAT problem is the optimiza-
tion version of the regular SAT problem. A weighted clause is a pair (C,w), where
C is a clause and w is a natural number or infinity, indicating the penalty for fal-
sifying the clause C. A Weighted Partial MaxSAT formula (WPMS) is a multiset
of weighted clauses ϕ = {(C1, w1), . . . , (Cm, wm), (Cm+1,∞), . . . , (Cm+m′ ,∞)}
where the first m clauses are soft and the last m′ clauses are hard. Here, a hard
clause is one that must be satisfied, while also satisfying the maximum combined
weight of soft clauses. A Partial MaxSAT formula (PMS) is a WPMS formula
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where the weights of soft clauses are equal. The set of variables occurring in a
formula ϕ is noted as var(ϕ).

A (total) truth assignment for a formula ϕ is a function I : var(ϕ) → {0, 1},
that can be extended to literals, clauses, SAT formulas. For MaxSAT formulas
is defined as I({(C1, w1), . . . , (Cm, wm)}) =

∑m
i=1 wi (1 − I(Ci)). The optimal

cost of a formula is cost(ϕ) = min{I(ϕ) | I : var(ϕ) → {0, 1}} and an optimal
assignment is an assignment I such that I(ϕ) = cost(ϕ).

The Weighted Partial MaxSAT problem for a Weighted Partial MaxSAT for-
mula ϕ is the problem of finding an optimal assignment.

Given this setup, we conduct a 10-fold cross validation on the four categories
of the 2012 MaxSAT Evaluation [3]. These are plain MaxSAT instances, weighted
MaxSAT, partial MaxSAT, and weighted partial MaxSAT. The results of the
cross validation are presented in Tables 5a–d. Specifically, each data set is broken
uniformly at random into non overlapping subsets. Each of these subsets is then
used as the test set (one at a time) while the instances from all other folds
are used as training data. The tables present the average performance over 10-
folds. Furthermore, all experiments were run with a 2,100 s timeout, on the
same machines we used in the previous section. We use the following solvers:
akmaxsat ls, akmaxsat, bincd2, WPM1-2012, pwbo2.1, wbo1.6-cnf, QMaxSat-
g2, ShinMaxSat, WMaxSatz09, and WMaxSatz+. We also employ the highly
parameterized solver QMaxSat-g2 for the configuration aspect of the approach.

The MS data set has 600 instances, split among random, crafted and indus-
trial. Each fold has 60 test instances. Results in Table 5a confirm the findings
observed in previous experiments. In this case, ISAC-MSC struggles to improve
over the best single solver. At the same time ISAC+ nearly completely closes
the gap between BS and VBS.

The partial MaxSAT dataset is similar to the one used in the previous section,
but in this case we also augment it with randomly generated instances bringing
the count up to 1,086 instances. The Weighted MaxSAT problems consist of
only crafted and random instances creating a dataset of size 277. Finally, the
weighted partial MaxSAT problems number 718.

All in all, we observe that ISAC+ always outperforms the original ISAC
methodology significantly, closing the gap between ISAC-MSC and the VBS by
90%, 74%, 100%, and 52%. The tables give the average performance of the single
best solver for each fold (which may of course differ from fold to fold) in the row
indexed BS. Note this value is better than what the previous best single MaxSAT
solver had to offer. Still, on plain MaxSAT, ISAC+ solves 8% more instances,
58% more on partial MaxSAT, 6% more on weighted MaxSAT, and 29% more
instances on weighted partial MaxSAT instances within the timeout. This was a
significant improvement in the communities ability to solve MaxSAT instances
in practice.

These results were subsequently independently confirmed at the 2013
MaxSAT Evaluation where our portfolios, built based on the methodology
described in this paper, won six out of eleven categories and came in second
in another three.
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Table 5. MaxSAT cross-validation

Average PAR1 PAR10 Solved % solved

BS 117.0 600.5 5199 45.4 75.7

ISAC-MSC 146.3 603.3 4887 47.2 78.7

ISAC+ 134.5 487.7 3952 49.0 81.7

VBS 115.9 473.8 3876 49.2 82.0

(a) MS MIX has 60 test instances per fold

Average PAR1 PAR10 Solved % solved

BS 68.0 822.3 7834 68.0 63.0

ISAC-MSC 100.1 328.3 2398 96.1 89.0

ISAC+ 98.4 232.7 1713 99.6 92.2

VBS 69.9 206.2 1476 100.8 93.3

(b) PMS MIX has 108 test instances per fold

Average PAR1 PAR10 Solved % solved

BS 50.2 302.7 2633 23.7 87.9

SAC-MSC 65.6 323.5 2653 23.7 87.9

ISAC+ 58.8 184.3 1349 25.3 93.8

VBS 58.6 184.3 1349 25.3 93.8

(c) WMS MIX has 27 test instances per fold

Average PAR1 PAR10 Solved % solved

BS 56.3 632.1 5949 51.1 72.0

ISAC-MSC 47.1 229.0 1914 64.7 91.1

ISAC+ 54.6 168.6 1511 66.0 92.9

VBS 15.5 131.8 1185 67.1 94.5

(d) WPMS MIX has 71 test instances per fold

3.2 Dynamically Adapting Portfolios

As has been made clear in the previous chapter, there are already many success-
ful portfolio based approaches that vary the employed solver depending on the
problems. Yet the scenarios we have explored so far can be categorized as one-
shot learning approaches, as the construction of a portfolio optimizing a given
objective function is done only once on a chosen set of training instances and
then used without change.

In a real world setting it is possible that a distribution of instances chosen
for the training phase might not reflect the instances that are being solved in
the online phase. Consequently it might be possible to improve the initially
constructed portfolio. Therefore, one might desire to have a portfolio approach
that evolves based on the set of instances that are solved in the online-phase. One
possible direct solution to this is simply periodically relaunching the training
approach. However, this can be very computationally expensive. This section
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Fig. 5. Initial offline phase of EISAC

therefore shows how to augment an existing portfolio approach, ISAC, to one
that evaluates the current portfolio and provides ways to continuously improve
it by taking advantage of a growing set of available instances, enriched feature
set and more up to-date set of available solvers. This extended approach will be
referred to as EISAC as it evolves over time.

For the purposes of this section, let I = {I1, . . . , In} be the set of problem
instances chosen as a training set. Let F = {f1, . . . , fm} be the set of features
that are associated with each problem instance during the initial training phase.
Let S = {s1, . . . , sk} be the set of solvers chosen for the initial training phase. As
was shown in the previous chapter, the ISAC based portfolio approach uses the
feature set F to partition the set I. Let C = {C1, . . . , Cs} be such a partition of
I. It then determines a best solver from the set S for each cluster Ci. When an
instance is given to be solved in the online phase, its closest cluster is determined
and the corresponding solver is used to solve it.

Let It, Ft, and St denote the set of instances, the feature set and the set of
solvers known at time t and let Ct denotes the clustering of instances at time t.
We assume that each time period is associated with one or more changes in these
sets. Following this notation I0, F0, and S0 denotes the initial set of training
instances, features, and solvers. The offline phase of EISAC is divided in to 2
phases: initial phase and evolving phase. Given a initial set of instances, I0, and
a initial set of features F0, EISAC finds a initial set of clusters C0 and determines
one or more best solvers from set S0 for each cluster in the initial offline phase as
shown in Fig. 5. In the evolving phase EISAC updates the current clusters if the
current set of features or instances changes, and it updates the set of solvers for
each cluster if the current set of solvers or clusters changes as shown in Fig. 6.
In the online phase, given a new instance, EISAC determines the best cluster
and run one or more solvers associated with the selected cluster for solving the
instance as shown in Fig. 7. The following section provides the details of how
and when EISAC updates the clusters and the set of solvers for each cluster.

Updating Clusters. EISAC updates the current clustering of the instances in
the following scenarios:

– When a new instance is made available in the online phase the instance is
added to the current set of instances.
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Fig. 6. Evolving offline phase of EISAC

– If at most m instances are maintained at any point, then one or more instances
are removed when the number of instances exceeds the value of m

– A new feature is added to the current set of features or if an existing feature
is removed for some reason.

In each of these cases one would like to determine whether the existing clus-
tering is still appropriate or should it be modified and so EISAC recomputes
the clusters for the entire set of instances. In most cases, the two clusterings
one obtained by re-clustering the entire set and another by modifying the cur-
rent clusters will be similar, so nothing needs to be done. But as the number of
modification increases the similarity between the two clusterings might decrease.

Let δ be the time difference between the last time when EISAC was activated
and the current time. Given a value δ, EISAC recomputes the partition of the
instances and compares it with the current partition. In the following we describe
one way of comparing the similarity between two partitions.

The Rand index [18,37] or Rand measure (named after William M. Rand) is
a measure of the similarity between two data clusterings. Given a set of instances
It and two partitions of It to compare, X = {X1, . . . , Xk} a partition of It into
k subsets, and, Y = {Y1, . . . , Ys} a partition of Ik into s subsets, the Rand index
is defined as follows:

– Let N11 denotes the number of pairs of instances in It that are in the same
set in X and in the same set in Y .

– Let N00 denotes the number of pairs of instances in It that are in different
sets in X and in different sets in Y .

– Let N10 denotes the number of pairs of instances in It that are in the same
set in X and in different sets in Y .

– Let N01 denotes the number of pairs of instances in It that are in different
sets in X and in the same set in Y .
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Fig. 7. Online phase of EISAC

The Rand index is defined as follows:

R =
N11 + N00

N11 + N00 + N10 + N01
=

2(N11 + N00)
n ∗ (n − 1)

Intuitively, N11 + N00 can be considered as the number of agreements between
X and Y and N10 + N01 as the number of disagreements between X and Y .

If X is the current partition and Y is the new partition and if the Rand index
is less than some chosen threshold λ then we replace the current partition of the
instances with the new partition. If the current partition is replaced by the new
partition then we may need to update the solvers for one or more clusters of the
new partition. In the next section we describe how the solvers are updated for
the clusters.

Updating Solver Selection for a Cluster. Once the clustering of instances
is known, ISAC determines the best solver for each cluster. As the current trend
is to create computers with 2, 4 or even 8 cores, it is unusual to find single
core machines still in use, and the number of cores will probably continue to
double in the coming years. It is for this reason that for EISAC we also consider
scenarios where κ cores are available. Therefore instead of just finding one best
solver we solve the optimization problem as described below to find κ solvers for
each cluster.

Let xij be a Boolean variable that determines if solver j ∈ St is chosen
for instance i of some cluster C. Let Tij denotes the time required for solving
instance i using solver j ∈ Si. Let yj be a Boolean that denotes whether solver
j is selected for the cluster C. For each instance i ∈ C exactly one solver is
selected:

∀i∈C :
∑

j∈Sk

xij = 1 (1)
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The solver j is selected if it is chosen for any instance i:

∀i∈C∀j∈St
: xij ⇒ yj (2)

The number of selected solvers should be equal to κ:
∑

j∈St

yj = κ (3)

The objective is to minimize the time required to solve all the instances of
the cluster, i.e.,

min
∑

i∈C

∑

j∈St

Tij · xij (4)

Given a cluster C, a constant κ, the set of solvers, St at time t, and the
function T , computeBestSolvers(C, κ,St, T ) denotes the κ best solvers obtained
by solving the MIP problem composed of constraints (1)–(3) and the objective
function (4). In the following we consider four cases when EISAC might update
the set of κ best solvers for a cluster.

Removing Solvers. It may happen that for some reason a previously available
solver is no longer available now. This could happen when a solver is no longer
supported by the developers, or when a new release is made then one would like
to discard the previous version and update it with the new version. If the removed
solver is used by any cluster then one can re-solve the above optimization problem
for finding the current κ solvers.

Adding Solvers. When a new solver s is added to the set of solvers St at time
t it can have an impact on the current portfolio. One way to determine this is
to run the solver s for all the instances It and then reconstruct the portfolio for
each cluster based on the above described optimization problem. Another way
could be to select a sample of an appropriate size from each cluster and run the
solver s for only those samples. If adding the new solver to St improves the total
execution time of solving the sample instances then we run the solver s for all
the instances of the corresponding cluster, otherwise we avoid running the solver
s for remaining instances of each cluster. In EISAC the sample size for a cluster
C is set to (|I0|/|It|)∗|C|. The idea behind this is to always maintain full matrix
of all the runtimes for at least |I0| number of instances.

Removing Instances. If the clustering changes because of removing instances or
because of change in the feature set, we just need to re-solve the above opti-
mization problem for each cluster to update the current set of solvers associated
with each cluster.
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Algorithm 1. updateBestSolvers(C,κ)
1: loop
2: Cu ← {i|i ∈ C ∧ |Sti| < |St|}
3: for all i ∈ Cu do
4: p ← |St| − |Sti| + 1
5: b ← arg minj∈Sti(Tij)
6: ∀j ∈ St − Sti : Tij ← ep × tib
7: NC ← computeBestSolvers(C, κ, St)
8: if NC �= BC then
9: for all i ∈ Cu ∧ j ∈ NC − Sti do

10: Tij ← computeRuntime(i, j)
11: Sti ← Sti ∪ {j}
12: BC ← NC

13: else
14: return BC

Adding Instances. If the clustering changes because of adding new instances to
the current set of instances then the current κ best solvers for one or more clusters
might change. An obvious way is to determine the run-times of the solvers for
each new instance of the cluster and then recompute the κ best solver for each
cluster using the above discussed optimization problem. However, it would be
more desirable if the κ best solvers for a cluster can be computed without solving
all the instances of a cluster using all the solvers. In order to do so we propose
an approach that under-estimates the run-times of the solvers for computing κ
best solvers, and runs the solvers only if required as described in Algorithm1.

Let Sti be the set of solvers at time t for which we know the run-times for
solving an instance i. When a new instance i is added to the current set of
instances we assume that Sti is initialised to κ solvers which are used in the
on-line phase to solve i. Let BC be the currently known κ best solvers for the
cluster C. Let Cu ⊆ C be the set of instances for which the run-times of one or
more solvers in the set St are unknown. The general idea is to under-estimate
the run-time for solving each instance in Cu using St − Sti solvers, and use it to
compute κ best solvers for a cluster C, denoted by NC , until NC is same as BC .
If NC is same as BC then it means that the currently known κ solvers are best
even when the runtimes are under-estimated for each solver in St − Sti. If NC is
different to BC then each instance i ∈ Cu is solved with each solver j ∈ NC −Sti

for computing the actual runtime, denoted by computeRuntime(i, j), and BC is
set to NC . Notice that the actual run-time of each solver in BC for each instance
in C is always known.

The estimated run-time of a solver j ∈ St − Sti for an instance i ∈ Cu is
computed as described below. Let Ita be the set of instances at time t for which
we know the run-times of all the solvers. Let rip denotes the runtime of pth best
solver for instance i. Let ep denotes the average ratio between the runtimes of the
best solver and the pth best solver for instance i, which is computed as follows:
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ep =
1

|Ita|
∑

i∈Ita

ri1
rip

For each instance i ∈ Cu, if we assume that Sti is the set of the |Sti| worst solvers
for i then the runtime of the best solver, b, of Sit would have the pth best runtime
over all the solvers, where p = |St| − |Sit| + 1. The expected best runtime of a
solver in j ∈ St − Sit would be then tib · ep. Different values of p would result in
different performance of EISAC. If p = 1 then it means we are optimistic and
the current best solvers will never change, and if p = |St| − |Sti| + 1 then we are
pessimistic and assuming that the known runtimes are the |Sti| worst runtimes.

Numerical Results. As for the sections in the last chapter, for numerical
results, we use the SAT portfolio data made available by the SATzilla team
after the 2011 SAT Competition [8]. This dataset provides the runtimes of 31
top-tier SAT solvers with a 1,200 s timeout on over 3,000 instances spread across
the Random, Crafted and Industrial categories. After filtering out the instances
where every solver times-out, we are left with 2,524 instances. For each of these
instances the dataset also provides all of the known SAT features, but we restrict
our study to the 52 standard features [32] that do not rely on local search probing.

We use this dataset to simulate the scenario where instances are made avail-
able one at a time. Specifically, we start with a set of I0 instances for which
we know the performance of every solver. Based on this initial set, we generate
our initial clusters and select the solver that minimizes the PAR10 score of each
cluster. We then add δ instances to our dataset, evaluate them with the current
portfolio, and then evaluate whether we should retrain. We use two thresholds
for the adjusted rand index, 0.5 and 0.95. Simulating the scenario where we can
only keep a certain number of instances for the retraining, once we add the δ
new instances, we also remove the oldest δ instances.

Lets first consider the scenario where all the instances are shuffled and come
randomly. We then also consider an ordering on the data, where first we iterate
through the industrial instances, followed by the crafted, and finally the instances
that were randomly generated. This last experiment is meant to simulate the case
where instances change over time. This is also the case where traditional portfolio
approaches would fail because eventually they are tasked to solve instances they
have never observed during training.

Table 6 presents our first test case where the instances come from a shuffled
dataset. This is the typical case observed in competitions, where a representative
set of the test data is available for training. The table presents the performance
of a portfolio which have been given 200 or 500 training instances. The single
best solver (BS) is chosen as a single solver during training and then always using
it during the test phase. Alternatively, the virtual best solver (VBS) is an oracle
portfolio that for every instance always runs the best solver. The VBS represents
the limit of what can be achieved by a portfolio. We also evaluate ISAC-c50 and
ISAC-c100, trained with a minimum of 50 (respectively 100) instances in each
cluster. Note that in this setting ISAC is performing better than BS. It is also
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Table 6. Comparison of performance of ISAC and EISAC on shuffled and ordered
datasets using 200 or 500 training instances. We set the minimum cluster size to be
either 50 or 100 and the adjusted rand index to either 0.5 or 0.95.

Shuffled BS ISAC EISAC EISAC ISAC EISAC EISAC VBS

c50 c50-λ0.5 c50-λ0.95 c100 c100-λ0.5 c100-λ0.95

200 Solved 1760 1776 1753 1759 1776 1752 1752 2324

% solved 75.7 76.0 75.4 75.7 76.0 75.4 75.4 100

PAR10 3001 2923 3037 3006 2923 3038 3038 75.2

# Train 1 1 275 329 1 166 166 -

500 Solved 1532 1548 1548 1539 1548 1548 1544 2024

% solved 75.7 76.4 76.4 76.0 76.4 76.4 76.3 100

PAR10 3004 2912 2912 2962 2912 2912 2935 74.82

# Train 1 1 1 674 1 1 104 -

Ordered BS ISAC EISAC EISAC ISAC EISAC EISAC VBS

c50 c50-λ0.5 c50-λ0.95 c100 c100-λ0.5 c100-λ0.95

200 Solved 1078 1078 1725 1793 1078 1741 1741 2324

% solved 46.3 46.3 74.2 77.2 46.3 74.9 74.9 100

PAR10 6484 6484 3160 2821 6484 3084 3084 70.42

# Train 1 1 49 160 1 9 9 -

500 Solved 791 795 1261 1606 817 817 1373 2024

% solved 39.1 39.3 62.3 79.3 40.4 40.4 67.8 100

PAR10 7357 7334 4578 2556 7205 7205 3910 70.79

# Train 1 1 4 611 1 1 97 -

important to note here that in the 2012 SAT Competition, the difference between
the winning and second placed single engine solver was 3 instances and only 8
instances between the top 4 solvers. Therefore the improvement of 16 instances
when training on 500 instances is significant. When compared to ISAC on this
shuffled data, we see that EISAC is performing comparably to ISAC, although
requiring significantly more training sessions. For each version of EISAC in the
table we present the minimum cluster size and the adjusted rand index threshold.
So EISAC-c100-λ0.95 has clusters with at least 100 instances and retrains as soon
as the adjusted rand index drops below 0.95.

This comparable performance on shuffled data is to be expected. As the
data is coming randomly, the initial training data was representative enough to
capture the diversity. And even if the clusters change a little overtime, the basic
assignment of solvers to instances doesn’t really change. Note that the slight
degradation between for the higher threshold in EISAC-c100 for 500 training
instance, can likely be attributed to over-tuning (or overfitting) in the numerous
re-training steps. Also note that the lower performance for 500 training instances
is misleading, since by adding 300 instances to our training set, we are removing
300 instances from the test set.
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Table 7. Comparison of performance on ordered dataset using an approximation learn-
ing technique.

BS ISAC EISAC EISAC+ VBS

c50 c50-λ0.5 c50-λ0.5

200 Solved 1078 1078 1725 1671 2324

PAR10 6484 6484 3160 3440 70.42

# train 1 1 49 44 -

% eval 100 100 100 59.5 -

500 Solved 791 795 1261 1264 2024

PAR10 7357 7334 4578 4561 70.79

# train 1 1 4 3 -

% eval 100 100 100 83.8 -

The story becomes significantly different if the data is not shuffled as is the
case at the bottom of Table 6. Here we see that the clusters and solvers chosen by
ISAC initially are ill equipped to solve the future instances. EISAC on the other
hand, is able to adapt to the changes and outperform ISAC by almost a factor
of 2 in terms of the instances solved. What is also interesting is that for the case
of 500 training instances and small clusters, this performance is achieved with
only four re-training steps.

Table 7 examines the effectiveness of our proposed training technique. Instead
of computing the time of every solver on every training instance during re-tuning,
we lazily fill in this data until we converge on the expected best solver for a
cluster. We call this approach EISAC+. Due to space limitations, we only present
a comparison on the ordered dataset and for algorithms tuned with a minimum
cluster size of 50. What we observe is that while performance is maintained
with this lazy selection, we cut down the number of evaluations we need to 80%
and occasionally to as low as 50%. This means that we can potentially speed
up each training stage by a factor of 2 while still maintaining nearly identical
performance.

3.3 Feature Generation

Up to this point we have now seen a myriad of ways in which algorithm portfolios
can be created, expanded, and utilized. In all cases portfolios were shown to
significantly outperform any single solver. Yet while there is now a plethora
of competing approaches, all of them are dependent on the quality of a set of
structural features they use to distinguish amongst the instances. Over the years,
each domain has defined and refined its own set of features, yet at their core they
are mostly a collection of everything that was considered useful in the past. As
an alternative to this shotgun generation of features, this section will instead
show a more systematic approach. Specifically, this section will show how latent
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features gathered from matrix decomposition are enough for a linear model to
achieve a level of performance comparable to a perfect Oracle portfolio.

The reason we emphasize the fact that a linear model can achieve great
performance is because while the performance of algorithm selection techniques
is continually improving, it does so at the cost of transparency of the employed
models. The version of SATzilla that won in 2012, trains a tree to predict the
winner between every pair of solvers [52]. CSHC, the 2013 winner, takes an
alternate approach of introducing a new splitting criterion for trees that makes
sure that each subtree is more consistent on the preferred solver than its root [29].
But in order to make the approach competitive, many of these trees need to be
grouped into a forest. Yet other approaches create schedules of solvers to improve
the chances of solving each instance [16,20]. Unfortunately, even though all these
approaches are highly effective at solving instances, once they are trained they
are nearly impossible to use to get a better understanding of the fundamental
issues of a particular problem domain. In short, we can now answer what we
should do when we see a new instance, the new question should therefore be
why a particular solver is chosen and we should use this information to spur the
development of a new wave of solvers. The focus of this section is therefore to
present a new portfolio approach that can achieve similar performance to leading
portfolios while also presenting a human interpretable model.

In this section, as our running example, we consider the three standard
datasets we have seen before of SAT, MaxSAT, and CSP instances. Specifically,
here the SAT dataset is comprised of 1,098 industrial instances gathered from
SAT Competitions dating back to 2006 and considers 28 solvers from 2012 each
run with a 5,000 s timeout. The MaxSAT dataset is comprised of 1,077 instances
gathered from the 2013 MaxSAT Evaluation, evaluated by the top 15 solvers
from 2013 with a 1,800 s timeout. Finally the CSP dataset considers the 2,207
instances used to train the Proteus portfolio. For all experiments the presented
numbers are based on 10-fold cross validation.

Latent Features. A latent variable is by definition something that is not
directly observable but rather inferred from observations. This is a concept that
is highly related to that of hidden variables, and is employed in a number of
disciplines including economics [39], medicine [54], and machine learning [12].
This section introduces the idea of collecting latent variables that best describe
the changes in the actual performance of solvers on instances. Thereby instead
of composing a large set of structural features that might possibly correlate with
the performance, here we present a top down approach.

Singular Value Decomposition. The ideas behind Singular Value Decomposition
herald back to the late 1800’s when they were independently discovered by five
mathematicians: Eugenio Beltrami, Camille Jordan, James Joseph Sylvester,
Erhard Schmidt, and Hermann Weyl. In practice, the technique is now currently
embraced for tasks like image compression [35] and data mining [31] by reducing
massive systems to manageable problems by eliminating redundant information
and retaining data critical to the system.
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At its essence, Singular Value Decomposition is a method for identifying and
ordering the dimensions along which data points exhibit the most variation,
which is mathematically represented by the following equation:

M = UΣV T ,

where M is the m × n matrix representing the original data. Here, there are
m instances each described by n values. The columns of U are the orthonormal
eigenvectors of MMT , the columns of V are orthonormal eigenvectors of MTM ,
and Σ is a diagonal matrix containing the square roots of eigenvalues from U or
V in descending order.

Note that if m > n then, being a diagonal matrix, most of the rows in Σ will
be zeros. This means that after multiplication, only the first n columns of U are
needed. So for all intents and purposes, for m > n, U is an m × n matrix, while
both Σ and V T are n × n.

Because U and V are orthonormal, intuitively one can interpret the columns
of these matrices as a linear vector in the problem space that captures most of
the variance in the original matrix M . The values in Σ then specify how much of
the variance each column captures. The lower the value in Σ, the less important
a particular column is. This is where the concept of compression comes into play,
when the amount of columns in U and V can be reduced while still capturing
most of the variability in the original matrix.

From the perspective of data mining, the columns of the U matrix and the
rows of the V matrix have an additional interpretation. Let us assume that our
matrix M records the performance of n solvers over m instances. In such a case it
is usually safe to assume that m > n. So each row of the U matrix still describes
each of the original instances in M . But now each column can be interpreted as
a latent topic or feature that describes that instance. Meanwhile, each column
of the V T matrix refers to each solver, while each row presents how active, or
important a particular topic is for that solver.

These latent features in U give us exactly the information necessary to deter-
mine the runtime of each solver. This is because once the three matrices are
multiplied out we are able to reconstruct the original performance matrix M . So
if we are given a new instance i, if we are able to identify its latent features, we
could multiply by the existing Σ and V T matrices to get back the performance
of each solver.

Therefore, if we had the latent features for an instance as computed after
the Singular Value Decomposition, it would be possible to train a linear model
to accurately predict the performance of every solver. A linear model where
we can see exactly which features influence the performance of each solver.
Table 8 demonstrates this idea. For simplicity, here we consider very basic regres-
sion based portfolios that predict the runtime of each solver, choosing the one
expected to take the least amount of time. Naturally, if we are using the standard
features available for each dataset, a random forest with 500 trees is very good
at picking the best solver. Now for each training set we also compute matrices
U , V and Σ and train each a number of models to use the latent features in U
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Table 8. Performance of algorithm selection techniques using the latent features com-
puted after singular value decomposition on SAT, MaxSAT and CSP datasets. The
algorithms are compared using the average runtime (AVG), the timeout penalized run-
time (PAR10), and the number of instances not solved (NS). We therefore observe that
a linear model using the SVD features could potentially perform as well as an oracle.

SAT MaxSAT CSP

AVG PAR10 NS AVG PAR10 NS AVG PAR10 NS

Standard
portfolio

BSS 672 3,620 69 739 6,919 412 1,156 9,851 362

Forest-500 381 1,382 23 47.1 227 12 225 994 32

VBS 245 245 0 26.6 26.6 0 131 131 0

SVD-based
portfolio

Tree 508 1,635 26 98.0 563 31 167 287 5

Linear 245 245 0 26.6 26.6 0 131 131 0

SVM (radial) 286 373 2 38.8 114 5 134 134 0

K-NN 331 589 6 34.1 109 5 135 159 1

Forest-500 300 386 2 32.0 77.0 3 135 231 4

to predict the solver performances. For the test instances, we use the runtimes,
P , to compute what the values of U should be by computing PV Σ−1. These
latent features are then used by the trained models to predict the best solver.

Unfortunately, these latent features are only available by decomposing the
original performance matrix. This is information that we only have available after
all the solvers have been run on an instance. Information that once computed
means we already know which solver should have been run.

Yet, note that the performance of the models is much better than it was using
the original features, especially for the linear model. This is again a completely
unfair comparison, but it is not as obvious as it first appears. What we can
gather from these results is that the matrix V and Σ are still relevant even
when applied to previously unseen instances. This means that the differences
between solvers can in fact be differentiated by a linear model, provided it has
the correct structural information about the instance. This also means that if we
are able to replicate the latent features of a new instance, the supporting matrices
computed by the decomposition will be able to establish the performances.

Recall also that the values in Σ are based on the eigenvalues of M . This means
that the columns associated with the lower valued entries in Σ encapsulate less
of the variance in the data than the higher valued entries. Figure 8 therefore
shows the performance of the linear model as more of the latent features are
removed under the MaxSAT WPMS dataset. We just use the MaxSAT dataset
for the example because the CSP dataset only has 4 solvers and the results for
the SAT dataset are similar to those presented. Note that while all of the latent
features are necessary to recreate the performance of the VBS, it is possible to
remove over half the latent features and still be able to solve all but 4 instances.
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Fig. 8. Number of unsolved instances remaining after using a linear model trained on
the latent features after singular value decomposition. The features were removed with
those with lowest eigenvalues first. The data is collected on the WPMS dataset. This
means that even removing over half the latent features, a portfolio can be trained that
solves all but 4 instances.

Estimating Latent Features. Although we do not have direct access to the latent
features for a previously unseen instance, we can still estimate them using the
original set of features.

Note that while it is possible to use the result of ΣV ′ as a means of computing
the final times, training a linear model on top of the latent features is the better
option. True, both approaches would be performing a linear transformation of
the features, but the linear model will also be able to automatically take into
account any small errors in the predictions of the latent features. Therefore, the
method proposed in this section would use a variety of models to predict each
latent feature using the original features. The resulting predicted features will
then be used to train a set of linear models to predict the runtime of each solver.
The solver with the best predicted runtime will be evaluated.

To predict each of our latent features it is of course possible to use any
regression based approach available in machine learning. From running just the
five approaches that we have utilized in the previous sections, unsurprisingly we
observe that a random forest provides the highest quality prediction. The results
are presented in Table 9. Here SVD predicted uses a random forest to predict
the values of each latent feature and then trains a secondary linear model over
the latent features to predict the runtime of each solver.

From the numbers we observe in Table 9, we see that a linear model portfolio
using latent features behaves similarly to the original Random Forest approach
that simply predicts the runtime of each solver. This is to be expected since
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Table 9. Performance of an algorithm selection technique that predicts the latent
features of each instance using a random forest on the SAT, MaxSAT and CSP datasets.
The algorithms are compared using the average runtime (AVG), the timeout penalized
runtime (PAR10), and the number of instances not solved (NS). Note that even using
predicted latent features, a linear model of “SVD (predicted)” can achieve the same
level of performance as the more powerful, but more opaque, random forest.

SAT MaxSAT CSP

AVG PAR10 NS AVG PAR10 NS AVG PAR10 NS

BSS 672 3,620 69 739 6,919 412 1,156 9,851 362

Forest-500 (orig) 381 1,382 23 47.1 227 12 225 994 32

VBS 245 245 0 26.6 26.6 0 131 131 0

SVD (predicted) 379 1277 21 49.6 274 15 219 964 31

the entire procedure as we described so far can be seen as simply adding a
single meta-layer to the model. After all, one of the nice properties of forests is
that they are able to capture highly nonlinear relations between the features and
target value. All we are doing here is adding several forests that are then linearly
combined into a single value. But this procedure does provide one crucial piece
of new information.

Whereas before there was little feedback as to which features were causing
the issues, we now know that if we have a perfect prediction of the latent fea-
tures we can dramatically improve the performance of the resulting portfolio.
Furthermore, we know that we don’t even need to focus on all of the latent
features equally, since Fig. 8 revealed that we can survive with less than half of
them.

Therefore, using singular value decomposition we can now identify the latent
features that are hard to predict, the ones resulting in the highest error. We can
then subsequently use this information to claim that the reason we are unable
to predict this value is because the regular features we have available are not
properly capturing all of the structural nuances that are needed to distinguish
instances. This observation can subsequently be used to split the instances into
two groups, one where the random forest over predicts and one where it under
predicts. This is information that can then help guide researchers to identify new
features that do capture the needed value to differentiate the two groups. This
therefore introduces a more systematic approach to generating new features.

Just from the results in Table 9 we know that our current feature vectors are
not enough when compared to what is achievable in Table 8. We also see that
for the well studied SAT and CSP instances, the performance is better than for
MaxSAT where the feature vectors have only recently been introduced.

We can then just aim to observe the next latent feature to focus on. This can
be simply done by iterating over each latent feature and artificially assigning
it the “correct” value while maintaining all the other predictions. Whichever
feature thus corrected results in the most noticeable gains is the one that should
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be focused on next. Whenever two latent features tie in the possible gains, we
should also focus on matching the one with the lower index, since mathematically,
that is the feature that captures more of the variance.

If we go by instance names as a descriptive marker, surprisingly following
our approach results in a separation where both subsets have instances with the
same names. So following the latent feature suggested for the MaxSAT dataset we
observe that there is a difference between “ped2.G.recomb10-0.10-8.wcnf” and
“ped2.G.recomb1-0.20-14.wcnf”. For CSP, we are told that “fapp26-2300-8.xml”
and “fapp26-2300-3.xml” should be different. This means that the performance
of a solver on an instance goes beyond just the way that instance was generated.
There are still some fundamental structural differences between instances that
our current features are not able to identify. This only highlights the need for a
systematic way in which to continue to expand our feature sets.

Practical Application. One of the underlying messages of this section has
been that one of the things that makes algorithm portfolios so successful in
practice is the presence of highly descriptive features. Yet as we have shown so
far, the features we typically use could be refined using a systematic approach
that helps us identify when certain information is missing and helps us define the
properties of those missing features. In this part we will therefore go through the
full process on a domain where portfolios are only beginning to be introduced
and no high quality feature set exists. Specifically we will use the container
pre-marshaling process as an example of how features should be developed.

The container pre-marshalling problem (CPMP) is a well-known NP-hard
problem in the container terminals and stacking literature [7,26,41], first intro-
duced in [25]. The CPMP deals with the sorting of containers in a set of stacks
(called a bay) of intermodal containers based on their exit times from the stacks,
such that containers that must leave the stacks first are placed on top of contain-
ers that must leave later. This prevents mis-overlaid containers from blocking
the timely exit of other containers. The goal of the CPMP is to find the minimal
number of container movements necessary to ensure that all of the stacks are
sorted by the exit time of each container without exceeding the maximum height
of each stack. Solving the CPMP assists container terminals in reducing delays
and increasing the efficiency of their operations.

Given an initial layout of a bay with a fixed number of stacks and tiers
(stack height), the goal of the CPMP is to find the minimal number of container
movements (or rehandles) necessary to eliminate all mis-overlays in the bay.
Every container is assigned a group that indicates when it must leave the bay.
A mis-overlaid container is defined as a container with a group that is higher than
the group of any container underneath it, or a container above a mis-overlaid
container.

Consider the simple example of Fig. 9, which shows a bay composed of three
stacks of containers in which containers can be stacked at most four tiers high.
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Fig. 9. An example solution to the CPMP with mis-overlays highlighted. (Reproduced
from [46]).

Each container is represented by a box with its corresponding group.3 This is
not an ideal layout as the containers with groups 2, 4 and 5 will need to be
relocated in order to retrieve the containers with higher groups (1 and 3). That
is, containers with groups 2, 4 and 5 are mis-overlaid. Consider a container
movement (f, t) defining the relocation of the container on top of the stack f to
the top position of the stack t. The containers in the initial layout of Fig. 9 can
reach the final layout (d) with three relocation moves: (2, 3) reaching layout (b),
(2, 3) reaching layout (c) and (1, 2) reaching layout (d) where no mis-overlays
occur.

Pre-marshalling is important both in terms of operational and tactical goals
at a container terminal. In particular, effective pre-marshalling of containers can
help reduce delays moving containers from the terminal yard onto vessels, as
well as from the yard onto trucks or trains. Consider [46] for more information
and a discussion of related work.

The features used in our dataset are given in Fig. 10, split into three cat-
egories. Features 1 through 16 were designed before performing latent feature
analysis. Features 17 through 20 were created based on our first iteration of
latent feature analysis, and features 21 and 22 using our second iteration.

Original features are created in the standard way for algorithm selection
benchmarks, based on domain knowledge. The first 5 features address the prob-
lem size and density of containers. Feature 6 counts the number of mis-overlaid
containers, a naive lower bound to the problem, whereas Feature 7 counts how
many stacks contain mis-overlaid containers. Feature 8 provides the lower bound
from [6], analyzing indirect container movements in addition to the mis-overlays
present in feature 7. Features 9 through 12 offer information on how many con-
tainers belong to each group. Features 12 through 15 attempt to uncover the
structure of the groups of the top non-mis-overlaid container on each stack.

LFA features are constructed based on the suggestions of the latent features.
Feature 17 is the density of containers on the “left” side of the instance. We

3 We note that multiple containers may have the same group, but in order to make
containers easily identifiable, in this example we have assigned a different group to
each container.
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Fig. 10. Features for the CPMP.

note that this feature is likely “overtuned” to the algorithms in our benchmark.
Feature 18 measures whether containers with high group values are on high or
low tiers by multiplying the tier of a container by its group, summing these
values together and dividing by the maximum this value could take (namely
if the highest group container was in each slot). Feature 19 measures the L1
(manhattan) distance from the top left of a problem to each container in the
latest exit time, averaging these distances if there are multiple containers in the
latest exit group. The final feature from iteration 1 computes the percentage of
empty space in the instance in which an area of contiguous empty space includes
at least one empty stack. Features 21 and 22 come from LFA iteration 2. Feature
21 counts how many stacks with more than two containers are mis-overlaid, and
Feature 22 counts “low” (≤ max -group/4) valued containers on the top of stacks.

Using the four available solvers to tackle the pre-marshaling problem, we
evaluate the feature sets using a typical portfolio approach. Table 10 provides
the performances of a portfolio when trained on the three datasets versus the
best single solver (BSS) and the virtual best solver (VBS), which is a portfolio
that always picks the correct solver. As is typical, using just the initial arbi-
trary features the portfolio already performs significantly better than the BSS,
indicating even the original features have descriptive value.

When a portfolio is trained on the first iteration of features, the performance
improves not only in the number of instances solved, but also on the average
time taken to solve each instance. This shows that by utilizing the latent feature
analysis, a researcher is able to develop a richer set of features to describe the
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Table 10. Performance of a portfolio trained on the three feature sets.

Solver Avg PAR-10 Solved

BSS 78.6 5,923 458

Original features 51.6 3,469 495

LFA iteration 1 features 46.6 2,741 506

LFA iteration 2 features 45.4 2,543 509

VBS 12.8 12.8 547

instances. Furthermore, the process can be repeated, as is evidenced by the
performance of the portfolio on the second iteration of features. Note that the
overall performance is again improved not only in the number of instances solved,
but the time taken to solve them on average. Thus, multiple iterations of the
latent feature analysis process can lead to even better features, although there
are clearly diminishing returns.

3.4 Conclusions

We have presented a number of advanced portfolio techniques. Specifically, one
portfolio approach that does not rely on a single problem representation or set
of solvers, but leverages our ability to convert between problem representations
to increase the space of possible solving approaches. In doing so, the contrasting
performance among solvers on different representations of the same problem can
be exploited. The overall performance can be improved significantly compared
to restricting the portfolio to a single problem representation. We demonstrated
empirically the significant performance improvements Proteus can achieve on a
large set of diverse benchmarks using a portfolio based on a range of different
state-of-the-art solvers.

Furthermore, we have presented novel algorithm portfolio techniques that
again help to improve performance by building the portfolio iteratively and
dynamically adapting it. Finally, we have investigated methods for construct-
ing enhanced instance features for algorithm selection.
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Abstract. State-of-the-art constraint solvers uniformly maintain the
same level of local consistency (usually arc consistency) on all the
instances. We propose two approaches to adjust the level of consis-
tency depending on the instance and on which part of the instance we
propagate. The first approach, parameterized local consistency, uses as
parameter the stability of values, which is a feature computed by arc
consistency algorithms during their execution. Parameterized local con-
sistencies choose to enforce arc consistency or a higher level of local
consistency to a value depending on whether the stability of the value
is above or below a given threshold. In the adaptive version, the para-
meter is dynamically adapted during search, and so is the level of local
consistency. In the second approach, we focus on partition-one-AC, a
singleton-based consistency. We propose adaptive variants of partition-
one-AC that do not necessarily run until having proved the fixpoint. The
pruning can be weaker than the full version, but the computational effort
can be significantly reduced. Our experiments show that adaptive para-
meterized maxRPC and adaptive partition-one-AC can obtain significant
speed-ups over arc consistency and over the full versions of maxRPC and
partition-one-AC.

1 Introduction

Enforcing local consistency by applying constraint propagation during search is
one of the strengths of constraint programming (CP). It allows the constraint
solver to remove locally inconsistent values. This leads to a reduction of the
search space. Arc consistency is the oldest and most well-known way of propagat-
ing constraints [Bes06]. It has the nice feature that it does not modify the struc-
ture of the constraint network. It just prunes infeasible values. Arc consistency is
the standard level of consistency maintained in constraint solvers. Several other
local consistencies pruning only values and stronger than arc consistency have
been proposed, such as max restricted path consistency or singleton arc con-
sistency [DB97]. These local consistencies are seldom used in practice because
of the high computational cost of maintaining them during search.However, on
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some instances of problems, maintaining arc consistency is not a good choice
because of the high number of ineffective revisions of constraints that penalize
the CPU time. For instance, Stergiou observed that when solving the scen11, an
instance from the radio link frequency assignment problem (RLFAP) class, with
an algorithm maintaining arc consistency, only 27 out of the 4103 constraints of
the problem were identified as causing a domain wipe-out and 1921 constraints
did not prune any value [Ste09].

Choosing the right level of local consistency for solving a problem requires
finding a good trade-off between the ability of this local consistency to remove
inconsistent values, and the cost of the algorithm that enforces it. The works of
[Ste08] and [PS12] suggest to take advantage of the power of strong propagation
algorithms to reduce the search space while avoiding the high cost of maintaining
them in the whole network. These methods result in a heuristic approach based
on the monitoring of propagation events to dynamically adapt the level of local
consistency (arc consistency or max restricted path consistency) to individual
constraints. This prunes more values than arc consistency and less than max
restricted path consistency. The level of propagation obtained is not character-
ized by a local consistency property. Depending on the order of propagation,
we can converge on different closures. In other work, a high level of consistency
is applied in a non exhaustive way, because it is very expensive when applied
exhaustively everywhere in the network during the whole search. In [SS09], a
preprocessing phase learns which level of consistency to apply on which parts
of the instance. When dealing with global constraints, some authors propose
to weaken arc consistency instead of strengthening it. In [KVH06], Katriel et
al. proposed a randomized filtering scheme for AllDifferent and Global Cardi-
nality Constraint. In [Sel03], Sellmann introduced the concept of approximated
consistency for optimization constraints and provided filtering algorithms for
Knapsack Constraints based on bounds with guaranteed accuracy.

In this chapter, we propose two approaches for adapting automatically the
level of consistency during search. Our first approach is based on the notion of
stability of values. This is an original notion independent of the characteristics of
the instance to be solved, but based on the state of the arc consistency algorithm
during its propagation. Based on this notion, we propose parameterized consis-
tencies, an original approach to adjust the level of consistency inside a given
instance. The intuition is that if a value is hard to prove arc consistent (i.e., the
value is not stable for arc consistency), this value will perhaps be pruned by a
stronger local consistency. The parameter p specifies the threshold of stability
of a value v below which we will enforce a stronger consistency to v. A para-
meterized consistency p-LC is thus an intermediate level of consistency between
arc consistency and another consistency LC, stronger than arc consistency. The
strength of p-LC depends on the parameter p. This approach allows us to find a
trade-off between the pruning power of local consistency and the computational
cost of the algorithm that achieves it. We apply p-LC to the case where LC is
max restricted path consistency. We describe the algorithm p-maxRPC3 (based
on maxRPC3 [BPSW11]) that achieves p-max restricted path consistency. Then,
we propose ap-LC, an adaptive variant of p-LC that uses the number of failures
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in which variables or constraints are involved to assess the difficulty of the dif-
ferent parts of the problem during search. ap-LC dynamically and locally adapts
the level p of local consistency to apply depending on this difficulty.

Our second approach is inspired by singleton-based consistencies. They have
been shown extremely efficient to solve some classes of hard problems [BCDL11].
Singleton-based consistencies apply the singleton test principle, which consists
of assigning a value to a variable and trying to refute it by enforcing a given level
of consistency. If a contradiction occurs during this singleton test, the value is
removed from its domain. The first example of such a local consistency is Sin-
gleton Arc Consistency (SAC), introduced in [DB97]. In SAC, the singleton test
enforces arc consistency. By definition, SAC can only prune values in the variable
domain on which it currently performs singleton tests. In [BA01], Partition-One-
AC (which we call POAC) has been proposed. POAC is an extension of SAC
that can prune values everywhere in the network as soon as a variable has been
completely singleton tested. As a consequence, the fixpoint in terms of filtering
is often quickly reached in practice. This observation has already been made
on numerical constraint problems. In [TC07,NT13], a consistency called Con-
structive Interval Disjunction (CID), close to POAC in its principle, gave good
results by simply calling the main procedure once on each variable or by adapt-
ing during search the number of times it is called. Based on these observations,
we propose an adaptive version of POAC, called APOAC, where the number of
times variables are processed for singleton tests on their values is dynamically
and automatically adapted during search. A sequence of singleton tests on all
values of one variable is called a varPOAC call. The number k of times varPOAC
is called will depend on how effective POAC is or not in pruning values. This
number k of varPOAC calls will be learned during a sequence of nodes of the
search tree (learning nodes) by measuring stagnation in the amount of pruned
values. This amount k of varPOAC calls will be applied at each node during
a sequence of nodes (called exploitation nodes) before we enter a new learning
phase to adapt k again. Observe that if the number of varPOAC calls learned is 0,
then adaptive POAC will mimic AC.

The aim of both of the proposed adaptive approaches (i.e., ap-LC and
APOAC) is to adapt the level of consistency automatically and dynamically
during search. ap-LC uses failure information to learn what are the most diffi-
cult parts of the problem and it increases locally and dynamically the parameter
p on those difficult parts. APOAC measures a stagnation in number of inconsis-
tent values removed for k calls of varPOAC. APOAC then uses this information
to stop enforcing POAC. APOAC avoids the cost of the last calls to varPOAC
that delete very few values or no value at all. We thus see that both ap-LC and
APOAC learn some information during search to adapt the level of consistency.
This allows them to benefit from the pruning power of a high level of consistency
while avoiding the prohibitive time cost of fully maintaining this high level.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the necessary
formal background. Section 3 describes the parameterized consistency approach
and gives an algorithm for parameterized maxRPC. In Sect. 4, the adaptive
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variant of parameterized consistency is defined. Sections 5 and 6 are devoted
to our study of singleton-based consistencies. In Sect. 5, we propose an efficient
POAC algorithm that will be used as a basis for the adaptive versions of POAC.
Section 6 presents different ways to learn the number of variables on which to
perform singleton tests. All these sections contain experimental results that val-
idate the different contributions. Section 7 concludes this work.

2 Background

A constraint network is defined as a set of n variables X = {x1, . . . , xn}, a
set of ordered domains D = {D(x1), . . . , D(xn)}, and a set of e constraints
C = {c1, . . . , ce}. Each constraint ck is defined by a pair (var(ck), sol(ck)), where
var(ck) is an ordered subset of X, and sol(ck) is a set of combinations of values
(tuples) satisfying ck. In the following, we restrict ourselves to binary constraints,
because the local consistency (maxRPC) we use here to instantiate our approach
is defined on the binary case only. However, the notions we introduce can be
extended to non-binary constraints, by using maxRPWC for instance [BSW08].
A binary constraint c between xi and xj will be denoted by cij , and Γ(xi) will
denote the set of variables xj involved in a constraint with xi.

A value vj ∈ D(xj) is called an arc consistent support (AC support) for
vi ∈ D(xi) on cij if (vi, vj) ∈ sol(cij). A value vi ∈ D(xi) is arc consistent (AC)
if and only if for all xj ∈ Γ(xi) vi has an AC support vj ∈ D(xj) on cij . A
domain D(xi) is arc consistent if it is non empty and all values in D(xi) are arc
consistent. A network is arc consistent if all domains in D are arc consistent. If
enforcing arc consistency on a network N leads to a domain wipe out, we say
that N is arc inconsistent.

A tuple (vi, vj) ∈ D(xi)×D(xj) is path consistent (PC) if and only if for any
third variable xk there exists a value vk ∈ D(xk) such that vk is an AC support
for both vi and vj . In such a case, vk is called witness for the path consistency
of (vi, vj).

A value vj ∈ D(xj) is a max restricted path consistent (maxRPC) support for
vi ∈ D(xi) on cij if and only if it is an AC support and the tuple (vi, vj) is path
consistent. A value vi ∈ D(xi) is max restricted path consistent on a constraint
cij if and only if there exist vj ∈ D(xj) maxRPC support for vi on cij . A value
vi ∈ D(xi) is max restricted path consistent ifand only if for all xj ∈ Γ(xi) vi has
a maxRPC support vj ∈ D(xj) on cij . A variable xi is maxRPC if its domain
D(xi) is non empty and all values in D(xi) are maxRPC. A network is maxRPC
if all domains in D are maxRPC.

A value vi ∈ D(xi) is singleton arc consistent (SAC) if and only if the network
N |xi=vi

where D(xi) is reduced to the singleton {vi} is not arc inconsistent.
A variable xi is SAC if D(xi) �= ∅ and all values in D(xi) are SAC. A network
is SAC if all its variables are SAC.

A variable xi is partition-one-AC (POAC) if and only if D(xi) �= ∅, all values
in D(xi) are SAC, and ∀j ∈ 1 . . . n, j �= i,∀vj ∈ D(xj), ∃vi ∈ D(xi) such that
vj ∈ AC(N |xi=vi

). A constraint network N = (X,D,C) is POAC if and only if
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all its variables are POAC. Observe that POAC, as opposed to SAC, is able to
prune values from all variable domains when being enforced on a given variable.

Following [DB97], we say that a local consistency LC1 is stronger than a
local consistency LC2 (LC2 � LC1) if LC2 holds on any constraint network on
which LC1 holds. It has been shown in [BA01] that POAC is strictly stronger
than SAC. Hence, SAC holds on any constraint network on which POAC holds
and there exist constraint networks on which SAC holds but not POAC.

The problem of deciding whether a constraint network has solutions is called
the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), and it is NP-complete. Solving a CSP
is mainly done by backtrack search that maintains some level of consistency
between each branching step.

3 Parameterized Consistency

In this section, we present an original approach to parameterize a level of consis-
tency LC stronger than arc consistency so that it degenerates to arc consistency
when the parameter equals 0, to LC when the parameters equals 1, and to levels
in between when the parameter is between 0 and 1. The idea behind this is to be
able to adjust the level of consistency to the instance to be solved, hoping that
such an adapted level of consistency will prune significantly more values than
arc consistency while being less time consuming than LC.

Parameterized consistency is based on the concept of stability of values. We
first need to define the ‘distance to end’ of a value in a domain. This captures
how far a value is from the last in its domain. In the following, rank(v, S) is the
position of value v in the ordered set of values S.

Definition 1 (Distance to end of a value). The distance to end of a value
vi ∈ D(xi) is the ratio

Δ(xi, vi) = (|Do(xi)| − rank(vi,Do(xi)))/|Do(xi)|,
where Do(xi) is the initial domain of xi.

We see that the first value in Do(xi) has distance (|Do(xi)|−1)/|Do(xi)| and
the last one has distance 0. Thus, ∀vi ∈ D(xi), 0 ≤ Δ(xi, vi) < 1.

We can now give the definition of what we call the parameterized stability
of a value for arc consistency. The idea is to define stability for values based
on the distance to the end of their AC supports. For instance, consider the
constraint x1 ≤ x2 with the domains D(x1) = D(x2) = {1, 2, 3, 4} (see Fig. 1).
Δ(x2, 1) = (4 − 1)/4 = 0.75, Δ(x2, 2) = 0.5, Δ(x2, 3) = 0.25 and Δ(x2, 4) = 0.
If p = 0.2, the value (x1, 4) is not p-stable for AC, because the first and only
AC support of (x1, 4) in the ordering used to look for supports, that is (x2, 4),
has a distance to end smaller than the threshold p. Proving that the pair (4, 4)
is inconsistent (by a stronger consistency) could lead to the pruning of (x1, 4).
In other words, applying a stronger consistency on (x1, 4) has a higher chance
to lead to its removal than applying it to for instance (x1, 1), which had no
difficulty to find its first AC support (distance to end of (x2, 1) is 0.75).
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Fig. 1. Stability of supports on the example of the constraint x1 ≤ x2 with the domains
D(x1) = D(x2) = {1, 2, 3, 4}. (x1, 4) is not p-stable for AC.

At this point, we want to emphasize that the ordering of values used to
look for supports in the domains is not related to the order in which values
are selected by the branching heuristic used by the backtrack search procedure.
That is, we can use a given order of values for looking for supports and another
one for exploring the search tree.

Definition 2 (p-stability for AC). A value vi ∈ D(xi) is p-stable for AC on
cij iff vi has an AC support vj ∈ D(xj) on cij such that Δ(xj , vj) ≥ p. A value
vi ∈ D(xi) is p-stable for AC iff ∀xj ∈ Γ(xi), vi is p-stable for AC on cij.

We are now ready to give the first definition of parameterized local consis-
tency. This first definition can be applied to any local consistency LC for which
the consistency of a value on a constraint is well defined. This is the case for
instance for all triangle-based consistencies [DB01,Bes06].

Definition 3 (Constraint-based p-LC). Let LC be a local consistency
stronger than AC for which the LC consistency of a value on a constraint is
defined. A value vi ∈ D(xi) is constraint-based p-LC on cij iff it is p-stable for
AC on cij, or it is LC on cij. A value vi ∈ D(xi) is constraint-based p-LC iff
∀cij, vi is constraint-based p-LC on cij. A constraint network is constraint-based
p-LC iff all values in all domains in D are constraint-based p-LC.

Theorem 1. Let LC be a local consistency stronger than AC for which the LC
consistency of a value on a constraint is defined. Let p1 and p2 be two parameters
in [0..1]. If p1 < p2, then AC � constraint-based p1-LC � constraint-based p2-
LC � LC.

Proof. Suppose that there exist two parameters p1, p2 such that 0 ≤ p1 < p2 ≤
1, and suppose that there exists a p2-LC constraint network N that contains
a p2-LC value (xi, vi) that is p1-LC inconsistent. Let cij be the constraint on
which (xi, vi) is p1-LC inconsistent. Then, �vj ∈ D(xj) that is an AC support
for (xi, vi) on cij such that Δ(xj , vj) ≥ p1. Thus, vi is not p2-stable for AC on
cij . In addition, vi is not LC on cij . Therefore, vi is not p2-LC, and N is not
p2-LC. �
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Definition 3 can be modified to a more coarse-grained version that is not
dependent on the consistency of values on a constraint. This will have the advan-
tage to apply to any type of strong local consistency, even those, like singleton arc
consistency, for which the consistency of a value on a constraint is not defined.

Definition 4 (Value-based p-LC). Let LC be a local consistency stronger
than AC. A value vi ∈ D(xi) is value-based p-LC if and only if it is p-stable
for AC or it is LC. A constraint network is value-based p-LC if and only if all
values in all domains in D are value-based p-LC.

Theorem 2. Let LC be a local consistency stronger than AC. Let p1 and p2 be
two parameters in [0..1]. If p1 < p2 then AC � value-based p1-LC � value-based
p2-LC � LC.

Proof. Suppose that there exist two parameters p1, p2 such that 0 ≤ p1 <
p2 ≤ 1, and suppose that there exists a p2-LC constraint network N that contains
a p2-LC value (xi, vi) that is p1-LC-inconsistent. vi is p1-LC-inconsistent means
that:

1. vi is not p1-stable for AC: ∃cij on which vi is not p1-stable for AC. Then
�vj ∈ D(xj) that is an AC support for (xi, vi) on cij such that Δ(xj , vj) ≥ p1.
Therefore, vi is not p2-stable for AC on cij , then vi is not p2-stable for AC.

2. vi is LC inconsistent.

(1) and (2) imply that vi is not p2-LC and N is not p2-LC. �

For both types of definitions of p-LC, we have the following property on the
extreme cases (p = 0, p = 1).

Corollary 1. Let LC1 and LC2 be two local consistencies stronger than AC.
We have: value-based 0-LC2 = AC and value-based 1-LC2 = LC. If the LC1

consistency of a value on a constraint is defined, we also have: constraint-based
0-LC1 = AC and constraint-based 1-LC1 = LC.

3.1 Parameterized MaxRPC: p-maxRPC

To illustrate the benefit of our approach, we apply parameterized consistency to
maxRPC to obtain the p-maxRPC level of consistency that achieves a consis-
tency level between AC and maxRPC.

Definition 5 (p-maxRPC). A value is p-maxRPC if and only if it is cons-
traint-based p-maxRPC. A network is p-maxRPC if and only if it is constraint-
based p-maxRPC.

From Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 we derive the following corollary.

Corollary 2. For any two parameters p1, p2, 0 ≤ p1 < p2 ≤ 1, AC � p1-
maxRPC � p2-maxRPC � maxRPC. 0-maxRPC = AC and 1-maxRPC =
maxRPC.
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Algorithm 1. Initialization(X,D,C,Q)
1 begin
2 foreach xi ∈ X do
3 foreach vi ∈ D(xi) do
4 foreach xj ∈ Γ(xi) do
5 p-support ← false;
6 foreach vj ∈ D(xj) do
7 if (vi, vj) ∈ cij then
8 LastACxi,vi,xj← vj ;
9 if Δ(xj , vj) ≥ p then

10 p-support ← true;
11 LastPCxi,vi,xj← vj ;
12 break;

13 if searchPCwit(vi, vj) then
14 p-support ← true;
15 LastPCxi,vi,xj← vj ;
16 break;

17 if ¬p-support then
18 remove vi from D(xi);
19 Q ← Q ∪ {xi};
20 break;

21 if D(xi) = ∅ then return false;

22 return true;

We propose an algorithm for p-maxRPC, based on maxRPC3, the best exist-
ing maxRPC algorithm. We do not describe maxRPC3 in full detail, as it can be
found in [BPSW11]. We only describe procedures where changes to maxRPC3
are necessary to design p-maxRPC3, a coarse grained algorithm that performs
p-maxRPC. We use light grey to emphasize the modified parts of the original
maxRPC3 algorithm.

maxRPC3 uses a propagation list Q where it inserts the variables whose
domains have changed. It also uses two other data structures: LastAC and
LastPC. For each value (xi, vi), LastACxi,vi,xj

stores the smallest AC support
for (xi, vi) on cij and LastPCxi,vi,xj

stores the smallest PC support for (xi, vi)
on cij (i.e., the smallest AC support (xj , vj) for (xi, vi) on cij such that (vi, vj)
is PC). This algorithm comprises two phases: initialization and propagation.

In the initialization phase (Algorithm1) maxRPC3 checks if each value
(xi, vi) has a maxRPC-support (xj , vj) on each constraint cij . If not, it removes
vi from D(xi) and inserts xi in Q. To check if a value (xi, vi) has a maxRPC-
support on a constraint cij , maxRPC3 looks first for an AC-support (xj , vj) for
(xi, vi) on cij , then it checks if (vi, vj) is PC. In this last step, changes were
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Algorithm 2. checkPCsupLoss(vj , xi)

1 begin
2 if LastACxj ,vj ,xi∈ D(xi) then
3 bi ← max(LastPCxj ,vj ,xi+1,LastACxj ,vj ,xi);
4 else
5 bi ← max(LastPCxj ,vj ,xi+1,LastACxj ,vj ,xi+1);

6 foreach vi ∈ D(xi), vi ≥ bi do
7 if (vj , vi) ∈ cji then
8 if LastACxj ,vj ,xi /∈ D(xi) & LastACxj ,vj ,xi>LastPCxj ,vj ,xi then
9 LastACxj ,vj ,xi← vi;

10 if Δ(xi, vi) ≥ p then
11 LastPCxj ,vj ,xi← vi;
12 return true;

13 if searchPCwit(vj , vi) then
14 LastPCxj ,vj ,xi← vi;
15 return true;

16 return false;

necessary to obtain p-maxRPC3 (lines 9–12). We check if (vi, vj) is PC (line 13)
only if Δ(xj , vj) is smaller than the parameter p (line 9).

The propagation phase of maxRPC3 involves propagating the effect of dele-
tions. While Q is non empty, maxRPC3 extracts a variable xi from Q and checks
for each value (xj , vj) of each neighboring variable xj ∈ Γ(xi) if it is not maxRPC
because of deletions of values in D(xi). A value (xj , vj) becomes maxRPC
inconsistent in two cases: if its unique PC-support (xi, vi) on cij has been
deleted, or if we deleted the unique witness (xi, vi) for a pair (vj , vk) such that
(xk, vk) is the unique PC-support for (xj , vj) on cjk. So, to propagate deletions,
maxRPC3 checks if the last maxRPC support (last known support) of (xj , vj)
on cij still belongs to the domain of xi, otherwise it looks for the next support
(Algorithm 2). If such a support does not exist, it removes the value vj and adds
the variable xj to Q. Then if (xj , vj) has not been removed in the previous step,
maxRPC3 checks (Algorithm 3) whether there is still a witness for each pair
(vj , vk) such that (xk, vk) is the PC support for (xj , vj) on cjk. If not, it looks
for the next maxRPC support for (xj , vj) on cjk. If such a support does not
exist, it removes vj from D(xj) and adds the variable xj to Q.

In the propagation phase, we also modified maxRPC3 to check if the values
are still p-maxRPC instead of checking if they are maxRPC. In p-maxRPC3, the
last p-maxRPC support for (xj , vj) on cij is the last AC support if (xj , vj) is p-
stable for AC on cij . If not, it is the last PC support. Thus, p-maxRPC3 checks if
the last p-maxRPC support (last known support) of (xj , vj) on cij still belongs
to the domain of xi. If not, it looks (Algorithm2) for the next AC support
(xi, vi) on cij , and checks if (vi, vj) is PC (line 13) only when Δ(xi, vi) < p
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Algorithm 3. checkPCwitLoss(xj , vj , xi)

1 begin
2 foreach xk ∈ Γ(xj) ∩ Γ(xi) do
3 witness ← false;
4 if vk ←LastPCxj ,vj ,xk∈ D(xk) then
5 if Δ(xk, vk) ≥ p then
6 witness ← true;

7 else
8 if LastACxj ,vj ,xi∈ D(xi) & LastACxj ,vj ,xi=LastACxk,vk,xi

9 OR LastACxj ,vj ,xi∈ D(xi) & ( LastACxj ,vj ,xi , vk) ∈ cik
10 OR LastACxk,vk,xi∈ D(xi) & ( LastACxk,vk,xi , vj) ∈ cij
11 then witness ← true ;
12 else
13 if searchACsup(xj , vj , xi) & searchACsup(xk, vk, xi) then
14 foreach

vi ∈ D(xi), vi ≥ max(LastACxj ,vj ,xi ,LastACxk,vk,xi)
do

15 if (vj , vi) ∈ cji & (vk, vi) ∈ cki then
16 witness ← true;
17 break;

18 if ¬witness & ¬checkPCsupLoss(vj , xk) then return false ;

19 return true;

(line 10). If no p-maxRPC support exists, p-maxRPC3 removes the value and
adds the variable xj to Q. If the value (xj , vj) has not been removed in the
previous phase, p-maxRPC3 checks (Algorithm 3) whether there is still a witness
for each pair (vj , vk) such that (xk, vk) is the p-maxRPC support for vj on cjk
and Δ(xk, vk) < p. If not, it looks for the next p-maxRPC support for vj on cjk.
If such a support does not exist, it removes vj from D(xj) and adds the variable
xj to Q.

p-maxRPC3 uses the data structure LastPC to store the last p-maxRPC
support (i.e., the latest AC support for the p-stable values and the latest
PC support for the others). Algorithms 1 and 2 update the data structure
LastPC of maxRPC3 to be LastAC for all the values that are p-stable for AC
(line 11 of Algorithm 1 and line 11 of Algorithm2) and avoid seeking witnesses
for those values. Algorithm3 avoids checking the loss of witnesses for the p-stable
values by setting the flag witness to true (line 6). Correctness of p-maxRPC3
directly comes from maxRPC3: The removed values are necessarily p-maxRPC-
inconsistent and all the values that are p-maxRPC-inconsistent are removed.
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3.2 Experimental Validation of p-maxRPC

To validate the approach of parameterized local consistency, we conducted a first
basic experiment. The purpose of this experiment is to see if there exist instances
on which a given level of p-maxRPC, with a value p that is uniform (i.e., identical
for the entire constraint network) and static (i.e., constant through the entire
search process), is more efficient than AC or maxRPC, or both.

We have implemented the algorithms that achieve p-maxRPC as described in
the previous section in our own binary constraint solver, in addition to maxRPC
(maxRPC3 version [BPSW11]) and AC (AC2001 version [BRYZ05]). All the
algorithms are implemented in our JAVA CSP solver. We tested these algo-
rithms on several classes of CSP instances from the International Constraint
Solver Competition 091. We have only selected instances involving binary con-
straints. To isolate the effect of propagation, we used the lexicographic ordering
for variables and values. We set the CPU timeout to one hour. Our experiments
were conducted on a 12-core Genuine Intel machine with 16 Gb of RAM running
at 2.92 GHz.

On each instance of our experiment, we ran AC, max-RPC, and p-maxRPC
for all values of p in {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9}. Performance has been measured in terms
of CPU time in seconds, the number of visited nodes (NODE) and the number
of constraint checks (CCK). Results are presented as “CPU time (p)”, where p
is the parameter for which p-maxRPC gives the best result.

Table 1 reports the performance of AC, maxRPC, and p-maxRPC for the
value of p producing the best CPU time, on instances from Radio Link Frequency
Assignment Problems (RLFAPs), geom problems, and queens knights problems.
The CPU time of the best algorithm is bold-faced. On RLFAP and geom, we
observe the existence of a parameter p for which p-maxRPC is faster than both
AC and maxRPC for most instances of these two classes of problems. On the
queens-knight problem, however, AC is always the best algorithm. In Figs. 2
and 3, we try to understand more closely what makes p-maxRPC better or worse
than AC and maxRPC. Figures 2 and 3 plot the performance (CPU, NODE and
CCK) of p-maxRPC for all values of p from 0 to 1 by steps of 0.1 against
performance of AC and maxRPC. Figure 2 shows an instance where p-maxRPC
solves the problem faster than AC and maxRPC for values of p in the range
[0.3..0.8]. We observe that p-maxRPC is faster than AC and maxRPC when it
reduces the size of the search space as much as maxRPC (same number of nodes
visited) with a number of CCK closer to the number of CCK produced by AC.
Figure 3 shows an instance where the CPU time for p-maxRPC is never better
than both AC and maxRPC, whatever the value of p. We see that p-maxRPC
is two to three times faster than maxRPC. But p-maxRPC fails to improve AC
because the number of constraint checks performed by p-maxRPC is much higher
than the number of constraint checks performed by AC, whereas the number of
nodes visited by p-maxRPC is not significantly reduced compared to the number
of nodes visited by AC. From these observations, it thus seems that p-maxRPC

1 http://cpai.ucc.ie/09/.

http://cpai.ucc.ie/09/
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Table 1. Performance (CPU time, nodes and constraint checks) of AC, p-maxRPC,
and maxRPC on various instances.

AC p-maxRPC p maxRPC

scen1-f8 CPU >3600 1.39 (0.2) 6.10

#nodes – 927 917

#ccks – 1,397,440 26,932,990

scen2-f24 CPU >3600 0.13 (0.3) 0.65

#nodes – 201 201

#ccks – 296,974 3,462,070

scen3-f10 CPU >3600 0.89 (0.5) 2.80

#nodes – 469 408

#ccks – 874,930 13,311,797

geo50-20-d4-75-26 CPU 111.48 17.80 (1.0) 15.07

#nodes 477,696 3,768 3,768

#ccks 96,192,822 40,784,017 40,784,017

geo50-20-d4-75-43 CPU 1,671.35 1,264.36 (0.5) 1,530.02

#nodes 4,118,134 555,259 279,130

#ccks 1,160,664,461 1,801,402,535 3,898,964,831

geo50-20-d4-75-46 CPU 1,732.22 371.30 (0.6) 517.35

#nodes 3,682,394 125,151 64,138

#ccks 1,516,856,615 584,743,023 1,287,674,430

geo50-20-d4-75-84 CPU 404.63 0.44 (0.6) 0.56

#nodes 2,581,794 513 333

#ccks 293,092,144 800,657 1,606,047

queensKnights10-5-add CPU 27.14 30.79 (0.2) 98.44

#nodes 82,208 81,033 78,498

#ccks 131,098,933 148,919,686 954,982,880

queensKnights10-5-mul CPU 43.89 83.27 (0.1) 300.74

#nodes 74,968 74,414 70,474

#ccks 104,376,698 140,309,576 1,128,564,278

outperforms AC and maxRPC when it finds a compromise between the number
of nodes visited (the power of maxRPC) and the number of CCK needed to
maintain (the light cost of AC).

In Figs. 2 and 3 we can see that the CPU time for 1-maxRPC (respectively 0-
maxRPC) is greater than the CPU time for maxRPC (respectively AC), although
the two consistencies are equivalent. The reason is that p-maxRPC performs
tests on the distances. For p = 0, we also explain this difference by the fact that
p-maxRPC maintains data structures that AC does not use.
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Fig. 2. Instance where p-maxRPC out-
performs both AC and maxRPC.

Fig. 3. Instance where AC outperforms
p-maxRPC.

4 Adaptative Parameterized Consistency: ap-maxRPC

In the previous section, we have defined p-maxRPC, a version of parameterized
consistency where the strong local consistency is maxRPC. We have performed
some initial experiments where p has the same value during the whole search and
everywhere in the constraint network. However, the algorithm we proposed to
enforce p-maxRPC does not specify how p is chosen. In this section, we propose
two possible ways to dynamically and locally adapt the parameter p in order to
solve the problem faster than both AC and maxRPC. Instead of using a single
value for p during the whole search and for the whole constraint network, we pro-
pose to use several local parameters and to adapt the level of local consistency by
dynamically adjusting the value of the different local parameters during search.
The idea is to concentrate the effort of propagation by increasing the level of
consistency in the most difficult parts of the given instance. We can determine
these difficult parts using heuristics based on conflicts in the same vein as the
weight of a constraint or the weighted degree of a variable in [BHLS04].

4.1 Constraint-Based ap-maxRPC: apc-maxRPC

The first technique we propose, called constraint-based ap-maxRPC, assigns a
parameter p(ck) to each constraint ck in C. We define this parameter to be
correlated to the weight of the constraint. The idea is to apply a higher level of
consistency in parts of the problem where the constraints are the most active.

Definition 6 (The weight of a constraint [BHLS04]). The weight w(ck) of a
constraint ck ∈ C is an integer that is incremented every time a domain wipe-out
occurs while performing propagation on this constraint.
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We define the adaptive parameter p(ck) local to constraint ck in such a way
that it is greater when the weight w(ck) is higher w.r.t. other constraints.

∀ck ∈ C, p(ck) =
w(ck) − minc∈C(w(c))

maxc∈C(w(c)) − minc∈C(w(c))
(1)

Equation 1 is normalized so that we are guaranteed that 0 ≤ p(ck) ≤ 1 for
all ck ∈ C and that there exists ck1 with p(ck1) = 0 (the constraint with lowest
weight) and ck2 with p(ck2) = 1 (the constraint with highest weight).

We are now ready to define adaptive parameterized consistency based on
constraints.

Definition 7 (constraint-based ap-maxRPC). A value vi ∈ D(xi) is
constraint-based ap-maxRPC (or apc-maxRPC) on a constraint cij if and only
if it is constraint-based p(cij)-maxRPC. A value vi ∈ D(xi) is apc-maxRPC
iff ∀cij, vi is apc-maxRPC on cij. A constraint network is apc-maxRPC iff all
values in all domains in D are apc-maxRPC.

4.2 Variable-Based ap-maxRPC: apx-maxRPC

The technique proposed in Sect. 4.1 can only be used on consistencies where the
consistency of a value on a constraint is defined. We present a second technique
which can be used on constraint-based or variable-based local consistencies indif-
ferently. We instantiate our definitions to maxRPC but the extension to other
consistencies is direct. We call this new technique variable-based ap-maxRPC.
We need to define the weighted degree of a variable as the aggregation of the
weights of all constraints involving it.

Definition 8 (The weighted degree of a variable [BHLS04]). The weighted
degree wdeg(xi) of a variable xi is the sum of the weights of the constraints
involving xi and one other uninstantiated variable.

We associate each variable with an adaptive local parameter based on its
weighted degree.

∀xi ∈ X, p(xi) =
wdeg(xi) − minx∈X(wdeg(x))

maxx∈X(wdeg(x)) − minx∈X(wdeg(x))
(2)

As in Eq. 1, we see that the local parameter is normalized so that we are
guaranteed that 0 ≤ p(xi) ≤ 1 for all xi ∈ X and that there exists xk1 with
p(xk1) = 0 (the variable with lowest weighted degree) and xk2 with p(xk2) = 1
(the variable with highest weighted degree).

Definition 9 (variable-based ap-maxRPC). A value vi ∈ D(xi) is variable-
based ap-maxRPC (or apx-maxRPC) if and only if it is value-based p(xi)-
maxRPC. A constraint network is apx-maxRPC iff all values in all domains
in D are apx-maxRPC.
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4.3 Experimental Evaluation of ap-maxRPC

In Sect. 3.2 we have shown that maintaining a static form of p-maxRPC during
the entire search can lead to a promising trade-off between computational effort
and pruning when all algorithms follow the same static variable ordering. In
this section, we want to put our contributions in the real context of a solver
using the best known variable ordering heuristic, dom/wdeg, though it is known
that this heuristic is so good that it substantially reduces the differences in
performance that other features of the solver could provide. We have compared
the two variants of adaptive parameterized consistency, namely apc-maxRPC
and apx-maxRPC, to AC and maxRPC. We ran the four algorithms on instances
of radio link frequency assignment problems, geom problems, and queens knights
problems.

Table 2 reports some representative results. A first observation is that, thanks
to the dom/wdeg heuristic, we were able to solve more instances before the cutoff
of one hour, especially the scen11 variants of RLFAP. A second observation is
that apc-maxRPC and apx-maxRPC are both faster than at least one of the
two extreme consistencies (AC and maxRPC) on all instances except scen7-
w1-f4 and geo50-20-d4-75-30. Third, when apx-maxRPC and/or apc-maxRPC
are faster than both AC and maxRPC (scen1-f9, scen2-f25, scen11-f9, scen11-
f10 and scen11-f11), we observe that the gap in performance in terms of nodes
and CCKs between AC and maxRPC is significant. Except for scen7-w1-f4, the
number of nodes visited by AC is three to five times greater than the number
of nodes visited by maxRPC and the number of constraint checks performed by
maxRPC is twelve to sixteen times greater than the number of constraint checks
performed by AC. For the geom instances the CPU time of the ap-maxRPC
algorithms is between AC and maxRPC, and it is never lower than the CPU
time of AC. This probably means that when solving these instances with the
dom/wdeg heuristic, there is no need for sophisticated local consistencies. In
general we see that the ap-maxRPC algorithms fail to improve both the two
extreme consistencies simultaneously for the instances where the performance
gap between AC and maxRPC is low.

If we compare apx-maxRPC to apc-maxRPC, we observe that although apx-
maxRPC is coarser in its design than apc-maxRPC, apx-maxRPC is often faster
than apc-maxRPC. We can explain this by the fact that the constraints initially
all have the same weight equal to 1. Hence, all local parameters ap(ck) initially
have the same value 0, so that apc-maxRPC starts resolution by applying AC
everywhere. It will start enforcing some amount of maxRPC only after the first
wipe-out occurred. On the contrary, in apx-maxRPC, when constraints all have
the same weight, the local parameter p(xi) is correlated to the degree of the vari-
able xi. As a result, apx-maxRPC benefits from the filtering power of maxRPC
even before the first wipe-out.

In Table 2, we reported only the results on a few representative instances.
Table 3 summarizes the entire set of experiments. It shows the average CPU time
for each algorithm on all instances of the different classes of problems tested. We
considered only the instances solved before the cutoff of one hour by at least one
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Table 2. Performance (CPU time, nodes and constraint checks) of AC, variable-
based ap-maxRPC (apx-maxRPC), constraint-based ap-maxRPC (apc-maxRPC), and
maxRPC on various instances.

AC apx-maxRPC apc-maxRPC maxRPC

scen1-f9 CPU 90.34 31.17 33.40 41.56

#nodes 2,291 1,080 1,241 726

#ccks 3,740,502 3,567,369 2,340,417 50,045,838

scen2-f25 CPU 70.57 46.40 27.22 81.40

#nodes 12,591 4,688 3,928 3,002

#ccks 15,116,992 38,239,829 8,796,638 194,909,585

scen6-w2 CPU 7.30 1.25 2.63 0.01

#nodes 2,045 249 610 0

#ccks 2,401,057 1,708,812 1,914,113 85,769

scen7-w1-f4 CPU 0.28 0.17 0.54 0.30

#nodes 567 430 523 424

#ccks 608,040 623,258 584,308 1,345,473

scen11-f9 CPU 2,718.65 1,110.80 1,552.20 2,005.61

#nodes 103,506 40,413 61,292 32,882

#ccks 227,751,301 399,396,873 123,984,968 3,637,652,122

scen11-f10 CPU 225.29 83.89 134.46 112.18

#nodes 9,511 3,510 4,642 2,298

#ccks 12,972,427 17,778,458 6,717,485 156,005,235

scen11-f11 CPU 156.76 39.39 93.69 76.95

#nodes 7,050 2,154 3,431 1,337

#ccks 7,840,552 10,006,821 5,143,592 91,518,348

scen11-f12 CPU 139.91 69.50 88.76 61.92

#nodes 7,050 2,597 3,424 1,337

#ccks 7,827,974 11,327,536 5,144,835 91,288,023

geo50-20d4-75-19 CPU 242.13 553.53 657.72 982.34

#nodes 195,058 114,065 160,826 71,896

#ccks 224,671,319 594,514,132 507,131,322 2,669,750,690

geo50-20d4-75-30 CPU 0.84 1.01 1.07 1.02

#nodes 359 115 278 98

#ccks 261,029 432,705 313,168 1,880,927

geo50-20d4-75-84 CPU 0.02 0.09 0.05 0.29

#nodes 59 54 59 52

#ccks 33,876 80,626 32,878 697,706

queensK20-5-mul CPU 787.35 2,345.43 709.45 >3600

#nodes 55,596 40,606 41,743 –

#ccks 347,596,389 6,875,941,876 379,826,516 –

queensK15-5-add CPU 24.69 17.01 14.98 35.05

#nodes 24,639 12,905 12,677 11,595

#ccks 90,439,795 91,562,150 58,225,434 394,073,525
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Table 3. Average CPU time of AC, variable-based ap-maxRPC (apx-maxRPC),
constraint-based ap-maxRPC (apc-maxRPC), and maxRPC on all instances of each
class of problems tested, when the local parameters are updated at each node

class (#instances) AC apx-maxRPC apc-maxRPC maxRPC

geom (10) #solved 10 10 10 10

average CPU 69.28 180.57 191.03 279.30

scen (10) #solved 10 10 10 10

average CPU 18.95 9.63 8.30 13.94

scen11 (10) #solved 4 4 4 4

average CPU 810.15 325.90 467.28 564.17

queensK (11) #solved 6 6 6 5

average CPU 135.95 395.41 121.75 >610.51

Table 4. Average CPU time of AC, variable-based ap-maxRPC (apx-maxRPC),
constraint-based ap-maxRPC (apc-maxRPC), and maxRPC on all instances of each
class of problems tested, when the local parameters are updated every 10 nodes

class (#instances) AC apx-maxRPC apc-maxRPC maxRPC

geom (10) #solved 10 10 10 10

average CPU 69.28 147.20 189.42 279.30

scen (10) #solved 10 10 10 10

average CPU 18.95 7.40 8.86 13.94

scen11 (10) #solved 4 4 4 4

average CPU 810.15 311.74 417.97 564.17

queensK (11) #solved 6 6 6 5

average CPU 135.95 269.51 117.18 >610.52

of the four algorithms. To compute the average CPU time of an algorithm on
a class of instances, we add the CPU time needed to solve each instance solved
before the cutoff of one hour, and for the instances not solved before the cutoff,
we add one hour. We observe that the adaptive approach is, on average, faster
than the two extreme consistencies AC and maxRPC, except on the geom class.

In apx-maxRPC and apc-maxRPC, we update the local parameters p(xi) or
p(ck) at each node in the search tree. We could wonder if such a frequent update
does not produce too much overhead. To answer this question we performed a
simple experiment in which we update the local parameters every 10 nodes only.
We re-ran the whole set of experiments with this new setting. Table 4 reports the
average CPU time for these results. We observe that when the local parameters
are updated every 10 nodes, the gain for the adaptive approach is, on average,
greater than when the local parameters are updated at each node. This gives
room for improvement, by trying to adapt the frequency of update of these
parameters.
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5 Partition-One-Arc-Consistency

In this section, we describe our second approach, which is inspired from singleton-
based consistencies. Singleton Arc Consistency (SAC) [DB97] makes a single-
ton test by enforcing arc consistency and can only prune values in the vari-
able domain on which it currently performs singleton tests. Partition-One-AC
(POAC) [BA01] is an extension of SAC, which, as observed in [BD08], combines
singleton tests and constructive disjunction [VSD98]. POAC can prune values
everywhere in the network as soon as a variable has been completely singleton
tested.

We propose an adaptive version of POAC, where the number of times vari-
ables are processed for singleton tests on their values is dynamically and auto-
matically adapted during search. Before moving to adaptive partition-one-AC,
we first propose an efficient algorithm enforcing POAC and we compare its
behaviour to SAC.

5.1 The Algorithm

The efficiency of our POAC algorithm, POAC1, is based on the use of counters
associated with each value (xj , vj) in the constraint network. These counters are
used to count how many times a value vj from a variable xj is pruned during the
sequence of POAC tests on all the values of another variable xi (the varPOAC
call to xi). If vj is pruned |D(xi)| times, this means that it is not POAC and
can be removed from D(xj).

POAC1 (Algorithm 4) starts by enforcing arc consistency on the network
(line 2). Then it puts all variables in the ordered cyclic list S using any total
ordering on X (line 3). varPOAC iterates on all variables from S (line 7) to make
them POAC until the fixpoint is reached (line 12) or a domain wipe-out occurs
(line 8). The counter FPP (FixPoint Proof) counts how many calls to varPOAC
have been processed in a row without any change in any domain (line 9).

Algorithm 4. POAC1(X,D,C)
1 begin
2 if ¬EnforceAC(X,D,C) then return false ;
3 S ← CyclicList(Ordering(X));
4 FPP ← 0;
5 xi ← first(S);
6 while FPP < |X| do
7 if ¬varPOAC(xi, X,D,C,CHANGE) then
8 return false;

9 if CHANGE then FPP ← 1;
10 else FPP++;
11 xi ← NextElement(xi, S);

12 return true;
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Algorithm 5. varPOAC(xi,X,D,C, CHANGE)
1 begin
2 SIZE ← |D(xi)|; CHANGE ← false;
3 foreach vi ∈ D(xi) do
4 if ¬TestAC(X,D,C ∪ {xi = vi}) then
5 remove vi from D(xi);
6 if ¬EnforceAC(X,D,C, xi) then return false ;

7 if D(xi) = ∅ then return false;
8 if SIZE 	= |D(xi)| then CHANGE ← true;
9 foreach xj ∈ X\{xi} do

10 SIZE ← |D(xj)|;
11 foreach vj ∈ D(xj) do
12 if counter(xj , vj) = |D(xi)| then remove vj from D(xj) ;
13 counter(xj , vj) ← 0;

14 if D(xj) = ∅ then return false;
15 if SIZE 	= |D(xj)| then CHANGE ← true;

16 return true

Algorithm 6. TestAC(X,D,C ∪ {xi = vi})
1 begin
2 Q ← {(xj , ck) | ck ∈ Γ(xi), xj ∈ var(ck), xj 	= xi} ;
3 L ← ∅ ;
4 while Q 	= ∅ do
5 pick and delete (xj , ck) from Q ;
6 SIZE ← |D(xj)| ;
7 foreach vj ∈ D(xj) do
8 if ¬HasSupport(xj , vj , ck) then
9 remove vj from D(xj) ;

10 L ← L ∪ (xj , vj) ;

11 if D(xj) = ∅ then
12 RestoreDomains(L, false) ;
13 return false ;

14 if |D(xj)| < SIZE then
15 Q ← Q ∪ {(xj′ , ck′)|ck′ ∈ Γ(xj), xj′ ∈ var(ck′), xj′ 	= xj , ck′ 	= ck};

16 RestoreDomains(L, true) ;
17 return true ;

The procedure varPOAC (Algorithm 5) is called to establish POAC w.r.t. a
variable xi. It works in two steps. The first step enforces arc consistency in each
sub-network N = (X,D,C ∪ {xi = vi}) (line 4) and removes vi from D(xi)
(line 5) if the sub-network is arc-inconsistent. Otherwise, the procedure TestAC
(Algorithm 6) increments the counter associated with every arc inconsistent value
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Algorithm 7. RestoreDomains(L,UPDATE)
1 begin
2 if UPDATE then
3 foreach (xj , vj) ∈ L do
4 D(xj) ← D(xj) ∪ {vj} ;
5 counter(xj , vj) ← counter(xj , vj) + 1 ;

6 else
7 foreach (xj , vj) ∈ L do
8 D(xj) ← D(xj) ∪ {vj} ;

(xj , vj), j �= i in the sub-network N = (X,D,C ∪{xi = vi}). (Lines 6 and 7 have
been added for improving the performance in practice but are not necessary for
reaching the required level of consistency.) In line 8 the Boolean CHANGE is set
to true if D(xi) has changed. The second step deletes all the values (xj , vj), j �= i
with a counter equal to |D(xi)| and sets back the counter of each value to 0 (lines
12–13). Whenever a domain change occurs in D(xj), if the domain is empty,
varPOAC returns failure (line 14); otherwise it sets the Boolean CHANGE to
true (line 15).

Enforcing arc consistency on the sub-networks N = (X,D,C ∪ {xi = vi}) is
done by calling the procedure TestAC (Algorithm 6). TestAC just checks whether
arc consistency on the sub-network N = (X,D,C ∪{xi = vi}) leads to a domain
wipe-out or not. It is an instrumented AC algorithm that increments a counter for
all removed values and restores them all at the end. In addition to the standard
propagation queue Q, TestAC uses a list L to store all the removed values. After
the initialisation of Q and L (lines 2–3), TestAC revises each arc (xj , ck) in Q and
adds each removed value (xj , vj) to L (lines 5–10). If a domain wipe-out occurs
(line 11), TestAC restores all removed values (line 12) without incrementing the
counters (call to RestoreDomains with UPDATE = false) and it returns failure
(line 13). Otherwise, if values have been pruned from the revised variable (line 14)
it puts in Q the neighbouring arcs to be revised. At the end, removed values are
restored (line 16) and their counters are incremented (call to RestoreDomains
with UPDATE = true) before returning success (line 17).

Proposition 1. POAC1 has a worst-case time complexity in O(n2d2(T + n)),
where T is the time complexity of the arc-consistency algorithm used for singleton
tests, n is the number of variables, and d is the number of values in the largest
domain.

Proof. The cost of calling varPOAC on a single variable is O(dT + nd) because
varPOAC runs AC on d values and updates nd counters. In the worst case, each
of the nd value removals trigger n calls to varPOAC. Therefore POAC1 has a time
complexity in O(n2d2(T + n)). ��
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Fig. 4. The convergence speed of POAC and SAC.

5.2 Comparison of POAC and SAC Behaviors

Although POAC has a worst-case time complexity greater than SAC, we
observed in practice that maintaining POAC during search is often faster than
maintaining SAC. This behavior occurs even when POAC cannot remove more
values than SAC, i.e. when the same number of nodes is visited with the same
static variable ordering. This is due to what we call the (filtering) convergence
speed : when both POAC and SAC reach the same fixpoint, POAC reaches the
fixpoint with fewer singleton tests than SAC.

Figure 4 compares the convergence speed of POAC and SAC on an CSP
instance where they have the same fixpoint. We observe that POAC is able
to reduce the domains, to reach the fixpoint, and to prove the fixpoint, all in
fewer singleton tests than SAC. This pattern has been observed on most of the
instances and whatever ordering was used in the list S. The reason is that each
time POAC applies varPOAC to a variable xi, it is able to remove inconsistent
values from D(xi) (like SAC), but also from any other variable domain (unlike
SAC).

The fact that SAC cannot remove values in variables other than the one on
which the singleton test is performed makes it a poor candidate for adapting the
number of singleton tests. A SAC-inconsistent variable/value pair never singleton
tested has no chance to be pruned by such a technique.

6 Adaptive POAC

This section presents an adaptive version of POAC that approximates POAC by
monitoring the number of variables on which to perform singleton tests.

To achieve POAC, POAC1 calls the procedure varPOAC until it has proved
that the fixpoint is reached. This means that, when the fixpoint is reached,
POAC1 needs to call n (additional) times the procedure varPOAC without any
pruning to prove that the fixpoint was reached. Furthermore, we experimentally
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observed that in most cases there is a long sequence of calls to varPOAC that
prune very few values, even before the fixpoint has been reached (see Fig. 4 as an
example). The goal of Adaptive POAC (APOAC) is to stop iterating on varPOAC
as soon as possible. We want to benefit from strong propagation of singleton tests
while avoiding the cost of the last calls to varPOAC that delete very few values
or no value at all.

6.1 Principle

The APOAC approach alternates between two phases during search: a short
learning phase and a longer exploitation phase. One of the two phases is executed
on a sequence of nodes before switching to the other phase for another sequence
of nodes. The search starts with a learning phase. The total length of a pair of
sequences learning + exploitation is fixed to the parameter LE.

Before providing a more detailed description, let us define the (log2 of the)
volume of a constraint network N = (X,D,C), used to approximate the size of
the search space:

V = log2

n∏

i=1

|D(xi)|

We use the logarithm of the volume instead of the volume itself, because of
the large integers the volume generates. We also could have used the perimeter
(i.e.,

∑
i |D(xi)|) for approximating the search space size, as done in [NT13].

However, experiments have confirmed that the volume is a more precise and
effective criterion for adaptive POAC.

The ith learning phase is applied to a sequence of L = 1
10 · LE consecutive

nodes. During that phase, we learn a cutoff value ki, which is the maximum
number of calls to the procedure varPOAC that each node of the next (ith)
exploitation phase will be allowed to perform. A good cutoff ki is such that
varPOAC removes many inconsistent values (that is, obtains a significant volume
reduction in the network) while avoiding calls to varPOAC that delete very few
values or no value at all. During the ith exploitation phase, applied to a sequence
of 9

10 ·LE consecutive nodes, the procedure varPOAC is called at each node until
fixpoint is proved or the cutoff limit of ki calls to varPOAC is reached.

The ith learning phase works as follows. Let ki−1 be the cutoff learned at
the previous learning phase. We initialize maxK to max(2 · ki−1, 2). At each
node nj in the new learning sequence n1, n2, . . . nL, APOAC is used with a
cutoff maxK on the number of calls to the procedure varPOAC. APOAC stores
the sequence of volumes (V1, . . . , Vlast), where Vp is the volume resulting from
the pth call to varPOAC and last is the smallest among maxK and the number
of calls needed to prove fixpoint. Once the fixpoint is proved or the maxKth
call to varPOAC performed, APOAC computes ki(j), the number of varPOAC
calls that are enough to sufficiently reduce the volume while avoiding the extra
cost of the last calls that remove few or no value. (The criteria to decide what
’sufficiently’ means are described in Sect. 6.2.) Then, to make the learning phase
more adaptive, maxK is updated before starting node nj+1. If ki(j) is close to
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maxK, that is, greater than 3
4 ·maxK, we increase maxK by 20%. If ki(j) is less

than 1
2 ·maxK, we reduce maxK by 20%. Otherwise, maxK is unchanged. Once

the learning phase ends, APOAC computes the cutoff ki that will be applied to
the next exploitation phase. ki is an aggregation of the ki(j) values, j = 1, . . . , L,
computed using one of the aggregation techniques presented in Sect. 6.3.

6.2 Computing ki(j)

We implemented APOAC using two different techniques to compute ki(j) at a
node nj of the learning phase:

• LR (Last Reduction) ki(j) is the rank of the last call to varPOAC that reduced
the volume of the constraint network.

• LD (Last Drop) ki(j) is the rank of the last call to varPOAC that has produced
a significant drop of the volume. The significance of a drop is captured by a
ratio β ∈ [0, 1]. More formally, ki(j) = max{p | Vp ≤ (1 − β)Vp−1}.

6.3 Aggregation of the ki(j) Values

Once the ith learning phase is complete, APOAC aggregates the ki(j) values
computed during that phase to generate ki, the new cutoff value on the number
of calls to the procedure varPOAC allowed at each node of the ith exploitation
phase. We propose two techniques to aggregate the ki(j) values into ki.

• Med ki is the median of the ki(j), j ∈ 1..L.
• q-PER This technique generalizes the previous one. Instead of taking the

median, we use any percentile. That is, ki is equal to the smallest value among
ki(1), . . . , ki(L) such that q% of the values among ki(1), . . . , ki(L) are less than
or equal to ki.

Several variants of APOAC can be proposed, depending on how we compute
the ki(j) values in the learning phase and how we aggregate the different ki(j)
values. In the next section, we give an experimental comparison of the different
variants we tested.

6.4 Experimental Evaluation of (A)POAC

This section presents experiments that compare the performance of maintaining
AC, POAC, or adaptive variants of POAC during search. For the adaptive vari-
ants we use two techniques to determine ki(j): the last reduction (LR) and the
last drop (LD) with β = 5% (see Sect. 6.2). We also use two techniques to aggre-
gate these ki(j) values: the median (Med) and the qth percentile (q-PER) with
q = 70% (see Sect. 6.3). In experiments not presented in this paper we tested the
performance of APOAC using the 10th to 90th percentiles. The 70th percentile
showed the best behavior. We have performed experiments for the four variants
obtained by combining two by two the parameters LR vs LD and Med vs 70-
PER. For each variant we compared three initial values for the maxK used by
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the first learning phase: maxK ∈ {2, n,∞}, where n is the number of variable
in the instance to be solved. These three versions are denoted by APOAC-2,
APOAC-n and APOAC-fp respectively.

We compare these search algorithms on instances available from Lecoul-
tre’s webpage.2 We selected four binary classes containing at least one diffi-
cult instance for MAC (>10 s): mug, K-insertions, myciel and Qwh-20. We also
selected all the n-ary classes in extension: the traveling-salesman problem (TSP-
20, TSP-25), the Renault Megane configuration problem (Renault) and the Cril
instances (Cril). These eight problem classes contain instances with 11 to 1406
variables, domains of size 3 to 1600 and 20 to 9695 constraints.

For the search algorithm maintaining AC, the algorithm AC2001 (resp.
GAC2001) [BRYZ05] is used for the binary (resp. non-binary) problems. The

Table 5. Total number of instances solved by AC, several variants of APOAC, and
POAC.

ki(j) ki AC APOAC-2 APOAC-n APOAC-fp POAC

LR 70-PER #solved 115 116 119 118 115

Med #solved 115 114 118 118 115

LD 70-PER #solved 115 117 121 120 115

Med #solved 115 116 119 119 115

Table 6. CPU time for AC, APOAC-2, APOAC-n, APOAC-fp and POAC on the eight
problem classes.

class (#instances) AC APOAC-2 APOAC-n APOAC-fp POAC

Tsp-20 (15) #solved 15 15 15 15 15

sum CPU 1,596.38 3,215.07 4,830.10 7,768.33 18,878.81

Tsp-25 (15) #solved 15 14 15 15 11

sum CPU 20,260.08 >37,160.63 16,408.35 33,546.10 >100,947.01

renault (50) #solved 50 50 50 50 50

sum CPU 837.72 2,885.66 11,488.61 15,673.81 18,660.01

cril (8) #solved 4 5 7 7 7

sum CPU >45,332.55 >42,436.17 747.05 876.57 1,882.88

mug (8) #solved 5 6 6 6 6

sum CPU >29,931.45 12,267.39 12,491.38 12,475.66 2,758.10

K-insertions (10) #solved 4 5 6 5 5

sum CPU >30,614.45 >29,229.71 27,775.40 >29,839.39 >20,790.69

myciel (15) #solved 12 12 12 12 11

sum CPU 1,737.12 2,490.15 2,688.80 2,695.32 >20,399.70

Qwh-20 (10) #solved 10 10 10 10 10

sum CPU 16,489.63 12,588.54 11,791.27 12,333.89 27,033.73

Sum of CPU times >146,799 >142,273 88,221 >115,209 >211,351

Sum of average CPU times per class >18,484 >14,717 8,773 >9,467 >10,229

2 www.cril.univ-artois.fr/∼lecoutre/benchmarks.html.

http://www.cril.univ-artois.fr/~lecoutre/benchmarks.html
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Fig. 5. Number of instances solved when the time allowed increases.

same AC algorithms are used as refutation procedure for POAC and APOAC
algorithms. The dom/wdeg heuristic [BHLS04] is used both to order variables
in the Ordering(X) function (see line 3 of Algorithm4) and to order variables
during search for all the search algorithms. The results presented involve all the
instances solved before the cutoff of 15,000 s by at least one algorithm.

Table 5 compares all the competitors and shows the number of instances
(#solved) solved before the cutoff. We observe that, on the set of instances
tested, adaptive versions of POAC are better than AC and POAC. All of them,
except APOAC-2+LR+Med, solve more instances than AC and POAC. All the
versions using the last drop (LD) technique to determine the ki(j) values in
the learning phase are better than those using last reduction (LR). We also see
that the versions that use the 70th percentile (70-PER) to aggregate the ki(j)
values are better than those using the median (Med). This suggests that the
best combination is LD+70-PER. This is the only combination we will consider
in the following.

Table 6 focuses on the performance of the three variants of APOAC (APOAC-
2, APOAC-n and APOAC-fp), all with the combination (LD+70-PER). When a
competitor cannot solve an instance before the cutoff, we count 15,000 s for that
instance and we write ‘>’ in front of the corresponding sum of CPU times. The
last two rows of the table give the sum of CPU times and the sum of average CPU
times per class. For each class taken separately, the three versions of APOAC
are never worse than AC and POAC at the same time. APOAC-n solves all the
instances solved by AC and POAC, and for four of the eight problem classes it
outperforms both AC and POAC. However, there remain a few classes, such as
Tsp-20 and renault, where even the first learning phase of APOAC is too costly
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Table 7. Performance of APOAC-n compared to AC and POAC on n-ary problems.

AC APOAC-n POAC

#solved 84/87 87/87 83/87

sum CPU >68,027 33,474 >140,369

gain w.r.t. AC – >51% –

gain w.r.t. POAC – >76% –

to compete with AC despite our agile auto-adaptation policy that limits the
number of calls to varPOAC during learning (see Sect. 6.1). Table 6 also shows
that maintaining a high level of consistency, such as POAC, throughout the
entire network generally produces a significant overhead.

Table 7 and Fig. 5 sum up the performance results obtained on all the
instances with n-ary constraints. The binary classes are not included in the
table and figure, because they have not been exhaustively tested. Figure 5 gives
the performance profile for each algorithm presented in Table 6: AC, APOAC-2,
APOAC-n, APOAC-fp and POAC. Each point (t, i) on a curve indicates the
number i of instances that an algorithm can solve in less than t seconds. The
performance profile underlines that AC and APOAC are better than POAC:
whatever the time given, they solve more instances than POAC. The compar-
ison between AC and APOAC highlights two phases: A first phase (for easy
instances), during which AC is better than APOAC, and a second phase, where
APOAC becomes better than AC. Among the adaptive versions, APOAC-n is
the variant with the shortest first phase (it adapts quite well to easy instances),
and it remains the best even when time increases.

Finally, Table 7 compares the best APOAC version (APOAC-n) to AC and
POAC on n-ary problems. The first row of the table gives the number of solved
instances by each algorithm before the cutoff. We observe that APOAC-n solves
more instances than AC and POAC. The second row of the table gives the sum
of CPU time required to solve all the instances. Again, when an instance cannot
be solved before the cutoff of 15,000 s, we count 15,000 s for that instance. We
observe that APOAC-n significantly outperforms both AC and POAC. The last
two rows of the table give the gain of APOAC-n w.r.t. AC and w.r.t. POAC. We
see that APOAC-n has a positive total gain greater than 51% compared to AC
and greater than 76% compared to POAC.

7 Conclusion

We have proposed two approaches to adjust the level of consistency automati-
cally during search. For the parameterized local consistency approach, we intro-
duced the notion of stability of values for arc consistency, a notion based on the
depth of their supports in their respective domain. This approach us allows us to
define levels of local consistency of increasing strength between arc consistency
and a given strong local consistency. We have introduced two techniques which
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allow us to make the parameter adaptable dynamically and locally during search.
As a second approach, we proposed POAC1, an algorithm that enforces partition-
one-AC efficiently in practice. We have also proposed an adaptive version of
POAC that monitors the number of variables on which to perform singleton
tests. Our experiments show that in both approaches, adapting the level of local
consistency during search can outperform both MAC and maintaining a chosen
local consistency stronger than AC.

Our approaches concentrate on adapting the level of consistency between the
standard arc consistency and a chosen higher level. There are many constraints
(especially global constraints) on which arc consistency is already a (too) high
level of consistency and on which the standard consistency is bound consistency
or some simple propagation rules. In these cases, an approach to that chosen in
this paper could allow us to adapt automatically between arc consistency and
the given lower level.
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Abstract. MiningZinc offers a framework for modeling and solving
constraint-based mining problems. The language used is MiniZinc, a
high-level declarative language for modeling combinatorial (optimisa-
tion) problems. This language is augmented with a library of functions
and predicates that help modeling data mining problems and facilities
for interfacing with databases. We show how MiningZinc can be used
to model constraint-based itemset mining problems, for which it was
originally designed, as well as sequence mining, Bayesian pattern min-
ing, linear regression, clustering data factorization and ranked tiling.
The underlying framework can use any existing MiniZinc solver. We also
showcase how the framework and modeling capabilities can be integrated
into an imperative language, for example as part of a greedy algorithm.

1 Introduction

The traditional approach to data mining is to develop specialized algorithms
for specific tasks. This has led to specialized algorithms for many tasks, among
which classification, clustering and association rule discovery [19,30,35]. In many
cases these algorithms support certain kinds of constraints as well; in particular
constraint-based clustering and constraint-based pattern mining are established
research areas [2,5,6]. Even though successful for specific applications, the down-
side of specialized algorithms is that it is hard to adapt them to novel tasks.

In recent years, researchers have explored the idea of using generic solvers to
tackle datamining problems such as itemsetmining [16,22], sequencemining [7,31]
and clustering [11,13]. These approaches start from the insight that many data
mining problems can be formalized as either a constraint satisfaction problem, or
a constrained optimization problem. The advantage is that, just as in constraint
programming, new tasks canbe addressed by changing the constraint specification.
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Although these techniques allow flexibility in modeling new tasks, they are
often tied to one particular solver. To address this shortcoming we introduced
MiningZinc [15], a solver-independent language and framework for modeling
constraint-based data mining tasks. That work focussed on constraint-based
itemset mining problems and the solving capabilities of the framework. In this
work, we focus on the modeling aspects of the MiningZinc language and we show
for a wide range of data mining tasks how they can be modeled in MiningZinc,
namely sequence mining, Bayesian pattern mining, linear regression, clustering
data factorization and ranked tiling. We end with a discussion of related work
and conclusion.

2 Language

Ideally, a language for mining allows one to express the problems in a natural way,
while at the same time being generic enough to express additional constraints
or different optimization criteria. We choose to build on the MiniZinc constraint
programming language for this purpose [32]. It is a subset of Zinc [25] restricted
to the built-in types bool, int, set and float, and user-defined predicates and
functions [34].

MiningZinc uses the MiniZinc language, that is, all models written for Min-
ingZinc are compatible with the standard MiniZinc compiler and toolchain. How-
ever, MiningZinc offers additional functionality aimed towards modeling data
mining problems:

– a library of predicates and functions that are commonly used in data mining
– extensions for reading data from different sources (e.g. a database)
– integration with Python for easy implementation of greedy algorithms

2.1 MiniZinc

MiniZinc is a language designed for specifying constraint problems. Listing 1
shows an example of a MiniZinc model for the well-known “Send+More=Money”
problem. In this problem the goal is to assign distinct digits to the letters such
that the formula holds.

This model starts with declaring the decision variables with their domains
(Lines 1 and 2). The problem specification states that the variables S and M
should not be zero which we encode in their domains. Next, we specify the con-
straints on these decision variables. On Line 4 we specify that all variables should
take a different value. For this we use the all different global constraint which is
defined in MiniZinc’s standard library. In order to use this constraint we include
that library (Line 3). On Line 5 we specify that the numbers formed by the
digits “SEND” and “MORE” should sum up to the number formed by the digits
“MONEY”. For the translation between the list of digits and the number they
represent, we define a helper function on Line 6; it first creates a local parame-
ter max i that represents the largest index, and then sums over each variable
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Listing 1. An example MiniZinc model

1 var 1 . . 9 : S ; var 0 . . 9 : E ; var 0 . . 9 : N; var 0 . . 9 : D;

2 var 1 . . 9 : M; var 0 . . 9 : O; var 0 . . 9 : R; var 0 . . 9 : Y;

3 include ” g l oba l s .mzn” ;

4 constraint a l l d i f f e r e n t ( [ S ,E,N,D,M,O,R,Y ] ) ;

5 constraint number ( [ S ,E,N,D] ) + number ( [M,O,R,E ] ) =

number ( [M,O,N,E,Y ] ) ;

6 function var int : number (array [ int ] of var int : d i g i t s ) =

l et { int : max i = max( i nd ex s e t ( d i g i t s ) ) } in

sum( i in i nd ex s e t ( d i g i t s ) )

(pow(10 , max i−i ) ∗ d i g i t s [ i ] ) ;

7 solve sat i s fy ;

8 output [ show ( [ S ,E,N,D] ) , ”+”, show ( [M,O,R,E ] ) ,

”=”, show ( [M,O,N,E,Y ] ) ] ;

MiniZinc
model

Data

FlatZinc Solver Output

Fig. 1. Overview of the MiniZinc toolchain

multiplied by 1, 10, 100, ... depending on its position in the array (for exam-
ple, number([S,E,N,D]) = 1000∗S+100∗E+10∗N+1∗D). Line 7 states that this
is a constraint satisfaction problem. MiniZinc also supports optimization prob-
lems in which case this statement would be replaced by solve minimize <variable
expression>, or likewise with maximize. Finally, Line 8 defines the output of the
model.

Apart from the functionality demonstrated in the example, MiniZinc mod-
els can be parameterized, for example, to include external data. The values of
these parameters can be loaded from an external file, or passed in through the
command line.

MiniZinc is solver-independent, that is, MiniZinc models can be translated
to the lower level language FlatZinc which is understood by a wide range of
solvers. The MiniZinc toolchain does however support solver-specific optimiza-
tions through the use of solver-specific versions of the standard library and anno-
tations. A schematic overview of the MiniZinc toolchain is shown in Fig. 1.

In the following we describe how we extended MiniZinc.
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2.2 Library

MiniZinc offers the ability to add additional libraries of commonly used pred-
icates and functions. As part of MiningZinc, we created a minimal library for
help with specifying mining and learning problems. It has two purposes: (1) to
simplify modeling for the user and (2) to simplify the model analysis by the
MiningZinc solver.

There are four categories of functions:

– generic helper functions
– itemset mining functions
– norms and distance functions
– extra solver annotations

There are two generic helper functions that we feel are missing in MiniZinc,
namely a direct bool2float conversion function var float: b2f(var bool: B) and an
explicit weighted sum:
function var int: weighted sum(array[int] of var int W, array[int] of var int X).

Itemset mining is the best studied problem category in MiningZinc, and the
key abstraction is the cover function: cover(Items, TDB)). Other helper functions
are coverInv(Trans, TDB)) and frequent items(TDB, MinFreq).

Many data mining and machine learning problems involve computing dis-
tances. For this reason, we added to the library functions that compute the l1,
l2 and l∞ norms, the Manhattan, Euclidean and Chebyshev distance as well as
the sum of squared errors and mean squared error:

Listing 2. ”norms”

1 function var f loat : norm1(array [ int ] of var f loat : W) =

2 sum( j in i nd ex s e t (W) ) ( abs (W[ j ] ) ) ;

3 function var f loat : norm2sq (array [ int ] of var f loat : W) =

4 sum( j in i nd ex s e t (W) ) ( W[ j ]∗W[ j ] ) ;

5 function var f loat : norm2(array [ int ] of var f loat : W) =

6 sq r t ( norm2sq (W) ) ;

7 function var f loat : normInf (array [ int ] of var f loat : W) =

8 max( j in i nd ex s e t (W) ) ( W[ j ] ) ;

Listing 3. ”distances”

1 function var f loat : manhDist (array [ int ] of var f loat : A,

2 array [ int ] of var f loat : B) =

3 norm1 ( [ A[ d ] − B[ d ] | d in i nd ex s e t (A) ] ) ;

4 function var f loat : e u c lD i s t (array [ int ] of var f loat : A,

5 array [ int ] of var f loat : B) =

6 norm2 ( [ A[ d ] − B[ d ] | d in i nd ex s e t (A) ] ) ;

7 function var f loat : chebDist (array [ int ] of var f loat : A,

8 array [ int ] of var f loat : B) =

9 normInf ( [ A[ d ] − B[ d ] | d in i nd ex s e t (A) ] ) ;

10 function var f loat : sumSqErr (array [ int ] of var f loat : A,

11 array [ int ] of var f loat : B) =

12 norm2sq ( [ A[ d ] − B[ d ] | d in i nd ex s e t (A) ] ) ;

13 function var f loat : meanSqErr (array [ int ] of var f loat : A,

14 array [ int ] of var f loat : B) =

15 sumSqErr (A,B)/ length (A) ;
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Finally, the library also declares a few annotations that provide additional
information to the solver such as load data and vartype, which are discussed in
the next section.

The MiningZinc library can be used by adding the following statement.

1 i n c l ude ”m in i n g z i n c . mzn ” ;

The library is written in MiniZinc and is fully compatible with the standard
MiniZinc toolchain.

2.3 Facilities for Loading Data

The MiningZinc library also declares a few annotations that allow us to extend
the functionality of MiniZinc with respect to loading data from external sources.
This consists of two components: (1) accessing data from an external data source
and (2) translating it to a data structure supported by MiniZinc.

When using standard MiniZinc, if one wants to use external data, the work-
flow would be as follows:

1. Determine the relevant information from the database
2. Use SQL to extract this information
3. Translate the data to numeric identifiers using a script
4. Write out the data into MiniZinc format (dzn) using a script
5. Execute MiniZinc
6. Translate the results’ identifiers back to the original data using a script
7 Analyze the results and, if necessary, repeat the process

Using the data loading facilities available in MiningZinc, the workflow
becomes:

1. Determine the relevant information from the database
2. Update the MiningZinc model with data sources pointing to the relevant

information
3. Execute MiningZinc
4. Analyze the results and, if necessary, repeat the process

Reading Data. MiningZinc facilitates loading data from external sources through
the load data(specification) annotation. The specification is a string describing
the data source. By default, MiningZinc supports the following specifications:

sqlite;<filename>;<SQL query> Retrieve data from an SQLite database
based on an SQL query.

arff;<filename> Retrieve data from a file in Weka’s ARFF format [18].
csv;<filename>;<field separator> Retrieve data from a CSV file.

The use of these annotations is illustrated in Listing 4.
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Listing 4. Examples of external data loading

1 array [ int ] of set of int : TDB

: : l oad data (” s q l i t e ; data/ uc i . db ;SELECT ∗ FROM zoo ; ” ) ;

2 array [ int ] of set of int : TDB

: : l oad data (” a r f f ; data/zoo . a r f f ; ” ) ;

3 string : datasource ;

4 array [ int ] of set of int : TDB : : l oad data ( datasource ) ;

The translation process is determined based on the structure of the input
data and the target type in MiniZinc. For example, given an input table with
two columns and the output type array[int] of set of int, the first column is
interpreted as the index of the array and the second column as an element of
the set. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.

person eats

john apple
john pear
mary apple
mary banana
mary mango
tom banana

person keyP

john 1
mary 2
tom 3

fruit keyF

apple 1
pear 2

banana 3
mango 4

TDB = [{1,2},{1,3,4},{3}];

Fig. 2. Default translation to an array[int] of set of int from a table with two columns.

Automatic Translations. The previous example shows that during the loading of
the data, we need to translate some of the data to an integer range. MiningZinc
performs these translations automatically. The user can guide this translation
process by adding type annotations to variable definitions. This can be done
using the vartype annotation as illustrated in Listing 5. The additional informa-
tion allows MiningZinc to translate the solutions back to the original values.

Listing 5. Examples of type annotations

1 array [ int ] of set of int : TDB

: : l oad data (” s q l i t e ; data/ uc i . db ;SELECT ∗ FROM zoo ; ” )

: : vartype (”Animals ” ,” Features ”)

2 var set of Items : Items : : vartype (” Features ” ) ;

3 var set of int : Trans : : vartype (”Animals ”) = cover ( Items ,TDB) ;

4 constraint card ( cover ( Items , TDB)) >= MinFreq ;

5 solve sat i s fy ;

6 output [ show( Items ) , show( Trans ) ] ;
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2.4 Python Integration

MiniZinc is a language that is specifically designed for expressing constrained
optimization problems. It is therefore not very suitable to write complete sys-
tems, but should be seen as a domain specific language instead. To facilitate the
use of MiningZinc we provide an interface with Python through the mngzn mod-
ule. This interface allows the user to parse a MiningZinc model from a Python
string, provide parameters using Python’s dictionaries and query its results as a
Python data structure. The main interface is demonstrated in Listing 6.

Listing 6. ”Python interface”

1 import mngzn

2 modelstr = ”””

in t : sum; in t : max ;

var 0 . .max : a ; var 0 . .max : b ;

cons tra in t a+b == sum;

so l ve s a t i s f y ;

output [ show(a ) , show(b ) ] ;

”””

3 params = { ’ sum ’ : 3 , ’max ’ : 2}
4 model = mngzn . parseModel ( modelstr , params )

5 s o l u t i o n s = model . s o l v e ( )

6 for s o l in s o l u t i o n s :

7 print model . f o rmat s o l u t i on ( s o l )

First, we load the MiningZinc package (Line 1) and we define a model as
a string of MiniZinc code (Line 2). The model takes two parameters sum and
max and finds all pairs of integers up to max that sum to sum. On Line 3 we
set the values of these parameters in a Python dictionary. Next, we parse the
model string together with the parameters to obtain a solvable model (Line 4).
On Line 5 we solve the model and obtain the solutions. This returns a sequence
of Python dictionaries containing the output variables of the model, in this case
[{’a’: 1, ’b’: 2}, {’a’: 2, ’b’: 1}]. Finally, we format and print out each solution
(Line 7).

In Sect. 3.7 (Listing 17) we show an example of how this interface can be used
to implement a greedy algorithm.

3 Modeling Data Mining Problems

We show how to model a variety of data mining problems, including constraint-
based itemset mining, sequence mining, clustering, linear regression, ranked
tiling and more.

In each case, the problem is modelled as a standard constraint satisfaction
or optimisation problem, and it is modelled using the primitives available in
MiniZinc, as well some common functions and predicates that we have added to
the MiningZinc library.
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3.1 Itemset Mining

The MiningZinc work originates from our work on using constraint programming
(solvers) for constraint-based itemset mining [16].

Problem Statement. Itemset mining was introduced by Agrawal et al. [1] and can
be defined as follows. The input consists of a set of transactions, each of which
contains a set of items. Transactions are identified by identifiers S = {1, . . . , n};
the set of all items is I = {1, . . . , m}. An itemset database D maps transaction
identifiers to sets of items: D(t) ⊆ I. The frequent itemset mining problem is
then defined mathematically as follows.

Definition 1 (Frequent Itemset Mining). Given an itemset database D and
a threshold α, the frequent itemset mining problem consists of finding all itemsets
I ⊆ I such that |φD(I)| > α, where φD(I) = {t | I ⊆ D(t)}.

The set φD(I) is called the cover of the itemset, and the threshold α the
minimum frequency threshold. An itemset I which has |φD(I)| > α is called a
frequent itemset.

Listing 7. ”Frequent Itemset mining”

1 % Data

2 int : NrI ; int : NrT ; int : Freq ; array [ 1 . . NrT ] of

3 set of 1 . . NrI : TDB;

4 % Pattern

5 var set of 1 . . NrI : Items ;

6 % Min. frequency cons tra in t

7 constraint card ( cover ( Items ,TDB)) >= Freq ;

8 solve sat i s fy ;

Listing 8. ”Cover function for itemsets”

1 function var set of int : cover (var set of int : Items ,

2 array [ int ] of set of int : D) =

3 l et {
4 var set of i nd ex s e t (D) : CoverSet ;

5 constraint fo ra l l ( t in i nd ex s e t (D) )

6 ( t in CoverSet <−> Items subset D[ t ] ) ;

7 } in CoverSet ;

MiningZinc Model. Listing 7 shows the frequent itemset mining problem in Min-
ingZinc. Lines 2 and 3 are parameters and data, which a user can provide separate
from the actual model or through load data statements. The model represents
the items and transaction identifiers in I and S by natural numbers (from 1 to
NrI and 1 to NrT respectively) and the dataset D by the array TDB, mapping
each transaction identifier to the corresponding set of items. The set of items we
are looking for is represented on line 5 as a set variable with elements between
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value 1 and NrI. The minimum frequency constraint is posted on line 7; it natu-
rally corresponds to the formal notation |φD(I)| ≥ α. The cover relation used on
line 7 and shown in Listing 8 is part of the MiningZinc library and implements
φD(I) = {t|I ⊆ D(t)}; note that this constraint is not a hard-coded constraint in
the solver, such as in other systems, but is implemented in the MiningZinc lan-
guage itself, and can hence be changed if this is desired. Finally, line 8 states that
it is a satisfaction problem. Enumerating all solutions that satisfy the constraints
corresponds to enumerating all frequent itemsets.

This example demonstrates the appeal of using a modeling language like
MiniZinc for pattern mining: The formulation is high-level, declarative and close
to the mathematical notation of the problem. Furthermore, the use of user-
defined functions allows us to abstract away concepts that are common when
expressing constraint-based mining problems.

Constraint-Based Mining. In constraint-based mining the idea is to incorpo-
rate additional user-constraints into the mining process. Such constraints can be
motivated by an overwhelming number of (redundant) results otherwise found,
or by application-specific constraints such as searching for patterns with high
profit margins in sales data.

Listing 9 shows an example constraint-based mining setting. Compared to
Listing 7, two constraints have been added: a closure constraint on line 6, which
avoids non-closed patterns in the output, and a minimum cost constraint 10,
requiring that the sum of the costs of the individual items is above a threshold.
Other constraints could be added and combined in a similar way. See [16] for the
range of constraints that has been studied in a constraint programming setting.

Listing 9. ”Constraint-based itemset mining”

1 int : NrI ; int : NrT ; int : Freq ; array [ 1 . . NrT ] of

2 set of 1 . . NrI : TDB;

3 var set of 1 . . NrI : Items ;

4 constraint card ( cover ( Items ,TDB)) >= Freq ;

5 % Closure

6 constraint Items = cove r inv ( cover ( Items ,TDB) ,TDB) ;

7

8 % Minimum cost

9 array [ 1 . . NrI ] of int : i t em c ; int : Cost ;

10 constraint sum( i in Items ) ( i tem c [ i ] ) >= Cost ;

11 solve sat i s fy : : enumerate ;

3.2 Sequence Mining

Sequence mining [1] can be seen as a variation of the itemset mining problem
discussed above. Whereas in itemset mining each transaction is a set of items,
in sequence mining both transactions and patterns are ordered, (i.e. they are
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sequences instead of sets) and symbols can be repeated. For example, 〈b, a, c,b〉
and 〈a, c, c,b,b〉 are two sequences, and the sequence 〈a,b〉 is one possible pattern
included in both.

Problem Statement. Two key concepts in any pattern mining setting are the
structure of the pattern, and the cover relation that defines when a pattern
covers a transaction.

In sequence mining, a transaction is covered by a pattern if there exists an
embedding of the sequence pattern in the transaction; where an embedding is a
mapping of every symbol in the pattern to the same symbol in the transaction
such that the order is respected.

Definition 2 (Embedding in a sequence). Let S = 〈s1, . . . , sm〉 and S′ =
〈s′

1, . . . , s
′
n〉 be two sequences of size m and n respectively with m ≤ n. The tuple

of integers e = (e1, . . . , em) is an embedding of S in S′ (denoted S �e S′) if
and only if:

S �e S′ ↔ e1 < . . . < em and ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , m : si = s′
ei

(1)

For example, let S = 〈a,b〉 be a pattern, then (2, 4) is an embedding of S in
〈b, a, c,b〉 and (1, 4), (1, 5) are both embeddings of S in 〈a, c, c,b,b〉.

Given an alphabet Σ of symbols, a sequential database D is a set of trans-
actions where each transaction is a sequences defined over symbols in Σ. As in
itemset mining, let D be a mapping from transaction identifiers to transactions.
The frequent sequence mining problem is then defined as follows:

Definition 3 (Frequent Sequence Mining). Given a sequential database D
with alphabet Σ and a threshold α, the frequent sequence mining problem consists
of finding all sequences S over alphabet Σ such that |ψD(S)| > α, where ψD(S) =
{t | ∃e s.t. S �e D(t)}.

The set ψD(S) is the cover of the sequence, similar to the cover of an itemset.

MiningZinc Model. Modeling this in MiningZinc is somewhat more complex
than itemset mining, as for itemsets we could reuse the set variable type, while
sequences and the embedding relation need to be encoded. Each symbol is given
an identifier (offset 1), and a transaction is represented as an array of symbol
identifiers. The data is hence represented by a two dimensional array, and all
sequences are padded with the identifier 0 such that they have the same length
(MiniZinc does not support an array of arrays of different length). This data is
given in lines (2)–(7) in Listing 10.

The pattern itself is also an array of integers, representing symbol identifiers.
The 0 identifier can be used as padding at the end of the pattern, so that patterns
of any size can be represented. Line (9) represents the array of integer variables
while line (11)–(13) enforce the padding meaning of the 0 identifier.

To encode the cover relation we can not quantify over all possible embed-
dings e explicitly, as there can be an exponential number of them. Instead, we
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add one array of variables for every transaction that will represent the embed-
ding of the pattern in that transaction, if one exists (line 15). Furthermore, we
add one Boolean variable for every transaction, which will indicate whether the
embedding is valid, e.g. whether the transaction is covered (line 17). Using these
variables, we can encode the cover relation (line 19), explained below, as well
as that the number of covered transactions must be larger than the minimum
frequency threshold (line 21).

Listing 10. ”Frequent sequence mining”

1 % Data

2 int : NrS ; % number of d i s t i n c t symbols ( symbol i d e n t i f i e r s )

3 int : NrPos ; % number of pos i t i ons = maximum transact ion s i z e

4 int : NrT ;

5 int : Freq ;

6 % datase t : 2D array of symbols

7 array [ 1 . . NrT , 1 . . NrPos ] of 1 . . NrS : data ;

8 % Pattern (0 means ’ end of sequence ’ )

9 array [ 1 . . NrPos ] of var 0 . . NrS : Seq ;

10 % enforce meaning of ’0 ’

11 constraint Seq [ 1 ] != 0 ;

12 constraint fo ra l l ( j in 1 . . NrPos−1) (

13 ( Seq [ j ] == 0) −> ( Seq [ j +1] == 0) ) ;

14 % Helper va r i a b l e s for embeddings (0 means ’no match ’ )

15 array [ 1 . . NrT , 1 . . NrPos ] of var 0 . . NrPos : Emb;

16 % Helper va r i a b l e s for Boolean representa t ion of cover se t

17 array [ 1 . . NrT ] of var bool : Cov ;

18 % Constrain cover r e l a t i on

19 constraint s equence cover ( Seq , Emb, Cov ) ;

20 % Min. frequency cons tra in t

21 constraint sum( i in 1 . . NrT) ( boo l 2 in t (Cov [ i ] ) ) >= Freq ;

22 solve sat i s fy ;

The actual formulation of the cover relation is shown in Listing 11; it could
be made available as a function returning a set variable too. The formulation
consists of three parts. In the first part (line 6) we constrain that for each trans-
action, the jth embedding variable must point to a position in the transaction
that matches the symbol of the jth symbol in the pattern. Note that if no match
is possible then the embedding variable will only have symbol 0 in its domain.
The second part (line 9) requires that embedding variables must be increasing
(except when 0). Finally, on line 12 we state that a transaction is covered if
for every non-0 valued position in the pattern there is a matching embedding
variable.
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Listing 11. ”Cover relation for sequences”

1 predicate s equence cover (array [ int ] of var int : Seq ,

2 array [ int , int ] of var int : Emb,

3 array [ int ] of var bool : Cov) =

4 % Ind iv idua l pos i t i ons should match ( e l s e : 0)

5 f o ra l l ( i in 1 . . NrT , j , x in 1 . . NrPos ) (

6 (Emb[ i , j ] == x) −> ( Seq [ j ] == data [ i , x ] ) ) /\

7 % Posi t ions increase ( except when 0)

8 f o ra l l ( i in 1 . . NrT , j in 1 . . NrPos−1, x in 1 . . NrPos ) (

9 (Emb[ i , j +1] == x) −> (Emb[ i , j ] < x ) ) /\

10 % Covered i f a l l i t s po s i t i ons match

11 f o ra l l ( i in 1 . . NrT) (

12 Cov [ i ] <−> f o ra l l ( j in 1 . . NrT) ( ( Seq [ j ] != 0) −>

13 (Emb[ i , j ] != 0) ) ) ;

As in sequence mining, extra constraints can be added to extract fewer, but
more relevant or interesting patterns. An overview of sequence mining constraints
that have been studied in a sequence mining setting is available in [31].

3.3 Constraint-Based Pattern Mining in Bayesian Networks

Just as one can mine patterns in data, it is also possible to mine patterns in
Bayesian Networks (BNs). These patterns can help in understanding the knowl-
edge that resides in the network. Extracting such knowledge can be useful when
trying to better understand a network, for example when presented with a new
network, in case of large and complex networks or when it is updated frequently.

Problem Statement. A Bayesian Network G defines a probability distribution
over a set of random variables X . Each variable has a set of values it can take,
called its domain. We define a Bayesian network pattern as an assignment to a
subset of the variables:

Definition 4 (BN pattern). A pattern A over a Bayesian network G is a
partial assignment, that is, an assignment to a subset of the variables in G:
A = {(X1 = x1), . . . , (Xm = xm)}, where each Xi is a different variables and xi

is a possible value in its domain.

A BN pattern can be seen as an itemset, where each item is an assignment
of a variable to a value. One can compute the (relative) frequency of an itemset
in a database; related, for a BN pattern one can compute the probability of the
pattern in the Bayesian network. The probability of a pattern A, denoted by
PG(A), is P ((X1 = x1), . . . , (Xm = xm)), that is, the probability of the partial
assignment marginalized over the unassigned variables.

Given this problem setting, one can define a range of constraint-based pattern
mining tasks over Bayesian Networks, similar to constraint-based mining tasks
over itemsets or sequences. In line with frequent itemset mining, the following
defines the probable BN pattern mining problem:
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Definition 5 (Probable BN pattern Mining). Given a Bayesian network
G over variables X and a threshold α, the probable BN pattern mining problem
consists of finding all BN patterns A over X such that PG(A) > α.

MiningZinc Model. We encode a BN pattern with an array of integer CP vari-
ables, as many as there are random variables in the BN. Each CP variable has
m+1 possible values, where m is the number of values in the domain of the
corresponding random variable: value 0 represents that the variable is not part
of the partial assignment, e.g. it should be marginalized over when computing
the probability. The other values each correspond to a value the domain of the
random variable.

The main issue is then to encode the probability computation. As this com-
putation will be performed many times during search, we choose to first compile
the BN into an arithmetic circuit. Computing the probability over the circuit is
polynomial in its size (which may be worst-case exponential to the size of the
origin network) [8]. Nevertheless, using ACs is generally recognized as one of the
most effective techniques for exact computation of probabilities, especially when
doing so repeatedly.

Fig. 3. Left: The Bayesian network and CPTs for a distribution with 3 variables. The
domain for all variables is {1, 2}. Right: The compiled arithmetic circuit for this BN.
A λij leaf of in the AC corresponds to assignment Xi = j in the BN.

Figure 3 shows an example AC. It consists of product nodes, sum nodes, con-
stants and indicator variables λ. The Boolean indicator variables λi,j indicate
whether (Xi = j). An assignment sets the corresponding indicator variable to 1
and the other indicator variables of the random variable to 0. To marginalize a
random variable away, all indicator variables of that variable must be set to 1.
The value obtained in the root node after evaluating the arithmetic circuit cor-
responds to the probability of the pattern given the assignment to the indicator
variable nodes.

To encode this in CP, we will create a float variable for every node in the
AC. Listing 12 shows how to encode an AC in CP. We assume given the set of
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product and sum node identifiers (root node has identifier 1), an array of sets
representing the ’children’ relation, an array with the constants, and a 2D array
that maps the indicator variables to nodes of the tree. The last two constraints
in the listing provide a mapping from the Q variables to indicator variables, such
that they must all be set to 1 (=marginalize) or exclusively have one indicator
set to 1 (=assignment).

Listing 12. Probable BN pattern mining

1 int : num vars ;

2 array [ v a r i a b l e s ] of int : num values ;

3 f loat : min prob ;

4 array [ 1 . . num vars ] of int : Q;

5 var 0 . 0 . . 1 . 0 : P ;

6 constraint P > min prob ;

7 constraint fo ra l l ( i in 1 . . num vars ) (

8 0 <= Q[ i ] /\ Q[ i ] <= num values [ i ]+1 ) ;

9 % encode AC

10 int : num ACnodes ;

11 array [ 1 . . num ACnodes ] of var 0 . 0 . . 1 . 0 : F ;

12 constraint P = F [ 1 ] ; % root node

13 % sum and product nodes

14 array [ 1 . . num ACnodes ] of set of int : c h i l d r en ;

15 set of int : sum nodes ;

16 constraint fo ra l l ( i in sum nodes ) (

17 F [ i ] = sum( j in ch i l d r en [ i ] ) (F [ j ] ) ) ;

18 set of int : prod nodes ;

19 constraint fo ra l l ( i in prod nodes ) (

20 F [ i ] = product ( j in ch i l d r en [ i ] ) (F [ j ] ) ) ;

21 % constant nodes , −1 means non−constant

22 array [ 1 . . num ACnodes ] of int : cons tants ;

23 constraint fo ra l l ( i in 1 . . num ACnodes where constants [ i ]!=−1) (

24 F [ i ] = constants [ i ] ) ;

25 % Q to ind ica tor nodes (which must take e i t h e r 0 or 1)

26 array [ 1 . . num vars , int ] of int : mapQ;

27 constraint fo ra l l ( i in 1 . . num vars ) (

28 Q[ i ]=0 −> f o ra l l ( j in 1 . . num vals [ i ] ) (F [mapQ[ i , j ] ] == 1) ) ;

29 constraint fo ra l l ( i in 1 . . num vars , k in 1 . . num vals [ i ] ) (

30 Q[ i ]=k −> (F [mapQ[ i , k ] ] == 1) /\
31 f o ra l l ( j in 1 . . num vals [ i ] where j !=k )

32 (F [mapQ[ i , j ] ] == 0) ) ;

33 solve sat i s fy ;

Many constraints from the itemset mining literature have a counterpart over
BN patterns and can be formulated as well, such as size constraints, closed/max-
imal/free constraints and constraints to discriminate results from two networks
from each other, or to discriminate a probability in a network to relative fre-
quency in a dataset. This is currently work in progress.
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3.4 Linear Regression

A common problem studied in data mining is regression, where the goal is to
estimate the value of a variable based on the values of dependent variables.

Problem Statement. In simple regression, the goal is to predict the value of a
target attribute given the value of an M -dimensional vector of input variables
x = (x1, ..., xM ).

We are given a set of N observations X and their corresponding target values
y. The goal is to find a function ŷ(x) that approximates the target values y for
the given observations. In linear regression [3] we assume ŷ(x) to be a linear
function. Mathematically, such a function can be formulated as

ŷ(x) = w1x1 + ... + wMxM + wM+1

where w = (w1, ..., wM+1) is a vector of weights that minimizes a given error
function. This error function is typically defined as the sum of squared errors

sumSqErr(ŷ, y) = ‖Xw − y‖22,
where X is an N × (M +1) matrix where each row corresponds to a given obser-
vation (extended with the constant 1), and y is a vector of length N containing
the corresponding target values. The vector Xw contains the result of comput-
ing ŷ for each observation. The goal is then to find the vector of weights w that
minimizes this error, that is,

arg min
w

‖Xw − y‖22.

MiningZinc Model. We can formulate this problem as an optimization problem
as shown in Listing 13. The model starts with defining the input data (Lines 2
and 3) and its dimensions (Lines 5–6). The input data can be specified in an
external file. Line 9 specifies the weight vector that needs to be found. Based
on this weight vector and the input variable x, we specify the estimate (ŷ(x))
of the linear model in Line 11. Finally, on Line 13 we specify the optimization
criterion, i.e. to minimize the sum of squared errors. The function sumSqErr is
defined in the MiningZinc library (Listing 3).

Listing 13. Model for min-squared-error linear regression

1 % Observations

2 array [ int , int ] of f loat : X;

3 array [ int ] of f loat : y ;

4 % Data dimensions

5 set of int : Points = index s e t 1 o f 2 (X) ;

6 set of int : Dimensions = index s e t 2 o f 2 (X) ;

7 int : NumWeights = max( Dimensions )+1;

8 % Weights to f ind

9 array [ 1 . . NumWeights ] of var f loat : w;

10 % Estimate for each data point

11 array [ Points ] of var f loat : yh =
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[ sum( j in Dimensions ) (w[ j ]∗X[ i , j ] ) + w[ NumWeights ]

| i in Points ] ;

12 % Optimization cri ter ium

13 solve minimize sumSqErr (y , yh ) ;

By replacing the error function we can easily model other linear regression
tasks, for example linear regression with elastic net regularization [38] where the
optimization criterium is defined as

arg min
w

1
2nsamples

‖Xw − y||22 + αρ‖w‖1 +
α(1 − ρ)

2
‖w‖22

with α and ρ parameters that determine the trade-off between L1 and L2 regular-
ization. Listing 14 shows the implementation of this scoring function in MiniZinc.

Listing 14. Elastic net error function for linear regression

1 function var f loat : e l a s t i c n e t (

array [ int ] of f loat : Y,

array [ int ] of var f loat : E,

array [ int ] of var f loat : W,

f loat : Alpha , f loat : Rho) =

(0 . 5 / i n t 2 f l o a t ( l ength (Y) ) ) ∗
norm2 ( [ Est [ i ] − Y[ i ] | i in i ndexs e t (Y) ] )

+ (Alpha∗Rho) ∗ norm2( W )

+ (0 . 5∗ Alpha∗(1.0−Rho) ) ∗ norm1( W ) ;

3.5 Clustering

The task of clustering is discussed in the next chapter. We would like to point
out however that the clustering problems explained there can be modeled in
MiningZinc too.

Problem Statement. Let us consider the minimum sum of squared error clustering
problem (which k-means provides an approximation of), where the goal is to
group all examples into k non-overlapping groups [21]. The objective to minimize
is the ’error’ of each cluster, that is, the distance of each point in the cluster to
the mean (centroid) of that cluster.

The centroid of a cluster can be computed by computing the mean of the
data points that belong to it:

zC = mean(C) =

∑
p∈C p

|C| (2)

The error is then measured as the sum of squared errors of the clusters:
∑

C∈C

∑

p∈C

d2(p, zC) (3)
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MiningZinc Model. The model below shows a MiningZinc specification of this
problem. As variables, it uses an array of integers, one integer variable for
every example. This variable will indicate which cluster the example belongs
too. The optimisation criterion is specified over all clusters and examples; the
b2f(Belongs[j])==i) part converts the Boolean valuation of whether point j
belongs to cluster i into a float variable, such that this indicator variable can be
multiplied by the sum of squared errors of point j to cluster i.

The functions b2f() (bool 2 float) and sumSqErr() (sum of squared errors) are
part of the MiningZinc library, see Sect. 2.2. The definition of mean() is shown
below and follows the mathematical definition above.

1 % Data

2 int : NrDim ; % number of dimensions

3 int : NrE ; % number of examples

4 int : K; % number of c l u s t e r s

5 array [ 1 . . NrE , 1 . . NrDim ] of f loat : Data ;

6 % Cluster ing ( each point be longs to one c l u s t e r )

7 array [ 1 . . NrE ] of var 1 . .K: Belongs ;

8 solve minimize sum( i in 1 . .K, j in 1 . . NrE) (

9 b2f ( Belongs [ j ] == i )∗
10 sumSqErr (Data [ j ] , mean(Data , Belongs , i ) )

11 ) ;

12 function array [ int ] of var f loat : mean(

13 array [ int , int ] of var f loat : Data ,

14 array [ int ] of var int : Belongs ,

15 int : c ) =

16 l et {
17 set of int : Exs = i nd ex s e t 1 o f 2 (Data ) ,

18 set of int : Dims = ind ex s e t 2 o f 2 (Data ) ,

19 array [ Dims ] of var f loat : Mean ,

20 constraint fo ra l l ( d in Dims ) (

21 Mean [ d ] =

22 sum( i in Exs ) ( b2f ( Belongs [ i ] == c ) ∗ Data [ i , d ] ) /

23 sum( i in Exs ) ( b2f ( Belongs [ i ] == c ) )

24 )

25 } in Mean ;

More clustering problems and how to model them for use with constraint
solvers can be found in the next chapter.

3.6 Relational Data Factorization

Motivated by an analogy with Boolean matrix factorization [29] (cf. Fig. 4),
[9] introduces the problem of factorizing a relation in a database. In matrix
factorization, one is given a matrix and has to factorize it as a product of other
matrices.

Problem Statement. In relational data factorization (RDF), the task is to fac-
torize a given relation as a conjunctive query over other relations, i.e., as a
combination of natural join operations. The problem is then to compute the
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A B C
1 1 0
1 1 1
1 0 1

=
1 0
1 1
0 1

× 1 1 0
0 1 1

Fig. 4. Boolean matrix factorization.

extensions of these relations starting from the input relation and a conjunctive
query. Thus relational data factorization is a form of both inverse querying and
abduction, as one has to compute the relations in the query from the result of
the query. The result of relational data factorization is not necessarily unique,
constraints on the desired factorization can be imposed and a scoring function
is used to determine the quality of a factorization. Relational data factorization
is thus a constraint satisfaction and optimization problem.

More specifically, relational data factorization is a generalization of abductive
reasoning [10]:

1. instead of working with a single observation f , we now assume a set of facts
D for a unique target predicate db is given;

2. instead of assuming any definition for the target predicate, we assume a single
definite rule defines db in terms of a set of abducibles A, the conjunctive query;

3. instead of assuming that a minimal set of facts be abduced, we score the
different solutions based on the observed error.

Formally we can specify the relational factorization problem as follows:
Given:

– a dataset D (of ground facts for a target predicate db);
– a factorization shape Q: db(T̄ ) ← q1(T̄1), . . . , qk(T̄k), where some of the qi are

abducibles;
– a set of rules and constraints P ;
– a scoring function opt.

Find: the set of ground facts F , the extensions of relation Q, that scores best
w.r.t. opt(D, approx(P,Q, F )) and for which Q ∪ P ∪ F is consistent.

MiningZinc Model. Listing 15 shows the model for a relational factorization
problem with a ternary conjunctive query, using the sum of absolute errors as
scoring function and without additional constraints.

Listing 15. Relational decomposition

1 % Input data

2 array [ int , int , int ] of int : paper ;

3 % index se t of authors

4 set of int : Authors = i nd ex s e t 1 o f 3 ( paper ) ;

5 % index se t of un i v e r s i t i e s

6 set of int : Un i v e r s i t i e s = i nd ex s e t 2 o f 3 ( paper ) ;

7 % index se t of venues

8 set of int : Venues = i nd ex s e t 3 o f 3 ( paper ) ;
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9 % Search for

10 array [ Authors , Un i v e r s i t i e s ] of var bool : worksAt ;

11 array [ Authors , Venues ] of var bool : publ i shesAt ;

12 array [ Un i v e r s i t i e s , Venues ] of var bool : knownAt ;

13 solve minimize

sum( a in Authors , u in Un iv e r s i t i e s , v in Venues ) (

abs ( paper [ a , u , v ] − boo l 2 in t (

worksAt [ a , u ] /\ publ i shesAt [ a , v ] /\ knownAt [ u , v ] ) ) ) ;

14 output [ show( worksAt ) , show( publ i shesAt ) , show(knownAt) ] ;

3.7 Ranked Tiling

Ranked tiling was introduced in [23] to find interesting areas in ranked data. In
this data, each transaction defines a complete ranking of the columns. Ranked
data occurs naturally in applications like sports or other competitions. It is
also a useful abstraction when dealing with numeric data in which the rows are
incomparable.

Problem Statement. Ranked tiling discovers regions that have high average rank
scores in rank matrices. These regions are called ranked tiles. Formally, a rank
tile is defined by the following optimization problem:

Problem 1 (Maximal ranked tile mining). Given a rank matrix M ∈
σm×n, σ ∈ {1, . . . n} and a threshold θ, find the ranked tile B = (R∗, C∗), with
R∗ ⊆ {1 . . . m} and C∗ ⊆ {1 . . . n}, such that:

B = (R∗, C∗) = argmax
R,C

∑

r∈R,c∈C

(Mr,c − θ). (4)

where θ is an absolute-valued threshold.

Example 1. Figure 5 depicts a rank matrix containing five rows and ten columns.
When θ = 5, the maximal ranked tile is defined by R = {1, 2, 3, 5} and C =
{1, 2, 3}. The score obtained by this tile is 37, and no more columns or rows can
be added without decreasing the score.

The maximal ranked tiling problem aims to find a single tile, but we are also
interested in finding a set of such tiles. This maximizes the amount of information
we can get from the data. In other words, we would like to discover a ranked
tiling.

Problem 2 (Ranked tiling). Given a rank matrix M, a number k, a thresh-
old θ, and a penalty term P , the ranked tiling problem is to find a set of ranked
tiles Bi = (Ri, Ci), i = 1 . . . k, such that they together maximize the following
objective function:

argmax
Ri,Ci

∑

r∈R,c∈C
1(tr,c≥1)((Mr,c − θ) − (tr,c − 1)P ) (5)
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Fig. 5. Example rank matrix, with maximal ranked tile B = ({R1, R2, R3, R5}, {C1,
C2, C3}).

where tr,c = |{i ∈ {1, . . . , k} | r ∈ Ri, c ∈ Ci}| indicates the number of tiles that
cover a cell, and 1ϕ is an indicator function that returns 1 if the test ϕ is true,
and 0 otherwise. P indicates a penalty that is assigned when tiles overlap.

To solve Problem 1 efficiently, we introduce two Boolean decision vectors:
T = (T1, T2, ..., Tm), with Ti ∈ {0, 1}, for rows and I = (I1, I2, ..., In), with Ii ∈
{0, 1}, for columns. An assignment to the Boolean vectors T and I corresponds
to an indication of rows and columns belonging to a tile. Then, the maximal
ranked tile can be found by solving the following equivalent problem:

argmax
T,I

∑

t∈R
Tt ∗ (

∑

i∈C
(Mt,i − θ) ∗ Ii) (6)

subject to

∀t ∈ R : Tt = 1 ↔
∑

i∈C
(Mt,i − θ) ∗ Ii ≥ 0 (7)

∀i ∈ C : Ii = 1 ↔
∑

t∈R
(Mt,i − θ) ∗ Tt ≥ 0 (8)

where redundant constraints (7), (8) are introduced to boost the search.

MiningZinc Model for Finding a Single Tile. This problem specification trans-
lates directly into the MiningZinc model shown in Listing 16 where Eqs. 7 and 8
correspond to lines 7 and 8, respectively, and the optimization criterion of Eq. 6
corresponds to line 9.
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Listing 16. MiniZinc model for finding a single best tile

1 array [ int , int ] of int : TDB;

2 int : th ; % Theta

3 set of int : Rows = ind ex s e t 1 o f 2 (TDB) ;

4 set of int : Cols = i nd ex s e t 2 o f 2 (TDB) ;

5 array [ Cols ] of var bool : I ;

6 array [ Rows ] of var bool : T;

7 constraint fo ra l l ( r in Rows) (

T[ r ] == (sum( c in Cols ) ( (TDB[ r , c ]− th )∗ boo l 2 in t ( I [ c ] ) ) >= 0)

) ;

8 constraint fo ra l l ( c in Cols ) (

I [ c ] == (sum( r in Rows ) ( (TDB[ r , c ]− th )∗ boo l 2 in t (T[ r ]))>=0)

) ;

9 solve maximize

sum( r in Rows ) (

boo l 2 in t ( I [ r ] ) ∗ sum( c in Cols ) ( (TDB[ r , c ]− th )∗ boo l 2 in t (T[ c ] )

)

) ;

10 output [ show(T) , ”\n” , show( I ) , ”\n ” ] ;

To solve Problem 2, Le Van et al. [23] propose to approximate the optimal
solution by using a greedy approach, as is common for this type of pattern set
mining problem. The first tile is found by solving the optimization problem in
Listing 16. Next, we remove that tile by setting all cells in the matrix that are
covered to the lowest rank (or another value, depending on parameter P ). Then,
we search in the resulting matrix for the second tile. This process is repeated
until the number of desired tiles is found. The sum of the scores of all discovered
tiles will correspond to the score of Eq. 5 for this solution. However, as the search
is greedy, the solution is not necessarily optimal.

Python Wrapper for Greedy tile Mining. The greedy approach cannot be mod-
elled directly in the MiningZinc language. However, the MiningZinc framework
allows direct access to the solving infrastructure from Python. The complete
algorithm is shown in Listing 17. The interaction with the MiningZinc module
(mngzn) occurs on line 7 where the model is initialized, and on line 9 where one
solution of the model is retrieved. In lines 13 through 19 the obtained tile is
removed from the original matrix (by setting its entries to 0). The process is
repeated until the tile no longer covers a new entry of the matrix.

Listing 17. Wrapper for finding all tiles (in Python)

1 TDB = . . . # Load matrix mznmodel = . . . # See Li s t ing
reflst:rankedtilingspsmzn params = { ’TDB ’ : TDB, ’ th ’ : 5}

2 t i l e s = [ ] stop = False while not stop :

3 model = mngzn . parseModel (mznmodel , params )

4 # Solve the model to f ind one t i l e

5 s o l u t i o n = next (model . s o l v e ( ) )

6 t i l e s . append ( s o l u t i o n )

7 stop = True

8 # Update the ranking matrix => zero out va lues
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9 for i , r in enumerate ( s o l u t i o n [ ’T ’ ] ) :

10 for j , c in enumerate ( s o l u t i o n [ ’ I ’ ] ) :

11 i f r and c :

12 # Stop unless the new t i l e covers a new item

13 i f TDB[ i ] [ j ] > 0 :

14 TDB[ i ] [ j ] = 0

15 stop = False

16 return t i l e s

4 Related Work

We have shown how MiningZinc can be used to model a wide variation of data
mining and machine learning tasks in a high-level and declarative way. Our mod-
eling language is based on MiniZinc [32] because it is a well-developed existing
language with wide support in the CP community, it supports user-defined con-
straint, and is solver-independent. Other modeling languages such as Essence
[12], Comet [37] and OPL [36] have no, or only limited, support for building
libraries of user-defined constraints, and/or are tied to a specific solver.

Integrating declarative modeling and data mining has been studied before
in the case of itemset mining [16,22], clustering [11,27] and sequence min-
ing [31]. However, these approaches were low-level and solver dependent. The
use of higher-level modeling languages and primitives has been studied before
[17,28], though again tied to one particular solving technology.

The idea of combining multiple types of data mining and machine learning
techniques also lies at the basis of machine learning packages such as WEKA [18]
and scikit-learn [33]. However, these packages do not offer a unified declarative
language and they do not support going beyond the capabilities of the algorithms
offered.

In data mining, our work is related to that on inductive databases [24]; these
are databases in which both data and patterns can be queried. Most inductive
query languages, e.g., [20,26], extend SQL with primitives for pattern mining.
They have only a restricted language for expressing mining problems, and are
usually tied to one mining algorithm. A more advanced development is that
of mining views [4], which provides lazy access to patterns through a virtual
table. Standard SQL can be used for querying, and the implementation will only
materialize those patterns in the table that are relevant for the query. This is
realized using a traditional mining algorithm. In MiningZinc we support the
integration of data from an external database through the use of SQL queries
directly.

5 Solving

This chapter does not expand on solving, but the MiningZinc framework [14]
supports three types of solving: (1) to use an existing MiniZinc solver; (2) to
detect that the specified tasks is a standard known task and to use a specialised
algorithm to solve it; and (3) a hybrid solving approach that uses both specialised
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algorithms and generic constraint solvers, for example by solving a master prob-
lem and subproblem with different technology, or to incorporate specialised algo-
rithms inside global constraint propagators. The first approach is typically least
efficient but most flexible towards adding extra constraints. The second app-
roach is least flexible but typically most scalable. The third, hybrid, approach
offers a trade-off between generality and efficiency, but requires modifications to
the solving process, which is hence beyond what can be expressed in a modeling
language like Mini(ng)Zinc.

6 Conclusion

In this chapter we showed how a wide range of data mining problems can be
modeled in MiningZinc. Only a minimal library of extra predicates and functions
was needed to express these problems, meaning that standard MiniZinc is often
sufficient to model such problem. Two additions are the ability to load data
from a database, and a library of distance functions, which are often used in
data mining.

The key feature of MiningZinc as a language for expressing data mining prob-
lems is the ability to add and modify constraints and objective functions. Hence
constraint-based mining problems are those where the language and framework
has most to offer, such as in constraint-based pattern mining and constrained
clustering. Another valuable use is for prototyping new data mining problems, as
was done for relational data factorization and ranked tiling. Many other problem
settings are yet unexplored.
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Abstract. Partition-based clustering is the task of partitioning a
dataset in a number of groups of examples, such that examples in each
group are similar to each other. Many criteria for what constitutes a good
clustering have been identified in the literature; furthermore, the use of
additional constraints to find more useful clusterings has been proposed.
In this chapter, it will be shown that most of these clustering tasks can be
formalized using optimization criteria and constraints. We demonstrate
how a range of clustering tasks can be modelled in generic constraint
programming languages with these constraints and optimization crite-
ria. Using the constraint-based modeling approach we also relate the
DBSCAN method for density-based clustering to the label propagation
technique for community discovery.

1 Introduction

Clustering [15] is the data analysis task of grouping sets of object. It is an unsu-
pervised task, meaning that no information is known about the true grouping
of the objects. In general, the goal is to find clusters whose objects are similar
to each other while different from the objects in the other clusters. Clustering
can lead to better insights into data and to discoveries of previously unknown
groupings.

Many different clustering settings have been studied in the literature. The
focus of this chapter is on partition-based clustering. In partition-based cluster-
ing, the clustering must form a partition, that is, each object can only belong
to one cluster. This is in contrast to for instance hierarchical clustering, where
clusters form a tree in which one cluster can be a subset of another cluster.

An important aspect in partition-based clustering is the scoring function that
is used to determine the quality of a clustering. In the literature many different
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methods for calculating the quality of a clustering have been proposed. A range of
popular partition-based methods are based on the concept of a cluster prototype.
Prototype-based techniques evaluate clusters based on the distance of points in
the cluster to the prototype. These approaches provide clusters having spherical
shapes. Other approaches consider the diameter of the clusters, or their distance
to other clusters. Density-based techniques (e.g. DBSCAN ) discover clusters of
any shape, and are designed for discovering dense areas surrounded by areas
with low density, typically formed by noise or outliers.

Another aspect of clustering methods is which constraints they support. Con-
straints can be used to specify additional requirements on the clusters that need
to be found. The most well-known of such requirements are the must-link and
cannot-link constraints, which specify that certain data points should or may
not be clustered together [3,18].

In this chapter, we will show that many of these clustering problems can be
formalized as generic constraint optimization problems. Consequently, generic
constraint optimization solvers can be used to address a wide range of clustering
problems. One motivation for the use of generic constraint optimization tech-
niques in this context is the large number of choices that need to be made in
defining a clustering setting. Central questions are here:

• how do we define the coherence of a cluster?
• how do we define the number of clusters that we wish to find?
• what other properties must the clusters satisfy?

While such constraints and optimization criteria may sometimes be added in
specialized techniques, generic techniques that allow for the specification of such
constraints and optimization criteria would be applicable more widely.

Within this chapter, we will distinguish two types of partitioning-based clus-
tering settings: direct and indirect methods. These settings differ in how the
number of clusters is determined. The direct methods require that a user spec-
ifies the number of clusters explicitly by setting a parameter k, which can be
interpreted as a constraint on the number of clusters. For indirect methods, the
number of clusters is indirectly specified through constraints on the coherence
of a cluster; more clusters are created if a smaller number of clusters would not
be sufficiently coherent [1].

We first discuss the direct approaches based on a parameter k (Sect. 2), fol-
lowed by the indirect approaches (Sect. 3). Here, Sect. 2 first introduces several
optimization criteria and then outlines common user-specified constraints in clus-
tering. Different modeling choices are presented and demonstrated on a range of
clustering problems.

The section on indirect approaches (Sect. 2) shows how clusters can also
be modeled as separated regions of high data density. This corresponds to the
principle behind the DBSCAN algorithm. Furthermore, we draw a link between
this data clustering task and the mechanism of Label Propagation as used in
community detection in graphs.
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2 Direct Methods

Characteristic for direct methods is that users need to specify the number of
clusters in advance by means of a parameter k. These methods will subsequently
focus on finding a good clustering with this number of clusters.

Of crucial importance is then how to evaluate the quality of one cluster. Here,
several approaches are possible.

The most studied and applied approaches are those in which a cluster proto-
type is identified. Every cluster is represented by a prototype called the centroid
of the cluster. Two popular algorithms employing this approach are K-means
and K-medoids. In K-means each centroid represents the average of all points
in the cluster, while in K-medoids the centroid is the most representative actual
point in the cluster.

Other approaches do not identify an explicit prototype, but evaluate all pair-
wise distances between points in the cluster, or evaluate the pairwise distances
between points inside and outside the cluster.

From an algorithmic perspective, most algorithms for finding clusters are
heuristic. K-means and K-medoids are good examples. Given a user-specified
value k, these algorithms select k initial centroids. Successively each point is
assigned to the closest centroid based on a distance measure. Finally, the cen-
troids are updated iteratively based on the points assigned to the clusters. This
process stops when centroids do not change.

In this chapter, we take a step back from this algorithmic view and look at the
underlying optimisation problems that clustering methods are trying to solve.
We first describe the different optimization criteria that can be used, followed
by constraints that can be put on clusters or the entire clusterings.

In the following, we assume given a set of data points D of size n. Each
point p is represented by an m-dimensional vector. A cluster C is a set of points:
C ⊆ D, and a clustering C is a partitioning of the data into clusters: ∀C ∈
C : C ⊆ D,

⋃
C∈C C = D,∀C1, C2 ∈ C : C1 ∩ C2 = ∅. Note that we consider

non-overlapping clusters here.

2.1 Optimization Criteria

Intuitively, a clustering consists of clusters that are coherent and whose data
points are similar to each other; on the other hand we also expect the clusters
(and data points therein) to not be similar to the other clusters [15].

There are many different ways to characterize how good a clustering is, by
measuring the (dis)similarity of its clusters and data points. We identify a num-
ber of these measures below. Each measure can be used as an optimisation
criterium to find a ‘good’ clustering according to this measure.

Sum of Squared Inter-cluster Distances. Given some distance function
d(·, ·) over points, for example, the Euclidean distance, we can measure the sum
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of squared distances within each cluster as follows:
∑

C∈C

∑

p,q∈C,p<q

d2(p, q) (1)

Here we assume that p < q iff data point p is before point q in the database; this
ensures that every pair of points is considered only once.

Sum of Squared Error to Centroid. A more common approach is to measure
the “error” of each cluster, that is, the distance of each point in the cluster to
the mean (centroid) of that cluster.

We compute the centroid of a cluster by computing the mean of the data
points that belong to it:

zC = mean(C) =

∑
p∈C p

|C| (2)

Here, we assume that the points p are represented as vectors and traditional
vector algebra is used. The sum of squared error is then measured as:

∑

C∈C

∑

p∈C

d2(p, zC) (3)

Note that this is identical to the sum of all pairwise distances between the points
of a cluster, divided by the size of that cluster:

∑
C∈C

∑
p,q∈C,p<q d2(p, q)/|C|.

Sum of Squared Error to Medoids. Instead of using the mean (centroid) of
the cluster, one can also use the medoid of the cluster, that is, the point that is
most representative of the cluster. Let the medoid of a cluster be the point with
smallest average distance to the other points:

yC = medoid(C) = arg min
y∈C

∑

p∈C

d2(p, y). (4)

The sum of squared error to the medoids is then measured as follows:
∑

C∈C

∑

p∈C

d2(p, yC) (5)

Cluster Diameter. Another measure of coherence is to measure the diameter of
the largest cluster, where the diameter is defined as the largest distance between
any two points of a cluster. This leads to the following measure of maximum
cluster diameter:

max
C∈C

max
p,q∈C,p<q

d(p, q) (6)

One can imagine other variants such as the sum of diameters.

Inter-cluster Margin. The margin between two clusters is the minimal dis-
tance between any two points that belong to the different clusters. The margin
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gives an indication of how different the clusters are from each other (e.g. how far
apart they are). This can be optimized using the following measure of minimum
inter-cluster margin:

min
C,D∈C

min
p∈C,q∈D

d(p, q) (7)

2.2 Constraints

Using constraints for defining data mining tasks guarantees a high level of expres-
sivity, since adding new constraints on the required output is quite easy and
natural. Constraints typically specify background knowledge that the user has
about the clustering. A famous example [18] is that clusters should group cars
in lanes, and hence one can derive that some objects can certainly not be in the
same cluster (e.g. when known to be driving side-by-side) while others certainly
are (when driving in tandem).

The above example is an illustration of instance-level constraints, that is,
constraints between specific points. Must-link constraints require that two points
belong to the same cluster, while Cannot-link constraints require that two points
belong to different clusters [18]. A Must-link constraint on two points p and q
is expressed by: ∀C ∈ C : p ∈ C ↔ q ∈ C; while a Cannot-link constraint is
expressed by: ∀C ∈ C : p ∈ C → q /∈ C.

Another type of constraints is cluster-level constraints [9]. The ε-constraint
or maximal diameter constraint requires that the diameter of a cluster is at
most ε, that is, each two points in a cluster are at most ε apart. This can also
be formulated as requiring that each pair of points p and q that is further apart
cannot be together in the same cluster: ∀p, q : d(p, q) > ε → (∀C ∈ C : p ∈
C → q /∈ C). The δ-constraint or minimal margin constraint requires that two
points belonging to different clusters have to be at least δ apart. Alternatively
formulated: any two points that are closer than δ must belong to the same
cluster: ∀p, q : d(p, q) < δ → (∀C ∈ C : p ∈ C ↔ q ∈ C).

Other user-defined constraints can be expressed [7]. One can impose con-
straint on the clusters size, e.g. requiring clusters with a minimum or maximum
number of points. Constraining the number of points to be minimum or maxi-
mum α is expressed as: ∀C ∈ C : |C| ≥ α and ∀C ∈ C : |C| ≤ α.

Furthermore, any of the measures introduced in the previous section on opti-
mization criteria can also be constrained to take a value within a certain interval.
Other variants and combinations of these constraints can be employed as well,
such as disjunctions of constraints or conditional must-link and cannot-link con-
straints. One can add constraints that certain individual clusters must be similar
or different from predefined sets of points, or add soft constraints such as a bound
on the number of points that can have a cannot-link constraint [2].

The complexity of adding constraints to (k-means) clustering has been stud-
ied in [10]. A general overview of constraint-based methods in clustering is avail-
able in the book “Constrained Clustering: Advances in Algorithms, Theory, and
Applications” [3]. Furthermore, the chapter “Data Mining & Constraints: an
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Overview” of this book provides several references to using constraints in data
mining tasks also for clustering.

2.3 Modeling Clustering as Constraint Optimization

A constraint optimization problem P = (V,D,X, f) consists of variables V , a
domain D that lists the possible values the variables can take, a set of constraints
X over V and an optimization function f over V that must be minimized or
maximized.

Building on the primitives introduced earlier, many well-known clustering
problems can now be modelled as follows, for a given optimization criterion
quality(C ):

maximizeC quality(C ), (8)
s.t.

C1 ∩ C2 = ∅ ∀C1, C2 ∈ C (9)

|
⋃

C∈C

C| = n (10)

|C | = k (11)

Here n is the total number of points. In this setting, the number of clusters to
be found is fixed and has to be k.

Note that the model above uses a set notation for the clusters. Not all con-
straint solvers support sets; set variables may not always be the most efficient
representation either. For these reasons, an encoding of the sets in variables of
other types is sometimes necessary. There are various ways to model these sets,
as well as different solving techniques that can be used on these models. We
differentiate between three kinds of approaches:

• Constraint formulations that can directly be solved by most state-of-the-art
constraint programming systems;

• Formulations that require an extension of a Constraint Programming system;
• Hybrid approaches with a specialized system that can deal with a range of

clustering problems, but no other problems.

We will discuss these possibilities in more detail below.

2.3.1 Constraint Solving Formulations

To use constraint programming systems off-the-shelf, an important question that
needs to be answered is how to encode a clustering in such systems. Next to a
set-based notation, several representations have been proposed. We will use these
representations to construct clustering models in the next section:
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• a Boolean representation, in which a variable ait with domain {0, 1} takes
value 1 iff point i (with 1 ≤ i ≤ n) is in cluster t (with 1 ≤ t ≤ k), and takes
value 0 otherwise. Constraints

k∑

t=1

ait = 1

for all points i ensure that a point is in only one cluster [14];
• a Boolean representation, in which a variable at with domain {0, 1} takes value

1 iff possible cluster t (with 1 ≤ t ≤ 2n, i.e. each possible cluster is given an
index) is in the clustering; constraint

∑2n

t=1 at = k ensures exactly k possible
clusters are selected and constraints

2n∑

t=1

[i ∈ Ct]at = 1

ensure that every point i is in exactly one chosen cluster; here [i ∈ Ct] is an
indicator that takes value 1 iff point i is in possible cluster t [11,16];

• an integer representation, in which a variable ai with domain {1, . . . , k} indi-
cates that point i (with 1 ≤ i ≤ n) is in cluster ai [8];

• an integer representation, in which a variable gi with domain {1, . . . , n} iden-
tifies the point with the smallest index that is in the same cluster as point i;
note that gi = i iff there is no point j < i in the same cluster as point i [7].

An important benefit of the first Boolean representation is that it is easy to
formalize additional constraints in this representation. A Must-link constraint
on two points pi and pj is expressed by a set of ait = ajt constraints, where
1 ≤ t ≤ k; a cannot-link constraint is expressed by: ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , k} : ait+ajt ≤ 1.
A size constraint can be expressed by:

∀t ∈ {1, . . . , k} :
n∑

i=1

ait ≥ α

∀t ∈ {1, . . . , k} :
n∑

i=1

ait ≤ α.

A drawback of this representation is that additional constraints are required
to ensure that a point is not in two clusters; this is not necessary in the integer
representations.

The second Boolean representation has as most important drawback that its
number of variables is very large. One way to address this is to limit the number
of possible clusters apriori; ideas for this were presented in [16].

The main difference between the integer representations is that in the second
representation the indexes of representative points are used to identify clusters,
while in the first cluster indexes are used. In the second representation the num-
ber of clusters is not fixed; to achieve a fixed number of clusters, additional
variables cj with domain {1, . . . , n}, where 1 ≤ j ≤ k, can be used, with the
constraints:
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• gcj = cj for all clusters j, i.e., variable cj points to the identifying point for
each cluster;

• ∑k
j=1[gi = cj ] = 1 for each point i; this ensures that each point i also belongs

to one of the k clusters identified by c.

A remaining challenge is how to represent the optimization criterion. In many
cases, additional variables are needed. This is illustrated for a number of cases
below.

K-medoid Clustering. In k−medoid clustering, an important aspect is that we
need to identify the cluster medoids. One approach is to represent these medoids
using Boolean variables mij , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ k; these variables
indicate whether a point is the medoid of a cluster or not. Constraints enforce
that each cluster has only one medoid.

The optimization criterion then becomes:

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=k

aij

n∑

h=1

mhj d(pi, ph)2

This leads to the overall optimization problem below:

minimize
a,m

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=k

aij

n∑

h=1

mhj d(pi, ph)2 (12)

s.t.

k∑

j=1

aij = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (13)

N∑

i=1

mij = 1 ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , k} (14)

Hence, this model assumes that both the assignment of points to clusters
and the actual medoids are discovered by the constraint programming system.
Note that this model does not explicitly constrain the medoid to its cluster, as
in an optimal solution, the chosen centers need to be medoids for their cluster
in order to minimize the optimization criterion.

Furthermore, this model does not impose additional constraints. Constraints
such as those discussed in Sect. 2.2 can be added to the model without
modification.

Sum of Squared Inter-cluster Distances. This clustering setting has been modeled
in constraint programming using the integer representation where each variable
gi points to the ‘identifying’ point of the cluster, e.g. its point with smallest
index [7]. The sum of squared inter-cluster distances is then expressed as:

∑

i,j∈{1,...,n},i<j

[gi = gj ]d2(pi, pj)
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Using variable cj to represent the identifying point of cluster j, where the
identifying point is the point with smallest index, this leads to the following
constraint specification:

minimize
g,c

∑

i,j∈{1,...,n},i<j

[gi = gj ]d
2(pi, pj), (15)

s.t.

gi ≤ i ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (16)
gcj = cj ∀c ∈ {1, . . . , k} (17)

k∑

j=1

[gi = cj ] = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (18)

cj < cj′ ∀j, j′ ∈ {1, . . . , k}, j < j′ (19)
c1 = 1 (20)

Equation 16 ensures that either it is the smallest (identifying) point of its cluster,
or gi points to another (smaller) identifying point. Equation 17 materializes the
concept of identifying point in a variable cj . The identifying point’s index is the
cluster identifier, so gcj = cj . This constraint is known in the constraint solv-
ing literature as an element constraints. The last two constraints are symmetry
breaking constraints.

Maximal Diameter and Minimal Margin. The same integer representation with
identifying points has been used to model the problem of minimizing the maximal
diameter and maximizing the minimal margin [7].

The main difference is the optimization criterion. Instead of computing the
maximal diameter or minimal margin explicitly and optimising this, it is possible
to constrain each pair of points individually. Let D be a new variable representing
the maximum diameter, then each pair of points pi, pj that is further than d apart
may not be in the same cluster: d(pi, pj) > D → (gi �= gj). The model is shown
below and shares a number of constraints with the previous model [11]:

minimize
D,g,c

D, (21)

s.t.

d(pi, pj) > D → (gi �= gj) ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} (22)
Equations 16 . . . 20 in the previous model

Maximizing the minimal margin is specified in a similar way [11]:

maximize
M,c,g

M, (23)

s.t.

d(pi, pj) < M → (gi = gj) ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} (24)
Equations 16 . . . 20 in the above model

Squared Error to the Centroids (K-means). K-means aims to find non-
overlapping clusters that minimize the sum of squared errors to the centroid of
the cluster. As pointed out earlier, one formulation of the optimization criterion
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is
∑

C∈C

∑

i,j∈|C|,i<j

d2(pi, pj)
|C| . While we could model this with the Boolean or inte-

ger representations used so far, the division in this optimization criterion creates
a non-linearity that makes the problem a lot harder to solve.

Instead, we can use the approach in which we have 2n Boolean variables at,
i.e., a variable for each possible cluster. Let m be an n by 2n matrix of Boolean
values, where each column is a cluster with mit = 1 if data point pi is in cluster
t and mit = 0 otherwise. For each cluster t, the squared error to the centroid
can then be precomputed as

ct =

∑n
i=1 mit

∑n
j=i+1 mjtd

2(pi, pj)∑n
i=1 mit

Using these costs, the problem can be formulated as follows [11]:

minimize
a

∑

t∈T

atct, (25)

s.t.
∑

t∈T

atmit = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (26)

∑

t∈T

at = k (27)

where T = {1, . . . , 2n} denotes all possible clusters. Equation 25 is the sum of
the squared errors to the centroid of all clusters that are selected (e.g. at = 1).
Equation 26 states that each data point must be covered exactly once. Hence
it enforces both that the clusters are not overlapping and that all points are
covered. Equation 27 finally ensures that exactly k clusters are found.

2.3.2 Extending Constraint Solvers

The previous subsection introduced how to model many clustering problems
using generic constraint programming formulations. These formulations can be
decomposed into low-level constraints such as sum, (in)equality and implication.
Such constraints are supported by most CP systems.

While correct, however, these decompositions and the corresponding propaga-
tion of the low-level constraints is often not efficient. To improve the performance
one of the possible approaches is to add global constraints to these CP systems,
which implement specialized propagation methods for specific constraints.

For example, Thi-Bich-Hanh et al. [6] introduced a global constraint for the
sum of squared inter-cluster distances:

∑

i,j∈{1,...,n},i<j

[gi = gj ]d2(pi, pj) (28)

In a standard constraint solver, this constraint is decomposed by introducing
auxiliary variables bij ↔ [gi = gj ] and having a linear sum constraint over these
bij : s =

∑
i,j∈{1,...,n},i<j bijvij , where vij = d2(pi, pj) are precomputed constants.
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Instead, the authors introduce a global constraint for the entire Eq. 28, which
can reason over the fact that each point can only belong to one cluster. In this
way, a tighter lower bound on the sum can be computed than when using the
standard decomposition.

Computing this tighter lower bound is achieved by splitting the sum into
three distinct cases: (a) cases for which gi and gj are already assigned, (b) cases
for which gi or gj is assigned, but not the other one, and (c) cases for which both
gi and gj are not assigned. Case (a) can be deterministically computed. For case
(b), for each point, the minimum value is chosen among all existing clusters
to which this point could be added. For case (c) a clever heuristic is used to
compute a lower bound based on the minimum number of possible connections
that must still be added to obtain k clusters.

Apart from adding global constraints, efficiency improvements can typically
also be obtained by adding redundant constraints or by breaking symmetries in
the constraint formulation. Another important aspect is the order in which to
search over the variables and their possible values. For example, one could use
a furthest-point-first heuristic [7,13].

2.3.3 Hybrid Approach: Column Generation

Further problems of efficiency are posed by models that introduce an exponen-
tial number of variables, having one variable for each potential cluster. Global
constraints can not solve this problem.

One approach to solve this challenge is to lazily add candidate clusters until
the optimal subset of clusters is found. This is the idea behind column generation
in Integer Linear Programming. This was first investigated for minimum sum of
squared error clustering by DuMerle et al. [11] and later extended to support
additional constraints by Babaki et al. [2].

The core idea is to only consider a subset of the clusters in the set T of the
above model, and to relax the at variables such that they can take on real values
instead of being Boolean. This problem is called the restricted master problem.
Solving the restricted master problem can be done with standard (integer) linear
programming solvers, and one obtains a real-valued solution to at. Then, using
the dual values of this solution, one can search for the best cluster (column)
to add, that is, the cluster that can best improve the objective function. This
is called the subproblem and is typically done with a specialized method. If no
such column can be found, the solution of the restricted master problem is also
a solution of the original master problem [11].

A key observation in [2] is that most constraints considered in constraint-
based clustering are constraints on individual clusters. Consequently, these
constraints do not change the (restricted) master problem; they only affect
the set T and hence the definition of the subproblem. Babaki et al. [2] have
devised a method to solve the subproblem directly while taking must-link and
cannot-link constraints into account, as well as other anti-monotone constraints
such as cluster size and overlap constraints.
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3 Indirect Methods

The approaches presented in Sect. 2 require to know in advance the number of
clusters to be found. Moreover, they tend to provide clusters that are sphere-
shaped. Unfortunately, in a number of real applications, the data points are
grouped into non-spherical regions or regions that are quite dense surrounded
by areas with low density, typically formed by noise. From this perspective, clus-
ters can also be defined implicitly as regions of higher data density, separated
from each other by regions of lower density. The price for this flexibility is a
difficult interpretation of the obtained clusters. One of the most famous clus-
tering algorithms based on the notion of density of regions is DBSCAN [12].
This algorithm does not rely on an optimization algorithm however, and in this
chapter we present a constraint programming formulation (Sect. 3.1). Using this
formulation, we show how re-defining this task as a community discovery prob-
lem in a network, this approach becomes very similar to the label propagation
approach that finds clusters of nodes in networks [17].

3.1 Density-Based Clustering

Density-based clustering is based on measuring the data density at a certain
region of the data space and then defining clusters as regions that exceed a certain
density threshold. The final clusters are obtained by connecting neighboring
dense regions. Figure 1 shows an illustrative example in a two-dimensional space.
Four groups are recognized as clusters and they are separated by an area where
the data density is low.

Fig. 1. Example of density-based clusters [4].
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DBSCAN. DBSCAN [12] locates regions of high density that are separated
from one another by regions of low density. The approach identifies three different
classes of points:

Core points. These points are in the interior of a density-based cluster. A
point is a core point if the number of points within a given neighborhood
around the point as determined by the distance function and a user- specified
distance parameter, ε, exceeds a certain threshold, MinPts, which is also a
user-specified parameter.
Border points. These points are not core points, but fall within the neigh-
borhood of a core point. A border point can fall within the neighborhoods of
several core points.
Noise points. A noise point is any point that is neither a core point nor a
border point.

The DBSCAN algorithm works as follows:

1. Label all points as core, border, or noise points.
2. Eliminate noise points.
3. Put an edge between all core points that are within ε of each other.
4. Make each group of connected core points into a separate cluster.
5. Assign each border point to one of the clusters of its associated core points.

Below we introduce the constraint programming model for this clustering
problem.

Constraint Programming Model for Density Based Clustering. We
reformulate the problem in the context of networks by considering the set of
points D as nodes and setting an edge between two nodes i and j if the dis-
tance between the two points is less than a given ε. Clearly, in this way we have
that the neighbors of a node (point) i are the set of points within a distance
ε. Our intended objective is to capture the basic idea that “each node has the
same label as all of its neighbors”. Therefore, the problem can be modelled
as follows:

maximize(
∑

j∈L

min(1,
∑

i∈D

ki,j)), (29)

s.t.

ai,j =

{
1 if d(i, j) ≤ ε
0 otherwise

∀i, j ∈ D (30)

ki,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ D, ∀j ∈ L (31)

ri =

{
1 if
∑

j∈D ai,j ≥ minp

0 otherwise
∀i ∈ D (32)

∑

j∈L

ki,j = 1 ∀i ∈ D (33)
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rh = 1 ∧ rp = 1 ∧ ah,p = 1 ∧ kh,j = 1 ⇒ kp,j = 1 ∀h ∈ D, ∀r ∈ D, ∀j ∈ L
(34)

ri = 0 ⇒ ki,j = 1 ∀i ∈ D (35)
where

j = min({j ∈ L \ {n + 1}|
∃h : ah,i = 1 ∧ rh = 1 ∧ kh,j = 1} ∪ {n + 1})

In more detail this model can be described as follows. Boolean variables ki,j
denote the color of a point (node i), by setting ki,j = 1 if the point i has the
color j. Variables ai,j indicate the presence or absence of an edge between two
nodes. Variables ri denote whether node i is a core point or not.

Assumed given are: (a) the set of points D, and (b) the ordered set of colors
L = {1, . . . , n}. Note that in the set of colors we have the color n + 1 that is
an additional color used for coloring the noise points. The model imposes that
a point has one and only one color, and that all the connected core points must
have the same color (Eq. 34). Another requirement is that each point that is not
a core point takes the same color of the core points that are connected to it. If
it does not have any core point around it then this point takes the additional
color n + 1 because it is a noise (Eq. 35). Such a constraint also captures the
special case in which the point i can be connected to more than one core with
different colors. In this case, the model assigns to i the color of the core that in
the ordered set C \ {n + 1} has a lower rank. Finally, the model is intended to
maximize the number of different colors. Notice that a solution where all points
have distinct colors does not satisfy Eq. 34 because connected points do not have
the same color.

This constraint programming formulation makes it easy to extend the stan-
dard method with other constraints. In principle, any constraint that requires
to merge clusters as identified by DBSCAN can be added to the model above.
As an example, we could specify constraints on the minimum cluster size: in this
case, clusters will need to be merged in order to obtain a required cluster size; by
enforcing a diameter constraint on the resulting clusters, it can be ensured that
the resulting clusters are not arbitrary combinations of clusters as identified by
traditional DBSCAN.

Moreover, we can also extend the above problem by changing one of the
constraints of the standard formulation. In the following, we will show that by
changing a constraint of the DBSCAN formulation we obtain a problem that
corresponds to one of the most famous algorithms for discovering communities
in network data.

3.2 Label Propagation

When considering graph or network data, a task very similar to clustering is
community discovery, which can be seen as a network variant of standard data
clustering. The concept of a “community” in a (web, social, or informational)
network is intuitively understood as a set of individuals that are very similar, or
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close, to each other, more than to anybody else outside the community [5]. This
has often been translated in network terms into finding sets of nodes densely
connected to each other and sparsely connected with the rest of the network. An
interesting community discovery algorithm is the Label Propagation algorithm
[17] that detects communities by spreading labels through the edges of the graph
and then labeling nodes according to the majority of the labels attached to their
neighbors, iterating until a general consensus is reached.

Before introducing a constraint programming model for this algorithm we
recall the details of the iterative label propagation algorithm presented in [17].

Iterative Label Propagation (LP). Suppose that a node v has neighbors
v1, v2, . . . , vk and that each neighbor carries a label denoting the community
that it belongs to. Then, v determines its community based on the labels of
its neighbors. [17] assumes that each node in the network chooses to join the
community to which the maximum number of its neighbors belong to. As the
labels propagate, densely connected groups of nodes quickly reach a consensus
on a unique label. At the end of the propagation process, nodes with the same
labels are grouped together as one community. Clearly, a node with an equal
maximum number of neighbors in two or more communities will take one of
the two labels by a random choice. For clarity, we report here the procedure of
the LP algorithm. Note that, in the following Cv(t) denotes the label assigned
to the node v at time (or iteration) t.

1. Initialize the labels at all nodes in the network. For any given node v,
Cv(0) = v.

2. Set t = 1.
3. Arrange the nodes in the network in a random order and set it to V .
4. For each vi ∈ V , in the specific order, let Cvi

(t) = f(Cvi1(t−1), . . . , Cvik
(t−1).

Function f here returns the label occurring with the highest frequency among
neighbors and ties are broken uniformly randomly.

5. If every node has a label that the maximum number of its neighbors has, or
t hits a maximum number of iterations tmax then stop the algorithm. Else,
set t = t + 1 and go to (3).

The drawback of this algorithm is the fact that ties are broken uniformly
randomly. This random behavior can lead to different results for different execu-
tions and some of these results cannot be optimal. In Fig. 2 we show how given
the same network as input of the LP algorithm we obtain four different results.

In the next section we propose a constraint programming model that solves
this problem by providing the optimal solution.

3.2.1 Constraint Programming Model for Label Propagation

Let us now propose a constraint programming model for the community discov-
ering problem based on label propagation. Our aim is to capture the basic idea
that “each node takes the label of the majority of its neighborhood”. Therefore,
the model is the following:
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Fig. 2. The result of four executions of LP algorithm (Color figure online)

maximize(
∑

j∈L

min(1,
∑

i∈N

ki,j)), (36)

s.t.

ai,j =

{
1 if (i, j) ∈ E
0 otherwise

(37)

ki,j ∈ {0, 1} (38)
∑

j∈L

ki,j = 1 ∀i ∈ N (39)

ni,h =
∑

∀j:ai,j=1

kj,h ∀i ∈ N, ∀h ∈ L (40)

ki,l = 1 ⇒ ni,l = max
h∈L

ni,h ∀i ∈ N, ∀l ∈ L (41)

Here, variables ai,j indicate the presence or absence of an edge between two
nodes. Variables ki,j denote the color (label) of a node in the network. Assumed
given is (a) the set of nodes N , (b) the set of edges E, and (c) an ordered set of
colors L. A node can be assigned one and only one color. Variables ni,h denote
the number of neighbors of node i with assigned color h. The model assigns to
the node i the color h if it is the most popular among its neighbors, as shown
in Eq. 41. Such a constraint also captures the case of ties. In such a case, node
i is assigned the color that has the lowest rank in the ordered set L. Finally,
the model maximizes the number of different colors in the network, as shown
in Eq. 36.
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Fig. 3. The result of the execution of CP-LP model

This model highlights the similarity between Label Propagation and the
Density-based clustering problem, and thanks to the constraint programming
formulation we can note that the model for density-based clustering is a variant
of the standard label propagation. Indeed, the only difference is due to the fact
that the Density-based model requires that “each node has the same label of
all its neighbors”, and not the most frequent label. Equations 34 and 35 in the
DBSCAN model and Eq. 41 in the LP model express this difference. By exe-
cuting our model we obtain the optimal solution depicted in Fig. 3, where we
consider as input the same network in Fig. 2.

4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented how different well-established approaches to
partition-based clustering can be modeled and optimized via constraints. In par-
ticular, we investigated two main families of partition-based methods, i.e. direct
and indirect. In this perspective, the chapter has presented several examples
where the clustering methods are explicitly modeled by constraints. In this way,
it has parted from the more traditional algorithmic view on clustering. We dis-
cussed different optimization criteria and constraints, showed different modeling
choices for direct methods and related the indirect methods of DBSCAN and
label propagation through a constraint formulation.
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Abstract. Constraint programming is used for a variety of real-world
optimization problems, such as planning, scheduling and resource alloca-
tion problems. At the same time, one continuously gathers vast amounts
of data about these problems. Current constraint programming software
does not exploit such data to update schedules, resources and plans. We
propose a new framework, that we call the Inductive Constraint Pro-
gramming (ICON) loop. In this approach data is gathered and analyzed
systematically in order to dynamically revise and adapt constraints and
optimization criteria. Inductive Constraint Programming aims at bridg-
ing the gap between the areas of data mining and machine learning on
the one hand, and constraint programming on the other hand.

This chapter is an extended abstract of
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1 Introduction

Machine Learning/Data Mining (ML/DM) and Constraint Programming (CP)
are central to many application problems. ML is concerned with learning func-
tions/patterns characterizing some training data whereas CP is concerned with
finding solutions to problems subject to constraints and possibly an optimization
function.
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The problem with current technology is that the problems of data analy-
sis and constraint satisfaction/optimization have almost always been studied
independently and in isolation. Indeed, there exist a wide variety of successful
approaches to analysing data in the field of ML, DM and statistics, and at
the same time, advanced techniques for addressing constraint satisfaction and
optimization problems have been developed in the CP community. Over the
past decade a limited number of isolated studies on specific cases has indi-
cated that significant benefits can be obtained by connecting these two fields
[EF01,XHHL08,DGN08,BHO09,KBC10,CJSS12], but so far a truly general,
integrated and cross-disciplinary approach is missing.

CP technology is used to solve many types of constraint satisfaction and
optimization problems, such as in power companies generating and distribut-
ing electricity, in hospitals planning their surgeries, and in public transportation
companies scheduling buses. Despite the availability of effective and scalable
solvers, current approaches are still unsatisfactory. The reason is that when using
CP technology to solve these applications, the constraints and criteria, that is,
the model, must be specified statically. However, in reality often this model
needs to be revised over time. The revision can be needed to reflect changes
in the environment due to external events that impact the problem. The revi-
sion can also be needed because the execution of the solution generated by the
model has modified the characteristics of the problem. Finally the revision can be
needed simply because the original model did not capture correctly the problem.
Observing the impact of the solution allows us to correct or improve the model.
Therefore, there is an urgent need for improving and revising a model over time
based on data that is continuously gathered about the performance of the solu-
tions and the environment they are used in. The CP community has extended the
basic constraint satisfaction and optimization problems to better tackle changing
environments. The dynamic constraint satisfaction approach [DD88] allows the
addition/retraction of constraints from the initial model. This approach does not
predict the changes from data, but rather the addition/retraction of constraints is
performed by the user. The online/stochastic constraint programming approach
[BH04,Wal02] offers a framework to deal with unknown future events, such as
customer requests. It builds a finite set of future scenarios, e.g. using sampling
from a known distribution, and the optimization problem is then defined over
each of the scenarios. The framework does not capture ways of using data, other
than for the prediction of possible scenarios of events.

In general, exploiting gathered data to modify and adjust any aspect of a
model is difficult and labor intensive with state-of-the-art solvers. As a conse-
quence, the data that is being gathered today in order to monitor the quality of
the produced solutions and to help evaluating the effect of possible adjustments
to the constraints or optimization criteria, is not fully exploited when changes in
a schedule or plan are needed. Hence, schedules and plans that are produced are
often suboptimal. This, in turn, leads to a waste of resources. Instead of using
data passively, data should be actively analysed in order to discover and update
the underlying regularities, constraints and criteria that govern the data.
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In this chapter, we propose and formalize the new framework of inductive
constraint programming. This framework is based on what we call the Induc-
tive Constraint Programming (ICON) loop, which is an interaction between a
machine learning component (ML) and a constraint programming component
(CP). The ML component observes the world and extracts patterns. The CP
component solves a constraint satisfaction or optimization problem using these
patterns; its solution is applied to the world. We assume the world changes
over time, possibly due to the impact of applying our solution. This process is
repeated in a loop. Inductive constraint programming will serve the long-term
vision of easier-to-use and more effective tools for resource optimization and
task scheduling.

An introduction to Constraint Programming and Data Mining was already
given earlier in this book; the focus of this chapter is on introducing the formalism
behind the loop. Extensive examples of the loop can subsequently be found in
the last chapters.

2 Inductive Constraint Programming Loop

The inductive constraint programming loop will cope with changes in the world
by iteratively solving a learning problem and a constraint problem. The loop
is composed of several components that interact with each other through writ-
ing and reading operations. A visualization of the loop is given in Fig. 1. We
introduce each of the elements in the loop in turn.

CP Component. An important element of the CP component is the constraint
network. A constraint network N = (X,D,C, f) is composed of: a set X of
variables taking values in domain D. These variables are subject to constraints
in the set C. The optional evaluation function f takes as input an assignment
on X and returns a cost for it. A solution (optionally best solution) of N is an
assignment in DX satisfying all the constraints in C (optionally minimizing f).

A solver Xsolve takes as input a constraint network and returns a solu-
tion/best solution or failure in case no solution satisfying all the constraints
exists.

The CP component is composed of the constraint network N = (X,D,C, f),
the constraint solver Xsolve, and a Solutions repository. Xsolve generates solutions
of N , or good/best solutions of N according to f , that it writes in the Solutions
repository. In case Xsolve is not able to produce any solution to be applied to
the world, the CP component notifies the ML component by sending information
about the failure.

More details about CP can be found in the first chapter of this book.

ML Component. A learning problem L = (E,H, t, loss) is composed of a set E
of examples, a hypothesis space H, the target function t that one wants to learn,
and a loss function loss(E, h, t) that measures the quality of a hypothesis h ∈ H
w.r.t. dataset E and the target hypothesis t. The goal is to find a hypothesis
that minimizes the loss.
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Fig. 1. The inductive constraint programming loop

For example, given real-valued data E ⊂ Rd and real-valued labels identified
by target function t, where ∀e ∈ E : t(e) ∈ R, the goal of linear regression
is to learn a linear function hc : E → R with coefficients c that minimizes
the sum of squared errors between the predicted value and the observed value:
loss(E, hc, t) =

∑
e∈E |hc(e) − t(e)|2 =

∑
e∈E |e · c − t(e)|2. Many other loss

functions and hypothesis spaces have been defined in the literature.
The ML component is composed of the learning problem L = (E,H, t, loss),

the learner XLearn, and a Patterns repository. XLearn learns hypotheses t (typi-
cally one) and writes them in the Patterns repository.

More information about data mining and machine learning can be found in
the second chapter of this book.

World. The World component is composed of a world W , an evaluation func-
tion eval world, and a Observations repository. The world W can have its own
independent behavior, dynamically changing under the effect of time and the
effect of applying solutions of the Solutions repository. The solutions are evalu-
ated by the eval world function and this feedback is stored in the Observations
repository.

Now that we have defined the basis of the inductive constraint programming
loop, we need to define the way the CP component, the ML component and the
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world interact with each other. They interact through a set of reading/writing
functions.

An inductive constraint programming loop is composed of a world (W,
eval world), a CP component (N,Xsolve), and an ML component (L,XLearn).
The loop uses the following channels of communication:

• function World-to-ML reads data and evaluations from the Observations
repository and updates the learning problem L, that will be used by XLearn
to learn a hypothesis h;

• function CP-to-ML is used to send feedback from the previous iteration of
the CP component to the ML component, e.g. when Xsolve cannot find any
satisfactory solution to be applied to the world;

• function World-to-CP reads data from the Observations repository that can be
used to directly update the constraint network N used by Xsolve;

• function ML-to-CP reads patterns from the Patterns repository and updates
the constraint network N used by Xsolve to produce solutions;

• function Apply-to-World takes solutions in the Solutions repository and applies
them to the world, if possible.

The following pseudo code demonstrates how these communication channels
are used in the inductive constraint programming loop:

Algorithm 1. Pseudo code of a loop cycle using the components.
function cycle(Observations, optional Solutions)

repeat
Lo ← World-to-ML(Observations)
Lp ← CP-to-ML(Solutions)
L ← constructL(Lo, Lp)
Patterns ← applyXlearn(L)

No ← World-to-CP(Observations)
Np ← ML-to-CP(Patterns)
N ← constructN(No, Np)
Solutions ← applyXsolve(N)

until Apply-to-World(Solutions)
end function

Initially, World-to-ML is used to gather training data to the ML component.
These data can be feedback from previous executions of solutions of the CP
component on the world. The solution of the previous cycle can also directly be
used as well, through CP-to-ML. This is especially useful if the previous solution
could not be applied to the world, for example because the learned patterns
lead to an inconsistency. Using the output of World-to-ML and CP-to-ML, the
learning problem L can then be constructed, specific to the learner at hand.
Next, the learner is applied to L and patterns are obtained. These patterns can
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be weights of an objective function, constraints, or any other type of structural
information that is part of the CP problem.

A similar process then happens for the CP component, the network is con-
structed using the output of World-to-CP and ML-to-CP, after which the solving
method is used and solutions are obtained.

These solutions are then applied to the world using Apply-to-World. As
mentioned before, it may be that the found solution (or non-solution) is not
applicable to the world. In that case, a new iteration of the loop is started
immediately which bypasses the world. Otherwise the solutions are applied to
the world, after which a new cycle with new observations can be started.

We can observe that there is no direct link between the ML component and
the world. Our framework is indeed devoted to solving combinatorial problems
such as scheduling and routing, revising them based on feedback from the world;
it does not aim to only classify or predict events in the world.

3 Conclusions

The key idea in the inductive constraint programming (ICON) loop is that the
CP and ML components interact with each other and with the world in order to
adapt the solutions to changes in the world. This is an essential need in problems
that change under the effect of time, or problems that are influenced by the
application of a previous solution. It is also very effective for problems that are
only partially specified and where the ML component learns from observation of
applying a partial solution, e.g. in the case of constraint acquisition.

The subsequent chapters will provide a number of examples of the use of the
ICON loop.
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Abstract. In this chapter we describe a proactive carpooling service
that combines induction and optimization mechanisms to maximize the
impact of carpooling within a community. The approach autonomously
infers the mobility demand of the users through the analysis of their
mobility traces (i.e. Data Mining of GPS trajectories) and builds the net-
work of all possible ride sharing opportunities among the users. Then, the
maximal set of carpooling matches that satisfy some standard require-
ments (maximal capacity of vehicles, etc.) is computed through Con-
straint Programming models, and the resulting matches are proactively
proposed to the users. Finally, in order to maximize the expected impact
of the service, the probability that each carpooling match is accepted by
the users involved is inferred through Machine Learning mechanisms and
put in the CP model. The whole process is reiterated at regular intervals,
thus forming an instance of the general ICON loop.

1 Introduction

Carpooling, i.e., the act where two or more travellers share the same car for a
common trip, is an old idea brought forward, among many others, to reduce
traffic and its externalities. If a large proportion of travellers, especially daily
commuters, would adopt carpooling, a substantial traffic reduction could indeed
take place. However, experiences from many projects internationally have shown
that it is extremely difficult to boost the adoption of carpooling to levels that
significantly diminish traffic as a whole. There are many reasons why this hap-
pens: psychological, organizational, technological. As a matter of fact, we do not
know much yet about the real carpooling potential that emerges from people’s
mobility—a very preliminary step towards designing the right mechanisms and
incentives for a successful carpooling system. Nevertheless, we now have access to
the data to observe individual mobility at microscopic level and for large popula-
tions of travellers, such as the digitised trajectories of vehicular travels recorded
by GPS-enabled on-board devices. These forms of big data have been used in
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2016
C. Bessiere et al. (Eds.): Data Mining and Constraint Programming, LNAI 10101, pp. 310–324, 2016.
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[12] to discover the mobility profiles of individual travellers, and to understand
when two individuals have compatible matching needs, so that they can share
part of their travels.

In the present work we pursue this approach further by exploiting the com-
bination of mobility data mining, machine learning methods and constraint pro-
gramming in an iterative process that follows the general “ICON loop” schema.
Through the analysis of mobility data from a community of travellers in a given
territory, we construct the network of potential carpooling for that community,
where nodes correspond to the users and each link between user u and user v
corresponds to the fact that u can take a lift from v, because there is a trip in
v’s profile that can serve u (u can be a passenger of driver v). Then, a globally
optimal matching between potential drivers and potential passengers is per-
formed, aimed to minimize the number of vehicles needed to perform all trips.
Such assignments become potential suggestions for the users involved, which can
agree or reject them. In order to better target suggestions with higher chances
of being accepted, a user acceptance model is built and continuously updated
through the analysis of previous iterations of the loop – i.e. previous assign-
ments, labelled with the outcome of the suggestion (accept vs. reject) – and
its predictions are used to evaluate the probability of success of each potential
carpooling match. Such probabilities are then used in the optimization step, in
order to achieve a maximum expected number of accepted suggestions.

The proposed approach has two main application levels. The first one consists
in the actual implementation of a collective carpooling service, with real users
involved in the whole process. The second one provides what-if analyses where
the potential outcome of such a service – in terms of overall success of the service
in itself, or its impact on the traffic – is measured through simulations. In this
chapter, after describing the overall methodology, we will provide some examples
of the latter kind of application, by simulating a carpooling service over a real
dataset of mobility data and over various types of users – each representing a
different attitude towards carpooling.

The following descriptions will start from a simplified view of the problem,
where we basically assume that all users will accept any carpooling suggestion.
Then, a refinement of the process will be illustrated, which takes into consider-
ation the users’ behaviours in terms of acceptance and rejection of carpooling
suggestions.

2 Related Work

Carpooling is the second most popular way of commuting, and maybe one of the
least understood. This probably explains such a large corpus of studies in the
literature.

Many works have been devoted to study the carpooling phenomena. In [11],
the authors describe the characteristics of carpoolers, distinguishing among dif-
ferent types of carpooler, and identifying the key differences between carpoolers.
In [12], the methodology for extracting the mobility profiles used also in this
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work is introduced, and the criteria to match common routes. Something similar
is illustrated in [5]. The authors extract home and work locations, and the social
ties among the users for matching the users according to similar mobility pat-
terns. [6] studies how to overtake the psycological barriers associated with riding
with strangers and exploit it to find compatible matches for traditional groups
of users and to find rides in alternative groups.

An approach widely followed for analyzing carpooling is the agent based
model (ABM). In [2] an ABM is designed to optimize transports by the ride
sharing of people who usually cover the same route. The information obtained
from this simulator is used to study the functioning of the clearing services and
business models. In [3] the authors use a multi-ABM to investigate opportunities
among simulated commuters and by providing an online matching for those living
and working in close areas. [4] present a conceptual design of an ABM for the
carpooling application to simulate the interactions of autonomous agents and to
analyze the effects of changes in factors related to the infrastructure, behavior
and cost.

In other studies the authors try to find simulated or theoretical matches
among users asking for a ride in a carpooling scenario and evaluate it in terms of
simulated users’ feedbacks. [9] develops the concept of real carpooling by allowing
a large base of member passengers and drivers that declared their route to be
matched against each other automatically using mobile phone calls. [8] considers
simulated straight-line trajectories observing only origin and destination of trips
and classifies users as eligible or ineligible for carpooling by minimizing the time
of the trip. In [7] the authors build the users’ network with edges labeled with the
probability of negotiation success for carpooling to represent planned periodic
trips. The probability values are calculated by a learning mechanism using the
registered person features, the trip characteristics, and the negotiation feedback.
The algorithm provides advice by maximizing the expected value for negotiation
success.

3 Simple Carpooling Loop

A first formulation of a proactive carpooling service is summarized in Fig. 1.
First, the system acquires the recent mobility history of the users that joined
the service, in the form of trips (or trajectories) performed by car in that period.
Then, such data is analyzed to extract, for each user, her mobility profile,
described as the set of typical trips. At this point a network is built, which
describes the possible pairs of trips (from different users) that could carpool,
i.e. one of the users can become a passenger for the other. Allocating passen-
gers to drivers is a non-trivial optimization problem, which is solved through a
constraint model. The resulting allocation is then the input for the users of the
service, who can choose to accept to adopt the suggested pairings or to reject
them. The process is iterated from the beginning after a predefined observation
period, at the end of which a new mobility history is collected for each user.
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Fig. 1. Basic instantiation of the ICON loop for the carpooling scenario.

3.1 Inferring Mobility Profiles

Given a set of users, their mobility can be described by the set of trips performed
in the period of analysis. Each trip, then, is defined by a trajectory, i.e. a sequence
of spatio-temporal points:

Definition 1 (Trajectory). A trajectory T is a sequence of spatio-temporal
points T = 〈(x1, y1, t1), . . . , (xn, yn, tn)〉, where xi and yi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are the
coordinates of the i-th point and ti is its corresponding timestamp, with: ∀1 ≤
i < n : ti < ti+1.

The set of all the trajectories travelled by a user u makes her individual
history.

Using the above definitions and following the profiling procedure proposed in
[12], we can retrieve the systematic movements of a certain user u. The method
consists in clustering the trajectories of the user by means of an ad hoc distance
function that defines the concept of trajectory similarity to be adopted. In par-
ticular, a density-based clustering method is adopted, basically a variant of the
generic OPTICS method [1] that breaks down large (i.e. too extensive) clusters
into smaller compact ones. Two trajectories closer than a given threshold will
be considered similar and contribute to the same mobility behaviour.

The result of the process is a partitioning of the original dataset of user’s
trajectories, from which we filter out the clusters with few trajectories (statisti-
cally non significant behaviors) and the trajectories that are noise (specifically
detected by the clustering algorithm). Finally, for each valid cluster remaining,
we extract a representative trajectory, which is called a routine. The set of all
routines of a user is called her mobility profile.
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Fig. 2. The user’s individual history (left: black lines), the clusters identified (center:
C1, C2, C3) and the extracted individual routines (right: r1, r2) forming her individual
mobility profile.

Following [12], the distance function adopted will compare trajectories based
on their path and on the time of the day they took place. The mobility profile of
a user describes her generic paths followed, and the representative hours of the
day they take place, not instantiated in a specific date. Moreover, the exceptional
movements are completely ignored due to the fact they will not be part of the
profile. Figure 2 depicts a sample instantiation of the mobility profile extraction
process, from the user’s trajectories (left) to the clustering (center) and finally
to the resulting routines that form her mobility profile.

3.2 Building the Carpooling Network

Starting from the routines which constitutes the user mobility profiles, our first
objective is to test whether a routine is contained in another. If a routine r1
is contained in a routine r2 then the user that systematically follows r1 could
leave her car at home and travel with the user that systematically follows r2.
The relation of routine containment is defined as follows:

Definition 2 (Routine Containment). Given two routines r1 and r2,
two thresholds spattol and temptol, we say that r1 is contained in r2, i.e.
contained(r1, r2, spattol, temptol), if there exists a contiguous subsequence r′

2 of
r2 such that:

dist(start(r1), start(r′
2)) + dist(end(r1), end(r′

2)) ≤ spattol ∧
|start time(r1) − start time(r′

2)| + |end time(r1) − end time(r2)′| ≤ temptol

where dist represents the Euclidean distance, start and end extract resp. the
first and last location of a routine, and start time and end time do the same
for time.

Here, spattol represents the maximum total distance that the user which is
served could walk to reach the pick-up point, and to reach her final destination
from the drop-off point; and temptol is the maximum total amount of time that
the user which is served is allowed to waste, as delay or anticipation w.r.t. her
original trip, considering the departure and the arrival time. Figure 3 provides
a visual depiction of the containment relation over a simple example. Clearly,
routine containment is an asymmetric relation. For instance, when the routines
compared have different lengths, the origin of the user which serves the other
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Fig. 3. Sample routines containment: r1 is contained in r2 because the starting and
ending points of r1 (circles) are spatially and temporally close enough to some points
of r2 (squares).

can be very far from the origin of the one who is served, and similarly for the
destination point, in which case the second routine does not contain the first
one.

A carpooling network represents all the links induced by the routine contain-
ment relation:

Definition 3 (Carpooling Network). A carpooling network G = 〈N,E〉 is a
multigraph where N represents the set of all users, and E is the set of all labeled
edges (u, v, rui , r

v
j ), where rui is a routine of user u ∈ N , rvj is a routine of user

v ∈ N , and rui is contained in rvj .

Figure 4 shows a simple example of a carpooling network with three users.
The network is a multigraph, since two nodes can be connected by several dif-
ferent edges – in our case, each edge is characterized by the pair of matching
routines it represents.

Fig. 4. Sample carpooling network involving three users and 7 routines.

3.3 Optimal Drivers-Passengers Matching

The carpooling network describes the set of all possible pairings of a passenger
with a driver. Clearly, not all of them can take place in the real world, since that
might violate some physical constraints. For instance, if a user is a passenger
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for another one, she cannot be also driver for that same trip, since she left the
car at home. Also, cars usually have a limited number of seats. Finally, a user
cannot freely alternate the role of driver with that of passenger, since she needs
to pick her car – we simplify this requirements by asking that a user keeps the
same status (driver or passenger) throughout the day.

Here we will see a constraint model that captures all the requirements needed
to make a set of driver-passenger assignments correct, and therefore look for the
admissible solution that maximizes utility. The input of the model are the edges
in the carpooling network. Here we assume that each car can hold up to 5
people, including the driver. Everybody in the network must be either a driver
or a passenger and assigned to a driver’s car (maybe her own).

Let G = (V,E) be the carpooling network. Let trips(n) be the function that
returns the trips t user n participates in and lift(n, t) the function that returns
the nodes n′ that can give a lift to n on trip t and lift′(n, t) its dual, i.e. the
function that returns the nodes n′ that can receive a lift from n on trip t.

Variables. We consider five groups of variables:

• A set of Boolean variables D: ∀n ∈ V, t ∈ trips(n) : dnt = 1 iff node n is a
driver on trip t.

• A set of Boolean variables DA: ∀n ∈ V, t ∈ trips(n) : dant = 1 iff node n
drives alone on trip t.

• A set of Boolean variables P : ∀n ∈ V, t ∈ trips(n) : pnt = 1 iff node n is a
passenger in someone else’s car on trip t.

• A set of Boolean variables U : ∀n ∈ V, t ∈ trips(n), n′ ∈ lift(n, t) : untn′ = 1
iff n is a passenger with n′ for trip t.

• An integer variable sum =
∑

D +
∑

DA.

Constraints. Any solution (i.e. variable assignment) should satisfy the follow-
ing set of constraints. First, a set of channelling constraints define the relation
between passengers P and trips U :

∀n ∈ V, t ∈ trips(n) : pnt =
∑

n′∈lift(n,t)

untn′ (1)

Notice that variables pnt are requested to be Boolean, therefore each user can
be passenger of at most one other user for each of her trips.

If somebody is taking passengers, they must be a driver:

∀n ∈ V, t ∈ trips(n) :
∑

n′∈lift′(n,t)

un′tn > 0 ⇐⇒ dnt = 1 (2)

At most 4 passengers (5 people altogether) in a car:

∀n ∈ V, t ∈ trips(n) :
∑

n′∈lift′(n,t)

un′tn ≤ 4 (3)

Everybody has to be either driver or passenger:

∀n ∈ V, t ∈ trips(n) : pnt = 1 ⊕ dnt = 1 (4)
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If somebody is a driver and has no passengers, they drive alone:

∀n ∈ V, t ∈ trips(n) :

⎛

⎝dnt = 1 ∧
∑

n′∈lift′(n,t)

un′tn = 0

⎞

⎠ ⇐⇒ dant = 1 (5)

Everybody should be driver for all or none of their trips:

∀n ∈ V :
∑

t∈trips(n)

dnt = 0 ∨
∑

t∈trips(n)

dnt = ‖trips(n)‖ (6)

Objective. Finally, we look for the admissible solution that minimizes the vari-
able sum, defined above, representing the number of drivers plus users driving
alone.

Notice that the objective function sum not only counts the drivers to min-
imize the number of circulating vehicles. It also contains an additional contri-
bution for those that travel alone (DA), meaning that solutions involving more
users are preferred, thus introducing the diffusion of carpooling in the optimiza-
tion criteria, which is one way to make the carpooling community larger and
stronger, and the service more robust and successful in the long term.

4 Users’ Preference Learning in Loop

The process described in the previous section aims to extract a set of carpooling
assignments that turns as many users as possible into passengers, since each
one represents a car saved from circulating. However, in a real world not all
such assignments would be accepted and implemented by the users involved.
Indeed, several factors might induce a user to reject a suggested match, such as
incompatibilities with the assigned mate, specific need of using her own vehicle
(therefore preventing her from being a passenger), or excessive delays/effort to
reach and get on board of the driver’s vehicle. As a result, a tentative assignment
that simply maximizes the number of suggested pairings (as in the model shown
in Sect. 3.3) might actually suggest the wrong ones, resulting in massive rejection
on the side of the users.

As solution to this problem, here we propose to learn from previous iterations
of the loop, i.e. to extract from the feedback provided by the users (basically,
whether they accepted the suggestions they received, or not) a model to estimate
the success probability of future matches. Such probabilities are then used in the
matching phase.

This leads to a modification of the loop, as shown in Fig. 5, which is enriched
with some components (highlighted in yellow in the figure). During each iter-
ation, the answers of the users are stored to form a training dataset (top-left
of the figure), from which to learn a success model for matches (lower-right)
that is deployed to add weights to the carpooling network (bottom). Then, the
constraint matching model will be modified accordingly (left).
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Fig. 5. Instantiation of the ICON loop for the carpooling scenario, including users
preference learning. The changes over the basic instance of Fig. 1 are highlighted.

4.1 Preference Learning

In this work we aim to associate to each candidate match – i.e. pair of rou-
tines, each associated to its respective user – a probability of success. To this
purpose, we employ a very simple model, called Probability Estimation Tree,
that basically extends traditional decision trees by returning on each leaf a class
distribution instead of a crisp class selection. In our case, each leaf will return
the probability of a success and its complementary probability of failure. While
several improvements exist to build more reliable estimates – e.g. by adapting
the tree construction procedure or by smoothing the probabilities on the leaves –
we will adopt the simple solution of extracting a decision tree through standard
C4.5 and then compute the associated probabilities on the leaves, without any
post-processing.

Predictive Features. The features available to predict the success of a match,
include three categories:

Quality of the match. In this group we have measures that describe the ease
of sharing the vehicle for a trip. In particular, we include: the distance to
walk for the pick-up and drop-off, the delay caused to the passenger, time
spent traveling together, whether the two routines start or end together. In
addition, also the distance between the residence locations and the working
places of the users are included.

Personal features. For both the users involved, we consider age, gender, marital
status, occupation, whether they smoke, have children or animals.
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Past usage of carpooling. Here we collect the statistics about the feedbacks of the
single user (how often he accepted to carpool as a passenger or as a driver)
and the pair of users involved in the match (how frequently they accepted to
travel together, if they already happened to be matched).

Training Set. At each iteration the system suggests a set of matches to (part
of) the users. For each of them, we store an input instance of the training set,
containing all the features associated to the match (predictive features) and the
feedback received from the users involved (target variable, having values “suc-
cess” or “failure”). This way, the training set grows at each iteration. An impor-
tant fact to observe is that only the matches selected by the drivers-passengers
matching phase will generate an instance for the training set, since they are the
only ones which were submitted to the users. Therefore, only the routines and
their associated users that have been involved in such matches contribute to the
preference learning task.

Learning and Deploying the Model. At each iteration the preference model
is learned using the most recent training set available. Then, as soon as the
carpooling network has been built, the model is used to compute a weight for
each edge in the network. In particular, in order to apply the preference model
we need to compute all the predictive features associated to each edge on the
network, based on the information we have about the users involved and the
routines that are matched. The result is an estimate for the success probability
of each match in the network, to be used in the drivers-passengers assignment
phase, which is presented (in revised form) in the next section.

4.2 Preference-Aware Matching Model

The model presented in Sect. 3.3 is revised in order to change the optimization
criterion. In particular, instead of maximizing the number of matches (which
correspond to the number of passengers, as well as to the cars saved from cir-
culating) now we aim to maximize the expected number of successful matches.
That can be obtained by simply maximizing the value

∑
e∈S p(e), where S is the

set of matches returned as solution, and p(e) is the success probability of match
e (recall that in the previous step of the loop we obtained an estimate of such
value through machine learning).

Then, the new model is basically the same we had in Sect. 3.3, except that
(i) now we do not need the variables in DA (tracking users that drive alone,
whose count was part of the objective function) as the corresponding channeling
constraints; (ii) we assume to have a function probest(t) for each trip/match t,
that provides its success probability; and (iii) the objective function is modified
into the following:

max

⎛

⎝
∑

n∈V,t∈trips(n)

probest(t) · pnt
⎞

⎠ (7)
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5 Simulation of a Carpooling Service

The carpooling loop illustrated so far is designed having in mind two kinds of
interactions with users: (i) all users provide data about their mobility at regular
intervals; (ii) the users involved in a carpooling match answer by accepting or
rejecting the suggestion. As we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, beside
running a real carpooling service, the system developed so far can be used to
perform simulations aimed to study various facts about carpooling. For instance,
that can be used to simply evaluate the potential impact of carpooling on areas
with different features (large urban areas vs. rural ones, areas with one single
attractor vs. areas with several ones, etc.), or to understand what would be the
impact of specific attitudes of users, such as discrimination based on gender
and age or preference towards local travel mates. In the following we describe a
possible way of implementing such kind of simulations, also providing a concrete
example based on real mobility data and simulated information about the users–
including their attitude towards carpooling.

5.1 Simulating Mobility

As a proxy of the mobility for potential users of the carpooling service, we use real
GPS traces collected for insurance purposes by Octo Telematics S.p.A [10]. The
complete dataset contains 9.8 million car travels performed by about 159, 000
vehicles active in a geographical area focused on Tuscany, Italy in a period of
one month in 2011.

Fig. 6. (Left) The trajectories used for the simulation and (Right) corresponding mobil-
ity profiles.

For the purposes of this chapter, we selected a subset of 100 users that move
around the city of Pisa. Figure 6 depicts the trajectories of such users, together
with the mobility profiles extracted from them (See Sect. 3.1).

In the simulation, the carpooling loop is re-iterated every week, each time
recomputing the mobility profiles based on the trips performed in the last
14 days. That basically creates a sliding window on the mobility history of the
users, having width of 14 days, which moves one week forward at each step. In
these experiments we keep also the trips performed by users during the time they
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acted as passengers. More sophisticated simulations might omit them, possibly
keeping as profile the trips that made her carpool.

The mobility data is used to build the carpooling network, and also to extract
all the mobility-based predictive features needed for the preference learning task.
That also includes the inference of home and work locations (defined here simply
as the two most frequent start locations), used to compute some of the features.

5.2 Simulating Users’ Preferences

In order to coherently simulate the behaviour of our users, we need (i) to associate
them with a set of individual data (gender, age, etc.), and then (ii) provide a
model that evaluates any carpooling proposal based on the three categories of
variables described in Sect. 4.1.

The first task was achieved by randomly generating a personal profile for
each user, based on the features distribution provided by the national bureau of
statistics and other external sources. For the second task, instead, a set of rules
have been defined, which compute a score that combines:

• the similarity of the personal profiles of the users (same age, gender, etc.);
• the ease of carpooling together, computed as linear combination of spatial

and temporal distance between the matching routines, plus a bonus if they
start or end close to each other (basically, the two users can start or end the
trip together);

• whether the two users shared a trip in the past, and therefore already know
each other.

The weights of the different components can be easily modified, allowing to
simulate a rather wide range of behaviours, such as those interested in social
compatibility (high weight to the first group of features) or those only focused
on efficient and comfortable transportation (second group of features). Also,
such rules can be replaced with alternative ones, in order to evaluate the effect
of more complex attitudes of the users.

5.3 Results

Here we summarize some sample results that show the typical behaviour of the
system. In particular, we adopt a schema of users’ preferences that emphasizes
the social compatibility. The simulation was run for 5 iterations. Figure 7(left)
shows the impact of carpooling at each step, comparing the number of matches
suggested to the users and those that were actually accepted.

The results show that, after an initial phase of instability, the system
improved the number of successful matches at each iteration. Also the number of
suggestions to the users remains smaller than what we had in the first iteration
– where the model was equivalent to the simpler version described in Sect. 3.3
– basically showing that the success probabilities are better estimated in later
iterations, due to the larger size of the training set. These results also provide a
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Fig. 7. Results of a sample simulation: number of suggested vs. accepted matches (left);
sample users’ preference model learned at the second iteration of the loop (right).

comparison between the two models, simple vs. success probability-aware, show-
ing that the latter improves performances significantly. Figure 7(right) shows a
sample preference model learned at the second iteration – thus computed over
the training data collected at the end of the first iteration. The model is char-
acterized by a mixture of personal features (is smoker and number of car seats)
and trip features (distance to walk for pick-up and for drop-off), as well as by
a relatively low purity of the leaves. The models learned during the successive
iterations (not shown here for space reasons, since they are significantly larger
than the one just described) get more and more sophisticated and accurate. Also,
the setup of the learning task ensured that the model never results in extreme
overfitting. Below we can have a view of the evolution of such models looking
at a ranking of most relevant features, ranked by the cumulative entropy gain
yielded by each attribute:

We see, in particular, that later models (i) make large use of the right features,
i.e. those that determine social compatibility of individuals, which most influence
the acceptance probability; and (ii) they also start exploiting the outcomes of
previous iterations (e.g. the two top ones, describing when the pair successfully
carpooled and their percentage of success), basically recognizing the successful
pairs of the past, which constitute very good candidate for a successful pair in
the present iteration.
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6 Conclusions

In this work we developed a tool to implement or simulate a proactive carpool-
ing service that combines induction and optimization mechanisms to maximize
the impact of carpooling within a community. The system opens a variety of
ways to explore, both at the social and technical level. Among them, we men-
tion the following questions that could be studied: what is the impact, in terms
of improved traffic, of specific attitudes towards carpooling, especially focusing
on those that can be emphasized through appropriate incentives? Does the geo-
graphical location and scale of the service influence the performances – in other
terms: should carpooling be organized locally, or at a regional/national level?
What are the best models and algorithms for preference learning? Also, should
the system select only users most likely to succeed (as it happens in the present
version) or should it also include other ones, with the purpose of getting bet-
ter training sets and therefore improve the preference learning component (that
looks to have relations with active learning schemata)?

While the experiments described here were conducted over a specific set of
users’ preferences, the approach can be easily applied over several different sce-
narios, in order to evaluate which kind of behaviors can affect the success of
carpooling the most. Also, some parameters of the model, such as the number
of available seats in a car or the distance that users are willing to walk for car-
pooling, can be explored in order to understand which are critical (and therefore
actions might be taken at the public level to influence them in the real world),
and which are not.

Finally, while our simulations were based on vehicle data, other data sources,
such as smartphone GPS traces, might well replace them, and possibly overcome
some of their limitations – e.g. the lack of data when a user is not using the car,
for instance because she is carpooling.
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Abstract. In this document we describe the health show case for the
ICON project. This corresponds to Task 6.2 in WP 6 of the Description of
Work for the project. The description provides a high-level abstraction,
detailed description of the interfaces between modules, and a description
of sample data.

1 Overview

A hospital collects data on its patients in a patient management system (PMS).
Based on this data, ideally an operational schedule for the hospital would be
created; for instance, in an ideal hospital no beds would be unoccupied and
patients would not have to be on a waiting list for a long period. Due to the
dynamic nature of the hospital, planning is however difficult. By analysing the
historical data of the hospital, we can discover weaknesses in its planning policies;
this in turn can lead to recommendations for improved planning, which can be
implemented in improved planning systems.

This show case considers a scenario where the machine learning component
learns to predict the duration of various tasks in a some standard workflows.
Predictions are made based on the types of tasks and workflow involved, and
various patient attributes such as mobility, age, diagnosis, etc. Subsequently,
these duration predictions are passed to a constraint programming module which
schedules the execution of the tasks while obeying workflow precedences and
resource consumption constraints such as a nurse, consultants, x-ray, dialysis
machines and so on. The schedule is subsequently simulated with actual task
durations. Inaccuracies in the duration prediction may lead to knock-on effects
where tasks are delayed awaiting a resource to be freed or a preceding task
to finish. Such delays can have a detrimental effect on the ability to release a
patient during the scheduling window. Figure 1 presents a high level overview of
this flow.

Data are exchanged by files, describing the data valid at a given time in the
world. The world maintains its own data for historical information, and for the
evaluation of the results produced.

c© Springer International Publishing AG 2016
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Fig. 1. High level overview of health show case

2 World

Figure 2 shows a more detailed structure of the assumed world.

2.1 Workflow

The workflow description provides a job schema for the different types of patient
in each of the wards. The same workflow in different wards may use differ-
ent resources, or have other task durations. Workflows are defined by events
(start, end, milestone), and by task prototypes (activities), linked by precedence
constraints. We implement a subset of XPDL to capture and-split and and-join
operations, where multiple tasks can be executed in parallel and the following
activity can start when all tasks are finished.

Our resource model assumes constant resource availability and resource con-
sumption. A task may require multiple resources, each over its complete duration.
Resources can be disjunctive (resource availability one, each task uses one unit
of resource), or cumulative (resource availability is a positive integer, resource
use of tasks are integer values as well.

Start and end event mark the beginning and end of a workflow. We can also
define milestones with an attached due date. Not meeting the due date of the
milestone contributes to the objective cost value.

3 CP Component

3.1 Simple Model

A first model as a finite domain constraint program can be formulated with the
following notation:
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Fig. 2. Detailed view of world for health show case

– T , the set of all tasks, indexed by i
– P , the set of all precedences, indexed by p
– Q, the set of all patients, indexed by k
– R, the set of all resources, indexed by r

We also use the following constants:

– duri forecasted duration of task i
– reli release date of task i
– duei due date of task i
– capr capacity of resource r
– resir resource use of task i on resource r
– pati patient to whose workflow the task belongs

We introduce finite domain variables for the start, the end and the cost of
each task:

– ∀i∈T : si ∈ [reli,∞] start of task i
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– ∀i∈T : ei ≥ 0 end of task i
– ∀i∈T : ci ≥ 0 cost of task i

We then can express the following sets of constraints. The first set links the
start and the end of each task.

∀i∈T : ei = si + duri (1)

The second set states all precedences between tasks, linking the before and
after elements of the precedence data.

∀p∈P : sap
≥ sbp + durbp (2)

The third constraint type sets up resource constraints for all tasks that utilise
some resource.

∀r∈R : cumulative(< si,duri, resir >, capr) (3)

Depending on the capacity of the resource, the constraint can be cumulative
or disjunctive.

The cost of each task is defined as the lateness of the task, i.e. how many
time units it ends after the due-date.

∀i∈T : ci = max(0, ei − duei) (4)

As the overall cost we define the sum of the cost variables for each task, i.e.
the total lateness of the tasks.

min
∑

i∈T

max(0, ei − duei) (5)

If we are able to schedule all tasks before their due-date, then all patients
can be discharged on the day, if the schedule can be implemented without delay.
As the durations are forecasted, changes in the duration may mean that in the
implemented schedule some tasks will extend beyond the cutoff time.

3.2 Model 2 - Accepting Patients

In our previous model, the tasks for a patient may stretch beyond the cutoff
time, this means that the patient can not be discharged in time, and therefore it
is pointless to perform the earlier tasks of the workflow, as they will have to be
repeated on the next day. These tasks use up resources, which may stop other
jobs from finishing in time. A better model introduces a decision variable for each
job (Patient), which states if the patient will be discharged on the current day.
We can then state that all tasks must finish before their due-date, and use an
optional resource use of 0 to exclude rejected jobs from the resource constraints.

The model then takes the following form:
We introduce finite domain variables for the state, the end and the cost of

each task:
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– si ∈ [reli,∞] start of task i
– ei ∈ [0,duei] end of task i
– xk ∈ {0, 1} patient k is accepted for discharge on the current day

The objective is changed to maximise the number of patients that will be
discharged

max
∑

k∈Q

xk (6)

The resource constraints (Eq. 3) are modified to deal with a variable resource
height for each task, depending on the acceptance of the patient.

∀r∈R : cumulative(< si,duri, xpati ∗ resir >, capr) (7)

The precedence (Eq. (2)) and linkage (Eq. 1) constraints are not changed.
There are two potential issues with the objective function. The first is that

it is not clear how good the propagation of the 0/1 variable in the cumulative
can work, and how symmetries are affecting the cost function.

The second concern is that we are no longer interested in the robustness of
the schedule. If a duration forecast is wrong, this has a different effect of the task
is early during the day, or it is the last task in the schedule. In the first case, a
delay may be easily recovered, or a knock-on effect may delay not just one, but
multiple patients. If the task ends just before the cutoff time, a delay will push
the task beyond the deadline. We should therefore consider how we can improve
the robustness of the schedule.

A final comment affects the search routine. By introducing both 0/1 and
finite domain variables, we can no longer rely on an automated strategy based
on domain size, we have to interleave the assignment of the acceptance variables
for a patient with the scheduling of all tasks belonging to the patient.

4 ML Component

The input of the ML component consists of two inputs, one containing historical
data, the other the new data for which the task duration is to be predicted.

The format of the inputs is nearly identical, except that the regression prob-
lem data does not contain the duration field. Each record is one line.

task_id (integer)
date (Integer)
weekday(integer 0-6)
ward (integer)
workflow (integer)
workflow_task (integer)
patient (integer)

patient_age (integer)
patient_sex (0/1)
patient_mobility (0-5)
patient_attribute_1 (number)
...
patient_attribute_n (number)
duration (integer)

The attributes may consist of numerical values (blood pressure, heart rate,
temperature), 0/1 categories (use of specific medications like blood thinner,
which may require extra care), or medical conditions besides the one treated
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for (diabetes, high blood pressure, pacemaker), which affect the duration of
certain tasks.

The output of the ML component is a file containing the duration forecasts
for all tasks in the regression problem data.

5 Evaluation

We compare the effectiveness of workflow schedules produced based on two ML
components, one which is trained once initially versus a looping model which
is retrained as each day passes, thus having access to the more recent, repre-
sentative data which should, in theory, be able to adapt to recent trends. This
hypothesis is tested when new procedures come into affect, effectively changing
the distribution of task durations, with some now taking longer to complete and
others shorter. Both ML models will start with the same 60 days of historical
training data, and the looping model maintains a sliding-window of the same
quantity of training data.

The predicted task durations from the two ML components are used by the
CP component to schedule task start times while obeying resource capacity, and
precedence constraints. The two schedules are then passed back to the world
and simulated based on the actual task durations, mismatches in the duration
prediction may lead to tasks being delayed in practice, with a combinatorial
knock-on effect. We contrast the two schedules to one based on actual task
durations provided by an oracle.

Figure 3 shows the cumulative makespan penalty, that is the difference in
makespan between the simulated schedules based on the two ML components

Fig. 3. Scheduling makespan comparison between looping model and a trained once
model.
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Fig. 4. Prediction accuracy comparison between looping model and a trained once
model.

versus scheduling based on the actual task durations provided by an oracle. The
vertical line marks the day where new procedures come into affect, changing the
distribution of task durations.

In the initial 30 days, before the new procedures, both ML components pro-
duce very similar predictions resulting in schedules with comparable makespans.
Once the new procedures come into effect, the prediction accuracy of both mod-
els deteriorate and the makespan penalty increases more rapidly. However, the
looping model slowly adapts as a sufficient quantity of the new data becomes
available. With around half of its training data coming from the new distribution,
the performance of looping model diverges from the trained-once model, consis-
tently producing more accurate predictions and subsequently, better schedules.

Further evidence for this divergence is provided when we compare the rolling
average root mean squared error (RMSE) for the two ML models, Fig. 4. The
relative accuracy of the looping model steadily improves as a larger portion of its
training data is drawn from more recent, representative days. The model which
has been trained once, does not adapt well to the new distributions.

6 Conclusions

We have presented the health show case for the ICON project. It represents an
instantiation of the ICON loop, where a machine learning/data mining compo-
nent and a constraint programming component interact with the outside world
and each other.

The show case simulates the workings of part of a simplified hospital; in
particular it is concerned with the scheduling of tasks that need to be performed
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to process patients. The duration of these tasks is learned from historical data
to provide estimates for how long tasks that are to be scheduled will take based
on patient attributes.

The ICON “loop” comes into play because the model to predict task dura-
tions is updated continuously during the operation of the system. We showed
that this can provide substantial benefits over a static model that does not learn
as more and more data is processed, in particular in the face of changes that are
to be expected in a real hospital.

The show case demonstrates the effectiveness of the ICON loop model in a
(simplified) real-world application and shows the practical benefits of combining
machine learning/data mining techniques with constraint programming.
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Abstract. This chapter demonstrates the effectiveness of the ICON
loop when applied to energy cost optimization in a data centre. The
objective is to schedule the execution of customer tasks such that the
overall energy cost is minimised. This is complicated by the fact that the
real-time energy price is not known a-priori, therefore machine learning
techniques are employed to produce a forecast price vector ahead of time.
In practice such a forecast needs to adapt to changes in the world affect-
ing the pricing model over time. Therefore, the model needs to adapt in
an iterative process, realised by employing the ICON loop approach.

1 Overview

The aim of this showcase is to improve the energy efficiency of data centres
through the integration of machine learning (ML) and constraint programming
(CP). Consider a cloud grid computing service, where customers contract to run
computing services (tasks) throughout the day. Tasks are scheduled within their
execution time window and assigned to machines within the data centre. Each
task requires certain amounts of resources of different types (e.g. CPU, memory,
IO) during their execution. The cumulative resource limit for each resource type
of all tasks scheduled on a machine can not exceed the resource capacity of that
machine. The objective is to schedule the tasks in such a way that the overall
cost of energy used is minimised.

However this is complicated by the fact that large electricity consumers, like a
data centre, may use a time-variable electricity tariff, which follows the wholesale
market price. This price is not known in advance; in Ireland for example, the
price is not known until four days after the event. The price is influenced by
variable consumer demand over time, wind energy production, which varies with
weather conditions, and the availability of generating plants. The price therefore
fluctuates significantly throughout the day (on some days by more than a factor
of ten), which provides an opportunity to reduce the energy use during peak
price periods and instead perform the work during cheaper periods, as long as
the time windows for each task are respected. This requires a forecast of the price
ahead of time, so that the tasks can be scheduled accordingly. As the forecast
will not be 100% accurate, it might lead to a schedule were tasks are run at
times when the forecast price is low, but the actual price is much higher. This
increases the eventual cost of the schedule, which is always computed with the
actual price.
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2016
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Fig. 1. The inductive constraint programming loop

The model assumes that the duration and resource requirements of all tasks
are given accurately by the customers. In order to avoid run-away processes using
up all available resources, we assume that tasks that exceed resource limits or
their duration significantly are removed by the supervisor process.
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Fig. 2. High level overview of energy show case
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This application was the focus of the first ICON Challenge [19] http://
challenge.icon-fet.eu and can be modelled in the ICON loop (see Fig. 1) as fol-
lows. The world consists of a number of components: the wide range of factors
which affect the energy market, like weather conditions, producers/consumers
of electricity, etc.; and customers of the data centre who contract the various
workloads. read-for-DM takes input from this world to produce a hypothesis h
modelling the electricity price. read-for-CP incorporates this forecast to produce
a solution to the scheduling problem minimising the forecast energy cost. Apply-
to-World takes this schedule and applies it to the world. As time progresses
and the world changes, read-for-DM will need to evolve the forecast model, and
subsequently the schedule, to take account of factors affecting the energy price.

Figure 2 shows a high-level view of the show case. There are three main
components, a CP component, a ML component, and the assumed world.

2 World

Figure 3 shows a more detailed overview of the assumed world. There are three
connections to the other components; the schedule generated by the CP com-
ponent, the task set which provides input of the CP component, and the price
data, which are input to the ML component.

2.1 Evaluator

The evaluator takes a generated schedule, and evaluates its cost against the
actual price of electricity. This produces the cost of the implemented schedule,
which is the primary quality indicator for each day. We can extend the evaluator
by a comparison against a hypothetical schedule, where we run the scheduler
component on a given set of tasks, but providing the actual electricity price, not
a forecast of the price. If the scheduler produces the optimal solutions in both
cases, we know that the schedule with the actual cost will be a lower bound for
the schedule with the forecast. The difference between the actual cost schedule
and the actual cost of the forecast schedule gives the penalty for using a forecast,
instead of actual costs. Note that this analysis can only be performed afterwards,
as the actual price in the Irish market is only available four days after the event.
Even if the scheduler only provides a heuristic solution, the difference between
the two schedules is indicative of the effect of using the forecast. This value is
the second quality indicator provided for each day.

Problem Generator. The problem generator can generate feasible task sets
for given sets of resources. The generator can be parameterised.

Data Collectors. The data for the price forecast come from multiple sources.
We use the Irish “Whole-Island” electricity market as our data source. The mar-
ket operator (www.sem-o.com) provides information about electricity demand
and prices for Ireland in half-hour resolution. The national grid operator
Eirgrid http://www.eirgrid.com/operations/systemperformancedata/ provides

http://challenge.icon-fet.eu
http://challenge.icon-fet.eu
www.sem-o.com
http://www.eirgrid.com/operations/systemperformancedata/
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Fig. 3. Detailed view of the energy show case world.

data about wind energy production and CO2 intensity of the generation. Dif-
ferent services provide weather forecasts and historical weather data, including
Weather Underground and forecast.io.

Data Extractor. The data extractor parses the data store for the different
collected data, cleans the data, rejecting infeasible data elements, and produces
the required price data.

3 Optimisation Component

In this section we introduce a formal description of the CP component of the
show case. The component takes as input a set of tasks to schedule, and a
price forecast for electricity, and produces a schedule for all tasks. We give a
description of the scheduling problem being solved, and present the format of
the input and output files.

3.1 Notation

The following entities, sorted alphabetically, are defined in the model.
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cmr resource capacity of machine m for
resource r

dj duration of tasks j
downm shut-down cost of server m
ej earliest start of task j
ft forecast price of electricity in time

period t
idlem idle cost of server m
j task index
lj latest end of task j
m machine index
pj power use of tasks j

q time resolution
r resource index
rt actual price of electricity in time

period t
t time index
ujr resource use of task j of resource r
upm startup cost of server m
vmt server m is running at time t
xjmt task j starts on machine m at

time t
ymt server m starts up at time t
zmt server m shuts down at time t

3.2 Sets and Indices

We use the following sets of objects in our model: J is the set of tasks to be
scheduled on one day. All tasks given must be scheduled completely within that
day, tasks can not be rejected. T is the set of time-periods in a day. We consider
a time resolution of q minutes, i.e. there are 1440/q time periods in a day. M is
the set of servers considered, and R is the set of resources considered.

We also try to use consistent indices in the description: j index ranging over
tasks, t index ranging over time periods, m index ranging over servers (machines),
and r index ranging over resources.

3.3 Constants

q The time resolution in the scheduling model. The value is an integer expressed
in minutes, i.e. there are |T | = 24 ∗ 60/q + 1 time periods in a day.

dj The duration of task j, the values are positive integers less than or equal to
|T |. The duration gives the length of the task such that the end is the start
plus the duration. The task is not considered active at its end-time.

ej The earliest start of task j, the values are integers between 0 and |T |.
lj The latest end of task j, the values are integers between 0 and |T |. This latest

end corresponds to a latest start of lj − dj .
ujr The resource use for task j for resource r, this is a positive integer value.
pj The power use of task j, which is constant during execution of the task. This

is a non-negative integer value.
cmr The capacity of server m for resource r, this is a positive integer.
idlem The idle power of running server m for one time period, this is a non-

negative integer number.
upm The start-up cost of server m. The cost of starting up machine m once.

This cost is not dependent on the energy cost at this time. The value is a
non-negative floating point number.

downm The shut-down cost of server m. The cost of shutting down a server
once. This cost is not dependent on the energy cost at the shutdown time.
The values is a non-negative floating point number.
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ft This is the forecast price of one unit of energy in time period t. This is a
floating point number, and can be zero or even negative.

rt The actual price of one unit of energy in time period t. This is a floating
point number, and can be zero or even negative. This information cannot be
used to make scheduling decisions, and is only used to evaluate a resulting
schedule.

3.4 Model

We now describe the variables, constraints and objective of the model.

Variables.

xjmt Task j starts at time t on machine m. A 0/1 integer variable indicating
when and where a task is run. As each task must be scheduled, exactly one
of the variables linked to a task must be set to one.

vmt Server m is running at time t. If any task is running on a machine at some
time t, the machine must be active.

ymt Machine m starts up at time t. Initially, all machines are off.
zmt Machine m shuts down after time period t. The machine is active at time

t, but not at time t+ 1. All machines must be switched off at the end of the
scheduling horizon.

Constraints. We first need to enforce that each task is scheduled on one
machine, exactly once:

∀j∈J :
∑

m∈M

∑

t∈t

xjmt = 1 (1)

No task can be scheduled before its earliest start:

∀j∈J∀m∈M∀t<eij : xjmt = 0 (2)

No task can be scheduled to end after its latest end:

∀j∈J∀m∈M∀t+dij>lij : xjmt = 0 (3)

The resource requirements of all tasks scheduled on the same machine at the
same time must fit within the capacity of the machine:

∀m∈M∀r∈R∀t∈T :
∑

j∈J

∑

t−dj<t′≤t

xjmt′ujr ≤ cmr (4)

The following constraints all link the different types of variables related to
machines.

If a machine is starting at time t, then we consider it running at this time.

∀m∈M∀t∈T : ymt ⇒ vmt (5)
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If a machine is starting up at time t, then it was not running at time t − 1.

∀m∈M∀t∈T : ymt ⇒ vmt−1 = 0 (6)

If a machine is shutting down at time t, then it is still running at this time.

∀m∈M∀t∈T : zmt ⇒ vmt (7)

If a machine is shutting down at time t, then it is not running at time t+ 1.

∀m∈M∀t∈T : zmt ⇒ vmt+1 = 0 (8)

If a task is starting at time t on some machine m, then that machine must
be active at least while the task is running, i.e. for all time points from t to
t + dj − 1.

∀j∈J∀m∈M∀t∈T∀t≤t′<t+dj
: xjmt ⇒ vmt′ (9)

If a machine is running at time t, then it was either already running at time
t − 1 or it starts up at time t.

∀m∈M∀t∈T : vmt ⇒ vmt−1 ∨ ymt (10)

If a machine is running at time t, then it is either also running at time t+ 1,
or it shuts down at time t.

∀m∈M∀t∈T : vmt ⇒ vmt+1 ∨ zmt (11)

Objective Function. The objective is to minimise the total cost of operation,
consisting of the energy cost running all tasks cJ , the cost of running the servers
when they are active cM , the startup cost of the servers cup and the shutdown
cost of the servers cdown. This means we minimise the following function

cost := min cJ + cM + cup + cdown (12)

The energy cost of running all tasks is given by the sum

cJ :=
∑

j∈J

∑

m∈M

∑

t∈T

xjmt(
∑

t≤t′<t+dj

pjrt′q/60) (13)

Note that we have to convert the power use for the task into an energy value
by multiplying with the duration of the time period (in hours). As we don’t
know the actual cost of electricity rt when creating the schedule, we may decide
to use the forecast price ft in the optimisation instead. This may mean that an
optimal solution for the forecast is not optimal for the actual price. But the final
evaluation of the solution quality will be based on the actual price, which is only
known after the fact.

The energy cost of running the servers (ignoring the cost of the tasks) is
given by

cM :=
∑

m∈M

∑

t∈T

vmtidlemrtq/60 (14)
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The start-up cost is given by the sum

cup :=
∑

m∈M

∑

t∈T

ymtupm (15)

The shut-down cost is given by the sum

cdown :=
∑

m∈M

∑

t∈T

zmtdownm (16)

4 Machine Learning Component

In the forecast problem, we have to predict the actual electricity price for one
day into the future based on historical and forecast data. The historical data is
available from September 2011 onwards. The following fields are defined:

DateTime String, defines date and time of sample
Holiday String, gives name of holiday if day is a bank holiday
HolidayFlag integer, 1 if day is a bank holiday, zero otherwise
DayOfWeek integer (0–6), 0 Monday, day of week
WeekOfYear integer, running week within year of this date
Day integer, day of the date
Month integer, month of the date
Year integer, year of the date
PeriodOfDay integer, denotes half hour period of day (0–47)
WindForecast the forecast wind production for this period
LoadForecast the national load forecast for this period
PriceForecast the price forecast for this period
Temperature the actual temperature measured at Cork airport
Windspeed the actual wind speed measured at Cork airport
CO2Intensity the actual CO2 intensity in (g/kWh) for the electricity produced
ActualWind the actual wind energy production for this period
ActualLoad the actual national system load for this period
ActualPrice the actual price of this time period, the value to be forecast

The last four fields are only available for historical data, i.e. they can not
be used to make the forecast. Also note that a model for price prediction is
described in further detail in [9,12].

5 Evaluation

This section evaluates the core-benefit and reliance of the ICON loop model in
the context of the energy showcase. Specifically, its ability to adapt to a market
price increase of 10%. Such a change is not unrealistic as can be seen by the
increasingly high volatility of the electricity market [12]. We consider real-world
data from the Irish electricity market consisting of system demand forecasts,
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wind-generation forecasts, market operator price forecasts, along with weather
forecasts. The prediction feature set is the same as that used in the ICON Energy
Challenge which are a subset of those from [12].

To evaluate the effectiveness of the approach, instances of the scheduling
problem described in the previous sections where generated at two day intervals
over a period of a year, with 50 tasks, 1 machine, and 2 resources. Subsequently,
these were each solved to optimality using the mixed integer programming model,
described in Sect. 3.4, using one of three energy price profiles. First, the baseline
optimal solution is to schedule the energy usage based on the actual price figures.
In reality, this is impractical since it is not known at the time, in the Irish
electricity market it is not known until four days after [12], however it will act
as the ultimate baseline.

Fig. 4. Rolling mean absolute percentage error of two forecasting models, alongside
the market operator’s forecast (SEMO).

Second, a linear regression model which is trained on an initial set of historical
data. Finally, a model which is retrained each day after new price data becomes
available. The latter model, following the ICON loop should have the ability
to adapt to changes in the market. Note that both models are trained on the
same quantity of historical data (2 years), the difference being the looping model
integrates the more recent, representative data. The cost for both forecast model
is then reported based on the actual energy cost of implementing such a schedule.

The two regression models produce statistically significantly different price
predictions (>95% confidence) over the course of the one year period considered.
Figure 4 shows a rolling average of the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)
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of the two regression models and the market operator’s (SEMO) own forecast.
The spike towards the end is due to a very low actual price (<0.3 cent/kWh)
affecting the calculation. The difference appears small but the looping model
produces more accurate predictions on average, over the course of the year.

Fig. 5. An example gantt chart of two schedules based on two price forecast profiles.

Differences between the two price prediction models can result in significantly
different schedules from the CP model. Figure 5 shows an example schedule pro-
duced by the two different price forecasts. The black lines plot the release window
of the tasks and the solid boxes show when the task was scheduled to start in the
optimal solution based on each forecast, the length of the solid box represents the
duration. Understandably, the different price profiles lead to divergent schedules,
often with tasks being scheduled at opposite ends of their release windows.

Figure 6 plots the cumulative penalty of scheduling based on the prediction
models versus the optimal actual-price schedule, over the period of one year.
Scheduling using the looping model produces statistically significantly lower
penalty over the single trained-once model (>98% confidence).
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Fig. 6. Cumulative penalty of scheduling based on two forecasting models.

6 Related Work

The two problem domains considered in this showcase, electricity price predic-
tion, and energy management in data centres, are the focus of intensive research
activities over the last years. Recent survey articles, [20] for electricity price pre-
diction, and [4] for energy management for data centres, show the breadth of
work in these areas.

A large variety of methods have been suggested for electricity price pre-
diction [20]. According to Weron, a competitive evaluation of the different
approaches is hindered by the limited availability of common benchmark data,
missing supporting data like weather forecasts and economic data, and a lack
of agreed evaluation criteria. Different time-spans for the forecasting period,
ranging from a few hours for operational use, to several months or even years
for long-term capacity planning problems, may also require radically different
approaches. An international competition on Global Energy Forecasting was held
in 2012 [11], comprising of a hierarchical load forecasting and a wind production
forecasting branch. A later instance of the competition in 2014 [10] included
a probabilistic hourly price forecast branch [2], as well as a solar production
forecasting branch. As discussed in [9], the absolute error in the forecast may
not be he most important criterion to minimize when using forecasted prices for
making scheduling decisions. Identifying price spikes accurately [8] may be more
important, as their impact on the total energy cost is very high.

Energy cost management for datacentres [4] can focus on two objectives,
reducing energy use and reducing energy cost. We can try to reduce the total
energy use by improving the efficiency of servers and cooling systems, but also
by work load consolidation inside and between datacentres [18]. This can take
the form of moving virtual machines between servers to use a minimal num-
ber of machines at full power, while powering down unused resources [15], or,
conversely, by distributing tasks between servers so that hot spots are avoided,
and the overall cooling effort can be reduced [7]. Exploiting temperature and
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humidity differences between datacentre locations allows us to maximize the
effect of free cooling, avoiding the expensive use of air handling units.

Wholesale electricity prices vary significantly over time and location, often
by more than a factor of ten. We can therefore also try to reduce energy cost
by reducing use in locations and times where prices are high, and increase use
where and when prices are low [6]. Some computational tasks, especially in high
performance computing [1], can be moved in time, while other services, like
web-stores, are linked to fixed, time variable demand curves. Moving demand
geographically has an impact on latency, where services like gaming and video,
need relatively low latency connections, and can therefore only be moved in a
limited area [17].

Scheduling of tasks in a computation-heavy data centre is discussed in [3,5],
using Constraint Programming techniques for the EURORA supercomputer. In
this work, tasks can not only be scheduled in time, but their duration can be
changed as well by allocating different numbers of CPU cores and graphics cards
to their execution.

The paper most closely related to the use case discussed here, modifying the
computational load based on time-variable electricity prices, is [14]. It considers
pre-empting certain tasks when the price is high, and resuming them when the
price decreases again.

7 Conclusions

We have presented the ICON Energy Show Case, tightly integrating machine
learning and constraint programming in a scenario for an energy-efficient data-
centre. The objective is to minimize the data-centre’s energy cost by scheduling
tasks based on the time-variable electricity tariff. Machine learning plays a cru-
cial role in trying to produce a good forecast of the electricity price, however the
accuracy of the price prediction does not necessarily correlate with a good over-
all energy cost. We compare an ICON Loop model where the machine learning
component is retrained each day and its ability to adapt to factors affecting the
electricity price, versus a static model which is not able to adapt to changes. The
looping model demonstrates significant benefits and is able to adapt to market
changes.

An additional application of the work presented in this chapter has been
applied to the optimisation of energy costs in a large mining company. Specif-
ically, Boliden Tara Mines Ltd. consumed 184.7 GWh of electricity in 2014,
equating to over 1% of the national demand of Ireland. Two prediction tasks
are undertaken, both employing machine learning techniques. Firstly, a fore-
cast of the real-time energy price is produced, and secondly a prediction of the
highly-variable pumping demand is made. Based on these forecasts, an optimi-
sation model produces an operational schedule of the pumps to minimise energy
costs. An evaluation using real-world electricity prices and detailed sensor data
demonstrates significant savings of up to 10.72% over the year compared to the
existing control systems [13].
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